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CHILD AND FAMILY Si RIVES ACT, 19r5

THURSDAY, JUNE-.19, 1975

SEN.Y4:1
.

.

SynrommtryEE UN CIIMMEN AND TIIr,
S BCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOPIEXT,ROVERTY,

AND 31IGRATORftiJADOR_PF THE
CO)DirrrEE-ox LAnon ANDPunuciirr.i.v-Att

AND TIE SUBC031:3111TEE ON SELECT EDUCATIOSZ;*----
OF I.: TEO t;st: Commirrta:,ox. En ucAli Azin'T.,Ansz,

The siibc:Olninitt.ee-met. puuttant to notice. at 9:30 a-M. in Boom.
.4:232. New Senate Office Building.. Senator Walter F. Mondale
presrding.

Preseat': Senators Mondale. Buckley. Jai its. and 'Stafford (Repre-
sentattiyes Brademas a tuteh

SepatorMoNnALF:. The meeting will come- to,order.-
This morning we ate pleased to ha% e etatgressman Gunn MeTtay as..

our first witness in tile- proceeding.

STATEMENT OF HON. GUNN MORAY, A.M.S. REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROk THE STATE OF UTAH

Senator;, I our pleased to be here and commend-you
vp :u;tia uliuly for opening the subject of the family as a vital interest
in this country as the base on which our kountry has,bcen del eloped
and-built. I on pleased-to appear-here.

I am convinced that many of tile social problems we now face are a
result of family breakdown an4 weakened tantiks ties and will not be
solved-without :whim- in o' quality family life.

The strength of the Nation dearly depends on the strength of the .0-

Sadlt actual patteys of life in America today arc undermining the
Society has dangerously downgraded the itnpertance of the -

family, and parents arc spendhrg less and less time with their children.
Et en some of our Got erwitent programs designed to combat prob-

lents build substitutes for families lather than strengthening families
and their abi I it v to sol ye-these problems.

T am sulaniaing two wlitten statements today. One was prepared:,
last_summet as an (0(.1% iew of the Child and Family Seri Act and
of faioil problems g.enerall . Through atcot ersight it was not included-
in thehea ring record last yeak. .

The second statement is a more detailed analAsis.of tla;% care and a
siefinement of some of my reCOminthdation,. and I it ill only highlight

tioinis today in t efercnce, to the two statements. or to the
documentation.

(165)
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Senat lir "MONDALE. Very-iv-ell. Tlitiyill. lie included in the Teeord
atthe conclusion of your testimony. .

Mr. 31c1c-ty. -First. where it all possible, -institutional day care :
centers should be to eided-and should -not be encouraged'. ,L.,-.

'Whn deprived of maternal care, the cbild's.,development_ is nearly
ilwayseetardea phy. icall v. intellectually. id socially.

There is ample e% ideliej that infant elri-td ror placed in institutional
cam eenths frequently ha% e4lasting, psS,chological and sociological
damage. .° .

Senator MoNn.-i-tit:. Po any of those studies go- toward day can or --
are they Iowa? the long-term hospital. instit ut lona I .

Mr. 'fvf:"-,A,tv. I thinkt hey ; ,.
Senator Moxn.kt.t. The ones you have referred to. ' - ,

Mr. MrK.v. I think the ones we referreil to. in,recent timesthe ..

. early ones in thiJKIrs. as I reea II. Mere toThe 1011W:tern' situation. but
I think there is lecent,es idnce that indicatesthat aily'breakup of that ..

maternaldepending- on what degreeof that maternal a-S--f--ecnition in
younger years. pal ticularly up to three. call have- impaired &Image.
because the parents-- . .. "---,z-____t

Senator lloxim.E. Do those studies go to day care? ,,, -

Mr. Me:KAY. Theygo to day Care, yes.
. Senator '31oNn_tt.t. Can you re l'er us to those studies?'

Mr. McK.ty. I have rea.rr-d to them in the documented statements.
so they are-documented t here. the studiest-andlir w hom:and I have -..

a-list of them on the back.
- . Senator '.)foxii.u.E. ft, is hr your ,

Mr. Mc.K.tv. It is in the statentept th:U.1 submitted that yon provide
- for the record.-so thew caibe checked out for authenticit and relevance.

Such children in these institutionalized conditions develop fear and
anxiety and react poorly to Arangers in larger numbers.' at'

The socialization process is weakened.' Which has been to the con- ..

'frau belief, as children arc forced into peer-group settings. -pa rtic-
uiarly in the .vfomiger age.

They develop pessimism about t!!, future. negative attitudes about
themselves-and their friends, Trrespoubibilit, and aqtikicia I behavior,
of course, is the outcome. .. .

Now, having beeij in the classroom ni)Mf-----I spent 5 years in.the
classroom at junior !CIA school aid high` khool levels. and I taught
in the poorer section of the community where we had -minorities of all
types as well as the poorer classes. I not iceil that children who did not,
have a good maternal relationship didn't think anybody eared. -I could
get their attention in classit would not necessiuilv he I rouble at
the momentbut Tswijs not getting iiii where, Et waS like you piffled

a .blind down. . .b

And you could 041 whether there was a fight goiliT, on at home
. that is, you could'uot read that unless you got into it diseuSsion with
them aterward,___ ,0 that the, Ilium ulaved a oritoary role. not only
in the infant years but in 4-he secondary .school years. ,

. .
And this little example happened : A chill came in one clay and-said,

!'-Nohodr eves 'about me.,--, , ,
I said : .

; What 0 you mean? lour meaner is working her heart out trying to buy
you everything. ° - : . . '
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gli-she is, trying to do is buy me,off. Sure, I have money. I got what 1 need,,

- but I 'have not got her.
Wen, she is at home only an hour less than when you are t)Nre. What is

wrong with that? She cares. -

No, she does not. tWken she -Is home she is justralehred,iip t6 get away from'
me again.

So there is some real concern, a hate 4md in my own 4xperience
in thee educational field.

Where posiiiire, the mother or father should be encouraged..to stay
home to care for the youhg cbildien, particularly the young.

Where real financial hardship is present, we may AR better oft
amending welfare with legislatiop to-encourage rather than peindize
lrw-income parents, especially single parents who wish to remain
with r children in their homes or who wish to- work.only part-lime
inordtg to care for the children more-directly.,

Perhaps gainful employment should be provided in the home .as
has been tried in some eases. I do n'ot suppose thrAt is totally practicable
throughout the countr3 , but that type ofthino. ought to be encouraged. .

I realize at some parents, especially singfe-pa rents. have no choice
under preset circumstances but to woOt. Iii such situations, family
clay care arrangements sta..li as relatbe care or neighborhood home
care, where a limited number of children are cared for, is better for '
the child than institutional. day (rare. .-

Available evidence indicates that most private day care arrange-
ments are more satisfactory' than critics couteild. Titntily 'day. care .
shmild be given preference over institutional care in the bill.

Second, strong]} belies r that famil ser% ice programs should` be
home based, not center based. In other words. rather than use instjtu-
tions to soh e problenis. we should use families to solve problems,

frond progradis should supplement the family. not supplant it.
Vailable data demonstrates that: the success of children's develop-

ment is positively correlated with the degree to which parents were
aeth els involved in the program and accorded high status in-the eYes
of their children,

A good example of the home center concept i5 the Home Start pro-
gram, which is an alternative method of delivering the Ileac] Start
program. *Traided professionals go into the home and.teach parents
basic child rearing ,kill, as well as how to nwet basic nutritional health
needs. Iltul I think that is the place most people, I think, front whit
studies we have. indicate that most parents will want to learn Hire
.skills rather than duck them off.

But if you give anincenthe to a given institution, as was shown in
Czerhoslo% Ala and *then areas, the tendency.is to expect the State to
take ore of their kidsover a period of time.

Weliad a little example in my community where we had a scandal
with food coennoditie, of the welfare recipients winding up in gar-
bage cans- blocks of cheese, rice. lend other commodities. We placed
a remiirementan,1 I was oh the welfare °boardthat they would
have to take an instructional course some two i\evennos a week or so
with the school cooks. Immediately the problem cleared

Tt became -ob% ions that the parents did not knowow to cook.otber
than by opening a ran ON whatever and, therefore, tikey did-not know
how to use the commodities that were given them. So an educational

, thing is preferable.

r
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Programs .funded hv grants should he home based to the creates
., extent ,possible mu] this should be reflected- both in the criteria

grants and in the evaluation program. ' ,
Third, I ad' 'wale a ctxlinatekl,research effort on thesProblem fac-

ing Amerivan families. Research needs to be underliiken to .304 the
,..

'I, e- inipiwt of Federal programs and regulations on -families.
The .Tornt,F.(olomiC Committe st tidy on public %%el iiire. also known

lir as the Griffiths report, dwunkitfil that Anne pre. ut tv'el fa re lawspre.
to fragment the family 'and no doubt molly o her Government

'wog-rapt:, adversely a ifset, t he' family in man) it a ha [perhaps %lie ;
do not perceitte at the mopent. - . . ,,..- ... - ..: , it ,,,..i.{,

For the Federal -Gott Aliment to embark-on extensit;,, chil.N dservie
programs without sufficient know ledge of .f.aviil,t -need: mav impede the.

t ..

yv ry thing we are trying to do. . . 4
N FOltlitil. I think pilot programs should be used toencourage s,chowls

to pronde'conrses in- famil; relatioas and prtrenral skills. iii both ...
junior and senior high schools. Our s. boob:should prepare our child-
ren for life, but the; tin little to prepare studenti4 for the only :oli. '-` .
whieli w ill be. play edit\ 'neagly et er; one. that of being in, the family.,

. ' There are some pilot programs, whirl I am "sure' rife Seator may ...
.
, .

be a-m are of. some of whieltrest in my own State.
. 4.,appreciate,this opport nn it; . Senator, and I agree w ith the general
direct ton you are taltingeffe need to be careful on the hill so we do ,
not enticeas ;bit know. the earot on the stivii V. ill entice anti create .

, when we lot e git en grants to ' hies and States. it has not .:olved their *.
problem,. It has old; made them °more depiindent on thi. Federal
Got eminent for none funding. mid I would rather discourage that
and ive them a solution. ,

Parenthood is not easy. and To ght. a AM)* solution is not the '
an,swer. but. ratlutr, assist them with their diffieulty. .' .

Senator Mcveiml.E. Thank yoit very innll. Cl'oo.teltill,
.

j , I agree wholeharted1; w ith the iniportance of families and Amt
pithAting national policies which at the N ej trust (10 lint pot pre41111,8

*:1* on familiesand holwfully might even help. . . , , ..
. And. as- you know. our legislation does deal..aithhome care as,

tsist a nee, as well as 'lime:ire centers. , ...,
am in somewhat ditbions about the strength of the literarnre you,..

cited. althougln agree that there is some, concerning,adt eese psycho.
logical impact upon (1111(11.n in !Pootl.dat (are centers. I I hink-there is
a good deal of litcrat oh nail hospitals where children have, been
institutionalized for %rite a w !life, kept from their parents/and that
sortiof thing. . ,

. .
T arn not sure how strong that literature is.
Secolui. T think there is an enormous problem here that is not going

to tz-o away. 0% er :at percent of the mothers in America now work.
, and we have i or 7 ;pillion -ins le-narent familie, that are very pnor.
'Most. of theie parents work. Ti is not an option for them.

No..the other thing is to make an notion for them. Tt* js called_
AFIV. Try to get some inoluv for it. A soon as yon get :1 gond 81)- .

propre turn' for AFDC. ;on milli. on 0% er here so we can do sow- -.
thing .mean. we raft1101 o'et ant monev-___

so w sq. You should nut work and letta;-your kids behind. but
we will not lea% e yoy any money so you can stay hotne:' anitstrtheseL:

0
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-rather let them stay home and pay them to stay home,. if I had my
choice. T realize that is not a reality.
' Senator MoxnAt.E.-Good for hu. Thank you.

Senator Javitg.
Senator ;IA vrrs. Thank you, Mr. ClVairman.

;'just came to get the feeling and-the course the hearings, and I
*wish to express ps a -major sponsor to Senator Mondales,,bill my ap-
preciation to him for the work that he is doing so intensively, going

nto this subject. These hearings are`the 'only wafin which need can'

be properly exposed, and the-,fundamental .thrust of the bill appreci-

ated. I am very -ratettil.
notice-also. Senator, that we have a good many iikajor experts

o-from New York,,includin a man I consider he-is in the room talking
to som body else ap the moment,--I considerIinI,Dr..13ronfenbrenner,
tom, be on of the. if hot the leadilig authority on this-subject.

Senat r Nfoximr.h. I agree.
Mr. M:KAY. Whom I have quoted in iny material.
Senato .Ttwrrs. Thank you, kind sir.
[The prepared statements of Mr. McKay follow:]

5
V.

4
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STATCOMTOF'REP. CU !J rCMAY

Joint Hearings on the Child and .amily Services Bill
3efory the House Select Zeucation Subcommittee

and the Senate Subcommittees
on Children and Youth-, and Employmentl Poverty,

am :loratory Labor. . .

-
v

pleased that the importante of the family is

receiving renewed attention in "ashington, es evidenced'by

these joint hearings., Fannies ire our most important

social unit and it is essential that 0e focus our attentilit

on the problems which interfere with healthy taMilyslife.o.

There is no substitute for a healthy family: t'e have

never discovered any other way to produce responsible

human beings.1.y.cPI through_tne family. Families are the

most significant stabilizing influences in society, the

cost- effective means of transmitting values, and are the key

agency of socialization. The reason that the family can eo

the socialization job as well is because the internallzation

43t certain funaarental norms of right and propriety depends

liPen-naturalaffectiouand-thc ndel for approval

Iliich
1

makes socialization ulti'Mately possible. When the

family breaks damn, social control by external roans,

);01,itical and social, becomes much rose difficult. Many

of thi.t social.:problems'we now face -are the result of full.*

insta'Jility and ',eakened family ties and will-not solved

without ac!leving ,uality family Wm. The strength oS

our nation ciearly.eepenes on le strength Of tl-e -aMilv.

.actual -patterns offs life in America today are,

such that families often come last. Present government

proorams often tend to fragment and undermine.the family.

ao0ety has eangerously downgrades' the most important. -work

of all- -that of being good parents. Fathers and mothers are

spending less and less tine with their children. Four out

of Pan marriages this yc-z will end,,in diVorce1 The ;Descent

of children living in divorced families has almost doubled
, -

fn the lest decaee.2 The result of this family breakdovn.,

is increasing alienation, negativism, teenage alcoholism and

drug abuse,-delinquenty, violeAce, youthful 'runaways, crime,

0

'IP
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P.,ujc

;',17.ca,..1' -ah-i-)ap.,$!..

7rtorttx..-,ot all ot

.7.r.aricin :act- ty t co-: far .t.1 ':his c.hould

ra3or concern of alt Instztl.tiors- 4-overnrc-^t, bustness,
50:001: ar3 churc,es. oct 1ortant'1y,

xn Ivi.'aal--..roats tro,- -:or- ntc to place

t.. it fo-a.lte first laves. In rcor:erino

t'ao-- Itrtt to to.14 corrnnent
car. tr.:stx7:.1.y ate: ft, ,.t.:1 yort.tharic

a; :"" to rg' tiji f rural znvolve ert
tth ±7r.at car,, circtr.vonttna Cito1)-;

tly fr. an2ortant thin-3$

rat or.A.-_-rn,..,nt to ,acsict ond promote

1.f
Ir. .,r-o,.:octr,:- the C.hala Zervic,r 'cr.,' the

,!an or. 7,.ra art,- ;.ring to ,:rovt.'e solution- eto sorry

IOW; ero.V.., facin- a n,,ner of J,-.R.rtcln families. 'Mex....-.

much to co.-_-,ry staterett of
fir ,tro.:. perro_.:s prororly regooni,:q that t..,e far-tly

ar,,1 frflufatc

1 r an. E;,71.-...-r7 that cht far,t

prc-rar.c-'"t .7..r an3 role o; the

11,117. -:ft41tirt en rffIce of r4-11,1 Ani ly 'ervices
tr. a -Intst,r t/A,-: ant. to .3.='.:..eae reconstt,Illtie:. of
tht: Orfice 41 C1 x1.. tevlopnent, toe ; ,vcs a tatful.

4 (reor:Tantztta coei ,3y

propose) ar.41 ."-antly .7.ervicon coo :inattne... coun&id

x04 3idly r.,,c..d.f Sore of tn.: cervic 'mar-1r'; terplated
sach eotre.7..ling, prenatal care, nutrxtioniq

treatrcnt of vartouo ingetcal, physical and 7,ontal

-..rohlors of children --ar:p nernslary, Also IrcortoTt is

t,.e.guarant.:e of volGntary :aart).oipation in 2rogra,os an'? th

Involv,:,-nt of ,arents tn the plannine of program.
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teri:rite the:, propozals,.I. have two h4sic

l'riiicison- of th,,'111, althoag% trc, bill professelt,

to 'Auld n oz an,* :itrenrt.len t'e role of the farlly,'

reithres bill are contracroduetive to this

goal. 1 " toe often 'ocial prograns, in

attf.,,"ft;n3 solve sdhstitutes

for t4o failzrati-;r than assiPting the taosly to heln

:.ero.',1 In n r vheri that sr Pasoi51.. I t1sirik this is
-

ofteiltv: ea,e "it,`: 'ay care -o,sters an h.alstart prograrp,

in ta.; hill.

l'ivt alldie0 to t,eJconsequencer of children

Ite :8renta F, n lino 17,iss an less reaningful tine together.

xyrin the first sir y:ars.of lifo,,!aarticularly t'le first

taro, rolationcuo t-/eon oarnnt andcpild
_ .

ir.,ortant for the chil,Ws devclonnent. As

pirpnts sv1.! 1ss an% 1 cz tsloeiith their cslaren. these
. . .

dA.i.Tdr;n ;.,lice-4 in or -r,v.tat-to peer groun settings.

:`"in thilern ten to t; "..out tie fnture,

n,;ative a!Out thc-'selves An:4 friends rat' flwer in.
' c

r-cponA:flity and leaer,11:- atO Ara ft0Ie likely to tnoare

behavior., rose ,erieu mankfestations

in rs,'inf: r,ta af vc.,thful ra.Tiay. se";ool.

211S.C,, ,olinvuen^y.

t%oso firdirde, the ?et ...Poe,' pl--rthe,we

psis 04 7r,,,rini whie, take oat .of tla'e hone -

_T in eaces 'oth or(nti,

tr;:,1 of a sinkS1 oar-ot 'rnesnhol, haw,

,ut thin nhn71".. 41..couraged .4 'n thor are still

r%iPren At Mrea'1, or. in thr..-o -4)thpr,

tInder sot,e1^and thn

riun,r of cioildrrn enroll -` in ti c< =rh col.ors 4ouh104

and 1,7 .6 "elfare reds.nlatiOn sholA

a-,,T> el to ,,n,e.raan rAtir than penalize iti inure parents,

isnole is., to rennin in tt,sr hopes

A
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a

woi7. orl; ,,-..art-tirc in or care for tneir.chil.iren.7

:o tore"." 4 .^0t.* frc-1 -',one .Yte,re fathr is ftlreaey
t) invite fori.i rc:,...ts to DO4c1(4ty in ^'211nquency,

a")t.se And re,T4,1.-.11 tIZtlon.' nal, care centers

at r.c ce.?tzttxte for family anL cannot cocpensate for

rof:. ring-or 3....,-qtitotc.',or

;ho 40rv, , tolra-S, chile

t'e 's rorl it., t-lo r7sthcr, An help

h-rro-:tan- envirott-slat for the

1.,..1.1Iit; fv-4. r
,:on7- n.71 le . Pictart prooraml

is to t)L,i sr-: ,..c,Ttnot ICZ11:,,1?priv,4 hazes, who

. an .;.-1,irtnl,ert.t....1.., accoiiel

other ho

to rf...rov, cild fro:, here tro ,arly an ^lay ',aye

mr..? is Ovinta,....,s t: a,', ant st,eier"
-c-totsl. 1^ it tor.. Actually -ror

1.7?..ter r
r:.:.rur;:-'tes ro 31 ^Lan e it -1::17. s ce-rtlia age, rlevelopnent

is rore 1.4:Ortant than Z4r7 v., sLcat tonal (11,p:40r-tent

.74, -1 'col cr svuatior. rr. 3ronfen-
,

..t.'4,nt4r,-7,-.4..z.,r of atu.a.-. reve,lo-r, ne one ^al-41y Stuclies,

at -.orn..-.11 co-clo_fos that -oth'part ,%.cration
tutori-4 wer..

t 2 rocra - parent a chit`
tT.e succ,ng.tul..

7,,E, t$s :4rovrar-9, s' re 9e3itive1
t," which pareats t.YS accorie, Pi-h At Attu,

an-I ir.volyi..1 in t e nro,:rart. "'hen r,r.trary
.-

for thc". chiltits; d-31.- lox ent ar, c-sure -! by

;i:Otestionlls and the part.' t rel?, :ter: r..o a r..e.L.7211.ary

irtrvntion ra less eftectiv;.1°
criticisrA T not $)eli,AP::. t'at the

gt-.3 f .r ono,ih to t.l?vt.te
a an-it in ,rican sc-:.sty.

49
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0

.no -Oro- fss 4 pre,r...s -re 'csiNle4 to 411eviate so-e real

isa.4v?nti;..." otail,'ren and

e-Thazai' neel

to str.:41:thon firilis as a hole thro.:;,out all of
tt' on.icin: Trealio:e that

toi' nr:t iT.r.'n't-! to so-Vr fyIS 111 pr01,11:*'5,

t I eo tvin t.1, _to .ru.oet-larcor--

are;.-, of ngg.... I t f Zlo inr reit-r,rdations to
arie;r:ra.s to tip. Art and to

ser,m,at- a 07..rin1/.....ar.i for ii.geolten -t ciao can be
tiOne,.hoth in 3n o,t CO-c of th. l0,gis -
.1ativc i'oas I xn;c.v to 1-o,or,,or..-e,in a bitl for ir.tro-...
duct ion na.,t .'f=s-r.-oorreneetim^a have keen

the refore the 4;11'4:D./littert
on Children ;!onferen-e on

r11:11 *.
--21.1, is ne......ee *lotto .al effort, a oar.,elen

',ill* t6 ei-.9'...a..a.te ne 17,,:.,rte..7.0 of t..o.

,Cor.;yr,,r3 set th v,ar!,,.
-t the, fa-.17 -is the ro--.. irlrotte.nt enit of

fr.,.,o v,s1at7 tl-t '01iCy to, pro'ote
ct.it 11 tt t-,,11 - of *-,-ri,,an r,e

ft z:2
-

gover.av:at s.,k to .tro17_ otter lnatltutxoar
con1,1,-iv. ,r.calth- ''+7.1.1.t Otlr

in,..^xtutin- ousar.e -, --nn!treo, s-ao try
rc..ja ef,tvrf or, , a!' ,1 161

( .1% ',la. -y
p -,,rc2c,-;`1`..oes

Tr 1M 1.?1511:1)On tre'

t., to tpc fardaY,) -1fo

il-r rr n.. ..?,417 cent- ',IC,'

irr( att,,t to illevi,at'e. )rt,1-.1.3,r, r- ilurtir t:.e
o

to '-op rvpro..e,,, I suo--sort th 1,,.;a

0. an (f."...c-2 of '.7.,J.1V

witaan att!,, an -1 'telfar,

_
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tit -.0441' ferct7on, of the offs a o f

jit) 4-3;214 -,4:-rve at: advocatr,..,
---- $4' .

7sr stair. too 4,-rtlacvorn-lent, A-44 such, st,n
-

s'"511 '4".147 - ro.:4-70:4.7-4.11t4,4 to 00711.t.-.7 t3 o Ir:710.". of

4."" 4,n:a "".,r^ ar redlat.,on's--c41 ho far711y -..n4 rake ap44.

r oceon to C..rcr,,53., 3 le t'1:3=7.3,<OCIltrV't.,.-

31 ,intr.t7 r.. n-7

'71-t) ",t rror. fee.eral ylice
3.44..% r7.7-7(4t f -7.111.1y,

r 4-..1.77r,n410.7.4'.-._

-,ft, also 7,7o1ztor

14kr It . or= fz-t14 , 4.-4.1tteo r-4-.orts rk4u1.4

1: 41,7, 7=o7.1_ ion :f 14,477islator on the

f-rtly 1. t-T-44-4. -111 -4_%4 3t-4-kif;.0.4int 2774ct"%VT 1:1 f,-'74r-4,-

-gov,rn- t, rzorra.1-. to fantl, Itcltion.. "0

.7.7a ; -- R r c'1.117,474n fez 17.f-', 4-147't

etr4711 r-t441,, .to. 'Tita for el, .4.,nly

r- 1,4 .4:14.'a 17.a4. 711,1, 7.4,.41: 1-etn, a rortor
. 71 .,41,..ar cO:r.s4.447, xn 4-47y,.1o77;14. and

a e ,t7.111:t517 for --1:1; an'

f4141', ochco-1,,

vr.rt,r .7-.7 a- 4a;.7.r4 iho4_14' 'join Vit''

t n77r.;<- r riaa to -.7valO nn 71vr! 7:71

tr. r, tion-43 ty n 0-7zi,ltv/: to en'oarce the

rt.4"4.1.44 of 4- 14 111.4.1-', 7 1% 4n '1 -e -44.414`o ron' r"t.;

ev.7,71,44-, of f,,,r,41y474:17nt,4 4 'CU-TY :1-_ a. to
, .

1"AS' JCS' 371 tzt, C11 fur, for troth an. ;,

ta;- ir nt ,11 "
..3

o at, It r,Co-raz.v t,4at th,r 1ir,tt. to .",
t'-74 `-r11 .71o,5 a "11 1.1 of7t- istrta ttat Joni- tan

r rnnort ant! y 2 . -t 17-1' tf, ;9t
C f 1- "t onr,on - 171 -.1St frog, other

-4,14.4% ,- 7,-.7;47.,.4,ry, but
.7,

7,17, ly t.4,4 effort iu,t :747t forth

If *T. $ .711y if4trA-444-4104, GI,- r71,7r7.4,0 :
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STATEMENT OF-REP, GUNN-hiciCAY

Jnirt Hesrhys on the-ChIld and_Zomay_Services:Rill
i3efore'the House Select Education Subcoirithittee

andthe Senat%-Subcommittees
on Children and Youh,and EMployment. Poverty.

and Nitscatory Labor .

Jutte 19; 105" _

MAYBE rAY CAREISN'T THE ANSWER

. Millions of women across the United States. are increasingly breaking away

--front their homes and status as 110115ewlics` in search of outside employment.
Statistic's show that from 17I0 to 1972, the number of women Itt the labor force
more tican doubted. froM 13.8 million to 32.9 million. The number6of'working
mothers has also Increased !rein 1.5 :Milton almbst 11 million. As a result,
'today's-working parents, are faced with the new responsibility-of arranling adequate

child care for their youhoters. if is not surprising then, that-demands for expan-
ded day care VW other governe ent sponsored child care programs have recently

been-echoing throughout the t.tangizess. tir debate on day care.. howeve,r; should
not-focus.only on freeing mothirs-for employment. but also on-the eqnsequentes

, of Institutionalized care to children ate their families.

We are,. urxioubtedly, witnessing an immense' social change in this country.
However, 'the Implication of thls new era to-the family and society ass whole are
'still uncertsifrand obsettred. One of the problems lies with the lack of au:Helene

. research regarding the family and its ability to withstand Mounting outside pres-

sures. Much of She information we do have krxlicalesrthat the effects of institutional
dai.care centers on children and their families IS harmful. Yet, the social climate'
seems to favor jumping rashly into a nationally supported day care program. Fr.
Cral/ Peery, Assistant Professor for the Department of Family and Child Develop-
ment at Utah State, University, has compared this to using massive doses of x-ray
to treat tonsillitis. He says We might achieve some short range benefits (like
reducing.preicure from,milltant mothers), but 20 years from now we are likely
.to find wethave-created cancer in our-children, but this time, cancer of the
pers'onality.

We should no longer construct or evaluate policy for children's programs
on the basis of tentative research and ouestionable assumptions. Dr. Edward
ZIgler, in testifying before the Senate Finance Committee, admitted that, "We

, do not know nearly as :mob as many experts say we knout.'" Er. Zigler was a
former tflre.6tor of the U. S. Office of Child Development =Id is now a professor
of psychology-and director of the child deVelopment program at Yale irniversIty.

`Dr.-Dale Meers, who is, also 2-highly qualit),ed and widely recognized authority
on-day-care 'concurs with this opinion, iii believes, "that given the present state
of our ignorance about psychiatric-damage, amity's day care programs appear

all too much llkn Pandora's box. " His advice to all thOse-who think day care Is
unproblematic-hi to reerd'irth-elite-ralui.7e, -WC" XRciliiii; and Leitch, 1952;
Skeels, 19(4; NiceHunt, lqf 4; Bloorh, Davis and-Ilesa. 1969; A. Freud, 1965)

Experts In the field are far from unanimous in their recommendations ''"
regarding day ,afik. There arc those who arc not only skeptic) about the alleged 3"

%drams of day care, taut who think it is harntful to bath the family and child. Others
are worried about exorbitant costa and government intrusion into personal liber-
ties and matters concerning the family; For the Federal government to embark:on

an extensive program of day care now, given the extent of controversy among,
experts, seem to me unwise and prentatUre. _

Evidence of damaging implicagonstoes, already exist. Experts have claimed
that excessivez-emPhasis on institutionalized child care may be damaging to child-

(t's pgyeholo,ICal development and well-being." Doctors say the early years are
o.tOtially critical and agree that for an infant, day care-has more cons than pros,

Er. 1;:d- in, a faculty member in the Department of Psychiatry at Downstate

Medical ter, Brooklyn, thinks-it is best thaf a childlearn,to trust one person

and Identify th one person in the early yet.r$. "Othertvlse, as a teenager, he, may

not :mot wow?. )
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A freeuently awned source in the-field of-child development. John Bowlby,.
holda-a-similar view. 'Cr. Bowlby works-with the Institute of Human Relation:3,ln
_London and is President of the international Association fop Child Psychiatry. He
maintainsharmjany of the commonest disturbances of attachment are the results ..
.1-traolltac "mothering, or of mothering coming from u succession of different

people. " And 'these disturbances "can continue for weeks, months, or yearsor
may be permanent. " Says Bowlby, "numerous direct studies make-it plain that
when deprived of maternal care, the child's development is almost always ,
retardedphysically, intellectually, and socially- -and that symptoms of physical
and - mental Illness May appear. . . and that some children are gravely damaged for
life.," One-example of cuch.mental Illness to which Bowlby refers is anaelttic
depression, This is a univerasal phenomenon that toddlers suffer when separated
from mothers for any appreciable, length el time4Spitx, 1940a, Other researchers,
like Cr. Eleanor Galen son, director of the paychIatrydetaartmenttsnuraery
division at Einstein College, also support Boulbps theories and suspect.that -
adoleaieent physical ailments are the result of fear and anxiety rooted In the group
situation of day care. Regarding day care specifically, famelby.says, "ray care
is a rather dangerous- procedure which Is almost certainly very extensive and ,.cry
mlataken. "

.
,StudierGY Cr. Mary Ainsworth. Professor of 'Psychology at-Johns Hopkins

University School of Medicine, seem to corroborate with those of flor.lby. - In a
study done at John (tepid:Nat was found that after just _5 months in a day care center.
10 toddled. age?, 2 to 3, exhibited more-signs of anxiety.than tiada aithilar groupreared at home. f r,Ainsuorth was - involved in another study of childre,h-th %filch
they -took 1-year-oldsard sent them through separation episodes of less than 0 .-
minutes. '1Witi, upon repeating the episode, they found that a-algal:leant degree
of anxiety v'as experienced by the child. Two weeks later, they stibjected.the same
Children In the same test)aia and found the anxiety levels even higher on separation.
Thla tends to saltiest that the childadoes experience anxiety-wIth separation from
that home environment. -

Results from a study cone at Syracuse University reveal that early lay care
experienee may slow acquisition of some adult cultural.values. One possible
eapitmation given for this is that substitute care impedes socialization ta genera).
Tiowaby (1073) and others (131char", 1073; Staytnn,'41oaan, and Ainsworth, 1071) also
suggested that-the repealed,separationa that attend substitute care lad to disrup-
tion of the mother-child-relatiOnshp, which in turn hindera the-sdrcialization process.

A child development specialist at Einstein College believes that an infant
placed with numerous others In a center may begin to I etact badly to large numbers.
Th1e may also carry over to later file-and.ause. an to adapt to group
situationa, Inherent here also is the fact that depersonali, atton can readily take
place in institutions. 'this Is always a chronic potentiality in-group cave-of children,.

a, , A-abtUr psychiatrist strongly opposed. to daycare centers is tr. Judith
Kestenberg, a director of the Social (enter for Parents and Children in Long
Ialaral. She objects to making an infant adapt to two different worlds, the familiar
hdfne and the day care center. Ftirtherificace, developmentahanomalles are likely
to occur in proportloiPto the extent that the rearing environment differ, from the
original "environment of evoluitonaryeidaptivenes3, " decordin.a-to I r. Rowlby.
The mt:ironovnt of evolutionary adaptivencaar` essentially means 3,he home. -

A ''corranon-aenae juatific.tionof day care supporters has recently beenrefuted. They believed that children v'ho are exposed to a variety of adisithuaild
affiliate more reallit with str maces than those sheltered and raised In the nuclear
family. Howaver. It was found tint daY'coCe children are more avoidant of stran-
gers. Two researcher s, Tiaard and TIzard (1071) feta thatyoung children reared
In reariontlal our ,erie 4 were morn afraid of strangers than home-reared children.
Similarly, Heini-ke atKd 'reatheirner f10(5) also discovered that during a separation,
children .vare highly feafful of persons they had seen only months before. Th6
el'nfcal.experlen, a t;;' dote does provide dramatic evidence of the apparent- p..yehoy, tiral: damage incurred in early and prolonged institutional care.

r r. Uric Pretle.nbrennee, Proica.aar of Human .Development oral rathilr
at adiea at Carnell-Cnit;ersity, antes that a3 parent's, especially mothers, -penal
mcee time`at 'Adria and commualty activities, children gravitate to poor groupsettings. This, In turn, foster3 pessimism about the future. a negative attitude
about themselves and friends, irresponsibility, and antisocial behavior.
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c Still other observers have found- even snore alarming-results. They belleic
day care to, be liditv to the fra ,mentitten and eve;tpal breakdown of the family
because it builds a suhatttute for the family. I, care takes assay some important.
family re +pomilitirties. x p omit recently, the emotional, psycholosleal and
phydical rearms of children was oansidered the province of the funnily. You, many

parents have left ELL re.soonsibility to institutions such as 4a) care. Parent's and
chit teen are. anerilins less and lead. meaninful time tosether. This is especially
aile,nifinnat teaVan-.1' ev.Picre;v-hov.5 thit human beings who nrow up iro,st stably.

self-r nt end cooperative; ere thosc who throtvhout_infancy. childhood, and
ad-les:en have had constant parental affection and supoort in titres of stress.

In light O'f--these-and similar findings. hos can we advocate support of day

care 111 ant rtove th,,res.t.h risearCh' Certainly, we need to prole deeper into
ti- e Ale .ttacli, et faintly diainte.mation frora day care-before we,c an int.; Ilt gentiy

decide to ?ftOtantiaNy increase fundins for day care facilities. tt c lust don't know

en4 efioc t ,.r.eraliz...3 institutional child care on the fatnIlY

tat.ns tv to ration ally a.,,,t,port. a national pro 'ran). Much of the ea. Ident."C we

do h tee al ,sc . 'hat tri:ditutionalized day care ould-tic parmful to the children
phis I. it 1. 1,11;-.N4-.1 is

.-
t

I hellcat' tin family -Mould have primary resPonsibility for child rearin.,
sod that ,,, trol l Interv":.c.rmly ir.ben the *amity is unable to meet their oblilations.
A; rr. %actl Crane, a psyoniatrit from Indians puts it, 'If the family-oricnted

ho.4 o tho.l;ht to ; the a'r,-,iimeriton C spied hill. so too, will the-vast ramorit"
of Ind:lean 'amities oho strive to rear their thildrete-in an atmosphere of per-
Al, 4 .etsrdton, love and re-,ect. and not e.ensim them to conee,:sion; of stranizrrs
woo ies am, re, ,t; arc prinlarily hackie-In

. -

I e.ltic that -alit, parents. (,,irpecially -Antic parents, have no choice but
to -ork and therefore me: d make some arran.rments for child caye. It would be

re,s,en I ettare icslslation to encouraie rather titan penalize
a le, pi,rer,*s, parent; in particular, who wish to remain i their

bome 14. A only part-time Jnprder-nycare for their children. hero child

care p.,,S1,1.1A--AterThltiN C5 to institutional day care should be

f la! esuhsre,:i. One al%rnalive t a to have another adult family member, attend

'fo the chill in their own home. The value of the "extended family'. and in haVirts
an aunt. Sr d.droothnr, or other relative care for a child can, in fact. stren,sthen
the family. :shit. This arramterniTnt..althoulh rrio.st psycholosteally heneficlai to

. the child. obviou,ly not available to many famIllei.

.91.i, liar approach tee myth.? conaiderable attentlos lately Is -family day

yy
" -Under the family day care ,y stem, one trained child-care spcciaill takes

*rre, children into her home for half or full-day perfect:. This me thed lessens

the emotional strain of a straille environment iieralliTeFantelttmc-raTrktres-a-
central ftmnpe for attrecho.ntt and atability. I believe that family day carp is
clo.tet to the experience In his own family because a child has the opnor-
tiii..ty to lorry a continuo*, relationship ea'aroulh the dal with the family day care

ther or fattier. divallable evidence, Indicates that most orivaic fatally day care
arrin ;ern, At are suite satisfactory' and are much better than critics contend.

. 1 s

hsi' American children need is a combination of teal family life and supple-
n' al that help them gro*.ts in a family lentils. There are many thlins

that can rte share thr.,..ish thrall:Ally. If the fatally is to retain its Important piece
In acelety, then we must matte a concerted effort to tn.:Mutt' these proirams
reinforce file family and it..infiti 'nee to American society, The atairdle eridclicc
it air 'des that hoetia proem:rims are more economically feasible, fts hell as

hi4,1"/ e rot be buildln't subititutc for the fatality. firod ore-

to4-1. nl:d f-tmily. not.a.upplant it.
.

.1, ,ist moo shoold be, made an the faintly to help that pernen. 4n needInpdc
of lie in own tome, .3, lean& evidence clean'' narrem thedmme , the '

;13,, si .511d psych:4011,A environment. Therefore, pro in whicit

der +Tin. nt ahle vi 'ctt the child:: home, noric with the tnothler,aild help her
+.vi le n rse,ri moarth-nronvitin s atmo;pliere -a' cull receive greater emphass

rzo one, sl these such programs.. Aides supply throt.dh bogie eisit
tionzl. bealtli.votrallonal, vet soial serticed directed Seward enablio:
ir:rt prjrit inatins, in the erogram to attain their misimum potential. The

-se
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1101011er child pro Tare: are esoentlally fartally-orlonted and P,ssop the Ova In
as..? pro that? a ith r...e .rtvirotin.eal. I r. Proprenbronner Iour.I that the

ees- 0 of ...MTh develcvn.nnt errs:T..1re; were posttively correlated oath tho,e0 'fee to tach parent; were a ..rleJ haat rnd nettstly Inv° !Yoe le thepro, co's,. t. tan primzeo repon4Illityfor the chtLA rte%elnpmeot ws$ a .,:innett
by re,4C.e.,1,-,11., the garnet rel. lated to a nr<oi-enry-rele, the prolranecnere ,le 7 3,4000

1 raw.' ; ; nC (nth' tare roust 4... Lave tt rated and re ;eareed
n ntnry 1.10 Jan, he,*thr, n; pro. It. V c cannot tontitiun to rirts:thre the arnertenn

- family £Lily, that in:riou31:,.. -Wreathe it, ;thiatt3, to fare tine a, our locprliasrs .snit. = n hat e h learn more annul' ?tin behatioral nnpeett
tf 'Mt to retairat bnillin a stable are% stable st.elety for rnmortnv..not.. ,.e.. t-. at,9tt roo'0 p-qc,10107.1011 070-00.:1,11 &Actor,-

to, r t, aly in Pe. eontelt Atielt rco..art. unstl,wortd. e reed thina till' rn.-tr,-.. t., tr....; n 3 1.re -eat. ., 11 a: ceturo UMW,' careln; ; 4 tor .10.t itA 4 fr.-tells dt-ante. thation. Thenetoro, I rater ate
a orlin..thl r..tsats0 effort on the ht in pattern anl tc or an.et lean

rra.r.. 0 alto- need to lothrettn ant detelop a; fully 84 We ran.
;4' t V1L,1titl pro -rung. To 'meta I r. Sheldon ',Chinn, profeesor

or pad i-^P-.v a' II-.rtdra rravneeltl. ttnshal to More ,Jearliitt.
ten:Pole/v-111 and Tr * t...` day 0i 0 on a tutor, r. Ir Ito, absence.atnati tot t -sant indet _Iryttsobtal alrsare troiratsaple.
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Senator 3foxaata:: Congress4na,n Mitchellmaybe it would bebette
if volt ouldttike the Riddle seat. -We want to see you.

le ft

.-., . .../.. .

STATEMENT//OF HON. PARREN J. MITCHELL:A U.S. REPRESENTA-_-:
"TIV N CONGRESS FROM -THE STATE OF MARYLANI)

10.1\ fribitEm. Mr. Chairup,u, AeAlitor Javits, I v.- -elcome this opper-tunity to alwear before yduloday. -, .

First of all,JcwonKlike to introdiliT one-person who is here. This
-t e.15- charming lady.' Mrs. Mary Rikinsina. who is Yhe.cqdrdinatoti for.
early childhood edficittion for ifilto 3fdry"]..tz;(1 ,StItte Departmyt of .Education. . - 1w. ,

4 .
J:2_,____.--,

Senatom' Mop.mr.:-Thank yon.(I think she has teqtified 'for us some . -.....;ti met ago. , . .M. .1IIT&TIET.L. Let*Inel -front the out.s4tysay thq.I ain a_cosponsor -
of flie.13rAlemaS bill and what is in essence the II.rademasi,'INfondale
leoislatitln.'- ' . . 1, > -t-

_. ,.....However, a situation has come up which requiresrthatJ introduce
, 1fill,bill , which,' have so doile-despite my entfrusiasticthip.pott and .co-
spon-an-Ship'of 'the 3 fondale/B radennis legistlition. ..

You have cogieS of rii testimony before you, aintLkno3 that, time
isofthee,ssence. ' - . ,. . u

-----q enator'Nto.xnArs,..rwill put yotir.,sfull statement hi' the red,prd-aS -,
theitgh read,and-YOU can emphaizoayou 6S1: .-

M- .
,.

Mitcnr.r.L. Fine...My legislation the-bill. 11.11.15702jhe "Pre-_
school Children.Educational Assistance'Act.- It authori- the ex

' penditure of $156 million for t=,chOol-based.educationarprograms for
4-year-old children in the-50,,States and- outlVing areas.
: Each State'sentitlement would be'iletermined by the nuin13-v of -4- -...t-- yearolds in the State so that the ratio of the State's allocation to Ale

'total funds appropriated- would be equal to the,-ratio of- the number :
f the States 4-year-olds to the total intni.ber of 4-yea -olds in -the .'

. .

States -and'outiring.areas. ' .. , ..

°The:bill i4 specific in &tailing such things as the necessity of parent ,.,
participation in program planning and other aspects which I feel are. 4necessary',to. ensure quality education. ,I

.

,-- I need not goz into all of the, testimony about the necessity of early
chililhOod education. You have had many witnesses before iou. I think'
the fact is ,ell established that learning does- not:begin at 6 or 7,.
"whenever we pin-children in, school. Tt realty beolns at a very early4- very early.---tageof a' clii10 life., . . .

When rintroduced any bill, some membefs-of the House expressed
. con fusion as to why the bill Was needed. The cotifusieta lar,ely.afose

frond the possibility of 'a conflict Artween my, bill and the -iirilamas-
_Mondale legislationtand I veer particulatv concerned-over the percep-' tion of swill conflict. Therefore. let melittempt to more clearly.outline -

the intenrof my bill, the ci,Preschoolfliliben Educational Assistance' Act." 2, 7 . . : .

As'yon are iware, Senator. on'.Titlyt. 1975, the first, phase of atwo-
plose consolidation of titles TIT and V-of the Elementary. and'Second-
ay Education Act will take'- -will go into effect. ,Ihr . .

.
As 'tm may also be aw are. many, if not.most.. State denartnints of

-education have been givii,g, funding assistance to innovative preschool
, .

t.)
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educational, programs, and tin-y de so under the authoeity of tit le,ITT.
The funding of siakprogram's is modest, but represents at least an
attempt to begin-to address the-need fpi early-childhood education.

,It.is now my fear and the .fear of many of tlwse State department,
of mine:aim that the consolidation of titles-ITT and V w ill biing pres-
snres to bear on that new Jim( of funding tthitlt is no longer or will no
longir, be subject to the restrietious of the current title [II funding.
and my further fear is that thosi pressures will posh curly childhood
education out of -the picture. - ...

I will 1;i the first to admit that -the new programs; the new pres-
sures. williv for good programs. prograins for the ham lieupped and'
othetSadl progiams: and I thine. they have political clout and T think
they are . s' , ear- I:- that the molest amounts-of money
t nit the States HMS al t. going into early childhood education will sort

- of ix' forced into t ie,e other piograins wliich hate more political.
1/2;

clout. ,
I think theBrademas-Mondale legislation will. when it is passed

and, I db hope the it is passed--elTeetil ely addret.., the pr9blem of
establIshing early childhood education programs. However, many of

*the State ihpartments of edueation.Nexas. for example, and my own
State of Maryland.. West Virginia, have requested In interim meas-
ureand, that. is what my bill is, an interim niqusue. a bill calling for
iust-modest funding-solely for the tiscal.:Nai 1976 to enable the-current
level of State as,istAuce to continue, tinder the funding level, of inoer
comprehensive legislation w ill become effectiv.e. ,

Senatth .IoNum-F.. And that money would be earmarked for pre-
slmal children; that III iallt 1* da) Cate, it migitt be something else ;Is

It right? Bid it would L.e.,for the education of childien at age I-4
t..

Mr. Mrivpi-J.L. No: that's net quite right. What I am talking about
'is essentially edueattonal pograms light now IS Lich arc being admin-...

. istered by the rations State departments. We- are not rek;ring
specifieally to-- - -.; ---

Senator Momw,1-1,. The idea is not to create any thing' nu w. but keep-
- ing in-being pro:minis that now exist ? t

Mr...ltrirnEti,. That is right. Not to close the door pending -on such
yil'orts pending. the-passage or t he legislation., , -...,

SenatonMoxaiu.. Because y on think much of that i, being crowded
if Of title ITT now, and you-think It has disappeared.'

;,1fr. Mrrciirr,t,. That is my fear-When you A,onolillate the twotitles.
as I indicated earner, there will be great pr ,,IIIV7, fo deahNyith, let us
sty. the 'handicapped. the mentally retarded, and so forth.

SenatorMoNDALE., Yes. / .

Mr. 3Irrcincm.. Just one other point T would like tO make, and-lhen
'I an flinshed---by the WaN.T a,ked pe'rmi,,iou to inert two documents
in the, record, one fi;oui the State superintendent of schools in 'Mary-
land. Dr. Sen-itubaugh : and one from Dr. Percy Williams. A.-si:.fant
State Superintendent of Schools of Maryland. .

Senator Mon %ix. Thank you very much. Both will app-oar follow-
int( yonr..tesiiiiion v. 4 .

- Mr. Micin-34., In coneinsion, T just want to indicate that T do.,not
..-onstrue my bill in any -way to be a -..iddititte for or a detraction from
the Bradentle-y-Mondale "Child and Family Sr ei. ices Art,and I fully

.:support theexpediiiou5 passagepf'tliat act. .. . ., '
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There is something thaLis not in my written statement thali
like to address mvs'elito for just a moment,and that is t le.erren't con-
troversy thA appateptiv is beginning to de\ clop, if it is not fully

., flowered. beta vett the talk schools and atiousnonpublie, school en-
tities, comiiinnitv c;romps and so forth; as,to who should really have
control Vet. early childhood education, andI would like to make my
positiOn very clear on

1 do not believe that the public schools should be the sole. exclusive
agent :for preschool education. I am absolutely convinced on-te basis
of my experience-as a 'former director of.an antipoverty program and
other .expe0,ences similar o,that that community ,groups, when fully
funded, when fully supported. and furl, staffed, can carry on' a very.
effective program of preschool educatibn ithout direct reliance d
the public schools.

My feeling that there is the necessity for everyone to be involved-in
this, and I (I; not a ant anyone to assume that I believe that the public
schools are to he the sole and exchtsive agent.

There is one other problem with preschool educationquite frankly,
my bill does not deal withtht,probhtu because it is an ioterim measure,
but I do not think we oil& to go _into preschool education- without
considering all of the other implications, the necessity for (Py care
centers for working mothers as a as spoken to earlier, the teceasit3; fog'
looking at perhaps some of the -Must tial,plants that arc developed or
are in the process of de% eloping in order to insure that they might
have a day care component 'a luck had preschool education involved.

Tir short, what am say ing is that I do not think that preschoo,1 edu-
cation can be isolated out as one tiny, little area. It lots to be looked at
in a ,totally comprehensive fashion as is addres,sed3in yoh bill. .

SenatoOroxnar.E. Well, what we tried to do,.instead of making
, these judgments in Washilgton, of yet us sa,% Baltimore. we desikned

the bill to obtain maximum local participation trouglrparenftpartici-
patlion. Some communities may 'a ant just home care: some commu-
mt-Ps may not ant anything (Alters may \\ant day care: others may
want, a heavy mint ation, but a e leave- that- decision basically to-the -par-
ents whose children aye a fferfe$1. That is.the,idea behind our bill.

Mr. Mriztog.r.. And l't4iOttAl agree that that is a %cry good idea,
but I" wou hi Jun e to enter one minor caveat. one minor concern. When I
was the dire' ctor,Jif a conuncuity action center in Baltimore we at-
tenlpte-d to as'utblishklay care eclat!' s. It took rue .1 year to open up the

. firm day care center.
The problem was the' oonilid beheen the public schools mid-the Pri-

vate cif izens' groups it, to it
lit) would run day care centers because of

the educational comp,ment 'hit oh though ;toll allow deci-
to-be made at the local le% el. there are still sonic problems ItShoCi

Awe e d with this:,
And. frankly,' f %%mild like to see -onwthilig in y mi l- bill to suggest-,--

perhaps in even more strong (elms than you'd() suggestthat commu-
nity groups which are not a part of public schools or private schools
systems were the contenders for funds-for early education. -

Senator Afiwoar.r:. Thank you.
senator ;lavas:,
'Senator .T.tyrrs. Thank you very marsh, Mrt Mitchell. I appreciate

what you have said, especially own personal dichotomy in respect
to these bills:.

,
6.1- J
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Mr. MITGIIELL. Thank you.
r, Senator Mo m um Thank you. It is a very useful statement and we

are very grateful to you. ' .

Mr. Sfrrbusr.L. Thank you very nmch.
1:The prepared statement of Mr. Mitchell and other information

referred to follows i] .

1,1 -
.

. .1
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE PARREN J. MITCHELL (D-7TH-MD.)
. AT THE JOINT HEARINGS BEFORE THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE'ON SELECT

EDUCATION AND THE:SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CHILDREN ANO
YOUTH ON THURSOAY, JUNE 19, 1975, 9:30 A.M., 4232 OIRKSENSENATe-
OFFICE.BUILOING, WASHINGTON, D. C. 20515

MR ',C1-1.0e) RMAN ANO MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEES; I KNOW

f

THAT,TIME I$ OFTHE 'ESSENCE FOR THIS HEARING. THEREFORE, I

\ .c

SHALL MAKE ONLY A VERY BRIEF OPENING STATEMENT, SO THAT MY. ,
\ . *. .. ,

. . ..

COL-EAGUES,WHO ARE TO TESTIFY WILL HAVE SUFFICIENT TIME ANO
'".

\
.. ,

ALSO TO 'PRESERVE AS MUCH TIME TO RESPONOr TO YOU

MAY HAVE...=.--
\

THERE HAS BEEN A GROWING RECOGNITION BY THE STATES OF

THE I.NiPt:,,.,rAtNICE OF SCHOOLING THAT BEGINS PRIOR TO THE CUSTOMARY

\ -
AGE OF SIX. IN THE LAST THREE OECAOES, 37 STATES, PUERTO-PICO-

.

AND AMERICAN SAMOA HAVE GIVEN STATE FINANCIAL SUPPORT TO
a

KINOERGARTEN PROGRAMS IN THE,RUBLIC SCHOOLS. NINE STATES

(ARIZONA, CALIF NIA, CONNECTICUT., FLORIDA, MAINE, MARYLAND,

MASSACHUSETTS, RHIpE ISLANO,ANO WEST VIRGINIA) HAVE MANDATED

THAT OPTIONAL KI IDERGARTENS BE MADE AVAILABLE TO ALL FIVE-

is

YEAR-OLDS. THIR EN TATES HAVE PROVIDED SUPPORT FOR

PRE - KINDERGARTEN PROGRAMS.

CHAVE INTRO BILL, H. R. 5702, THE "PRESCHOOL

CHILDREN EDUCATIONAL !STANCE ACT." IT AUTHORIZES THE

EXPENOITURE OF $1 0 MILLI1N FOR SCHOOL -BASED EDUCATIONAL

3
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,
PROGRAMS FOR'FOUR-YEAR TOLO CHILDREN IN .THE 50 STATES AND

OUTLYING AREAS. EACH STATE'S ENTITLEMENT WOULO BE

DETERMINED BY -RalE NUMBER OF FOUR-YEAR-OLDS IN THE STATE SO

--------
THAT THE RATIO OF THESTATE'S ALLOCATION TO THE TOTAL FUNOS

APPROPRIATED WOULD BE ECUAL TO THE RATIO OF THE NUMBER OF

THE STATE'S FOUR-YEAR-OLO CHILDREN TO THE TOTAL NUMBER OF

FOUR-YEAR-OLDS IN THE ,STATES AND OUTLYING AREAS. THE BILL

IS SPECIFIC IN DETAILING SUCH THINGS AS THE NECESSITY OF PA z:NT

PARTICIPATION IN-PROGRAM PLANNING ANO OTHER ASP&TS-VVHICH I

FEELS ARE NECESSARY TO INSURE QUALITY EDUCATION.

EDUCATORS IN RECENT YEARS HAVE INCREASINGLY BECOME

AWARE THAT THE g.ARLY YEARS-ARE THE CRITICAL YEARS-IN THE _

DEVELOPMENT OF EACH INDIVIDUAL. STUDIES OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT

HAVE CONCLUpEO THAT, AS.DR. BENJAMIN BLOOM HAS STATED, "TO A

VERY. GREAT EXTENT A CHILO'S EXPERIENCES AT THE BEGINNING ARE

O

CRITICAL DETERMINANTS OF HIS ENTIRE LIFE." DR. BLOOM ESTIMATES

C s.

THAT AS MUCH AS %I.PERCENT OF MATURE INTELLIGENCE IS
x.

DEVELOPEO BY AGE FOULS AND AN. ADDITIONAL 30 PERCENT'BETWEEN

AGES FOUR AND EIGHT. SIMILAR FINDINGS HAVE BEEN MADE BY

DRS. J. McVICKERHUNT, H. M. SKEELS; LOIS-ELLIN DATTA AND OTHERS.

31
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DR. DATTA STATES: "BEFORE THEY ENTER FIRST GRADE, MOST
:

CHILDREN FIAC.d DEVELOPED ALL OF THE BASIO.WITOR SKILLS THEY

WILL EVER LEARN, MANY OF THE LINQUISTIC AND COGNITIVE SKILLS,

AND HAVE ESTABLISHED THEIR TEMPERAMENTAL AND SOCIAL

'CHARACTERISTICS." FOR SOME CHILDREN, THESE EARLY YEARS ARE

SEVERELY ciRcumscstleeo BY ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL HANDICAPS SO

THAT DEVELOPMENT .IS IMPEDED DURING THE VERY TIME IT SHOULD PE

ACCELERATING.

_ r
VvHEN_I INTRODUCED MY BILL, SOmEivilvi4ERS EXPRESSED

CONFUSION AS TO WHY THE BILL WAS NEEDED. THE CONFUSION.
It

LARGELY SURROUNDS THE POSSIBILITY OF A CONFLICT BETWEEN MY

BILL AND THE BRADEMAS-MONDALE "CHILD AND FAMILY, SERVICES ACT."

AS A CO-SPONSOR OF THE BRADEMAS- MONDALE LEGISLATION I AM -
-

PARTICULARLY CONCERNED OVER THE PERCEPTION OF SUCH CONFLICT.

THeitteFase, LET ME ATTEMPT TO MORE CLEARLY OUTLINE THE

INTENT OF THE "PRESCHOOL CHILDPEN
EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE

AS YOU MAY eE AWARE,. ON JULY 1, 1975, THE FIRST PHASSDF

A TWO-PHASE CONSOLIDATION OF TITLES,111 AND V OF THE ELEMENTARY.

AND SECONDAIre EDuCATIDN ACT WILL TAKE EFFECT., AS YOU MAY

ALSO BE AWARE, MANY, IF NOT MOST, ST4.TE DEPARTMENTS BF

32
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EDUCATION WHICH Gni? FUNDING ASSISTANCE TO INNOVATIVE PRESCHOOL

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS DO SO UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF TITLE III.

THE FUNDING OF SUCH PROGRAMS IS MODEST, BUT REPRESENTS AN

ATTEMPT TO BEGIN TO ADDRESS THE NEED FOR, EARLY CHILDHOOD

EDUCATION.

IT IS NOW THE FEAR OF .40,6-NY OF THESE DEPARTMENTS THAT

THE CONSOLIDATION OF TITLES III AND % WILL BRING PRESSURES TO

BEAR ON THAT NEVV "POOL" OF FUNDING (NO LONGER.st.)gogm- TO THe

RESTRICTIONS OF CURRENT TITLE III FUNDING), WHICH WILL PUSH EARLY

CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAMS OUT. THE NEW PRESSURES WILL EIE

o
LEGITIMATE ONES, _E .G. PROGRAMS FOR THE HANDICAPPED AND

"POTENTIALLY ONES, MORE POLITICAL. CLOUT THAN EARLY

CHILDHOOD PROGRAMS,

THE BRADEMAS...MONDALE BILL WILL, WHEN PASSED, EFFECTIVELY

ADDRESS THE PROBLEM OF ESTABLISHING EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAMS.

owEvER, SEVERAL STATE DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION HAVE

REQUESTED AN "INTERIM MEASURE," A BILL CALLING FOR

-MODEST. FUNDING, SOLELY FOR FISCAL YEAR 76, TO Et- IABL'E THE.

CURRENT LEVEL OF STATE ASSISTANCE TO CONTINUE UNTIL THE FUND NG

t-EVELS OF MORE COMPREHENSIVE LEGISLATION BECOME EFFECT

3
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..

IN CLOSING, I WOULD LIKE TO EMPHASIZE THAT THE PROGRAMS

FUNDED BY'THIS BILL ARE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS, NOT DAY CARE

PROGRAMS. AS A FORMER DIRECTOR OF THE COMMUNITY ACTION

AGENCY IN BALTIMORE, MARYLAND, I AM A STRD;JrG ADVOCATE OF DAY

CARE PROGRAMS RUN BY TECHNICALLY COMPETENT,COMMUNITY AND

PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS.

AGAIN, MY BILL CAN-IN NO WAY BE CONSTRUED AS A SUBSTITUTE

FOR, OR AS A-DETRACTION FROM-THE BRADEMAS-MONDALE "CHILD

AND FAMILY SERVICES ACT." I FULLY SUPPORT THE EXPEDITIOUS

PASSAGE OF THAT BILL. HOWEVER, UNDERSTANDING AS I DO, THE"
a

TIME INVOLVED IN COMMITTEE AND FULL HOUSE CONSIDERATION OF

. .

COMPREHENSIVE LEGIS LATION, I AGAIN URGE YOUR.SUPPORT OF A

SHORT TERM, "ONE SHOT" AUTHORIZATION BILL.

56=963 0 7, -1,1. 6 3

3
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MA,vLANo'STATE` Ceram fee &air OP EDUCATION.
-KC. loll lair. Dmi'Alasorre
Not.Tudetta.. NAvematorn zszsa,

Age it., ma

The lionorible ?arms 3.. Mitchell
414-Cannorr Dousi Ofir-tiseLluLlging
U.S., tease= of Itepreientativis
feashiegton, D.C.. 203.0-

Dear, Isprcecestative,littcheil:

I. cash to coogratulese you cm--tbse ',dent:lip pm have shown fir
intriaducing-enrirguschmol Child ern liduCationel Aaaisteact,act in 'tie- $4e.k
Congress. --,

. . ,

This is a. es:mendable, bill,that weal provides- a roatietLe approst?
CD 0110 01 tite, eatiorl'Ir net critical esbec.atiareal eagle: It rake. no prusrls
of being a imnireim, for ail the-probleme-that_cleildr.numad. their families ,

may have. On the contrary , the. bill, would, utilise.fecilttiee and Stuff
already amieties..tp.ithieve,ehereeihready lonow,bow V scbleve... ,

-.., 15hicativre bare loye,kaosat -that the. academic falltize,thst,ao oft a
1.4.a...t4 later failur.n-outatAa. of school:, bigineu in the, salient yens of' r
child!s 11.4. min -ham been.stroogl'r reaffirmed, by -the -researc.Nof the leer:
'few-Pure.,

1. , ,, .

. la:recopplition. oi ,tha t criXicel. impartlece: of Ow years before
age:six, payload public. school* bars been required by State leo-wince 1.11733

. to provide a kindergarten-pygmies fei- each five-year-mtstrisildi Mae, the
State -gas's ofSshication beer given- priority status to early chilitkomi
educetioe. '

.

Our vraject to evalnate.emell childhood' iingrams.-lit the, State,
funded bY Title ITT, of ,the giagentary suit-Seeendary. SdurAtioa -Air. aod ashlar"'
the direetirmr of 'Dr., Leger A. lossobarg, o£ the alma implara._ thaveralty
School. of. Medicine,. has shwa the resk_impact; of. the r1110 bind; of' Frylocheett
programs', driyoung; children. Accordioa, to. the evidescel. ckt/drea-rho, ate

, provided. quality educational programs at sge4our,:easkss sticificaat Vitae in
ambiring, the, Se mantled. Liaising' skille-. -As 0, consequence, thew children
begin tbe mauler- school program- mith a- better foraidetioeraad' are- more. able.
to dspa' with schoot aervirooment thee !similar. chil.drimr.who did: not' have the,
besefit -of' preschool programs. . .

35
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This ,face thst-Alusy.astleen chLIdten..ater.school..Linenipped
the chellased of learnt"); Ida notional 7Koblas. Rothing.lea than strong
nalosalleadarstap stilling:in to valise raidess.thit is-so costly in
tern of lost hissewpotatial inali.--as.in.arsut ;of peal -ad alder*

4tirpsoill-ara.

Modest- pezionil reSsidn.

.W3:31k

1

17.7oor

te:Superintendent 'of Schoo
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Teatiamry-tio:Mihalf 57'031 -5703

a lilt to humid the,Elemantery and 'Setandery Education.act
of=1945 to Provide Meats for Educational -PrograuerAesigned tQ
at the Educational, Needs bf Certain Children cf Preschool Ate,

-the k'Preasehool Children Edkucatinnal-Assietencaik:t."

My name-is Percy am the Asa leant State niverintandenti

of Schools-of 'the Marylandliano-Departmont of:Educetian and aarie.sporalbte

1

for 'the ELvision.of_Companiatory, Urban, earl StapplementoryyrOgresas, Ona of

the fJormajor larogrem priorities. funded in thia_llivLaion is, destined to

serve,preathooL children.. tiebikhatf<of. the children of Maryland, I" eas pre-
,

!eating testimony claw-stall:1101.16 57122 and-r$703, the "Preathoisl Children

lidascatiomal Asateience ActLir

Wm lee-nationhas_ lieestiarnposed'_foe: the followLog neonate:

L) The early years of-m_clithea. life ,are. the eriticaL years in
the chill's intollmitual development. .

.,,
2) Many_ children de .not receive the foundations for learoing

doritait klsoae. iirbichoot yearas,. lepeelelly _this is tale -and
`critical, of. children:411.pm balite.. _

3) The esrteence eren.weil-pienned.ead.effectitely implemented
.pteschont.projacta-indicates they do make* differeace in-the
ability of od000tioogilY doPrioodt0aldretrte

leaves* that '

their daielxvir 4ato partAcipaticklastLeaspay14,ciLizeaa.'" i

4) While federal and State funds have- vupported a liarited 1101birr V
of awl*/ prosaism. the fonds amenable currently from all
sourcesx,ere,amffieamt to meet the.neede,440ely &Lima

fraction of the fouryear*old_childrea who rental benefit from
nreorchool progimei.

2. att.:awl, support' camprebeaeivm eh ild' proposed, in- "Pla*child

mad Fanny Services Att." As idioms by previous testimony, there are-curreptly

any differences about its implementation and funding. The additional tine

needed for consideration of the,diverse malnions ablaut the bin are certain

'to reavitAin a conatderebly delay is purism, Our children mad oar athoole

need,funds nom.

el

3'i'
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HeiosdAry 1134stioulAet-ues to providA omponsetory and-,scpptameatery programa

forchildreu at:alt gradi levels. Over tht 3este Nerylend'and-other states

heverused.lavosportions of-tfitess funds for eetly childhood'educistiom.pr4grasis

A .
in the eeilof Olt prevention is sereeffestive-tbsurrniediatinn. ite hold

to.this:belfert-trolgly than -over. Yet, with the consolidation of

Title Itret0Lbroid:range of educational needs, to be aerTod. by Title lodery

oducatioa prograas_sill be shortchenged in the years ahead uaL48

1susaia4-action is tak;irtoProvide fundicearmarked aptnificaIly far thsaa-s--
.

Fri:tapes. The proposal wt forth in,H.1, 5702 and 5703. the "Preschool

Children Idticational Assietance Act," is! iliodest relqueet-4rfunds to fill

thl gap-revultini'frans,the.loss of other-federal funds. ltlicalso a

realiatio first step toward achicving the1ong.range Eon, envisioned by more

cesprehemaive ligiplation.

Educators in recent years haveincroxvingly becosetamete that the

years are, the critical years inte,development of tech ltdividul. Studies

pfchild disvel:pment.hav:coheloded:th,t 88 Dr. benjamtnseloae has tamed.

"to m very great stint e child's-exparienceitat the teeming are critical
es

daiareinants of hts entirs,futore life." Elonii tstisistee-that as such as.

XI percent orouitore intelligence is developed by age four And an-additional

'36 percent 1 4tween the ages four and eight.' Si.eiler findings haveArtn

made by Dr. J. Haicker runt, U. N. Skeels, Lois-ellin Hatt*, and-othirn.

<Dr. Ditto pretest before they 'enter first-kvde, most children'"heve developed

all the basic motor skills -they sill.sver learn, many of the linguistic and

cognitive skills, end have established their baste towereeentet and social

characteriaticii,"2 For cone children, theso: early years eve severely

IStibiiitesard Cheraw in Hunan Cheracterietict (Ma York. John Wiley and
9eeiri.1911), p. 68.

ziphiliniftlw for Early...chileSevalomentjmmma (Urbane, 11114101o
lationakIsuitituteraidneation. 1971'5,p. 11.

3
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4 ' - 3, . .

*PcoussoCrilmodl "by sowompla-jOroll vestal henLoapo ter titoc ofentokoipaeat to, tomporlod
.....

garctios.dia vary titans; Ir okosafil b.' 41.1,061.ouiatait. .

Moor oo011^iia* 14Ac ** reoffkoo: 49t... 4644- Tii' t.o, Drumm yr* Lamina

Illaille.n.... roe. thr noCIoIsolsito oshooiOr If %Cm boa. tot' aruotcy
"o *onollo*to to.likLok ...obti.lrootoir *aril,* c*.oilr,113, 7*.V. ga. ..c

pcooLdioooffictoor istlsoalmo_coprolorrr- scomi31 Hut L raguiroat for totem
o.ut come kw- school. oust -.1141... ego.- thopu412.,oc:bolita oiotryloriL
wail, mono- OSOO401 =mod rcosot000lono- is "ROTA do OUPPEIOWOE.Ossy. proorromo Chit

lowilofturl=fo t000llowPoollboiolognotac or tbooleCOLI.Ihrola.
iroohailtat ClioC,oOcIs pocoos boom oppo-toaltlo* to dolosaole

r tesbl vdtwstsi- it......gorldImmest.'-4044s1 in cloon'ooalkot- Ts b.
Imoolostul. tii-.1.tooL, *mat tclud: ttxo frosollioacuoI root. at clattacsar; ot. ...if
*liras 1. that!' iow.lopmmurc, Ch000insolo..*e,Loo mar, akAuwwillig ueripolv.

Los.Uprov OE Eut oso,pyOrEA. it.Wkr...41, mouptiog

evlimnca Ampoirconee,44time Ismore.,ft 'S. lesiva& to

conolludottAat. Cho gopIto ocl000lo oog',otIsec oripsoicaCtmoi. geoptiortod by

irovoctoont !onto,. wawa oIlsoalro loor000ips ckorevo cocts: won., prior to
Iitsw`tlio rosutorrIttooloe***5*** oa.4-ifixat graollo,proaroms. Ilia.vourpout

at ..:scioot. yeosr.r. to ,P words of Pr. **osc., to ^es mita. op for. vollc
chows ohillren hod-no opporrtuffICT to leettr at h .. -that they 041101t team**

o
VIOLS fbI. CO perfoco, sooro.odlofootoly to-ktio,oL000ncocy 4:04 oacordory ool000lLo."

poiCtorro fr. ropoatodloottoot folllero, Hum hair.blipuo to Ma pclaory Scotto
'10 r t000lI3 I-error**. Sr roe 3wItof std iul.tor ktiol* seliPil ap. CI*11.4ema

1..,Oorlefaiaolty Mote' poor. woo.111**17 to c000lodio that
offolr. r..1,..chios Luc firthor frosicrontort.. They *omit' mely *be

Isy Chow swp& the- aN of *Ado*. tiroi,ora.,1ao loo.sOri loeLly irommoima-:o
ooh Coporcuro from ch. c1:inogrroom into vstsoetoIo isorfordsli
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Witt, rhoir eso4o.

ochooi left rho...Aim* Soros. tbayloft mohool. it_ohooli bo ourpfiing to

so ose that a,dler..4.porrtnnoroglopobsr nr rdrornur.. m.r rh salsa ..ad
s'oitera otatiotlea. ...2t La lees ompoilablvo, wore sittoctivir spra boomaia.

to.opond 1,0007$1,000 per is or par child to onhaoso horning in tho.eoriy.

: 'mato than to spend the *pyres/v.60ply *10.000 par year par.-poracoolt costs.

For jo.rnilo dotencfmn.
o .

ACtually, the siCecto-0..lesidoquato ottontieo,to develoymootal moods

OI chlldroo are viCible esti. r.1.1.or Lylko 'n tios.juwonile yoora: Children,

oho,do not hop. e11. proraluielta-oklila ero-*aptly from the very bolianalnii,*

roarny children in Tierylond *ewe to "whorl lad tho trot day with
"

OUbstentloi fnundation for acodoolc schiamobont out w 'giro to liirs. *tiara,

AO.pot. Approalmmtely 4.0-J children in.tho likote-to or firft grata each

yaw- at an annual-post of boort,' $4 01.11.1oo. La S. terribly hj.sh cost

Co pay fl;', tistmosjecr of yours Childress iroe,diesduantetod baskarosolls-

. Thi.. oust i. corminAllacUms1 by rtm need for,puildfrlonot !.tsar 'Jules&

rheas chtldron roceLvo-eho early fourdot$041 for productive Liwoa.

' Colifornaham lad the notion ;to proviUlng fonds for early chlIdhOOd

odo4attoo-ptosraiaa: The $41 el-alas sOptoprIaloed for fiscal 17$ oeroold

anirop,imatolly 270.000 thiidren od_rooro..than 1,00anhoele. teal, .

haw loodorohip by prop-idiot support for !oily childhood
A '

, odotorton prostigro.

1m 1972. Lbs itiaioOloord of Adoration. Officially dpolignsted *arty

r11141400d pOoAation priortry pros! et.. !tot:0o education...1 propxama.../e.

Today, th.ru are looro titan i,100.childran pnrcitlad in prelandortairron
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Th..a.nerel reeulte 1n4loate that the-prOgn...... produced
einnificatt.lmoroweennt in voo.hulery, retention of intc,,Acson

( and an .billty to nolo that infOraatiOnin-problem solving. Of
inportence is the /iodine if-4:C cedstatusi torprevenent

.0ceerrei in thUse dproupe o4 youngster. who were inirreateit
need. %loc..: ma* /hi youisstss. oho. without thin !Orr of 1,11-or -
Ve4ylen,weylel definitely have ducodtrated &motion. 1nl.K
handleops. '7%. .Lt. also -indic&te thiC the.o ere-the kind& of
children who would lee. the.lusnefit of thia early laprOvement
if,edeAuate followvpware not o.fried out. Looking-et saih
county whole'. we mee,everebe improvement repro...Cod by
Anexell &cora Chesil*. of 10 to 25 percent. When we'loOk C the
most needy chllAxon. w tin& Ampt......E at the level 01.40 to
SO portent, on our emcomurearot Of Over.11 learning fOnotien.

An Analogy cma he drown between preventive wadi...in. awL eetly 4hLldhood

education. Medicel r vvvvv chh.. rata C....public fully ewer. the value

of prevention. float. n1. Freer welt,. mleo le early prevention ot u4uoetional

deficieeries. The coot. .f-an insiegurec oductition .r. eteggarina,And

appear in &any fgrnA. "MA claw bre.arrivigd when thO, puhlIc udll no lnain.."

-tolerate thefellufe of reeprnelhle public official, aria...tote saenolee To

provide tho edurmzionol. prcur.a..,O..ded by large Rusher. of yeuna.ohildren.
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Senator MoNDALE-Next we have_a_panel composed of Dr. Rhoda .
Lorand of Long Is)and University and Dr. Earl Schaefer, pro-
fessor, slepartment of maternal and child health, the 'University of
North.6karolina.

The two witnesses will please come to thwitness table-
Dr. Schaefer, we are pleased to have you-with

STATEMENT-OF DR., EA.14, S. SCHAEFER, PROFESSOR, EPART-
MENT OF/ MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH, SCHOOL OF PUBLIC
HEALTH, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA

.,-
Dr-ScHAErEna am very pleased to be here. -

Senator MON1DAL. Is Dr. Lorand here? Would you please come up?
I understand that Senator Buckley will be herp liter, but I am-sure .

he would not mind our proceeding. He can be heard-Aen he arrives.
The order of witnesses, according to my schedule, is Dr. Lorand,

first.
Dr. LORASD. Well, Dr. Schaefer will go first. I am waiting to-re-

ceive my presentation that is being typed., '
Senator MoNDALE. Very well.
Dr. Schaefer, please proceed.
Dr. SCHAEgER. I am very grateful to be here-todifjto offer my sup-

port for improved services-for parents and children.
Part of mygoal is to present a point of view derived from 10 years

of -research on early intervention on the most cost-effective way to in-
fluence the development of children. I would like to summarize that
,point of view and also Attest that two papers that further develop it
be entered into the-record ,of thishearing.

Senator MONDALE. They will appear following your testimony.
Dr. SCHAEFER. Thank you very much.
I. would like to mention that I think the one is-more a hope than a

reality. It is entitled, "Child Development Research and the Educa-
tional Revolution," which presents a very different-point of vjbsv than
some of the distingaished educators who have spoken before this hear-
ing.

The second des elops.also a point, of view that is relevant to the child
development program on "The Scope and Focus ofResearch Relevant
to Iriteri7ention...

The evolution-of my opinions about-the most effective way to influ-
ence child- care and child development began _approximately 10-years,
ago with an understanding that the intellectual functioning-of child
ren lamely stabilizes in the first 3 years of life, and also that schools
are relatively unsuccessful in changing the level of functioning ini-
tially 'develOped and then nOntained by the family and the commu-
nitv

From that research I developed a by pothesis of the need for intellec-
tual stimulation in order to stimulate intellectual developmentand,
later, academic achievement.

Although I -had published research that showed the influence ofpar-
ent behavior upon child behavior, I hadtoo little faith in parents-and
,too little,faith in our abi'.;ty.to work with parents at that time to have
a parent-centered program. Fherefore, I developed a child-centered in-
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ucation project in which we sent tutors into homes for an hour a
day, 5 days a week. and worked primarily with. the child stimulating
developMent through verbal stimulation-2nd enriched experience.

The evaluation of the infant education program showed that already
the children were showing the effects of the deprivation at 15 months
of age, suggesting tliat we were begYining relatively latein their devel-
opment.

.

However. the effect of tutoring over the next,1 months showed high-
, ly significant gainsin intellectual development, so the program seemed

a success at that time. '
HoweN:er a followup 3 years later found that the gains had been

washed out relatil ely completely and there were no significant long-
term effects upon the academic achievement.

Senator MONDALE. Now, there were no.programs that continued chir-
ping that 3-year interval. were there?

Dr.,SCHAEFER. 'Very little program. I agree. It was not an enriched
prourafn.

Senator Mosom,f.. So. in other words, if the program 'had continued
and you had taken a test 3 year later. yonntight hat e had-a different
result?

Pr. Scir.tErna. Yes; I agree with that completely. In fact, I con-
' chided that the program had begun relatil el3 late, that it ended too

early. 'and that it IA the wrong focus on working with the child,
rather than the parent.

I would like to contrast my program with Phyllis I:,evenstein's
parent centered program, which :seems to demonstrate that working
with parents is far more cost-effectil e than working with children.
She saw children user a 7 month period with-approximately .i2 home
visits with mother and child. T hate seen children over a :11-month
period 3vith 'over 300 visits in the home focusing on the child.

tier 1%ork-with parents. which ins oh ed fewer visits cm er a shorter
tune period. had a shunt -term effect equi%alent to our longer and more
intensive child-centered progranl.

Also the et:dilation-of out chill centered program showed-no long-
ternit effects: while the follow ups of Levelistem's pat eta-centered:inter-
vention w as relatil alt good. suggesting that w orking with parents can
haY./. relatively enduring, changes in parent education, and child
develoimtent;

Now, reviews by Tironfenbrenner, who fortunately is not with us
today. a al Lazar :Ind Chapman of t he elfecti siless,

Senator ,NIONDALE. Tie is always with us.
Dr. ScrtAr:Frat. That is greaf. because, I approve very rinich of the

thrust of his interpretation of the literature.
These reviews also suggested that prdviding support, for parental

rare is a more effective way of fostering The development and well-
° being of children.

T would like-to itoint out the characteristics of family care that can-
not be duplicated by institutions. Those include : Priority:, duration.
continuity. amount, extensity of interaction. intensity of interaction,
pervasive. influence over the child's experience, consistency throuult
time. and the responsibility parents still bear for-children.

Thns the family has an early, continuing. and cumulative impact
upon child development that dinnot be replaced by schools or day care
centers.

14
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I have concluded thatequality-of educational opportunity cannot be
provided by day care centers or schools alone. Strengthening:and sup-
poiting family care and educatioh is a. far more effective way of influ-

encing child development than child-centered education or day care.
Of Course,adequate day care of children of working parents is neces7

sary but adequate parental care .is far more important to child -'
development.

And I would like to suggest that many of the current and proposed
pr ams to provide services for children, are based upon what I call a
c assroom perspective or professional and- institutional perspectiVe on
child care and education. This perspective'assumesthat the best way to
provide care and education is to bring the child under the direct care
and supervision of professionals preferably in a day care c'enter or
classroom.

The major goal of these programs is to provide direct services to
chi idren.that supplement- family ca re and education.

The importance of the family for child development and the success
of parent-centered early intervention suggests a contrasting lifetime

_and lifespace. which I will call an ecological perspective. that empha-
sizes the child's interactions with his family and community. The eco-
logical perspective. suggests that strengthening and supliorting the
family will be far more cost-effective than providing direct care and
education to the child.

Although the current Commissioner of Education, T. H. l3elL.sup-
ports schools that work with parents and communities, many educators
do not share that perspective.

Perhaps a professional institutional perspective has led to recom-
mendations that family services be removed from the proposed legis-
lation; however. the ecologiAl perspective suggests that the family
services component should be strengthened rattier than eliminated.

The lack of understanding by sonic educators of,the importance of
the needs of families also suggests that the administration of Child and
family services should be assigned to an agency or agenCies that have
active research..demonstration. and training programs that focus-upon
families.

Although coordination of 'the programs that influence families 'and
child'ren is desirable. the contributions made by many different Gov-
ernment agencies suggest that diversity of effort should also be con-
tinued. Different approadlies determined by the dire-refit roles of the
agencies have pram bly contributed more than a single program could
have.

For example. the intervention research that provided the basis for
the Home Start program, a very successful program. was funded by
the National Institute of Mental Health, the National Institute of
Child Health and 'Human Development. as well as by tile- Office of
Child Development, suggesting that different agencies can contribute
to as program.

Although my nit_jor goal today is to-support an emphasis on family
services. I recognize the need for quality day care for many children.
However. I fear that community planning for child care may often
provide group day care only.

4J
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The relative effectiveness of different types of services and the prin-
ciple. that parents should have. options, alternatives, and freedom of
choice for-child care suggest, that every community should also pro-
vide fathily services and psychological and economic ,supports" for
parental care.

My concern is that providing a subsidy for group child_care-without
providing equal financial benefits for parents who choose to care for
their own children or choose to make other child care arrangements
may be a form of economic coercion.

Offering a Mother food, health servicesond_education for her child
in group day care without offering comparable assistance for child
care in the home or the parent's choice of child care can be viewed as
a form of both psychological and economic coercion because it says
to the mother, "The community has decided this is the best type of
care for your child. You can use group day care or nothing."
. My awareness of this problem was increased by the fact that the cost
of group day care for a single child in some cities is greater than the
welfare for a family of-four food, housing. clothing, and all care of
aiklren. Establishing the principle that adequate support for family
care should be provided, as well as adequate support for group care,
would influence the development of future child and family services.

. I suggest that the Child and Family Services Act support the devel-
opmefft of options, alternatives, and choices for parents in child care
and_ edncat ion. The Office of Child Development is developing alterna-

. fives in early education in the Home Start and Head Start programs
and has found the Home Start program of one-family visit a week is as
effectivens a Head Sttrrf-progThlarri,44 influencing child development.

I suggest that the Child and Family Services Act mandate the pro-
vision of such options and alternatives in every parti,cipatino. com-
munity and ma mike that equal financial support be provided. for dif
ferent child care choices by parents.

My evaluation of research achievements during the 10 wars since
the beginning of 'Head Start is that we have learned much that is-of
both scientific and social significnce. "Mat we have learned suggests
that a major goal of both research and the professions that provide
services to families and children is to deelop a comprehensive sup-

- port system for family care and education of children.
:Research on faMily influences on child.detelopment and early inter-

vention shows both the necessity and the feasibility of increasing
maternal and paternal acceptance and involi ement in the care and edu-
cation of children. The research findings strongly suggest that
strengthening and supporting parental involVement, v hich means di-
rect care and education of their child rather than:merely sitting on

.boards of directors. would contribute more to the health. education,
and wel fan. of children than programs that supplement. and occasion-
ally inadvertentlisupplant. the -family's education of the child.

Thank you.
Senator :NroNnArx. Thank you for a splendid statement and foryour

outstanding work in this field.
[The ared statement of Dr. Schaefer and material referred to

follows: j

46
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I am Erl S. Schaefer, Professor of natornell and Child Health, at

the University of Nbeth Cazwlana at Chapel Rill, a developmental psychologist

with 22 yearq of experience in research tin the influence of families and

the profeiaion, upon ohild development. I aM very grateful forthin

e,. t, , r. ,e, x. r,, L. r)lildrua and

families.' My goal today is to present a point of view, derived from ten

years of research on early intezventaon, on the most cost - effective -way of

proyadim; the. e 5,,A,.,1Ceb. I would like to suaoarize that point of vitw and

also request that.two papers that further develop it be entered into the

record'i,if this hearing. The first paper--which has a title that represents

Mort of a hole than a reality--"child Development Research and the Educational

.Revnlotion. The Child, The Family anal the Education Profession"spresents

a very different eripectivi from that held by some of the educators who

hair speeared at these hearin.,. Theseeond paper--"The scope and Focus of

Fesearoh felevant to Intervention. A Soeio-Lcological Perspective" -- also

presests a perspitire on research and professional services that is relevant

to planning progr,i=> for children and families:

The evolution of my opinions about the most effective way to influence

child cart andAld developo:ent b_qan with re.eareh findings.that the
.

level of istelfectsia functioaing wi children from every sOrral group is

estAarsh during the firm three- years of life. At that tine, several

cigar studies also fould that senawls arc unsui:ce,sfol in changing the level
,

Of f471,-t.yliin3 Initialli devel,:sod sub.eguently maintained by family

frem the earl, research 1 developrd a hypothesis of tne

r, rovi.e `{retell tualerinilation durini the second and third year

e
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Schaefer - 2

of life in order to stimulate intelle,tual devaloment..AlthoUgh I had

pnlaishel research that showed the influence of parental behavior upon

intellectual development, my lack of faith in-parents and In our ability

to work wits. parents led to the development of a child-centered tutoring

,..rse s is that iniant, eduatio, research project, tutors

went into homes with a major goal of providing enriched experience and

languige stimulation fur the child. Evaluation. of the Infant Education

program'shceed that beginning tutoring pt 15 months of age was rather late

because soFa; l.ldren already sha.:ad the effe,ts of early deprivation,

When we ended the tutoring at three years, the differences in behavior and

mental test scores between the tutozsd group and thecontrol group suggested

Chat the tutoring had a significant effect upon the child's development.

However, a thre year follow -up showed no_long-tern effects, upon the child's

academic skills. Prom my infant eduation experience I concluded that we

had begt!: relatively late, that we had ended our work too soi& and that. we

had the wrong focusupon the child, rather than upon working with the

parent:.

The contrast. Ou&aten,ferehild-centered program and Levenstein's parent-

centoxed progr.m suggests that working with parent., is far core cost-effective

even on a short-tern basis, but far core effective on a long -tern basis.

We saw children in over three hundred visits in the home over a 21 month

period. fev.nstein worked with parents in the home for approximately thirty -

two visits over a seven math period. Her work with parents, pfch,inolved

A
ft4ei v,,it, over 0 shorter tire period, had a short-term effe.t equivalent

to ourilcn-,et a child-centored ireir.m. The evaluation

of our chil-:e tered program found no signifitant lung -berm effc.tr

4
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Schaefer - 3

oa aC'ademic skill.. The follow-ups on Levenstean's parent-centered inter-

vention 'are relatively good, suggesting that working with parents can

produce el....luting changes in parental cuacation and child development.

Reviews by Bronfenbrenner and by Lazar and Chapman of the effective-
.

ness of early parent-centexed intervention and,pf programs to_influence

% %

parenting shills also suggest that ptovaling sueeolc E.L patcntal care Is

a more effective way.of fostering the development and well-being of children. .

Characteristics of family care of children, a5 contrasted to characteristics

of professional and institutional care, may explain the greater effective-

news of strengthening uzd uupporting families. Characteristics of family

care iLluder priority, duration, continuity, amount, extensity, intensity,

pervasiveness, consistency, and responsibility. Thus the family has an

earl,. continuing, and cumulative impact. upon child development that cannot

LA replaced by schopl, or day cart centers. Equality of educational

opportuatty cannot bd provided by day care centers -or schools alone.

Strengthening add supporting family (-tire and education of the child is a

far more effective way of influencing child development than child-centered

education or day care. Of Eoutse, adequate day care of children of working

mothers AS important, but adequate parental care of children is even more .

essential.

Many current and proposed programs to provide services fox children

are based upsm a classroom perspective or professionil and Institutional

perspective on child care and education. This, perspective assumes that

the best way to provide, care UF cda,atton foi tne child is to bring the child,

under the direct care or supervision of posfessionalc, preferably in a day

Care Cent"r or CIISt.rOoMt The na31 Clcal 15 to prOL direct, services to

children that lement family rare and education. The importance of the

0

9.483 n.74. 4
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'family for child development and the succea of parent-,ntered early

intervention stiggest a contrasttn, life ttme and life space, or ecological

perspective, that emphasizes the child's intera Lions with his family and

'community. -The ecological leraective suggests that strengthening and

faarly care o. etc411q v0,14

providing direct rare and education for the child.

Although the current U.S. CaTriissioner of Lducation. T.11. Bell,

supports schools that work with parents and carmunitics, manytie,ducatora

do,not share that perspective. Perhaps a professional institutional

perspective has led to rec,ri,en4373pn. servIcerile removed

from the proposed legislation. The ecological perspective suggests that

C family services comp,,aarit should be strengthened rather than eliminated.

The aek. of encirtandin4 by some edii,_ator., of the Importance and of the

1,01

needs fansites also I.Upg,',C1, that the administration of child and family

progra, should be assxgnesi to an agency or agenLiea that have active research,

demon,trati n, and training programs that focus upon families-as well as the

isolated indr dual child. Although .00rdinatien of the program., that influence

.amaxes and chi (ken de,,ixabl, the ontribution-, made by a number of

govern. -..1,r intervention, child dvelupxent and family rdrcarcli

sugge,:t effort i.hoold he continued. Uiffefent approaches

determined by roles of several ager,clea have probably contri-

buted rose thin p ogram could ti,ve offered. For example, Inter-

ventxon ris'earc that .h.,, p ovidqd a basis for the Bose Start p'rograri of

the 011ie, of Child leveli.gmtlnt ham funl..1 di the National Institute

of Krutil Health, the OA-tonal In kitate of Chill health and Bonin

DPvels17,nt,a, by the oft 01 Child Vevelopment itself.

4
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Schaefer

Altheughtreipajor goal today is to support an emphasis on family

services, 1 recognize the neel to .ittality d&l, care for many children.

However, Y fear that comunxty planding for child {-are may often provide

for group day care only. The relative effectiveness of different types

of- e'v/cAs and +-L. that r im, t.p s,, Lt hive 0;,tions,'alternitives

and freedom of choice of child care sugge,t that every commudity should also

providecamily servacea and psychological and ecou?mic supports for parental

care of -children. My concern la that providing a subsidy for group child

care without prv,tding clt:-al financial benefuts for parents who choose to

care for their own children or choose to mai.° other child care arrangements

' may be a form A ec-n, mac co,r4oe- Clierang a mother food, health services,'

and education for her child in groa, 'day Care without offering. comparable

assistance far child cart in the home can be viewed as a 114..1 of bath

pSychnlngical ,ot,r,jo,.. either the mnther uses the group

_ da! care that as provided by the cor.nunit or.re,erve, no assistance in,

Child care. My awareness of th.s problem was Increased by.the fact that

the cost of gr?upct.cf cart for a single child In tAltle tltint. is grca"ter

than the welfare payrcnt for a faraly of four. f',tablistivri the

principle that Occiulte supehrt tare be provided, as well as

'adequat,e support for ;;' oup day'care, w,11d,pifluen,, the development of

future child .area ftfaly dervics,

bejr,t that the Child arui Family flervii,s support ple develop-

ment of optlon,, alttrrativea and 141,et, for parnnt,1 In child care and

lhc oflae,,of Chill fa,elopnclt ii dev loping alternatives in

early ,daeitiw. in the :-tart and projra", and has toned the,

fta tart pvirin 4f o, r.i 1,or v, O. a WQ0. 14`: al. effe,tive Head

en'

5
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G
t

Start prograb in influes.ing chill developoent. 3 saggest.that. the Child.

. '

and FalbllyrServiceatA.t mandate the provision of such options andalterna-

tr.peq Wevery participating core amity and mandate that egmal fiAancial

b" ra-ov;d,d for different chile 'care ch,ices,by pirents.

iy evaluaticin'oftre.,earch achieve nts dur v the ten years since

the begin k1 of Erad start ,is that have learned mus.h thaed of both

scientific and social significance. Whiat we have learned suggests that

a major goal of both research and the plofessions that provide services .

-.

to families and children 15 to develop a comprehensive support systee for

tinily care al6education of ohildren. Research.on family influences &I

child develtio&nt and early intervention shows both the necessity and

the feasibility of Increa,sprj bitt,maternal and paternal acceptance and
4. h. 4

, involvcrf.nt in the care and (Nis:cation of'ttra child. The research findings

stronjly suggest that ,krength.niNg and supporting Parental involvement
.J

will contr.ie...e. :rare to the health, edwation and welfare of children

than programs th.kt s.pplement, and o.casionally supelank, family care of

the child:

041
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Research on early education,whon integrited with research on

the role of the family in child development,,can be interprets&at-
t

suggestine.the need for a new. paradigm foi a-new rerapectivo,

for-% new consciousness, and for new or renewed structures-0 professions
,

-;and institutionsthat will foster the development -and education of the

:child. Research findings,show minimal long-term effectiveness of early

intervention and limited effectiveness of %e scgools'in increasing

the level of intellectual functioning snit ty developed and then main.:

tarns by thelemily. Thus the currentprOfessional emphasis upon

supplementing. family education and care of the child should be complemented

by aniemphisis upon strengthening and-lupporting family care and deducation

of the child. Much of the research on early education has progressed

from progresi6 that have attempted to educate the childchild-centered

programs toprograms that attempt to strengthen the family's contribcion _

to the education yof the child --parent -centered proerans. The greater

long-term effectiveness, of parent -centered' programs AS contrasted to

centered programs has major implications for the future of the educltion

professiOn and other professions that relhte to parents and childred.

generalizations from research on child development and early-education.

%.
O

Many of the generalizaf.anu from research on early development

are drawn from reviews of research--on early intellectual development

(Schaefer, 1970), on parent behayzor and the child's intellectual

J
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development and academic achieverent4Hess, 1969; Schaefer,_1972) ind

on_pcograws to de4elop parenting skills (Lazar and Chapman, 72).

Generalisations that would contribute to a new perspective on education

and that have najor implications for education will

hers. ;

briefly sunnarized

is. 1. The mean level of intellectual iunctioning of children

from each social group, as determined by the stand rd mental tests, is

established during the first three years of life d can be determined

at the time that mental tests begin to measure la guage skills. (Hindley,

'1965; Turman, 191:4; Van Alstine, 1929), Studies of representative

populations suggest that these differences tend to persist during the

school years (Coleman, 1966; german, 1337, Kenr dy,_1969). Thus the
_ ._ _ _

child's level of intellectual functioning is d vcloped and maintained by

his early and continuing environment.

2. -Parent behaviors significantl influence the child's -'

, -4-
----------. ----,

Intellectual development and academic achievement (Hess, 1969; Schaefer,

t

1972; Moore,:1960). parent behavioi:'s toad
-/
to 1e stable throull child-

;'
/

hood (Schaefer and Bayley, 1960) and have A cumulative effect upon,the

child's intellectual development ( Bayley and Schaefer, 1964; Moore, 1968).

, 1

Evidence is accurulating thatithe home cncironmentnot only initially

develops but also maintains idhe child's level of intellectual-functioning
1

and academic achievement (Douglas, 1964; Clarke and Clarke, 1959).

3. Although early:, bilef, child-centered intellectual

\,h,

.stimulation,programs have sign ficant short-tcrm effects_upon the child's
--,,,,

2

intellectual performance, the 1 no-term effects appear to be wmall and

\

often insignificant (Schaefer, 1)72; Gray, and Klaus, 19694

The .response to this findinghas taken three different directions: (1)

Beginning Programs earlier, inclixiing the first year of life, in order to

I
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have a greater impact on-the child's-early-develop4nt. (2)-Continuing

enrichment of- the child' ucationFollow-Through prograns.e-in order to

maintain the child's funct Ling. (3) Shifting-the focus of the program

from direct intervention with the child to training and supporting parental

education of the child. Thus the new direction ::spond to three criticises

of the early education programs they begin too la,c, they end too early,

and_they-focus upop-the .child-ratheethan the, par7nt.

4. Parent-centere0 as.ccntrated wit% child-centered intervention

programs seem to have equal short-term effectiveness at lower costs, may

have grentgr lorg-term effects and'nay result in higher levels of performance

for younger children in the family. Parent-centered programa have been

successfully used for an altweitive as well a4 forpcomplement to pre-

school programs (Lazar and Chapman, 1972). lho extent of parent-centered

interventionboth amoant and length of timerequired to produce long term

effects upon child development is as yet und,tormined, but it seems

reasonable,that parents as well as ChIldren,requrr, both early and continuing

education. Although the number-of sUOten, the nature of the samples

used, and the length of follow-up to dctermin, the effects of parent-

cantered infornition is limited; the aVailahle data connlement the-data

on parent behavior and chill deverepent in suggesting that parents

should be actively ,nvolved al Students of the education process and as

teachers of their own childcen in order to foster the development of their

children.

nevqopement of an^w raradam and a new nert.pective of education

Generalization. fromfrom research on parent behavior, chill

dlyeloprent, and early education aUggest that the classroorilsodel of

education does not provide an adequate guide for planninVggcontinuing
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education. Yet -is is the classmoOm_model that leads to recommendations -

that children-be brought into an institutional setting under profeegional

can at younger ages. In order to provide a new approach to early

education, a new model was developed frame data on parent behavior and

child development (Schaefer, 1970).. The model was named Ur-education to

itigmlfy the most prinitiveearliest and most baoic--mducation of the child.

Although the model was developed for early education, it may apply equally

at later periods.

, The first stage of Ur-education is thedevelopment by the

parent or educator of a positive-relationship to the child or student.

Stage 1. Parent,,Educator ---""---10 Child/student
Dy

!scent work on maternal bonding to,the infant (Klaus,,et al, 1912) as well

as evidence of the stability of the parents relationship to-the child

suggests that this first stage may be a critical period for early inter-

vention. In the'second stage the child responds with the development of

a positive relationship to the parent/educator.

Stage 2. Parent/ Educator,, Child/ StUdent

During the-third stage the parent/educator and child/student

share an activity sr. work with an object in the-course, of which the

o
relationship'is strengthened and the child learns langliagt skills, other

cognitive abilities, intoreets, and task-oriented behaviors of attentiveness

and perseverance that contribute to academic achievement.

Stage 3. Parcnt/Educatorc

4.

Child/Student

Object/kCtivity
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The fourth stage indicate:, u.. these the

dfild develops the potential for independent learning or groom I...ming.

Perhaps the major reaion,some students cannot achieve in the classroom

,

is that they havo not developed the necessary behavior skills through

Ur-education. 5

Stage 3. Child/Student' ---.-Object/Aetivity

-_'Shp Ur-education model might derP:ribe either parent and

child or educator and student. However, the major influence of the family

as contrasted,to the school (Douglas, 1964) upon the child's-intellectLai

and academic development led to en analysis of characteristics of family

care and education that night be compared to professional care and education

of the -child (Schaefer, 1972). Although the list might bexhanged by

addition or revision, the characteristics-listed-in Table / suggest that

the family has a greater potential for Ur-education than the typical

child care or education .nstztution. In fact, an effective substitute

for,family care and education of children would require an institution

that would have the characteristics of the family. Development of such

an institution has not been feasible with the limited roles and responsibili-

ties that areaccepted bfprofessionals.

Evidence of the importance of the family in the care and

educition of the child suggested the development of two contrasting

perspectives on educationthe classroom perspective and a 11fe7time

and life-space perspective or ecological perspective that-emphasizes the

per!...)n learning through his interaction with his environment. Differences

betveun the two porapecti,:res are illustrated by different answers to
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Table 'X

6

Ma or Characteristics of the Parent's Interaction with_the Child

Priority Parents influence the early developeent of relationships,
language, interests, ttsk-oriented behaviors, etc.

Duration The parent's inaeractions with th.1 child usually extend

from birth to maturity.

Compiruity The parent-child interaction is usually not interrupted,
particularly in early childhood, apart from brief separations.
Concern ebout such interruptions has led to- research on

maternal separationand deprivation.

Mount Tne total amount_of time spent in parent-child interaction,
particularly oneto-one interaction, is usuaily`greiter
than with other adults.

Extensitz The parent shares more different situations and experiences
with the child,than do other adults.

.

Intensity The degree of involvement between parent and child, whether
that involvement is hostile or loving, is usually greeter
than between the child 4nd other adults.

Pervasiveness Parents potentially influence the child's use of the m#is
media, h social relationships, his exposure to social
.inetipitions and,professione, and much of-the child's
total experience, both inside and outside the-home.

Consistency Parents develop consistent patterns of behavior with
children.

Reamnsibillty Roth rociety and parents rscagnire the parent's primary
responsibility for the child.

Variability Great variability exists in,pacental care of children,
verying,from extremes of parental neglect and abuie to
extremes of parental acceptance, involvement:, and !

stimulation.

From Schaefer, E.G. Parents as edicators: Evidence from cross-sectional
longitudinal and intervention research. Young Children, April,

1972, ;27-239.

6 0
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questions about education in Table 2 (Schaefer, 1971). -The two perspectives--

professional, institutional perspective and an ecologicalverspectivm--

might also be aPplied-to ine'fieldof child care, child welfare, and

---
. child-health. Perhaps a major characteristic of the professional,

institutional perspective is that the major goal is to supplement and,

if needed, to-supplant family education while tha ecological perspective

and the research data-suggest the need to strengthen and support family

education of the child.

Table 2
0

Perspectives on Education

Questions- Answers

The classroom perspective The lifetime and life-space
perspective

-

Where is a porton In the_Shelel_ In total life space, in-

educated? . eluding the -hone, mass media,

and school

When does In the school During total life time,

education occur? from birth to death

Who are the School-age children All who are engaged in the

students? educational process--parents,
peers, teachers, etc.p,

What is the role To teach the child To be a leader and,resource

of the pro- person ,for the. ducational

fessional educator? process.

Rowldoes one edu- Through formal instruction Through relationships, varied
c,te7 experience, language stimu-

lation, etc. .

What is being Academic skills
learned?

61.

Relationships, interests,
attitudes, behavior, language,
cognitive skills, etc.



What are the major
goals ofruation?

What is the most
important educational
`institution?
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To master academic subjects To further indi-

and to carry academic vidual development

credentials and to promote
sociel,adjustment
and competence

The school The family

From Schaefer, F.S. Toward a revolution in education: A perspective-frost

child development research. The-Naional Elementary-Principal, 1971,
51, 18-25.

Implications of new rescardh-and a new per;pvctive-for education

The relearchfiadings on parent behavior, child development and

early education, the new paradigm fo7 education--the UR- education wodeli

the ecological perspective on education, and-thd new conrcieventss of the

importance of the family in education have many implications-for parents and

the education profession. The eviden,:-..1-and the perspective suggest the need

for a revolution in education - -a return to the definitions of education that

fopiude ?the act or process of rearing or bringing up . . ." and "the procesi

of providing with knowledge, skill, competence or unusally desirable qualities

of. behavior and character. . " (Webster's Third yew Internationll Dictionary

of the English Language, Unabridged. £prinafie'd, Hass.: G. a G. Merriam,

Co., 1965) from an implicit definition of- education as rzhooilng--the Child

in the classroom with a professibnal educator. Parallel to the implicit,

definition of education as schooling have been the interpretations of parent

, nyo vementin-educ.atiori as sepporters, service givers-, and-facilitators of-

schooling and, core recently, as teacher aides and volunteers in the clessreom--

interpretations that assume the parent's role is to contribute to the teacher's

work in the classroom (Hess, et al..;_1970).

However, Hess and his collaborators also note the emergence_of new

role:, of parents - -as students of the educational process and teachers of their
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con children. Parallel to the-new roldti for parent. would be new roles for

teachers-as trainers, supporters, and centributors to the parent's education

of the child -in the home'.

return to the noie-oomprehensive :definition-of education would

mu99set new objectives for professional educators. Perhapa.the major objective

would be to Influence the child's edUcatioh in the home, ceammaity, and through

the miss media-from birth onward before school entrance, evenings, weekends,

'holidays, vaaations, and after the school years. This objective would require

emphasis upon developing communication, cooperation, and collaboration with

parents to support the child's extra-academic education. It Woad also

require:that educators--involveAhemeelvee in_training.parents and future

parents in family care and eaucation skills. Educational planning would-begin

to develop the money, manpower, motivation, methods, materials, and,models

required to implement a life tile and life space perspective on education. The

objectives of enrolling children in schoolat five, four, or three years of

age and of enrolling infants in developmental day care might,appear less urgent

7 if we begin to develop the alternative ofitrengtbening and supporting family

care and education of children.

The need to-develop a support system for.family care and education

, of the child is suggested;by increasing evidence that the isolated nuclear

family is not a self-sufficient unit. The ability of.the family to care for

and educate the child is weakened by stresses and strengthened by support

from neighbors, friends, relatives, social groups, and-relevant professionals.

Personnel of effective programs of training and support for family care and

education.of the child have included public health purvim, social workers,

educators, pediatricians,- psychologists, anka variety of generalists and

paraprofessionals. However, experimental programs cannot provide the early
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and continuing support for increasing numbers of parents. Therefore new

-or renewed professions, and institutions are needed that will provide_the

needed training and support throughout the life cycle: If the education
ss

- profession could develop new roles they might provide-training and experience

1n child care -and -education to future parents throughout the period of
1

school attendance and also provide methods, materials, training, and cOnsulta-
.

tion to parents of achoolage children. Training andsupport for family care

and education of the child beforeoschool entrance might kg provided by health,

personnel, by educatorsorby anew discipline. A family support system might

be developed parallel.to and independent of the Odeting prbfissions or

,ayht be intcyreted into education through an ecological perspectiVe

on education.

Ideally, professional education will provide support for lamily

education of the child. Research findings suggest-that "Equality-of"Educational

Opportunity" (Coleman, 1966) cannot be provided by schools alone. Schools ares

necessary but are not sufficient for the education of the child.- Thus

educators are not merely confronted with a "Crisi. in the Classroom" (Silverman,

1970 ) bilt are confropted wit'l a crisis in education. Causational progress

requires attention not only to "Schools in the '70:;" but also to Famines

in tie '70s. The future of education will be deternAned by the response to

the Challenge of the demonstrated need for and the demonstrated feasibility

of _providing training and support for education in the home.

(3 14
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The tpcope Ad Focus of Research Itebv.vin. to Intervention:

a t

' ; I" A Socio-Ecological Pervectivel
.

1
...

EArl S. Schaefer
. , V

This inalysis, of the need for a socio-ecological perspective in

researvh relevant to Intervention is motivated by the past findings of

4int.iven research and by a concern for the future of ietervention

p'regrams71. Typically, research and demonstration programs have a

limited ife span and a limited impact. laten.funding ends the special

pro4.m,. vanish, wher.7!as'the major professions and institutions with more
,

arable orpor4 remain. It.follows that intervention researdh will have

it, gr..test continuing impact through influellce upon child care, hold -.
A

and oho Ition institution; ana professions.

Rowver, the type of-iMpact that incerventiosresearch will have

upmoth, professions and institutions will be determined by the Scope,
t

and fop.:. 14 tha: t research. For example, intervention research focus?.ed

upto tin individual or monad may encourage the professions to persist

in theft emphallf, on dirvc.t ,cote of the individual child. Whether due
.

. .
, , .

. .

to the greater accessibility of mothers or to. the hypothesis or the
. . I4

greAtvi influence of maternal behavior, rePeorcia focOssed'apon the mother -
.

. ...

cl.!ild dyad may also contribute to the neglectamtfathers in, child, tap,
.

health .0cducation. Likewise, intervention research that ignores the
i

vitc,t of olher_family, community and professional.variablea upon mother

and *hild may svp4irithe current, limited focus upon the diagnosis and
s'

2 .-
treatment of the chill

1

or of ;he Mother-child dyad. 'Attentdon to.early,

iut.tveution .L.ithout ontinuing inter.yertion and to short-term, rasher -than

...

10.., te.m evaluation may confirm professizmal emphasis upon belee

care of the child and its lwediate effects.

1. gratefully ackno.wied0 the editorial assistakce of Mary Stine

Consfock in preparing this paper. '

Cy
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However, findings of early intervention research-have contributed

to the development of a socio-ecological perspective that implies a

broader scope and,a change in focus. E-search has moved from a

predominant focus °riche individual or monad to Include a focus on

the interaction of the mother-child dyad (Beckwith, This Volume;

Dennenberg & Thoman, This Volume). Evidence of the need for professional

consultation ancl.suppOrt during the development of the mother -child

relationship (Dennerhorg 6 Thow., This Volurie) and of the effectiveness

-of instructions to mothers to attend to the appropriate behavior of their

child (Baer, Dal., Rowbury, Baer, A.M., Harbert, Clark, & Nelson, This

Volume) alna point to the need to study the interaction of the parent-
.,

professional-child triad and its effects upon parpntal care an4 child

development. Also contributing to a broader scope are other fiitcngs

that suggest the need to study father-child and husband -wife dyada and

0

the mother-fathet-child triad as they influence-child development. The

need for intervention that prevents rather than remediates problems in

parent-child relationships is supported by evidence that the parent-child

relationship may stabilize in the early days, weeks Or months of life and

that the type at hospital care of_the Mother and infant at. the time

&Alves/ may influence maternal attachment to the infant. In addition,

evidence that social stresses and supportd.and professional, and

institutional policies and practices may-Influence parental care of the

child suggests the importance of studying the ecosystem, which influence

child care and.cbild'development.

Thus, a broadening scope of intervention research is moving from

' the study of monads and dyads to the study of triads and ecosysteris. This

research supports a change in focus in a variety of research and service

areas. Attention moves from the direct core of the child by the professional

4 /
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to support for family and community of the child; from the needs:

of children to those of parents. Further, the focus shifts from the child
t

and parent to the social Stresses 1 supports and the professions and
,.-

ingtitutions that influence childre1 and parents and from the need for

early care and education of the chid to the need for an enduring family and

community environment that fosters evelopment. It Is the goal of this

paper to review some of the researc which is contributing to a socio-

t,ojogical perspective which may, 1 turn, lead to a change in

itutions which relate to parents ndtolpha.is In the professions and ins

children.

Although srudy of the individu. 1 is necessary to provide a bast for

dOci:Aoas about intervention, Sulnyan's(1931) statement concernin

psychlatry that, "to isolate its in ividual subject matter, a pprs nality,

Irum a,tompleA of, interpersonal rel tions : . . is preposterously tside

O', point" wuld also apply to res.) Ji that provides a basis for intervention.

The effort to study the family envy onment of the child-has typl ally led

3

_Lk) resk_arch On mother -child inte,ac Lon--Initially the study of the effects

of mIterndl behavior upon the child but increasingly the stud of the

child's behavioY as a stimulus for behavior (Bell, 1971 Dennenberg &

fir man, This Volume). However, the reciprocal influences of n tural

muthei and child include the possib

enlronmmit (Sontag, 1941) and of 1

th,..hild, the influence of the chi

(1:.11, 1971), and t e subsequent in

labaulor upon child behavior. Thes

n.-.41 for caution in making interpret

as being caused/by the child or by

e influence of the intraut rine

bor and dolivery upon char cteristics of

d's characteristi,s upon mternal behavior

uence of stable patterns f maternal

circular interactions sugg st the

ations of mother-child corre at1211s___

e mother. Longitudinal studies Of
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behavior of mother add child (Moss, 1967)

ace needed to determine whether early maternal behavior is more

predictive of specific child behavior, as appeared to be true'ln

longitudinal studies (Schaefer.& Bayley, 1963, Moore, 1968), or vice

versa.

Intervention research designed to change maternal behavior with

eh. child suggests that riternal behavior influences child behavior,

bnt Ramey, Collier,,Sparling, Loda, Campbell and Ingram (This Volume)

al report that dcvelopMental day care for the infant May-influence the

chill's responsiveness which, in turn, mayinflUence the cother!s

beb,.,,or with the child. Thc letiproccl influence of parent and child

. that intervention with either parent or child may begin a

.To-pre of positive interaction;. Although interactions are circular

att. pt.. to supplement deficient or distorted parent care of the child

in uhila ccni.=1.1 intervention and atteppts to influence parent behavior

in p,rnt-centti.d intervention still suggest that an efficacious

Coto. 0f intervention is upon changing sdult behavior which influences

h111 behavior.

ifv,pit, the fact that in recent yeas more attention has been given to

f,in.r child relationships, the major focus of intervention research and

pro,rams, as well as services for child and families, is Still upon the

w,f).r-child relationship. Yet correlations between paternal hebavior

,not the qhild's early intellectual development (Radin, 1973), between

,..htiAren'b perceptions of parent behavior and adolescent alienation

bet,veen parent - child relationships send behavior

plehlex's of boys (Rutter, 1971), all suggest that the father may have an

evil influence on Child adjustment and development, Despite the

r(latice inaccessibility of fathers for research and their typically

low involvement in child care, health, ani,education, evidence
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that positive paternal ineolvement,contribotes significantly to

1

child development points to the importance oe devoting more effort

to warking with fathers in both research and service programs.

. In the past, studies of mother-child and father-child dyads

, have. been seen as relevant to intervention, but the husband-wife

dyad has been generally ignored by the field of child development.

This is shown by the index, of the volume on socialization in the

illnftple of Child Psychology 1970), ubich includes no

r.to.euces to marriage or to the husband-wife relationship. Yet R.tter

(1A/1) fuUnd that the husband -wife relationship is highly correlated with

aou.cial behavior of boys and Nye (1957) repotted that children from

unbro, unbroken hoses are core maladjusted than children from broken

h,. Furthermore, failure to establish a stable husband-wife relationship

I. al. related to the high incidence of poverty in mother-headed

(n.s Census). Perhaps, through a broadened scope of

inter.ition re ,earell that includes father-child and husband-wife dyads,

intervention eold become more effective by supporting and strengthening

the entire netuork of fatally relationships.

A ftww, upon the entire network of family relationships requires,

fotAft 0 prehensive conce,,ualization, quantification and r- search,

including research on the nether- child, father-child, husband-wife and

1.ibling dyad; (Lowman, 1972; S-haefer, 1974). Research on family

iwrk, night teat the hypothesis that interventions in one component

of the farily system cay change the prior balance of family relationships.' .

Ihu,, intervention that fecu..ses the pareut's attention upon one child may have

an lepact upon the parent's relationship to other children. A related area of

re: arch would be upon the parent'screlationships to two or more children

in the sa,se featly, Lowman (1472) found, in a family with one child in
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psychiatric treatment, that while the parents' relationships with that

child were more likely to be less positive, relationships with a sibling

of that child were more likely to be more positive than were parentl.
0

child relationships in families without a child in treatment. Other

data suggest that parents have the potentiality for developing very

different relationships with the several children in their families.

This research finding that a parent may have difficulty only in relating

t. 4 particular child suggests the need for furth& research and service that

tteopts to support parents in their development of positive relationships

wirh each of their children..,

A number of different studies support the hypothesis that current

,4tr,%sts and supports may influence the quality of family care of children.

cattu,a, by the preseme of a mentally retarded child in the family ,

fi.wv, been inv,,tigated by Schonell and Watts (1956), iershner (1970)

and :Atail (196/). Number of ,children in.the family has been related to

adequy of tamtly-care by Douglas (1964), Elmer (1967), and Giovannoni

anti Wiltn;,:slky (1970), and timing and spacing of births has been related

to child abus by Elmer (1967). Current stresses and lack of social

suports have been related to emotional disturbances of mothers during

tip tmir month,. after delivery by Gordon and Gordon (1959), to rehospitalization

.or death of premature infants by ,,lass, Kolko, and Evans (1971) and

to aitferneks between adequate and potentially neglectful or neglectful

ra"th,r.s by Giovannoni and Billingsley (1970). The latter su mmarize their

cumin:310ns as -follows:
0

In sum:the low-income neglectful parent is under greater

environmental and situations stress and has fewer resources and

supports in coping with tlfese stresse: than does the adequate mother.

. ,

it is the current situational strains that predominate among

neglectful parents, not those of their past life.

V
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ThJs, clinical studies suggest that differences in parent-child

relationghips and child care which are found between socioeconomic,

r

groups are also related to the balance of family stresses and supports.

,,Pcrh.710S, more attention to the. elimination df fomi,y stresses and

to the development of family support Systems rather than to the direct,

pr*Aessional care of children may better serve to foster child development.

The need for analysis of family triads and facii.y groups is

p.iralleled by the need to analyse the focus and quality of interaction

rvvanz,the child, the parent or parents, and the profesional(a),

who offer services to children and families. Chamberlin (1974) reports

that parents of four year olds in pediatric care frequently_do-not discuss

their children's definite behavioral or emotional problems4;ith the

pediatrician, but that_most of those who do discuss suite problems report

tin._proier.,:ional to be helpful. Stine (1962) also found very little

discwsian of cJ% {td behavior or development during pediatric visits and
<,

btarfield and Aarkowe'11969) repd.rt that parental questions during

pediatric visits were often pnaknowledged and unanswered. An example of

more p-an.:tive interaction between proTessional and parent' is provided

fby Ra(r et al. (rbis,Volume)twbo report that instructing mothers to count

the ,pproprInte behaviors of their children led to increases in matirnal

;ittentIon to the child's appropriate Behavior as well as toincreases.in

the child's appropriate behavior and decreases in inappropriate behavior,

Thosc studies suggest that research on parent - professional -child interaction
.

Rely provide 3 basis for more effective prevention and remediation of

rhlUcen's behavioral.and developmental problems current

,
profel,,lons,and-inntitutionsl

a
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Tho.hypothesis that policies and practices of the professions.
---

and institutions mazy influence maternal attachment and maternal -care is

suggestdd by a study of maternal attachment ai influenced by ariount

of contact petween,mother and.infant in the delivery

Jerauld, Kreger, lIcAlphine, Steffa, & Kennell, Increases

in ..ither-infant contact in.the hospital were related to increases in

maternp attachmeneto the infant at one-month of age, suggesting that

cepiration of mother and infant ray interfere with the maternal bonding

proecsr,.. Earlier research on ma7mals (Harsher, Moore & Richmond, 1958)

and studies of maternal attachment to low birth t=ight babies in

fintto.ye care nurseries (Fanaroff, Kennell & Klaus, 1972) would support.

thi, tosclot,ion. Such research raises the important question of

hether our current policies of dirt:et care for children by the health

and easearfon professions may be impairing rather than suppl4ting

parental care and education of the child. The evidence of the major
.so

inftnewe of parents upon children as well as evaluations of child-

...1)0,nd as contrasted to parent-centered intervention programs

(r,.afenhrenner, 1974; Sthaefcr, 1972) support the conclusion that

..npo,,,entingthe child's care, which may supplant the parent's care,

-is l,% coit,-;ifective .han strengthening and supporting family care.

rerbip. the focus of intervention research should move from the child

asa from the family to an analysis of the rrofesslons and institutions

tbA relate to th6 child and family.

Research on the effect- of group day care for infants and;young children

a, contrasted to home (-ate may have the most immediate application to

o planning for child care. Althdugh detailed 4nalyses of the child's

4

experiences in the home and in group day care are need, suMmative evaluation

supports the hypothyis that sore types of infant day care may be less

5,,
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effective tan home care. Papousek (1970), in summarizing the

.Czffkoslovakian reseat,h on the effects of relatii.aly low adult child

ratlos in group day care, states-

In comparison with children brought up at home, the children

In day-care centers usually show delays in the development of speech,

oculomotor coordination, and social behavior, although an somatic

and motor development they are equal or 'slight-I; better than

'Children in families . . . . In a good institution, infants

admitted before the fifth month of life crawled,And walked

sooner than Infants admitted from their homes'at later ages, but

they were slower inspeech'development. The differences are

believed to prove that the positive Influence of group rearing in

Infant:, Is overshadowed by the negative consequences-of parental

deprivation.
0

statcv! that research has contributed to changes in social policy

in <h314.ary;stressing more homy care for infants, but concludes:

Unfoartunatelf, one has to rely more on practical and clinical

txpkriefIcet,than on theoretical issues and experimental verification,

but this only reflects the'actual state of knowledge of.Such-

an bnpurtant- process as that of bringing up-our future generation.
. 0

. -

An ktrican study of children in a university day care center

0(bwar4. Strickland & Krolick, 1916) observed differences in behavior
. .

14 tie_ tenter between children idlo entered during the first year Of life

and thtldren who entered at'three and four years. The authors report

th,t, "the infant day-care group was found Ito be significantly more

.aggke,..siye? motorically active and less cooperative with adults." In

another study of infant day care! Haar (1'974) reports:

Findings indicate qualitative disturbances in the mother-child

relationship in day-carp children, and this was attributed to the

9
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disruptive effects of frequent daily separations. The child's

age at the time that day care began influenced the kind of

distuibance shown. Those who started day care at age two

showed avoidant beh.vfor upon reunion with the mother, whereas

those who started day care at age three showed anxious,

ambivalent behavior.

Whrlo infant day care may show immediate negative effects upon the child's

relationship with the parent and with other adults, an analysis

of its influence on the child's subsequent development fs needed. Thus,

comprehensive, longitudinal studies of different types of child care,

are needed to determine shot -tern and long-term effects upon the

the need for longitudinal research Is closgiy associated with the

,idea nt attempting to provide a stable and continuing. growth- promoting

.environment for the child. The statement that some problems require a,

longttudinal research design by Gallagher, Ramey; Haskins and Finkelstein

(rbt, Volume) is supported by the differenceshetween short-term and

lon -term evaluations of the effects of child-centered and parent-

centered early intervention (Bronfrenbrenner, 1974). Baer, et al.'s

.tatement (This Volume) that, "the maintenance and generalization of

the;,e behavioral gains depend on supporting environments which continue to

. .

plovide appropriate consequences", suggests that the problem of the

-tiektilty of child behavior is highly related to the problem of the

1.iabillty of the child's environment, with both problems requiring

longitudinal research for their solution.

C-V
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The highly influential- conclusions of Bloom (1964) on the early

stabilizat_ior-61 the child's level of intellectual functioning were 0

derived from research on children reared in their own families, probably -

a relatively stable environment. However, a hypothesis that the

..,tability of the child's level of intellectual functioning may be

highly related to the-stability of the child's environment is supported
,

by findings of Clarke and Clarke (1959) and Feurerstein (1970) of

,increases in intellectual level of childre'n who arc reared in relatively

depriving environments andthenmoyed to more stimulating enviroiments.

0
turtlwr supporting the hypothesis of thg need for continuing stimulation

11

are findings that the mean IQ level of children from less adqaplaged,

families can.be increased by child-centered intervention, but that the

level decreases when these interventions are terminated (Bronfrenbrenner, 1974).

lbese re,,earch findings indicate the need to-shift from the study of early

envilmr,olt and early stimulation Cc the study of the continuing

environment that fosters growth and development throughout the child's

life space and life span (Schaefer, 1970).

The fact that the parent, in most cases, provides a continuing and

important infbience or a child's life suggests that parent-centered

intervention might be the logical focus in the attempt to have an

euiaring impact on Om child's environment. The.greater cost-effectiveness

of parent-cedtered as contrasted to child- centered intervention is sug-

msted by comparing the results of a child-centered infgnt education

program (bchaefer 6 Aaronson, 1972)with'a parent-centered program,

(i.venstelp, 1970). The child-centered program consistedof over 300 home

viqits over a 21 month period which resulted in an IQ diffierence of 17

points between tutored and untutored groups, while the parent-centered ,

7 8,



prtgram consi,ted of approAinately 32 visits over a seven month period

which resulted in a similar 17 point IQ gain in the tutored subjects.

12

The parent-centered program thus showed equal effect .ness with

Jews: cost at the end of the tutoring periods. Follow-up-on the

child-centered program showed no differences between the tutored_and

untutored children at the end. of first grade,1while follow-ups on

\

the parent-centered program showed relatively good long-terM results

(tir,attrenbrenner, 1474). Schaefer and Aarons n (1972) suggest that the

child-,entered program started to latc--the c ild showed effects of

dOlpriv.aion at the time intervention begah at if teen-months - -; ended

1

to.. early--t chIld:s.11/ scores dropped aftertutoring was discontinued

at thre }tears of age v; and had Ate wrong foctis--upon the child rather

thin:le parent. Current professions and institutions that provide brief

p,riod. of child cantered remediation through supplementing family _..----
,,

,------
tare al-.0 start late, end to early, a,u1 have less long-term impact

!mean., they arc not fosterinj enduring changes 111-he child's interaction

andw_ith.id :continuing family an. community enV,ronment.

S4v.ral diflerent-stUdies which found that stable patterns of parent

behavi. cray ci,vvlop during the early weeks, months and years of life

C..huler 5 f:ixley, 1960; Moss, 1967; Broussard & Partner, 1971;' e11 &

I Atn,wort'h, 1972; and the findings that maternal. and infant care in the

tosOt,1 siyinfluence maternal attachment and maternal care (Klaus, et a1.,

1972) suggest that early infancy way be a promising period for parent

g (tillkxcd intervention. Perhaps enduring patterns of parent-child

reittlonships that have early, continuing and cumulative effects upon

child development (Schaefer & Bayley, 1963) are established during infancy.

The hypothesis that such patterns of parent behavior haye a cumulative

effect upon child behavior, while brief interventions have minimal

es,

4'
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0
0

lorg-te npact is supported by Rutter's (1971) conclusion that

.brief sepirations from the parent have a minimal, long-term impact

on child aljustment while enduring husband-Wife, father-child, and

5aother- chflji relationships have d significant relationship to

behavior pro,lems in boys. Further longitudinal research on the

st.ihiitty of hild behavior and functioning and on the hypoth,tais,,

Chet stable pa terns of parent behavior have early, continuing and

.Alative efte tsLITsiL.c144A--chNii is needed as a guide rot
Ns. _

future intervention,

1110 finding of intervention research up to the present have

many implications
,

oth for the scope and focus of future research and
;- .

' .

101 professions, and institutions which provide child care services.

.A the sp,ific areas which have been mentioned as needing research

attkniloil are. the hole netrrk of family relationships, eeludeng

ihe 11(4,r child a= usb.nd-wife dyads; patterns of parent-childl

prole. tonal .er..,cti a, and pal-Cies and practices of the profesisions

and in-altutions whuli r vide services to children and_farillies-

Leo,Otodin'al reseirch on the short- and long-term effects of different

typo,. of child care and 1n the stability of patterns of parental care

. of bkhavior and,functioning Is also needed. In.additionnev

and adequate near with which to research these areas must be

Ilk loped.

oui irprtantgoal .0r6terventIon research might be the development

or p,(1104q for strengtheringtcnd supporting family care for the child

1160..,i the current p ofessions ana institutions. The reports of the

fovoribl. effects of rooming-10 (McBryde, 1951), of increased contact

bw.ea mother and infant at tile tine of delivery (Klaus, et al., 1912) and

./

I A.
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of parent'-centered interventions (Baei, et al. Thisyolume; Levenstein,

1970) suggest that it.wouidbe feasible to provide support for parental

care through the existing professions and InStitutions if this were

to become a major goal,.
. .

Both reviews of the influence of parent behavior upon the clipd's

intellectdal development and-academic achlevImenOiless, 1969;

ehaefer, 1972) and reviews- 4f the effects o1 parent -centered

interventions ,(Lazar & Chapman, 1972; Bronfrenbrenner, 1974) point

' to the rated for a shift from chi 4d-centered tQt parent - centered

itoerveatiion in the professions and institutions which, provide child

tire f.erv,ice. Yet, the current focus of hospital and pediatric out-

natient earn on thr individual, both mother and child; and the emphasis

on piovidlne ably schooling and developmentai day care indicate that,

at pre,wnt, mi4y profxtsions aneinstitutions,are providing dArect

.clue.ition of the child rather than 4rengthening-andsupporting'

the childlt interactions in his family and cosaunity environment. liore

1

research On tiro a,sumptions, policies, practi
ic

es, and effects of current

services for children and families would help' to provide basis for
.

interventions £cussed upon the professions and institutions as well as

for idtrrv,ritdons focussed upon families and chil-drfn.

.
A'breldened4ciusiln research 'relevant 6 incervention'uould be

bOpportedb' the perspectives of ecology, the science of "the

interrelati nahips of living things to one another and to their environment

I
1

(Stoddard, 973)," Bronfrenbrenner (1974), from his analysis Of the

eftectivenes of early intervention, has stressed a strategy of ecolOgical',

intervention The review of tocial ecology and of psychological

environments by Inselapd :loos (1974) has also emphasized the nee to

conceptuallze, the "psychologicll and social dimensions of the epyiron*Ait

in a frameworF. of person-milieu interaction," Re$,..earcii on networks
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' of family relationships among -father, mathei, child and sibling

and research on the influence of social supports, social stresses

land of the profession's and institutions.upon family care of children and

child deuelwment move toward the'analysis of the ecosystem that

influences child development. /he possibility that the professions

may intentionally supple/mentbut inadvertently supplant, family care

01 the child and the rowing evidence that strengtaening and supporting

f:imIly care throughl'rent-centered programs is more cost-effective

Lbau supplementing through child centered programs supports de need

for.repvarch on the professions and institutions as well as on familie4

and children. A brOader scope trf.romarch suggested by a social'

analysis of influences on child development and a focus

upon tile Professions and institutions as well as upon families and

ehildron_uo'uld contribute substantially to future intervention and to more

eifictive child, C.Ire, child health, and education professions and

4, institutions. 1

a

Is.
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Senator Mom/ALL T remember Some years ago visiting your -project
1 and mine; to some of the homes uith people who u ere working with

parents ilpil children in the project aml-being most impressed.
I agree'. an'd my stair who-has done a great deal of uork in this area.

agrees w ith you on. the ituciA-essi%eness of the Le% enstein project and
the valm: that ,ceim..to follow from working with paiants.

11011 el V. I Piave a good deal of trottalie seeing that as the only
option because I don't sec any u il of changing icifher the `way in
u hich filllati ;Ire appi opi tilted, car the way Americans look at- the prob-
km of pro% iiiing an adequate opportunity to trot k. As you. know,
0% el. one-third of the mother,, of preschool children work and I think
most of them-do it because tliey do not hive any ahem:Ai% C.
to work. .

They have

Efforts to provide fundingAFDC is the chief vehiplewhich
would make it possilile for the mother to stay home or the parent to
stay home simply have been inadequate. As a matter of fact. I think
that in a majority of the States. if the father is employed. u e make
him leave that fignilv so they- can qualify for AFDC funds.

So the bias touard %yolk pressuresdrastically pressuresparents-
out of the home.. particularly the poorest parents. Thue go out and try
to find \toil:: many of Mem, find uotk and titany of their children
mations of them --are leit biiiiiil in day care. much of which. as you
knou. is jog totally inadequate. or they become "latch key" children
uith no day core at all. What vie must far in this issue is Adult do ue
do Ain't tiles( problems? Bill Shannon wrote this article a couple of
years ago: "Don't do this, he lid. "Increase aid to the families; so
they i an stay home." But, if anything. the levels hay e dropped sincethen.. .

We just beard this from the Congressman from rtah mho is on the
Appropriations Committee. amid I'm going to look at the next appo-
ifriation that conies *let hire -amt see how many hundreds of dollars,

_ are added to the families of the unemployed of this country. and I
\..4will bet yOu that it 11 ill ae_tuall:v be less not because he is an inef-

c I% P CoLgres-anan. but becatise. you knovv. there is absolutely no
nil!Iii. support for that idiot of approai h. We simply have to face the

"alternati% es and the realiges. and that is shat makes it so difficult.
Now. T have to adjourn-this hearing for -about 10 or 15 minute:, and

we will be right back. There is a t ery. very compelling matter on-the
Senate floor. We are about to pass the Noruegian-Anierican Day res-
olntion. and since I am its chief sponsor I have to go. .

IA short recess % as taken,)
Senator STAFI I dm (presiding- }. The subcommittee will mille-tosmiq.
The Chair will ins ite Senator Buckley to make a statement at this

time. and.then the'Cliairu ill.t urn the floor over to Dr. Lorand.

STATEMENT -OP HOI&AMES L. BUCKLEY, A U.S. SENATOR FitOM.
, THE STATE OF NEW YORK

. ,
Sonator,Bi ( ht.t.t . ' Mr. Chairman. thank soil t % ery much. and Lu ant

to thank you Anil the ot het members of the stlicommittee for not only
acceding to-my re, west that cettain of the w itnesses be heard. but also
for extending to me the opportunity. to make ,a statement of wry own.

(4,
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I believe that this legislation is muck improved from its-1971 and.
1972 predecessors. Howe% ex. I am still concerned about certain. in-
herent aspects and expectations of.thelegislation,-and about inevitable
pressurt% from political and % ested interest groups on its direction
and imptvnentation.

I refer in Part to the pressure for institutionalized care in day care
centers. The potential harm tv y oung children from the often imper-

-soma: inadequate care recei% eel in the centers has been documented.
-acrd I have several articles and papers discussing these facts that
would like to submit for the record. T. believe that a generally prefer-
able approach is that of neighborhood farm ily day care homes dis-
cussed in articles lain submitting for the record-by Dr. Arthur Emlen,
tin expert in-the field wholas had numerous contracts with the Chil-
dren's liftman of TIEW.

Family daycare more clearly approximates the developmental ideal
of home and maternal care, which I understand Dr. Lorand will dis-
cuss briefly. Stich ay care homes 0111 be regulatedat-14 linked to
specal public der ery systems for health. nutritional, educational-and
other sere' . Those, teachers who are in search of jobs could be
trained , s home start type teachers working with family day care
mothers and with parents and children in theirown home.

'This approach to early childhood education. I might add,,has been
demonstrated generally tohe much more effective and less costly than
-tile Head Start approach to ECE. to which I believe Dr. Schaefer
gill ottest. Of course, there will still be the need to overcome the re-
inetance of some teachers to deal directly with parents.

mA related aspect that concerns me is the endorsement implicit in.the
legislation. and explicit else here, of institutional early childhood
education. But. as I just pointed out. the e% idence indicates that home-
basM ECE is more effective and less costly.

A recent e% aluation of HMV's home start program is included in
the materials that t our submitting for the record. In fact. the research

com7ng to light indicates that instkutionalized -ECE:may even be.
generall% detrimental to a child's future educational .achievement..
Again. I am submitting a preliminary paper on this issue by Dr. Ray-
mond Moore. director of the Hewett Research Center. gi% en in 1973 .
at the International -Research Institute for Man-Centepi
itrental. in- Germany.

Another problem I see in time legislation is an implicit, if not .ex-
plicit, t inlorsement of the acceptability and appropriateness of institu-
tional da% care for the general child population. a % iew unequivocally:
oppesed by a group of Washington. D.C.. child psphiatrists in 1972
and refputly reaffirmed b% them. They argu that such day ear pre-
sents a serious psychological hazard for the a% erage yoting,child.

Mr. Chairman, I support quality child care when it is necessary, and
I support special Milli tomtit% child care .ser% ices for those children

ho are developed Mentally disadvantage 1, handicapped. abused, neg-
. lected or cilhern receiy-ing ha rinal care, but I would also ooint out

that higli quality c are can also be given to the al erage child by-a grapd-
. inot her or a neighbor.

The ital ingredients 0E411814N care are not the s s and facili-
ties pro% ided. ThQ are iht nature, frequency,.and onsistency of the

a
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interaction and the relationship between the child and its ,care-
giver. And I use the singular "caregiver" advisedly, for multiple
caregivers tend to create multiple psychological problems in young
children.

On occasion it has been said that this legislation is essentially in-
tended to, upgrade .present day care services, yet the implication is
tunhistakable both in the legislation and in. various statements-made
about it that this is but the beginning of a program which is intended
to become vastly larger in the future.

By its very nature, the legislation would stimulate a demand for
institutional day care services. -

In 1972 I predicte#1 that new day.care" legnatio would stimulate
a dema d for such services which would. in ttu ead to inexorable
economic pressures for ,reducing the quality .of, t. ose services, which
consequently NVOIlltnead to irreparable psychological damage to many
young children.

Just this past week. I tir,?;ed HEW not ,to further water down its
new proposed child-staff ratios for day care-centers-which already are
watered down compared to those contained in the- amendments. which
I and Senator Mondale introduced, to the 1972 day care legislation.
The response was that HEW was under neaarly irresistable pressure,
particularly economic pressure. to weaken the standards,. ,

Present Federal day c..i . standards, dare already being violate.
These, are. incidentally, standards that Senator Mondale and I par-
ticipated in establishing in the first instance.

Another issue which has been given only cursory and superficial
examination is-the question of neeTI for -new day care services. While
there is some need for improved day care services, the evidence does
notshow a need for a large new program, What is known of demand
indicates that there is relatively little demand by mothers for day
'care centers, given other child Cure alternatives'. And yet, there are
powerful professional interest groups exerting strong pressures for
this undesired. and undersirableform of child care. freport entitled
"Children of Working Mothers." which appeared in the.M:iy 1974
Monthly Labor Review; pointed out that as yet. "Little, is known
about the current supply of and demand -for child care services and
facilities." The, article called for a nevi survey, as did' the Child
Welfare Le'frgiii. of America in its,recent testimony lief= congres-
sional,committees. I would also urge such a study,

The need-fur a vast day care program is usually based on the rela-
14,i,4y few lieeiZ;ed clay care centers in existence compared to the much
larger number of preschool children whose mothers work. This ap-
proach assumes that such children are receiving inadequate care if they
are not, in '`a day care center. Research has indicated, however those
children not in dal, care centers are usually receiving as good. and
often better. care than they would in the impersonal. inqtitutiodal set-
ting of a day care center. TYr, Arthur Emlgn. director of the Rczional
Resenrch Institute for Human Seri ices, Portland StateTniversity..,
has done and published considerable research on the nature and supply
,of informal neighborhood child care services. He has found that a
large and crenerally unite eiTyctive and reliable network of neirdibor-
hood child care arrangements exists in most areas. He urfres that we
build:on the existence and the strengths of this natural system,*rather
than try to supplant it. .

o
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What is known 'of demand indicates that there is relatively little
;demand by mothers for day true centers, given other child care alter

es, and yet there are powerful professional interest groups
erting strong pressures for this undesired and or:Jersirable form of
child care:

Many 'women's groups- have aPplauded and even deManded legis-
lation such as this in order, it is said, that .omen may be freed,
from child care responsibilities and be better able, to fulfill their
pOtential by going to work,

Mr, Chairman, such a position underestimates, as does our society
in general. the great uontribution made to the well-being of our society
by mothers in-the role of homemakers, in the role of educators of
young children. There are few jobs more important and less honored
today in our society.

In this regard. I would like, also to submit' a most interesting docn-
. ment. the Statena;nt of Principles of tl,ue 'Women's Action Alliance

of Australia.
In connection with this issue. Mr. Chairman, a choice has to be

made,: Are we, in this kind of legislation, in favor of the rights of
children ? A re we fry ing to foster their wel.fare ? Or the rights of
women's liberation. as uu ell as the interests of various professional
groups?

Surely both sets-of rights have- significant value- -and validity. Yet,
they are rights in eoneict and very hard to reconcile.

Asnunierou child specialists have noted. you cannorbave it both
ways Dr. Humberto Niagera. (Una tun of the Child. PsVelmanalytie
Institute of the Children's Hospital of the 1Thiversity of Michigan,
stated the problem well, and r qt is most unfortunate

'that many sel ions issues hal e attached themsel% es to the question of
- day care centers. For example %voila n's libel at ion num melds. in their

. legitimate search for equality of iirilts and opportunity made blind
_demands for day care facilities uu itla,at onsiulei lug flu t foal r,*(gifR of
the 11,1711 to Ileedop Lo417«-Ittally and intolftmally fa71y k7S

. . . ("original emphasis.}
"I want to make it clear." he continues.
that I have no objection -whatsoeter to u omen's legitimate rights fAir equality

of opportonity, education. and the like. but T do bait.. as i stated-elsewhere (in
19721, the strongest objection to tieglet Ong the similarly legalinate rights if in-
fants, especially ince they cannot speak air for themselves and cannot look
-after their hest interests.

This eonimittee must choose. and I assume that the Congress itself
must choose, w hieb of the overriding t on( t i ns will pre% ail. I believe
that this legislation must lot us primarily on the rig:its and benefits to
ho derived by the children concerned.

While it is bertahled as supportive of the fatuil}.1 am afraid that thiS
leslation accommodates and Plivourages, 1iti subsid% and the subtle
em torsement the socioeconomic pi essu res amid fact ors undermining flue
famil\in our society today. Sonic of these pressures and factors have
been cool.)-discusyd its Dr. Bropfenbrenner in his recent article : no
Origins ofsAlien{ttiOn.

We lease taken a stand against the bairnto the natural ens ironment
which Our materialist, industrialed society provtes. It is also sim-
ilarly, time. Mr. Chairman, to take a stanitartaints, the harm which our
modern society, including our Government, (hues to tke family.
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Unfortunately, thisiegislation''seems- to do the opposite. by directly
snbsidii.ing and by subtly encouraging or coercing Jpothers to leave
the home. We should instead explore as by whim public policy can.
help streng,tentheofantil, the most impottant situ! taut in society,
and help to discoihage the separation of parents and children, as well
as husbands and whes, which lead to so much personal. and sosial
alienation and destructiveness in our society.

I would like to dose by quoting from a speetli by a eery wrse and-
good woman, Annikki Suvitanta, given at the 1th Congress of the
International Federation for-Horne Economics in Helsinki in 19712
and I am quoting now. Mr.-Cliia rman

In primitive countries childrom are brought up and educated entirely at home.
In the industrialized state education is being siiifted more and more to the
community starting from Increasingly younger ages. Nowadays omits have
very little say in what their children are taught. Sometimes they do not even

Ith m. what their Khildren are being taught. In other words. education,is be-
coming tytalitariali. something imposed from the top dm%noard. To give their
children the o tintlilit am ' security they need to grim -into halapeed
parents shoultlook fter them themsehes and hecp them company as much as
possible in early eldidLo t.d. This means that parents must alter their order of
priorities, deciding how n spend their free time.
. Mr. Chairman. the statement goes on fit ,t little %%idle. 1-wouldib-e-to

just introduce it for t be record. -. - -

Mr. Chairman. as I indicated at the outset. I lime a number -of
studies, Papers, and al tides which 1 ha %.e requested l.Jaa eel in the hear-
ing record. I also .would like to ask that the v ritten statements of a
number of ivali,bluals who were unable to-appeal in person be added
to the record. and I w ould like to ask_how long the ivcfnAl will stay
open.

Senator INfoXDALE. Two weeks.
Senatoi Tit in.m-.1 rt otitiniting]. I would like to hear the testimony of

the witneses that too were kind enough to in% he at my let onimenda,
Beni, but. unfoi tunately . there are tip cc other meet 'lugs r am
supposed to he attending.

Senator INIOxpAt.E. Thank you very much, Senator. l'Ke appreciate
your statement and we appreciate y out 'Intel e:-,t iii this w hole area.

We stand togetlici in the need foi min-imam da care standards. Once
a veal thi; Mondale-Buckley. axis assenibbs on the flout on that issue.
anti I hope-we have done sonic good. , _

As I understand sour statementI did not hear it all--it indicates
support for quality' home care- bond-% care, w Idyll is one element hi
this legislation which I think is del (Toping as one melt of consensus,
and 1 ant most grateful for your contribut ion.

Mr. Brademas.
, Mr. BILiDMAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. '

I have no quest ions fin the distinguished Senatot from New York,
bui.or.lYtwo or three quirk observations.

One. I want to thank hint fur his thoughtful and articulate ex:-
pression othisview;

Seeond, to commend hiin on his concern for child day rare
standa r4s.

Third, to observe that the bill outlet consideration.ion. of course. is not
simply a. child day care bill. although the Senators' criticisms were
mostly -leveled in that direction, but it is most deliberately designed
to be ashild and farrii)-v services bill.

91
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F0 (wilt, to remark tlt,(tulthrrtgh he suggests, as did President Nixon,
in his sew-message. that this` legislation ss ould eneourge mothers wit];
young chihlren to go off to work, in point of bet, if he %yin turn to,
page -... of Dr. Bronfenbrenne's statement. he sill note that the au-
tholitv he quoted will be testify ing later. lie notes- there are already
absent the passage- of the legislation under consideration .Juany.
many indeed. millions of mothers in the fluted States with children.
many of them finder preschool age, w hoary abead) working.

Finally`, f note that. as he did quote Dr. Bronfenbrenner, who will
be able to speak fur f, with appros al. it ought to be noted
that I)r. Bron tbrennet 6tateuient salts that he regards tho bill under
consideration as an absolute neeessity.

Thank-you, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Cnisnot.m. I would like to make all ohsers at ion or perhaps ask

a question. Of manse, I did not hear all if y our testimony. T came
in at the tail end, of your testimony, but front shat I have gathered,

prestime that you are against most, of, the most of the section
of the bill.orreet

senat at lit cnra.s. T would not go that far by any means; but I am
concerned .aboat, as I tricot to milt, ate in my statement. the drive in
Society, which I think is-reflected iii and is fostered by this bill. toward

-institutionalized d.r cart which reltifis es that nitjmavy between a
very young Id, an in font. andit giyen mink

Mrs. CuisnOt.m. Nil right. Ila ms g said that. it would -seem to, me
Opt basically most people ,really Lelia-+.e or era ri.) feel that the first
t; or 7 vedrs of .1A.shild's life is sers important. to she extent that a
Mother is able to be In that home setting to-give the emotional. intellec-
tuat pisyehological se. unity that an oub, be gathered by a mother-
child relationship. Thal would be threiaeali; that would be the de-
si ra Me thing in onr'soeiety.

But loOking at the statistics and looking at fhe reasons for mothers
haying to go out to w ork place, us in anOt-her.ategory if indeed we
are a soietY that is interested in . ing for (It:. children while these

ha we to work.
I think wetave to realize that mans of the niotherg that are now

*worldly-I- today mt) sole heads of households: they are working because,
tbey'innst suppruni, it ilie faro ils nicolite in an -inflationary eronomy
where fond. rent, and takes up a lot of the income: they are
working for pin moiler. t 1.e,s working be, ause there is -a necessity,.
and it %%until ,Fem-t-Tri77 that we would hate to make sure if we are ,ilitore,te in the children that we do lurie da s care sees li-er: that' do
take into ac,-outit the int, fleet ital. the physical and the psychological'
needs of the children.

T am not ta4kin,..thout those sonnet %%hi) might want to leave the
home it, order to fulfill theelsels e,. if sou ssiti, and. you lino*, have
some institution takc.:w"wre of the children. T think there is a realistic
sit uat ion int ill,. oilft.s. io.1, heil. es Is y ear more and more women
are joining -1 tir. labia forte and. therefore. need this kind of service
so t i tin prodtu tit' -, 101,0)01(AI to society and not
be on public .1,-i.4,110 e, roll-. IN el fare t olls "those burns on welfare."
and.411 of the Otlo r t, is itsell Is people in this soeiety-. -

somtime, who can't
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And I was just-interested in this quegion of institutional clay care
services. You mentioned that concept tss ice. Exactly what do-yon mean ?.
I want to make sure I understand your definitionof institutional clay
care services.

Senator BECALM% The kind where you have a-professional-staff and
a structured, fornial prograw. You are apt to have a.turnover,
as a multiplicity of caregivers, who-have little interest in -the individ-
ual Lhild. You are apt, because of-the economic Tressuies that Ispoke
of, to_have too small a ratio between the - caregiver and the number of
Children, which is demonstrably,un the average, harmful to,thg,ohild.

What I am. proposing and ads ocating-as an alternative to that is
have these-moe informalor to encouraie lore-informal situations

where you have an older woman, thesamepuison. who Will be there day
in and day out, a relative or someone else, more in the honie, more ac-
cessible, with continua's the continuity oaffection and love and, in-
leract inn. At the same time, there-could-be a linkup with public health
and other services. .

This is the healthy enVironment for the child
Mrs. Ctusuoizt. All tight. X think, though., that ,sott might be ove-

Iroking one factor liere, and that can understand your -point of
btit I cannot understand you' point of,,siew from the standpoint'

that if a.iuotlier has to be opt in the fields working and has to make-a '
contribution, there is much. more to taking care of achild than TLC.

The whole question of the child's intellectual and physical develop
ment. emotional des elopment. that even a:grandinother or a. wen-
meaning :Ault might not be able to ois,e to-this child as this child is
"developing and maturing overa p'eFiota,of yearS.

Sentetort-Butatty. This is whatI hope your hearing and the record;
-Mr. Chairman, will des clop --and I will have to -16,trve .itfter` this
whether or not in fact the, average women with-the aVetage child may
uot more beneficial whether the Liatural mothei or not, if you have
a constancy of relationship- whether or not that is inure beneficial
than a whole bunch of expel to dragging in and dCli.Cering a more
impersonal environment.

I think there is sul,,tantial t'A idence to suggest.that the latter can,bei`f
harmful and deptise the child of the ability-I-R..1es e- lop properly in-
tellectually. emotionally, and physically. -rC 1

Mrs. CHIS1101:31. I woad like to question you further, but I under-
stand you luts e to lease, and UN ill get the questions Co you in writing.

'Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Buckley with accompanyilig

material 'follow

.4 a
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C.ChaD1714-51-, child. en .1- e brought op end edeeated en-

ttrely Lt Lome. . . . in the iseLstrie.11...ed t.doe.flon le be_ing
11i :cd more and r. ore to the ecian,Lity, starting from en,crer_singl.y,)jr.0_Le ones. Now.edays bae very little say in what tie's

..,e S'..st-t,ttrnts they dr.'t es era -.La: :Ley 're
9:1 intr.g tz:eztt In of) er ix..., kis, ed...cation 1& beoming to12l :t.rtari -

ssornetIMg fr.om the top clowr

A
To gl%t. their chieri.m tbe cer.:7;dence ..nd sere:tit). they D.red to

grow Bto tahs.c.;t3 rzrents Joe, :,...ater them the ras-
st.hes, t-e4I t m coal-4n) as rriJO as po=sfblc in carly,child-
lined. This lit_z.ns th-at nrmst after their.orderof priorMes
in decid.r.g boT.:: to spend their free time.

3,13t,;-...iialized society often .alieni-tes pzrentr. and childrer.
evil)} as the en grow cA:der. Yong peor.le at sebool learn ct:n%:r

;2.4C-S` ;Lig cult.-re -from 1.1.r.-1 Of their parents. To satisfy
tee erf.;-:.-4.Dti.s of the parorar, Lave to :pond more and
more titre jist xnerey. This leaves them very little time to
follou cL qtr to Society and Li ing their elsildron up accord-at:1y.

venle .z.;,--ted oriftr.cir Jrsa,,hes are and 1-41,ppy.
11,3 bt.t they do it m ay tl.a.t.z...re not

r ck, Ely_

"34 rol -ns ind_ctriili zed sucicty ;G rscral and
-t'_;e7,3 T. bas posed a s(60:1F, aallenge
to the fa 41i1.} . . If it fails, the result may well he a formI

.I.---z.n.tpoilution that vall destroy Mv-2--ind.
of Bosse -.or'. is risinz- ut,:rcn's

ages 02 the laTor...t: marlet. It found that servicef
the 14.ne are o.i:te as taluallt 4. Sc. 54171C. igloo, p-relased

j,.:tt tbf. ay. I thin}. people before -Jong
tV7it tOi:692:1:1111.a.t :he '4;:iychelo_icz.1 and ernotior.a.1 sett ices" pro.
v.d.ed of cwt: 14tzItt, 2.13.c.c.:TrIcrt- -arc the most

;
.

Trk.st to :et ill-req.-tier: cd prmr.:y and
(1,sicef. Priority rrLst.go aloes- . .

alq,lezr,.,-_ng reLei,n12e cwt.- rights, We mot also rt 0.1r
ds,ties and rt fpor.sibdit -and do to on a world s. jc.

1 0 1
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moor irr,- 'V. ...tate of 4C4 ?One'

. Mr. Chairman:
i -1

s

I want to thank you lot the oPportunity1 to come before
.

i

you today and to present two witnesses both experienced and know -

ledgeable in the prblems, and developmental needs df young children..

known
Dr. Earl S. Schaefer'is a psychologist who is well-known in the

fields of child development end family relations. 4 is past Chief c

of the Section on Early Child Care Research at thegetiOnal Institute

of MentaloHealtho,here he did extensive workon.ear y childhood

educStion projecti in Washington, D. C. At present e is a professor

in the Depart4gA of,Ma ernal andChild Health 'and Senior Investigator
t

..

lb the Frank Porter Graham.Child D;Velopment eenter,lat Ole University

of North Carolina in Chapel Hill. W is a fellow orthe American

Psychological Association, as well as a member of the National Coundil

°, of Family R:elations, the Society forResearch-in Child Development,

. the Amefican Association for the Advancement of Science, and the
I'

American Public H alth Association. He is currently conducting,

Vocal:ch thSough grints fr), the National Institute of.Ment.al Healttl.

ant the Offik of Ch ld Developitent at it04. Dr. Schtefer has_published

innumerable articles on chiledevtiv7.ent and early childhood develop-
.

Ment apd early childhood education in leading scholarly and popular

journals!

Dr. Rhoda L. Lorand received a Doctorate in psychology from4

'Columbia University. She-is a professor_in the Graduate Department of
t4

f

O
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- Guidance and Counseling at Long Island University, where she conducts

,courses and, workshops For teachers and probation officers. Since 1950,

Dr. Lorand has also conducted the F,FiCratepraZtice of psychotherapy ,

with children, young
adults,>ar(par.ents, specializing in the treat-,

tient of children 40111 ming disabilities. As a teacher, she was

on the Mayor's C ittee on Mursery Schools for underpriVileged children

in New York ty in 1944 and 1945. 'From 1951 to 1958, she wps'on'the

stiff the New York Medical Center, specieliiing in the treament

e ldren and in.parept guidance,.
She also serves as a psycho erapist

,"at the Vanderbilt Clinic of PsychiAtry of Presbyterian spital. Dr.

Lorand has published the "Therapy of Learning Pro b ms" in th4 book,

Adolescents, Psychoanalytic Annroach to POobl and Therapy. Her

bookl,Love, Sex and the Teenaaer, has b n published in German'and

Spanish and was selected by the Nati"onal
Book Umniete,J to be includgd

in all VISA plrtable Book Kit-. Her husband is an internadOnally

,respetted psychoanalys5zand author.

I
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GUILD CARE LEGISLATION
Mr. BUCKLEY. Mr. President. I re-

cently U.-stifled before the Senate Sub-
. committee on Children and Youth re-

garding proposed child care legislation.
Because this is an iniportant issue and

t Because I am. seriously concerned by cer-
tain aspects or it, I ask:lin:minions con-
sent that my testimony, with a minor
revision, together with testimony of sev-
emr witnesses whom -I Obtained for the
hearing be min teicth-the RECORD.

iyhere being no objection, the noterial
s ordered to be printed In the RECORD.

.# a iollOws: .
. SKS-CEMENT-741T StNATOlt JAMT.3 I,, BUCK.tY

'. X believe that ;his legislation is much
improved from its 19?1 and 1972-predeces-
sors. However, fare still concerned about
certain inherent aspetta and expectations of
the legislation, and about lnevitahle pres-
sures from political and -meted interest
groups on the direction and Implementation
of this legislatton. I refer, 'h.-part, to the
pre/make for institutionalized cure in day
care centers. The potential harm to young .
cniiiirini-frown-theoften imperson.al, Made-
gliatecare-re.tived in such centers has been
documented. and I have several articles and
papirs dtscusaing these facts fcenibmit for
the-reeord. I believe that a generally pref-
erable approach is that of neighborhood
family day care libmes, discussed in articles
I wi,nh to submit foi4 the record by Dr.
Arthur Emlen, an expert in the field who
has had numerous contracts with the Chil-
dren's Bureau of E.E.vt. /Family day care

i more closely approximates the developmen-
' tat ideal of home and maternal cure, which

I understand Dr Lorand wtil.dimuss briefly.
Such day care homes can be regsda d and

linked to special public delivery tj stems
for health,' nutritional. educationall, and
other services. Those teachers who are in
search of Jobs Could be trained as Home
Start type teachers. working with family day

s care mothers and With paiente and children
In tkTir own 'homes. This approach to early

' childhood education. I might add. has been
demonstrated geherally to be much more ef-
fecttve and less Costly than the Holuistart
approach to ECP., to which I believe Di.
Schaefer will attest. Of course, there would
be a need to overcome the reluctance Of
some teachers to- deal with parents.

A related aspect that concern*, me is the
endorsement implicit In the legislation add
explicit...elsewhere. of institutional Early
Childhood Education. Ira, is i Nit poTn-Wd-
out, the evidence indicates that home-
based ECE is more effective and less costly.
A recent evaluation of HEW'S HomeStart
program la included in the materials I have
for the record. In fact, research' now- coming
to light indicates that institutionalized ECE
may even be generally detrimental to a

. . ..

.,child's future educational achievement. I am
submitting a preliminary-paper on this is-
sue by Dr. Raymond Moore, Director- of the
-Hewitt Research Center, given in 1013 at
the Interrational Research Institute for e
Alan-dente-red EnvIronnienteA Sciences and
Medicine In Germany:.

While there is .once need for improved
day care services, the evidence does not
show a need for a large r.bw prograta. What is
known cd.demai.d indicates that there is rel-
atively little demand by mothers' for day
care centers, given other chili' care alterna-
tives. And yet. there are powerful prOfes-
Monet interest groups exerting strong pres-
sures for this undesired Ind undesirable
form of child c -re A-reportentitled "Chil-
dren of 'Working Isfotheffs.", which_ appeared
in the May 1974 Monthly, Labor feasts,
pointed out tlwsteas_yet 'little is known about
the current Supply-of and demand for child
care services and faciltilee ^ ';

The article called for a newlsurvey. as dfd
the Child Welfare League of America-1n its
recent testimony before Congressional com-
mittees. I stand alsdasigb strertat study.

The need for vast day care prOgram Is
,a,trally based on the relatively few licensed

care centers in existence compared to the
much larger number of pre-school children
whose motheri work. This approach assumes
that such children are seceiving inedeglaate
care if they are not to a day care center.
Research has indtcatedhowever.those chil-
dren riotn daycare 'centers are usually re-
ceivingaLgOod, and often better, care than
they would in the impersonal. Institutional
setting of a day cars center. Di' Arthur
Emlen. Director of the Regional Research
Institute for -human Services. Portland State
University. hie done . and published .con
siderable research on. the nature end:supply
of Informal neighborhood chile care serv-
ices He has found that elarsisl and generally
quite effective and reliable network. of neigh-
borhood child care arrangements exists In
most areas. He urges that we. build on-de .
existence and the strengths of this natural
system; rather than try to supplant it.

I a port quality cbtid care when it is
necessa and rsupport special high quality
child care ices for those children who
are devefopme ily disadvantaged, handl-
es-Imes,: abused, he, ted. or-otherwise re-
ceiving harmful care X would also point
out that high quality care SCR
to the avenge child by a grandthother of's-
neighbor. The 'vital ingredients of quality
care are neLik the services and the facilities
provided:, thby are the natUrc frequency-add
conatency of the interaction and tlys,rela-
Housing_ between the child and it4 care-
giverand I use tie RiEgtilAr "Caregiver"
advisedlyfor multiple caregtvers tend to
create mtdttple psychological problems In
young children.

A related problem I see in the legislation
is an implicit, if not-explicit. endorsement
of the acceptability-and appropriateness of

Cf.

4.
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institutional day care for the general Child
pop ulationa view unequivocally opposed by

group of Washington, D.C. Child peyc.hia-
biota in 1972...and recently reaffirmed by
them. They-argue that such day care. pro-
senteeerions per-11°141CW* hazards foie the
aver4e young child.

On occasion it has been said that this
legieletiou is essentially intended to upgrade
present day care servieec But the4implIca-
%NM te unmistakable boils in the

gel in various statements made about
it, thit thisla but the beginning, of a pro-
gram which is intended to become vastly
larger in ilmfuture. By Its very nature the
lefIllilation.w&uld stimulate a demand for in-
stitutional day care servlees.

In 1972 I predicted that new day care legis-
. lation would stimulisfe demand for, such

-services, whith would in turn lead to in-
exorable economic pressures for reducing the
quality of those services, and Censequently
would lead to irreparable psychological dam-
age'to many young children. Present-Federal
day, care-standards; are already being violated.
And -Just this bast week I.urged IIEW not to
further-water down its new_proposed child/
staff ratio. for day care center" which already
are watered deein compared to those en-

---dorbed I:1"th* 1972_ do care legislation. The
..resgositee was that HEW was under nearly
irresiatable pressure, particularly econotele;
to weaken the its ndards.

Another Issue which has been given- only
cursory and superficial examination is- the
question of need for new day care 'services.
A report entitled "Children of Working
Mothers," which appeared. in the May .12,74
Monthly Labor Review, pointed outlhat still
'little is known about the current supply of
and demand for child care services and facili-
ties." The article called for a new survey. -es
did the Child Welfare League ot. America
in -its; testimony before these .edifrunittees.
Dr. Baden, Professor_ at the School of Social-
Work. Portland .Statce.Univerelty, hasi :clone
considerable work, however, on the nature
end supply' of informal_ neighborhood child
care services. Articles by him width; I have
submitted 'et the outset of my testimony
discuss this subject. What is-known- de-,-
mand- Indicates that there is relatively little
cilemend by mothers for day care centers.
given other child care alternatives And yet.
there are powerful $ofeesional .interest
groups exerting Astro* pressures for this
undesired and undesirable formot child care.

Many women's groups have applauded, and
even demanded. legislation such as this in
order, it is said, that women :nay be freed
froni child care responsibilities and may be

-more able to fulfill their potential by going
to work. Mr. Chairman, such a position...un-
derestimate% as dots dur rociety,in--general,
the great contribeitipn made to the well-
being of our society-by mothers in the role oe
homemakers. There are few jobs more ImP9t1-
tent, and,less-honoredi In our society. In this
sequel, I would like also to submit a- -most

-

.

InterestA doeumeiat,-the Statement of Pled-
ciples of the Women's Action Alliance, of .
Australia.

In-connection with fhis Ionia Mr: Chair-
assn. a choice hat to be made. Are we, in this
Irl na of. legislation; in laver of the rights of
'laijdren,00r the rights-Of Women's Libera-
tionist', as. well se the interests of various;
professional groups? Surely both sets -of
rightchave-signitleant value and validity, but
they are rights 111.confliet. As 'numerous child,
specialists have noted, you cannot have- It
both ways. Dr. lignbertoNegers, Director of
the Child Psychoanalytic Institute at the
Children's Hospital -of the University of
Michigan, stated the problem well: "It is
most unfortunate that many spurious issues
have attached themselves to the question of
DaY^Care_Conters. For example, women liber-
ation movements, that In their legitimate
search, fok equalitjeof rights and opportu-
nities make blind derethde,for Day Care fee
citifies without considerintthe equal-rights
ce the child to develop intellectually and
emotionally as tulle_ as possible, .. ../szwent
totes** it quiteisseez that I have no ob)ac-=
Lien whatsoever to women's legitimate rights&
for equality of opportunities, educstion and-
Oa like. But I tki-have, as I state elsewhere
(1972), the strongest Objecticindo neglecting
the similarly legitimate rights of intents, es-
pecially since they cannot speak up for them-
selves anti cannot look after their best inter-
est." Thestsonualttees must Choose; and I
assume that their overriding concern will
remain_ the righte of children who have_no
organized lobby of their own.

'While ibis herisidcd.as supportive of the
family. I am afraid -that this legismtion4c-
commoilates and encourages, by subsidy and
subtle endorsement, the socio-economic pres-
sures and factors undermining the family
in our society today. Some of these pressures
and factors have been well discussed by pr.
Hronfenbrenner in his recent article, The
Origins of Alienation."

We have taken a stand against the harm to
, the natural orx ironntent which our :nate-
rledat, industrialized society promotes. It is

,also similarly time to take a stand egainet
;the harm Whicheoter Indiern society, includ-
ing ear government. does to the faintly.

Un/ortunately, this legislation seems to do
the' oppoSite, by directly subsidizing and by
subtly encouraglug or coercing mothers to
leave the home. We-should instead explore
way, by -which public policy can help
strengthen the family, the. most important
social unit In society, and help.fo'cliscourage

. the separation of /mutts -and' children, as
well as husbands.end wives, which leads to
so much peisonal and oriel alienation and
d,gstructivenessitn ottraoclety,

I witild like to close by quoting 'from a
speech by a very wise and good woman,
Annikki Suviranta, given at the 12th Con-
gress of the International Federation for
liome Economic", in Helsinki Finland in
1072.

1)
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'In primitive co6ntrte,s, chiniren are
biought up. and educated entirely at I-soine

.. In the. Ind.ustrialized State. education
being shifted more and more to the' coma,
munity, starting from .Increasingly younger
ages. Nowadays parents have /ery little say in
what their children are, taught. Sometimes
they don't even know what thcrto being
taught. In other words, education Is be-
coming totalitarian something ii/Pc,ed
from the top downwards.

To give their Children the confidence and
s$curity they need to grow into balanced in -'

parents should look after them
themselves and keep them company as mush
as ssible'ln early. childhood. This means
t parents must alter their order of priori-
t fct deciding how to spend their free thee.

"Industrialized society often 'alienates
parents and children especially a the chil-
dren grow older, Young people at school learn
other values and a different culture front.
that of their parents. To satisfy the eosnoinli
deisianti of the young. pare to have to spend
More ant; more time just n.aking money. This
leaves thetIs voiy.iittic time to follow changes
In Society and lfring their children up ac-
cordingly 'Young people alterfaid from their
families are Macon.. and unties py. They 14.0k
a meaning to their lives. bt.t hey do It in
wawa that ere not always beit-.or Society

'But the main problems ofindustrialired
Society are moral and ethical, not material
Their solution litisjit,ed a serious chales.a-c
to the family and home... If it fails, the
result may will be a form of human a-
Min that will de_ troy Mankind.

The economic ratuativat of hou,esvork 1.
with wonien s sages o.. tat)

labour market, It has in:sn :cawd that sem
ices supplied Witiln the home are rymie as
yaliable a, the ,tine serii.es purehevd ftoo.
oitt,ide In Past the fame was I think mato,:
v. ill before ion.; come to reall.fe tha. the
'p.o.hologiclil and se t IC .titcs pn
tided rut homeimi.iti.1 health, equ,libr.u4A
and comfortare the most important thing-,
hi life. In the abilialazice of rommoddles
plied by Industrislizatiorr, we must learn how
to eat up ord,:ro of petrt, v and4fintkef-01,-.1b,
clued *.s. Priority inustle W 'zpirltual salfics.

We are :earning to recognize our rights.
We Nitta also recegnizo our duties and re-
spell:Alain:tr.and do so on a world scale."

Mr. Chatrmrds. as I indicated. I have., num-
ber of studies. papers and articles which I
rome..t be plated in the:hearing record. I
would al.-as ask that the written statements
of a number of individuals who were unable
to appear In psrson 1,0 added to the record.if
their statZfirents-allefore the record is
closed.

Qr. Earl S. Schaefer is a psychologist who
Li well-hnown-In tho fields of child develop-
ment end, Lundy relaliono Ho LI past Chief
,of the Section on Early Child Caro Research
_at the National Institute of Mental Health,
where Jit did-este:1.4re work on early ohtld
ho,--gi tfluestloti projects in IVshington. D.C. ,
At pre eat I e profec, or In the Depart-

.

13G3

ment of Maternal and Child health and
Seifior Ittit losatdr in the Frank Porter
Graham Child Development Center. at the
Lnicersity of North Carolina in Chapel 11111.
lie a fellow of the American-Psychologiciil
Apoclatton. us Well op A member of thelNa-
tional Council of Fanny Relations, the soci-
ety for Itesearich in Child Development. the

.American Association .for the Advancement
of Science, and the American Public Health
Arsociation. Ire is currently conducting re- `
seareh through grants from the National
Institute -of Mental Health and the Office
of Child bovelopmen' 'at HEW. Dr. Schaefer
has published innumerable articles on ohtld
development and early childhood develop-
ment and early childhood education In load-
ing schoirrly and popular Journals.

Rhoda L. Lorand received a Doctorate
in psychology from polurnbia University. She
is a professor In the Graduate Department of
Guidance and Counaeling 14 Long lJniversitl,
ahem she conducts- courses and workshops
for teachers and probation offIceii. Since
1950, Dr. Lorand has also oondttoted the
private, practice of psychotherapy with chile
then. young adults, anclpsrents.'specialliing

.in veto treatment of children with leafning
disabilities. As a teacher, she was on the
Mayor s Committee on Nursery Schools for
underprIvilegedtchildren -in New YOrk City
In 1944 and 1945, Fre fp 1951 to.1950. she Ives
on tho staff of the New York Medleal.Center
speeNlzing in the tree:mot of children and
in parentoguidanco. She also serves as
psychotherapist at the, Vanderbilt Clinic of
Psychiatry of Presbyterian. Hospital. Dr.
Lorand has published the "Therimy of
Learning Problems" In the book. Adoleteents.
Plichoanalytto Approach to Problems and'
Therapy. Her-book, Lore. Sex and the Teen-
ager. has been published th Ger/Ilan and
Spanish and was selected by the Natlbnal
Book Committee to be Included in all VISA
portable Book Kits. Her husband is an inter-
ziationaily respected psychoanalyst and
author.

Dr. Arthur C. Emden Is DItector of the
Regional Research Institute for Human
Snakes. Portland State University. He has
done -extensive research. on the availability
and the provision of Child cervices, and has

a cow-iderrible number of -articles
on the. 0 subject.;.

List ur SUIIMITITS) FOR INSPIT
rooN INTL. sun. itE-ANNAI Rrtuan ON CIIILD
AND I ,A*,11LY LrGISLATION

Day Caro Centers Red-Licht, Green Light
or Allure Nagera. liuberto. nr),

Anxious Attachment and Defensive Hese-
Avociated-WithDay Care. Moho% Cut -

tt M icy. Child Development, 1974, 45
statement of Five Washington Area Child

P.a,hoinalvsto on S. 361.7. Bfarans, Allen H.,
M Flunierfelt. Mary. M.D.. Sfalkin, Jocelyn
S. TI D , Sitl. cc, Irvin D M D. Taylor. Edith.
SI I). Juno, 1,17.i reaffirmed Mays 1975.
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Roche Report. Frontiers of_ Psychiatry.
June I. 1074.

Neighborhood Family Day Care as a Child-
Rearing Environment, Braley, Arthur C.

PetiPDCS. November 19. 1970.
Day OR14' " Whom', Emden. Arthur C.,

*AD, Chapter inrChildren and Decent Peo-
, pie. 1974.

Reaskabing .Our Educational Pr: gibes.
' White, Burton L, PhD.-Auguet3-4, 1074.

The Results of Early SchoolingThe Need
to Reexamine our Motltee and Methods,
Moore. Raymond 5., September 24-30, 1073,
Hewitt Research Center. .

Horne Start Eva/ust}sn fitudy. Executive
Summary: Findings and Iteootrimendations.

igh/Scope Educational .1teSearch Founda-
tion. Abt Associates. October. 1074.

Federal Programs for Young Childreh: Re-
ale, and ReoonunendatIonk. 11.11.W..1073,

Natural Delivery Systems: Accessiblt
Sources of

al
for IdentalHealtIr.ColIins.

PSNFDOS, Collins. AtiCe'll., FSNFDCS. April.
1972.

Annotated. List of Project -Publications.
Enden. Arthur C.. July I. 2971.

'Comments on Senate,bill 620 by Raymond
-Moore. Ph.D.. Hewitt Research Center.

"ChildsCare Arrangements." Arthur Emlen
and Joseph Perry. Jr in Working Mothers.
Hoffman. Lola Wladta and Nye, I" Dan, 1974.

Statement elf Principles. Women's 'Action
Alliance

Slogans. eflote..andelander: The Myth of
Day Care; tfeed.Ernien. Athuy. C. Ph. D.
American Journal of "Orthopsychistry. Jam-

'tory. 1P13.
Letter to 'Senator Widter Mondale from:

Sidney Berrhan M.D.. PaatTresidentfAmeri-
-can. Aeadesny of Child Psyttlatry. March 12.
1975.

The Chanfring ramily. «3R: The Needs of
young ChlUnen, t36: The Daytime Care of

45 Young Children Whose Parents Want Out-
side, Jobe, Raising Children in a Diticult
Time.Spock. Bentarnin McLane :

MotherChild,Cooperition and the De-
re/opment ,of the Healthy Individual: Irn,

. pip:adore for day -care, neg. snyta.
April 20, 1972.

Attachthent, ExplorAtitin and Separation:
Illustrated by the Behavior of One-Year Olds`
In Strange ifiltuation. Ainsworth, Mary D.
Baiter and Bell. Saris Child Develop-
ment. March. 1970. 1

Infant Obedience and Maternal Behavior:
The Origins of Socializadon Reconsidered.
Stayton, Doneids, J., Hogan. Robert. and
Ainsworth. Mary,D. Salter. Child Develop-
went 1V71.

The,Extended Day Program, Xdmintstra-
.17e Guidelines. Questions and Answe.

i, Evaluation. (four Items) Arlington gubilo
Bacot., Arlington, Virginia.

Statement on Comprehensive Readitart.
mid Development, and Family Services Act
of 1972. by Senator Ames L Buckley, Con-
Ere...Atonal Record. June 20, 1072.

- Testimony of-Dr Date Meers and pr. Tin
An Haag on Readstart. Child Development
Legislation. U.S Senate Joint Hearing Before
the Suboonimittee on Children and youth.
and the Sulicommittee on Employment.
Manpower. and Poverty of the Committee on
Labor and Public Welfare. March 27. 1072.

The Educational Entrepreneur, A Por-
trait. Green, Edith, Honorable, The Public

' Interest". Summer. 1072.
"Effects of Group !tearing Conditions dur-

ing the Preschool Tears of Life." by Hanus
Papousek, in Education of the Infant and
young Child, Victor Ditienberg. Ed.. Ace.
demlo Pews, 1970.

Testimony submitted by 'Dr. Arthur C.
EmTen, Director, Regional Research Insti-
tut* for Human ServIces, Portland, State
University.

*
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7estimony regarding

the Child.and'fthily Services Actzof4975

,

MN,

Subsdtted to the

Subconnitteeon Ch"dren and Youth

ofth(

Coemittee on Labor and Public Welfare .

Unitediges Sensate

by

Arthur C. Emlen
-Professors School of Social Work'

and
Director, Fegional Research Institute-

for Human Services

Portland State thiversity

June 1975
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My nade'is Arthur Ernlen., 1 reside at Alder Oircle, Lake Oswego,
I

Oregon. I ad Professor of Social Work and Director ofthe Reilonal

Research Institute for Human Services at PortlAi State University in
ti

Portland; Oregon.

Iappreciate having an opporturtity do submit EestImony before this

committee. 'or the pub.-ten years I have been doing research in dhild

card,' and I haveOvena good, deal of thou&t to what ourapproach to-day

care should be fp. this county. I am generally regar:led as a critic "of

the day care movement,. but I have been, I hope, a constructive critic.

the need for day care programs very differently than the way, the

need uSuIllyj presented to legislative bodies. Sb I should like to

summardie'my concerns and Make some recommendations.

This committee knows well that organized daycare facilities still

serve less than 10 perUnt of the children of working mothers and that

disadvantaged children are not reached in radically greater proportions.

The statistics of organizekdm care are Lsed_to argue for new facilities;

as if gray were the answer. I Wre,criticized the need arguments in some

detail in a series of articles (Ep2en, 1972;'1973; 1974). It is and belief

. "

that we should face up toe hard conclusion: that the-very concept of

day dire, as-it has been packaged and delivered, .is a seriously distaken:

Approach. It cannot be financed on a larj scale because the,ccstS exceed.,

co

political reality; it offers to the poor-highly visible benefits that the

ineligible help to sttsidi,,ze but cannot enjoy thennelves. Day -ore as we

- A

Mot, it could not be Ceilvved on.a lam scale qthput crating 5tasily7

bin:taw:ratio proClems having great risks for children and familibc.

V

0

7
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Day care as we know it even if it could be financed and delivered_on a

.rge scale would'not.be used on a large scale, becauie it is riot adapted

to the family life or preferences of vast proportions of day care consmTers.
bh ......

. Our national preoccupation-with center care and an imagined need-to

.cre3te forEally or0,-nfted day care operations hSsipinded us to the.

,e-istence and value of infonral child care arrantrents which are the day

care resources for most children. The various kinds ofInforral child

care -- bore care and faddy day' care, care-by kinand care by kith

have great nerit.as well as sore problers which have been neglected in

.

legislation for services. iy oxl research has documented the inpressive

viability of family dayFare and I ream small privately arranged, unlicensed

informal care by Priends and neighbors. Others have documented the

daveloprentaiJoalues foi. children of such care. ..

' .1 believt that tha-eviderice warrants a coupletely new way of looking_

at day care. Instead of asking, "How rany day care facilities 'should

We create ? ", we should be asking, "Slow can we expand, facilitate, and

-n. .irprove existing patterns of child caxe'that fardlies are already using?"

We should stop trying to use day care center.. for Thil-day day care. With

rare exceptions they are not well adapted to that°purpose. Rather, the

virtues of a limited group_care experience should be rade avallableto.211

children in a univer.al pre-school prOvara two taIf-days per week, informrl

(,f

arrangerents in family homes snould be relied upon for fill12tIne. care, just

as they are now, only willWay and e a ratter of sarnd policy. sash

!rWarralcare does r,c,A to oe variety of -ways for which

v-0,,ple-,r-Invforralnion-..ld referral,

1.12. 0

, q

.a

acciLle at tae neira,r4d lt:Ar,21 are peed2d to rerrAy

ry
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the dlstress of feeling that day care is not available, and to improve the

manner in which child care is selected. Our coma-research in.Portland,

Oregon, has denrnstrated how a neignborhotd approach to infonration and

referral` can discover good child.careand.assist those-seeking it.

With this bill and-related legislation I would urge the cannittee

to give priority to those-policies, programs, and services that irprove

the quality of family and neighborhood life for all families, that

strengthen the ability of paren,s to raisr their children, as well as

select and,raintaie supplemental child care arrangements of their own

goosing.

- The legislation we really need, ln'm judgprnt, will assure the

income needs of young families so they can purchase child care,

if they wish and of the kind they want; provide uniirrsal pre - school as a

part-tire supplement to informal care; provide infoffltion and referral

progarns that can assess needs and resources in all neighborhoods; assist

con:amities with a child care development prograni designed to improve

family and neighborhood life and all existing forms of thild care; and

require effective regulation of formally organized day care.

Tne 4st prOority of informal child care arrangements involve small

lumbers of children well below the licensing limits: It is the licensable

situations that have unfavorable adult -child ratios. Leedslation that

playssinto the t.a.,11z, of thosa.vlith a vested interest Iri formal day care
7a 4

facilities will only el.p.nd tn.! scow. of 'virtaally uncontrollable approaches

to day care, Z4.1 informal ysik.:rs.of child care, although they defy" official

regulation, are to irorovtient throL.-11 himhlv decentralized

4 0:

1.1
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ne2ghborhood approaches. Needed, however, is a promm to address needs

at that level.

In conclusion, your comMittee probably hears mostly fromithose who

seen to deliver child care services in organized facilities; my plea"is

to give-serious attention to the vast majority of day-care consumers who

are not-part of an articulataltonstituency. These consumers -have not been

represented fairly by the organized day care interests. Day care needs

have been misdiagnosed and misrepresented by the day care movement. I;

is time to pursue a more democratic approach to day care that is based on

greater faith in the child rearing potentials of family settings, if once

give the benefit af'supportive,policies and services.

Thank you for giving me this opportunity. Attached also are copies

a

bf reprints that arplify rry remarks .

r
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NEIGHBORHOOD FAMILY DAY CARE AS A CHILO-REARING OVIRONMENT,

-
Arthur C. Emlen

. .

In order to dramatize-the-issues for this-paper I want to play,a_little.
. ,

with between fadily day care and the brood behavior of the brown,

headed cowbird who-lays Fier eggs in.the-nests of other birds. -Family day

care occurs when for some reason -such as maternal emplByment.a.child is taken

to the home of a_nonrelative to spend part Of-his. day. The otifer family's

home is apt to be nearby in the neighborhood, an the cireihezresuit of a

private arrangement made_directly-between the two families. Now the feinile--

u
cowbird is also a_MOrking mother who follows the cows or bison, and her

mobility is wade possible'byan-absence of a series of instincts: pairing.

territory establishment, nest-construction, brooding, and feeding.1 Cowbirds

select some surrogate nest-builder to sit on their eggs and-raise their young.

For use as a sitter they may pick some misleadingly attractive host, such 4!..

the robin, who rejects the strange eggs, or they Oick,a more tolerant home-

Body, -such as-the song-sparrow, who cheerfully raisei the mixed-brood.2 On

this continent cowbirds have laid-their eggs in the netts of some 206 different

spicies brbirds, though only half of -these hosts (101) have been reported

providing incubation Of-the eggs and successful rearing of the cowbIrdyoung.3

'This,peperrls based on-reports-of the Field Study-of-the Neighborhood Family
Day Care-System, which is funded-by Child Welfare Research Grant OR-287 from

the U. S. Childre6's Bureau. The Field Study is a project of the-Tri.County
Community Counci..in.cooperation with Portland Stite.Dniversity.,.

'Alden H. Miller, "Social Parasites Among Birds.' Scfentiffe: Monthly, 62 (1946),

. 238-244. -,
.

... .

21ierberf Friedmann, Host Relations of the Parasitic-Cowbirds. Smithsonian .

Institution, U. S,, National Museum-Bulletin 233,-,(Washington, D. C.: GOvern-
.

ment Printing Office. 196)), pp.72-73 and 168-171. 0
s '

.

'31b1d., p. 38. .
y .,

,.A

.
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Though asuccessful-adaptation, the cowbird's-behavior is suspect and

.
meets with disapproval. 1 should like to read to you --a- brief - excerpt from

The Burgess Bird Book for Children.4 Thoughwritten fifty-years ago it

captures some attitudes that are still with us regarding the working mother

and thecare,shi finds for-her children in the neighborhood.

Having:other things to attend to, or rather haVin-g other--
.

:, things to arodsvhis curiosity, Peter Rabbit-did not visit

-^thibld,Orchard for several .days. When he did itwas to find

_the entire neighborhood quite upset. There was an indignation

meerfilg in progress around the tree in which Chebec and his '

modest little wife had:their home. 'How the-tongues 'did clatter:

'" Peter knew that something had happened, but though he- listened
I

with all_his'might he couldn't make head or tail of it.
.

FinallyJeter managed to get the attention of Jenny Wren,.

happened?" demanded Peter. "What's all thts-fuss

abut?'

nny Wren was so excited that she couldn't keep still an

instant. Her sharp little eyes-snapped, and her tail was carried

higher than everN"It's a -disgi-ite-1 It's -a disgrace to the whole

feathered race, and something ought_to be done about-111" sputtered

Jenny. "I'm ashamed to think that such a contemptible creature -----

'wears feathers: 1 -am sot"

"But What's. 11.811-about?" deminded-Piterimpatiently.;

"Do keep seill-Jong, enough to tell `me. Who is thi contemptible

creature?'
L

'"Sally Sty," snipped Jenny Wren. Silly Sly the Cowbird.

4Thornton W. Burgess,,The burgess Bird'Book-far Children (N.Y.: Grossett-ft
Dunlap, 1919, 1947, Wb51.

2' ti

,
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I hoped she wouldn't disgrace-the Old Orchard this yeti: but she

has. When Cirt and Mrs.: Chebec returned from getting their break-
:.

. fast this morning they found one.ofwBally'Sly's-cgwin their

'nest: -They are-terribly upset: and I don't-blame them, If I

were inthefr,place I simply would throw that egg_out.,, That's

what I'd do, I'd throw that 'egg out!"

Peter was puzzled. He blinked..his eyes and stroked his'

whiskers as he-tried to understand what it all meant. "Who is

Sally Sly, and what did she do that fcr7" he finally ventured.

"For goodness sake, Peter Rabbit, do you mean to tell me

you don't knows -who Saily'Sly 157" Then without waiting for Peter

to reply,,Jenny rattled on. "She's a menter of the Blackbird

family-and she's the laciest, most good- for - nothing, sneakiest._

-most unfeeling and most selfish.wretch I know of!" Jenny paused

long enough to get her breath. "She laid that egg in Chebec's

net because she is .too lazy to build a nest of her own and too

selfish to take cafe of her own children.. 's sr

Jenny Wren.5 Indignation has its counterpart- in the attitude of society

not'only -toward maternal employment, but also toward private family day care

arrangements which are stereotyped in such. disparaging terms as "makeshift

'arrangements," "babysittina.". or "neglect." In.another paper I have argued

"that the evidence-does not support such charges as gineraliiations aboyt

the ,pulition or the fantasy that these private arrangements can be put

04.of nslness by, /iceosing.or, by competitio'n from new and better day care..
fact litfes,6 Private family day care has been,pnctihdin-91for close "to20%

5Ibid.. pp. 041.
6Arthur C. Entlen. "Realistic Planning-for the Day Care Cons6iner," Social
11brk- Practice, 1970 (New York:"COlumbia University Press, 1970). ,P 142.

6
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of the children of working mothers,7and it is reasonable to alum that

this- type-of child care will persist.

Without indignation, then; Tet us exaMineesome patterns of behavior of
.:

working mothers and their neighborhood caregaers or sitters, which we have

discovered In the Field Study. In looking-at:family-day-care asa:child-

rearing,environment, the Field Study hal sttopecfbackirom questions about

the'response of the child to day care, important AS ihat is, and has paid.

attention rather td the life circumstances, attitudes,'ancrbehaviors primarily

-Of the mother and the caregiver, for it is these behaviors and conditions .

that both-create and constitute the proximal environment for the child.

Then, in the--second half Ofthfs paper wit-Mall shift our attention to the

ecology Of the private family -day care arrangement, discussing its relation-
o

ship to its environment: the netlhborhood, for -in the matchmaker role of

neighbors we believe-we have found a:watof reaching and.assisting,ihose

who make priiaie family day care atranSementi.

Arrangements Between Friends-and
* - Arrangements Between Strangers

One.of:the most intriguing determinants of family day care behavior is -
r

the nature of-ihe-relationshfp between mother . and caregiver., Since by-de-
-.

finition family day care involVes the cse.of nonrelatives,,we are: talking

about a population of persons who turn beyond.kinship resources and who neither

,benefit from nor are cnnstrained by kinship norms about -helping with child care.

-'The norms -and,rble'expectations-g44rning behavior between neighbors,,between

friends, and between itrangersbecome relevant but by no means, clear when

these relations are mixed. If the mother and caregiver are already friends,

how do-they combine their friendship with the business. aspect of the arranse-

7S th low ind Pearl G. Spindler, Child:Care Arrangements of Morking Mothers
in the United Statet,,Children's,Bureau Tublication'No. 461-1968 (Washingtdn
D.E.: U.S..Government Printing Office,-1968), p.71. .

f

4
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rren t which is after all ajore or lest contractualagreeixenC to exchange

money for service? Or ,if they are' strangirs with only 'the briefest of at--
quaintance when they contract the child care arrangement, do-they remain`

businesslike and distant or do Ahey become friends who increasingly _share

a social life Over and beyond 'the instrumental requirements for maintaining

, 'the arrangement? Indeed,-ilow do they maintain the relationship?

Let me,41present-sogne data based on 1114 mother- sitter pairs Of whom

39 defined theirselvesas"friends" when the arrangement began,and'656f whbil

were "strangers" Whose contaet;ith,one another was.a l'espcinst to class'-.
fled newsp'per ador was engineeredby a iriend-or some other third party

acting in a matchinaking capacity. All of the analyses I am goi"g to_present,

were done separately for these two groups -- friends and.strangers -- because

the differences between arrangements that began between friendi and arrange-

ments that began between strangers- proved, -to be Of overriding significance.

The dynamics of mother- sitter relations are.drarmtically- different for the

two groups whose. origins were different. "

But whats friendship? In the first place, our 39 friends were friends

becauie they both said they knew each other already. The degree of'friend-

shipor "closeness" between the two families wasoptiasured 'by the scales showg

in Table 1. Naturally, those rho began, as friends -scored higher on this scale.

_Urn did the strangers.. but the-averigi duration of the arrangjent at time

of interview when the data were collected was six months; giving ample tune
-

for old friendships to founder or new ones to develop; and this -Is exactly

what 'happened.

I: here

.
-Now for strangers, a, developing friendship or closeness between the

. , .. , . ,
5. `-

. xr .
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Table 17;--

SITT.ER'S VIEW OF-INTEll-MILYCLOSENESS IN THIS ARRAtitEMENT

Standard
deviation

1.94'

1.85

-Factor
Loadings

.112

.82'
s

2.05 =.75
. -

s.1.94 .74

2.04 . 74

1;65 .70

2.02 .66.

2.03, .54

Mean

1 .

.The mother is one of my closes. friends. -0.31

= .-Our families often get together. -1.26
..

I anljfsee the mother when shellettves_tic...picks
up her child. -0.08

The,MOther ind I enjoy getting together. .0.39
...:' ,.. , ....

The mother and I sit and talk to each other
...,...... sj for hours.,_ s -0.58

Ouiqamilies are so close it's as. if we weree
'relatives...0 -1.58
. .

.,

.

Loftin visit with this child or have him visit
me even when I am not babysitting him.

"
.0.15-

. .
One reason I babysit for-this ;Faber, is, that
our children are friends: -

1 .- -0:57

tvonbach'S Goeffiiiidt Alpha

Sitters Mothers' *".

Friends. .85

Strangers .89 ..87

Total .89 , .89

Mean 'ancf Standard Deviation

Si tters Mothers

ei 9." ' . I 5.0. x 5.0.-

. "3 7 11.39 4:3 8.93

Strangers 7-47 8.68;

Total -3.6 11.55 -2747' 10.15

L
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families was associated wit'f;-various.validity measures-And with an enduing

arrangement,.but with little else. For strangers the dlgree of friendship

was almost completely indepehdent'oethe sources of satisfaction and dissatis-

faction experience' in thearrangedent. See Table 2. Not so for- arrange-

ments between friends, in which alter-family closeness was associated'With .

-a variety of measures of sitter's satisfaction. See Table 3. The same

patter/1'1.1s found for mothers and sitters alike.

Tables 2 and 3 here '

10

""----
Forithe most part the, two groups of cAregivers Aid not ufffer.signifr-

cantly in the amount pf satisfattion.dr dissatisfpction theyreportedAn

a variety oesCales It was only'id the-patterns that the soy is told.

TIvo variables were found to be at the center of slightly overlapping clusters of

correlations. They are the emotional chin and role strain. ,The scales used

to measure them are shown fh Tables 4 -and 5.
t

Tables 4ar4 5 here

For each of the two grouns.sepArately, friends and strangers, a multiple,

regression shows Now Much the variance of role strain or of emotional

drain was.accouotedefor,,whIch predictors entered first, And which ao.ritiOnal

variables'contrfbute si4nifictntly to the prelictfon. In the pie chart, a

complete circle woUld zipresentl00% of the.variance. -

,
" Looking-firft attlhe caregivers Who sat,for friends,1 interpret-the

results shown in Fibures'1 and 2 aS follows. Forr friends the.sources,of

strain and drain appear to have two elements that distfnguishtheirrrange-

1
,

t')
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Table 2

Care Givers for Strangers!, W., 65

SITTER'S VIEWOFINTER-FAMILY CLOSENESS IN TH/S..ARRANGEMENT

Sources of Satisfacqop a,

Mother in'terviewer's- rating; Po's satisfaction with the sisch relationship.

other's job.sitisfIction and ft,b ma t advantage.

ValiditScreasures

Now sittereelelhe gets along with the mother. AS

s Sytter's'report.of the length of time sht has known the mother.
,.

.
'''

Ouratiod bf this arrangement at time of interview.
;,..'

.:

.POthees'View'Of inter-family closeness in. this arrangement,
. . . .

Sitter interviewer's-rating; Resembles an "extended family. arrangimOnt.

qtter interviewer's rating. Resembles an "alliance" irrangement. i

x, .
1 ...

Total duration tif, this arrangemint.

Sitter:intervieJei's rating: Resembles a Icormercial" arrangeMent.

-.32

.53

, .49

v.47

.45

.43 .-

.42

.39

-.32

7

r

r-

4,
, ,

1 -.4

,,,

4

0

4'
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s Table 3' .

Cake Givefs for Friends.6 . 39

SITTER'S -VIEW OF INTER - FAMILY CLOSENESS, IN THIS ARRANGEMENT

Sources of-Satisfaction

eg c ,.7.itter-interviewer's rating: Si's satisfaction with the si-mo relationship. .69

Sitter's satisfaction with thi,s mother's concern for her child. .61

. r

Sitter interviewer:s rating; Si 't satisfaction with the mo-ch relationship. .59

Sitter's dissatisfaction with this mother's long hours and lack.of planfulness.
.

Sitter's disadvantage in the babyiftting,market. .37
.

Sitter's own rating of her satisfaction with this arrangement.

:other interviewer's rating: Mb's satisfaction with the mo-ch relationship.

Sitter's approval-Of-this mother's discipline.

Sitter's.strain,from competing reqbirements.of family and sitter roles.

7.36

Validity Measures :

-.32.

Sitter interviewer's,rating: Resembles a 'commercial" arrangement. -.72
. ,

,
Mother's view of inter =family closeness in.this arrangement.

. 4

How. Otter; fecls,she,gets along with the mother.
. .65

._

Sitter interviewer's fati29:_filesembles.an extended-fai61?-arr;ngement. .61

'e. 4 ' Sitter's lack of continuity in day care giver rble. 0.6
. .,

..4:Sitter interviewer's rating: Resembles an "alliance " arrangement,,.- -.34
. .

Mother interviewer =s rating. Resembles a "commercial :arrangement.

... ..,

-.34

S .. t

.s ::'

it) t

'

a

,
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Table 4

. -

r SITTER'S FEELING THAT CARING FOR THIS MOTHER'S CHILD IS AN EMOliONAL own

The children are too much for me.

1 have trouble with her children because

they are so spoiled.

I like the way heU,Children behave.

Ibthers are always pleased with the way-1 have

Mean Standard -Factor

deviation ,Loadings

-2.26;:. 0.85 .78

-1.90 1.41 .77

+1.65 1:06 -.58

things fixed up-to take-care-of children.

her child gets-on my nerves more often-than rd

like; ..

+1.55 0.84 -.58

-1.80 1.32 .57
.

I get tired of the.mother talking-about her
trouble with the'child at home? -2.03 0.95 ,54'

Her-child is a real pleasure,bo,be around. +1.77 1.17 -.53

Taking care of her child is more of a drain than

I expected, .
-1.85 1.29 t474

*I take-children whether they are snick or not. +0.56 1.75 -.40

- ,, -----:---'-------.
Somedays ..1..really-feel-ready-to-giii-thiF

children up..,, .
-0.90 1.78' .33 .

-Her children are neat and clean. +1..85 .1.40 -:30

o-

Cronbach's Coeffident Alpha

Sitters

Friends
.

Strangers .76

\Total- .76

Mean and Standard Deviation

Sitters

r 5.0.

Friends' -16.5 841

Strangers -19.0 6:98-

.

Total -18.) 7.69

124
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Table 5

SITTEk'S STRAIN-FROM COMPOIGG REQuIREMENTS OF FAMILY A!0 SITTER ROLES

Mean
,

I just can't manage to keep he house the way

- I want io.4ith children around all the tire. -0.48

1

' I think a day care giver is usually-not paid
enoagh. . 40.10.

-

I find that often the mother expects the
sitter to do too-much , A _-0.66

..

I'm not satisfied with the amount of
money.1 can 'Make babysitting. -1.23

a .

I find that my babysitting is bard on my-

own family. -0.50

Pothers impose on sitters. -0.46

gi husband gets upset sometimes because he - 6

feels that I do more for mothers and
children thao/1 need to. -0.73

,gother-are ysually considerate of sitters. 41:58

Standard
deviation

Factor
Loadings

1.87 -.71,

,

- 1.77 -.62

. .

1.61 -.58.

1.59 -.57' -

,/

1:60 -.54

1.66 -.51

1.81 -.35

'1.02 .33

Cronbach's CoefficientiAlpha

Sitters

Friends .g1

,Strangers .83

`Total .82

Mean and Standard Deviation

Sitters

T S.D.'

Friends -4.7 8.35,

StrangerS-, -6.2 8.88

Total -5.6 .8.68

ti
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rents frOm arrangerents rade between strangers. One of these elements is

the raniest content of dissatisfaction, which differs for strain and for

drain. Rille strain in sitting for friends involves a general aissatisfiction

with the role and more specifically centers around the houi.s per day and
3 .

the days p4r week the -child is in care and around the planfulness and demand-

Ingness of he mother regarding those hours. It is as if,the sitter got-ier-

.

'self In for `More than she had anticipated. Emotional drain centers around

the child's adjustment asan issue. Halve:, both strain and drain involve

an element interpersonal attitude concerning questions of dominance ana

status differences and the adaptive manner in which differences are-recon-

ciled within the relationship. The use of a friend as a regular caregiver

may itself intoduce discrepancies that are incompatible with the initial

degree of equality in the friendship and that become sources of tension as

time es on. \-

-Figures 1 and-2 here

For caregivers who sit for strangei's, however, and who start Out_wilrin

the context of a cotractual, fintrumental, and less friendship-based relation-
. 0,

ship, the sourceioftralp and drain is not the manner of relating but the

possibility of-ix lol\tation, unfair-exchinge, or disadvantage in what-must

be a reciprocal b lane of satisfactions. For this group, role strain is.a

function of feeli g p1erless -or disadvantaged in the babysitting role. An

economic element n thi sense of disadvantage is also present. -Emotional

drain follows consistently with role strain and involves dissatisfaction with
ly

the mother's long ours Ind lack of planfulness, disapproval of the mother's

discipline, and di satisfaction.with-the ,child's adjustment, along-with some

-01 ;)
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=questioning. of-the mother's concern for her child as a-source of dissads-..

faction. Thus,nne sets for the caregivers who sit for strangers a.feeling

that caring for this child is an emotional drain expressed as a function of

a set of possible dissatisfactions. Though the feeling of drain may reflect
. .

the pressures of child care,, notice that the concerns are alloaround the

child and child tare.

Figures 3 and 4 here

I must at this point correct a misleading impression which may have been

given in describing these inal;ses of the correlates of strain and drain.

The degree of satisfiCtion reported by these sitters has been generally quite

After all, we have been reporting the responses of those who succeeded

in making relatively successful family day care arrangements. This; what were

identified are the potential sources of dissatisfaction which these caregivers

endeavored successfully to avoid.. We have identified some of the conditions

Under which-mothers and caregivers make arrangements witt.which they will be

satisfied. .r.

I should now like totry-to draw together into one conclusion the results

of these' two kinds of analyses--the conparisOn of the patterns of correlations.

And the comparison of the four multiple regressions. Wwould appear that,in

arrangements that begin between woven who have known each other before the

arrangement begins, friendship is the bond or-social glue-that holds, the ar-

rangement together. The degree of continuing friendship is associated with

the degree!of.-satisfaction-with'thearranginent.? On the other and dissatis-

faction- threatens the relationship as-well as the arrangement. furthermore,

the strains and drains of a day.care arrangement;between friends seem to in-

volve problems of status, dominance, and interpepontl issues. It nay well be

12
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, that when a previously existing relationship, is the bond_ for a day are

arrangement, dissatisfaction will-be tolerated that would disrupt an arrange-

ment :5etween strangers. But-our data bring_to_mind the old maxim about not

doing business with friends. Responden/s spoke of how hard it is to-redefine

the nature of a friendship relationship in a more contractual direction.

-Friends report difficulty in being able to communicate freely-about problems.

that arise in the day_care -arrangement, especially if -it does involve redefin-

ing the nature of the relationship. There is risk-of losihg a friend.

By contrast, those ,Who start%oot with an initially contractual relation-.

ship between strangers tend to develop-a- more extensive system of mutual

satisfactions which are not associated with the degree of friendship. Ap-

parently for Strangers it is theBalanced exchange'of satisfactions, the

.reciprocity, that serves as the-bond. There is freedom to regulate the de-

gree of closeness or distance, and the norms more clearly encourage discussing

the practical, instrumental conditions of the arrangement, not only from the

beginning but as -problems arise. Within the contractual context of the re-

lationship, friendships dO develop, and when they do they provide an-extra .

bonusl the closeness is associated.with an endUring arrangement.

The implications.of the data Were especially interesting to me because

they contained sore .surprises. Initial imyres.sions and hypotheses formulated

a few years ago led us -to expect that the most satisfactory type of family

day care arrangement -and one that yrovided the child with 'the' most favorable .

environment would be that made-between friends in whicg the closeness between

the two -families provided-the child -with a familiar situation, an "extended

family"-like setting. Rather than -6o to an almost unknown and unfamiliar

_world of discrepant-role expectations,- he would have-one world pot-two, a:

wor/d of extensive interaction between the two families and of:shaied values

and understandings. Thi; type of,arrangement does exist, but it tends not to



I I -

be as serviceahle Unless the friendship-is strong and the level of salts-.

faction high. I

On the:other hand, since Most family day -care arrangements probably art
,

'notFmade between friends anyway,but.between strangers, it is-of some-comfort

1

to know that-thiscan be a favorable way for an arrangement to start and that-

reasonably satisfactory arrangeffentscai be developed, in which a degree of
I

friendship -can arise, and in which,the expressive,needs of-the child and the

expressive-rim:Isla the sitter-are met to amutualtway.

10

It Should nOt be assumed that-strangers provide a pore favorable child -,

-rearing situation-than friends. Amore -apt -interpretation is that friends

can assume or take for granted what must become the manliest fdtus of inter- '

action between strangers.
.

It.might-easily be assumed that caregivers who'sit-for Strangers might

.

be highly coavoecial in4heir orientation and motiVatiOn to give care.
2

Three kinds of evidente point to a contrary'conclusion. however, at.least

for the sample under-tonsideration:

(1) A scale measuringtittec's perceived economic need:to babysitwes,

only moderately correlated with low family income. This is not surprisinq

since if a woman's economic need-to work were greaeshe would pot be per-

forming-the caregiving°role which, for our sample, - contributed less than c

, t51,000 a yeicto family income.

(2) An analysis of the motivational correlates of the sitter's

of day care business found the contributions-of the expressive need to sit

stronger and more pervasive than the economic need to sit. "Amount of-day ,

care business"twas'an index based -on the number of children cared for and

the-income-derived-from it. _

(3) The expressive need-to babysit entered into4the multiple regression

ofemoiional cirain for strangers. negatively perhaps as an antidote to

li

13,3
'
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emotional drain for.those caregivers. In sum, at least for this sample, the

caregivers did not-appear.ds a mercenary lot, but rather as women who found

the role gratifying. They seemed to enjoy taking care of children and were

not simply doing it forcroney.or as-a favor Arpr a` friend.

'The Neighborhood Holds the Key to facilitattlit
How. Private Farfly,Day Care Arrangements are Made

We have just taken a look at the lucky ones. They had child care arrange-

rents with a 4dian duration of over one year. Other Field Study samptes had

median duraticrsof one, two, or three mdnths. Many of the women described

above had.had aseries of previous daycare arrangements. Private family day

care it beset by problems, and instability is one,of them.

The field Sti/dy tries to understand and deal with this problem of discon-

tinuity !or the-child in private family day care. Our assumption is that ark;

angerents can be stabilized by Improving the conditions under which they are,

nude. (t point of entry was found by putting together fOur elements:

fl) The babysitting crises of worling-mother5 who need help in finding

child care;

.(2) The potential resources of woven motivated to give cart;

'(3) The matchmaking activities of certain neighbors; and

(4) Expert consultation for-the matchmakers.

' These are the elements.of,a new kind of day care service which we have

been calling the Day Care Neighbor Service. The results of-a two -year demons-

tration of the service, which have justbeen'reported.8 show that private

family day care does not take place in a vacuum but within a neighborhoOd

The.results.are described and evaluated in Arthur C. Emlen and,Eunice-L.
Watson, Matchmaking in NeighborhOoday Care: A Descriptive Study of the
Day Care Neighbor Service. Originally developed on a pilot basis by the
Day Care Exchange-Project (Child Welfare-Demonttration Grant OD-135). the
Service was further developed by the Field Study of the Neighborhood Family_
DiTrire System-(Ch4ld Welfare Research Grant OR-287). Both of these giants
have. been from the U. S. Children's Bureau. ,The Director of the Opy Care
Neighbor Service Is Alice H.CollIns.

zit Q .
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matchmaking system which can.be-strengtheoed.
,

The Day Care Neighbor ServIci. is .udiffererit Kind or day care service.

It does not directly provide dav-:.re; it does not supervise day,Cite, and

it does not-even require the day care consumer to make contact.witit an agency.

The -serviterakes if possible to intervene at the neighborhood-leveltithere
! .

families privately and without,benefit of a-Social agenty make day care ar-

.
rangements with neighborhood "sitters" dr caregivers. The approach indi-
.

,rect end makes use of tnforilal relationships to provid-a service-that is '

decentralized to -the level of the neighborhood. The_ purpbse-of the-serkrice

. .

-1s. tostrengthen existing child care arrange:merits, recruit new day care

givers, and facilitate the information and referral processes-by which new

arrangements are made.

The,,,method_of irrtervention9 invol4s a creative use of cOnsultatioltry

social workers who avosd'working directly with mothers or-sitters; instead

t

they provide Consultation to "day-care neighbors" who, in turn,- help the

potential Users and-givers of care to find each other ancirto yoke- mutually

satisfactory arrangements. .

_ These neighborhood_ Women are discovercd_in -the-act not- only-of .giving

4* child care themselves, but also of,being helpful to their neighbors -in

meeting daily babysitting crises., In any neighborhood one is -apt-to-find,

such hare- centered women-who pow, tkeoper caregivers sin-their lotalities

andlohl( ire,activelyinteresteU'in,the liVes_of-others. Responding- at

moments of need, they serve as-a maximany available third pal j to help

s 9The method and =technique-of intervention' have-been described in Alice H:
Collins, Eunice L.01titsonThellay Care Neighbor Service: A Handbook for
the Or anizatiOn an40 ration of a, New ...roach to Famil Da -Care.

ort an : r ounty ommun ty, ounc
See also Alice H. -Collins, Some' Efforts -to Improve Private, Fatally Day Care."
Children. '13 (July-August' 1,66) 135-149. -

Alice N. Cellins,,Arthur 4.,Ellen,-Eunice L. Watson, "Theilay Care Neighbors
Servite: An Interventive Experiment,* CommunitsizNentilPHealth Journal,
5 (June, 1969), 219-224. .
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nelihbors:with-the process of raking child tare arrangements.

r.
the discovery that-there exists a natural neighboring-role in

.

i
°

day.care matCers was capitalized cn as the basis for building service.

'Pori than a dozen day care neighbors were discovered and providtdiwith

Skilled social work consultation in their hones and-6y-telephong. Ihey:,

ea,
were paid a-token fee of 525 a month. with this kind of support these

day care,heighbors i&re encouraged to dontinue, to improve., and to increase
a 4

their neighboring activities. The social work.tonsultants confjped their _

contacts-to the day care neighbor's, and most of the day care-peighbors-coo-

tinued-to_perform their roles fois_the-durstiOn of the demonstration, reach
k . ,-

ng a 1.60 number-of private family -day-care 'arringtments.
0 0

Briefly,- what-were the-results?

-(1) Thirteen out of fifteen 'day-care neighbOrs continued performing

ao c . 0

in their roles from the time they-were recruited until termination of the

d=onstration.

(2.) The service was replicated under partially ney,conditions showing

that the SuScess,wasnot a,,fluke-the first tire.
,

(3) DeiOtte variations in the number of requests that cane to the var--

tour day care neighbors, all of therm performed -to some extent.each of ths-

four functions of she service information and referral, recruitment,

matchmaking, maintenance and education.

, 1

, . (!) Using the obtained volume figuresias the best estimate of whet

the 'ervice,can do -and anticipating a full com01 n: of IS oay care neigh-

bors, o( Could expeC't in one year to receive 482 requests -for day care
. -

,-..

fron 346 care users for 554 children. -These figures underestimate the total
ii

n
,

, . .....

u, r of children reeched
.

by the serviced If'one counts -also the cart-

giver's' own children, a'conservative estimate would place-at ffOr than 882

the - number of children's lives that-the,Uay Care Yeighbor-Service;would_have ''

t'
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the capability of reaching itdfrectly within the course of-6 year. See

Table-6.

Table 6 here

:

Of these user requests approximately 78% would result in 6comp)eted'-

day care arcangement, and 49% would result in arrangements e*tched.by A day

-

care neighbor. Although significant variation.was found,in the-matchmaking

f

styles and success ratios of the day care neighbors, the percentage of re-.
.c

quests resulting in an arrangereiat'o'ne way or anothet'remained4stable with

little^variation. We concluded that the service facilitated the laxiin

.which arrangements are.Made-but did-not increase their numbers.

.(5). The service succeeded ih reaching the target population. REgarding

.

the applicability of the service, we found that it:
r. s

a. Reaches the users of 401-tire. part-tire and,,Trregularday care

arrangerents-made-both for maternal'employment and for other

special reasons.

b. Reaches,both home care and fancily - daycare, but especially the

latter. i4
i"

t
c. Reaches arrangements raderfor infAnis, preschoolers and school*

age children, but especially for the child under six:

d. Reaches women who can' te recrhited-to-prolifde day- care -in their

own homes.

e. Reaches day care arrangements early in the arrangement process

and provides some limited knowledge-oP them over-the continuing

period -of -time.

f. Reaches the children who experience repeated discontinuity of

child tare.

137 /

tf
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Table 6-

The Estirated Number of Persons
h10 C4nAle Reached by the Day
Care-Neighbor Service

Number of user-requests

_Number of care users
. ,..

-Number of children (users)

Totals for-the Monthly Yearly *Yearly Estivate
24 month demon -Verage -.Average- for -unit of
Stratton per_OCN, per OCN 15"Das

589

422

0 677

2.68 32

1.92 23

3.08 37

482

346

554

Numbirof caregiver requests ,..272 1.24 15 223

,'. Number of caregivers

t Ilutbec-of-caregivers' own
children under 12 (estimated
from panel study data)

200

404

'-.91

, --

'' 1...82

11

22

"164

.328

Number-of children reached 1077 4.90 59 882
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g. ,Reaches sort instances of abuse, neglect, and inadequate- super- ,

vision that'are visible within the neighborhood.

The service is.qot a universal method, how r, for reaching those who

rake day -care arrangements. The service has the - following- limitations with

respect to its-applicability:

a. Day care neighboring tends to be territorially specialized, taking

on the characteristics of the netghborhond, whether an apartment

building, a trailer court, or an established residential area, and

extending mainly to the network of associations that the neighbor

has. Thus the reach of a Day Care Neighbor Service is limited to

whatever socioeconomic and ethnic groups are-a part of the system

of contacts of the neighbors within the service: Furthermore,

within a given geographic area there may be inadequate coverage,

that is, not enough day care neighbors.

b: Not all day care users make their day care arrangements through

an intermediary, whether a day care neighbor, friend, or relative.

Some turn Iiirectly to a friend-and.ask her to take the child,

while others respond to newspaper ads. In two independent samples

studied in tht field Study, approximately one-third of the day

Care arrangements involved the irse.of some kind of a third party

in facilitating the making of the arrangement. Day are neigh-

bors are third-party intermediaries of an informal variety. Pre-

sumably many day care consumers would prefer other approaches

to making arrangements.

c. The Day.Care Neighbor Servicet'is applicable only to those who

contract privately for their day care arrangements. This involves

an exchange of money for services and independent selection of

0
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the child care-arrangement by the day care consumer. Again.

'any consumers prefer formal referral channelS and-the pro -

fessionally deveioped_and educationally enriched day care programs.

FUrtherpore, ranyrneeithe services-afforded by professional

agencies.

The effectiveness of the Day Care Neighbor Service was not evaluated.

It-Siould be difficult-to assess, of-course, because the intervention adds

such a small increment of change the natural situation-it is designed

to affect. Some social programs-create powerful new environmenIs designed to

hive a massive impact upon a small number of persons, and-the results are apt,

to be dramatic. BY'contrast as an instrument of-change the Day ,Parcheighbor

Service is designed -to achieve limited results with a large.number of neigh-

borhood contacts with,a small unit cost. It operates on the principle of

making maximum use of the least-effort necessary to strengthen-ongoing.

social processes without disturbing the neighborhood-stitusof'the behavior

involved. Though it reaches systems of behavior-that have been-relatively

inaccessible to-organized day, care programs. the noticeable effect imay.be

small when-the objective is, for wimple, to help toluke better

day care decisions than they otherwise might, or to proiide a child.with a

more favorable and stable situation than he otherwise might have.

At Is always tempting to believe that results are attributable to the

power of the'intervention, but the results of the Day Care Neighbor Service

may also be seen as attributable to the effective use of the service by

the givers and users of day care. And the outcome of the day cart arrange-

is probably even more importantly the result of interactions between,,
-

caregiver -and care user. This point is illustrated in figure S. The outcome

data illustrated in the figure *represent the effects of:

a

r

14 0
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(1) the input from the service (that is the interventions of the

day-care neighbors and-their consultahts).

(2) the contribution of additional referral sources in the community.

(3) the use of the service.

(4) the role behaviors of caregivers and care users vis-a-vis each

other, as determined by

s!) their own life circumstances. attitudes and behavior patterns.

Figure -5 here

It is important to recognize that the results reported represent a-pro-

duct of the entire system of behaviors shown in Figure 5. The evaluation

only purported'to show that the Oay Care Neighbor Service "works" as a

part of that system. Indeed, it is the operation of the system that was

assessed in(evaluating the feasibility.of the program-model..

To return to the original analogy, whether or not the cowbird'and the

song sparrow succeed in fledging the cowbiri's -young may depend on hoW well

Peter Rabbit can-get Jenny Wren to help out in the Old Orchard instead of

just scolding.

141
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FIELD STUDY OF THE.NEIGHSORHOOD FAMILY DAY CARE SYSTEM
21154 NO*ItIoot" 5.41*
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Progress P,eports and Techrical Appendices
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Project Director
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CHRONOLOGICAL P nNOTATED LIST OF PROJECT' UBLICATIOHS

Part One: Articles, Conference Papers,, and Monographs

,

Collins,-Alice H. Day Care Exchange Project Report. Portland: Community
Council, December 1966. 111 pp.

6,
Final -report of- demonstration- research project, Children's- Bureau
Research Grant- 0-135. It describes the- preliminary-steps toward
a neighborhood-based family day care program originally planned
as a membership_ exchange which would identify and upgrade family
day careg(vers and certifY them_to working mothers-seeking high
grade family- day care. It was &ring this project that the -idea
of the Day Care neighbor-Service was-conceived, and the report
discusses how- the focus changed toward vesting the exchange func-
tion with central neighborhood figures. -

Collins, Alice H. "Some Efforts to Improve Private Family Day, Care."
Children, 13 (July-AuguSt 1966), 135-140.

Describes the reasons for the change of focus from a central
exchange service, to the use of the existing family day care
system supported-by social-ork consultation.

Collins, Alice:H., Arthur C. Emlen, Eunice L. Watson. "The Day Care

Neighbor Service: An Interventive Experiment." Community' Mental
Health Journal, 5(3) 1969, 219-224. (First presented at the
Annual Meeting of the American Orthopsychiatric Association,
Washington, D.C., March-196n)

Abstract: In the United States,-more than one-million
Hof working-mothers are cared for-in the homes of norirelatives.
An informal social system exists through Alai Mothers and day
tare givers find each other, make, maintaib;and dissolve their
priyate arrangements, almost entirely Without the intervention
of any social agency. -This paper describes the development of a
new kind of day care service using consultation methods for pre-
ventive intervention at the neighbortiood level. This."Day Care
neighbor Service" provides..consultation to a network of women
who - perform an informal neighboring role in relation to family
day care arrangements. The primary, secondary, and tertiary
Preventive potentialssof this approach are discussed.

s,
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Erilen, Arthur C. Project Suroary in Dale G. Lake, et al., "Applied
Behavioral Science: Current Projects," Jduinal of Applied
Behavioral Science, 5 (1969), 380-2.

A bylef-sumaryof the airs and rationale of the Field Study.

. -

Collins, Alice 11. and Eunice L. Ilatson. "Exploring the neighborhood
Family Day Care System." Social Casework plovember 1969), pp. 527-33.

With an emphasis on implications for practice, this paper suggests
the major significance that day care arrangerents have for children
and their families. The paper points out ideas that should-be
given due consideration at -the diagnostic and treatment level,
and-discussec, the potential for extending the reach-of profes-
sional social workers through collaboration with day care givers.

Collins, Mice IL , Eunice L. Watson. The Day Care neighbor Service:
A Handbook for the Organization and 0 eration of a iled Approach
to Family Day -Care. Port and: Tri-County Corrunity Council 1969.
57 pp.

This Handbook-is the "how to and ''why" publication that describes
' the steps to be taken toward the establishment and maintenance

of a Day Care neighbor Service. Based on the experience with
the development and deronStration of such a service, the Handbook
discusses problems likely to be encountered and gains likely to-
accrue.

Collins, Alice H. "Consultation method as the Base for a Family Day
care Service." A paper presehted at the National Conference on
Social Welfare, Chicago, 111., June 4, 1970. 8 pp.

The.Day Care neighbor Service-was based on rental health consulta-
tion according to the-rxidel described by Gerald Caplan. The man-
ner in which 'thii-nodel-was modified and applied is briefly
discussed.

145
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Emlen. Arthur C. *Realistic Planning for the Day Care Consumer."
Social nark Practice 1970. new York: Columbia University Press.
ro-o-517Yir--42. (First presented at the ilational Conference on
'Social Welfare. Chicago, III., June 4. 1970.) Reprinted in
Readinhs in Day Care. edited by Bettye Caldwell. Hew York: Holt,
Rialiart Winston, 1971.

Citing findings, from the Field Study and other research, this
paper presents a point of view about day care behavior.
Abstract: This mei questions public attitudes of disparagerent
towarcLchild care that_ is_privately arrAged in neighborhood
hones, and cites research to she'd that the-widespread non-use
of organized facilities is based-on realistic alternative patterns
of dny''care behavior.. Sore determinants of day care use are dis-
cussed, and an understanding of utilization behavior is seems
the key to developing quality day care of different kinds.

Enlen. Arthur C. "Principles of Program Plann4ng" and "Child Develop -
rent in Day Care Programs." Grog Infant Care Programs: A Survey
by Harlon Howard. The Research Utilization and Information Sharing
Project, Cyesis Programs Consortium, The George ./ashington University,
February 1971 pp. 95-106. This material was written at the Office
of Child Development Day Care /Child Development Workshop at Airlie
House, Itarrenson, Virginia, July 2?-31, 1970.

The first piece suggests sore principles designed to make -day
ace programs effective and favorable for children and their
families. The second piece presents a franewori. for identify-
ing the target populations in need of day care programs of
different kinds. Characteristics of six types of day care-
are suniarized.

o
Erden. Arthur C. aid Eunice L. Watson. :latchnaking in neighborhood Day

Care: A Descriptive Study of the Day Care neighbor-Service.
Portland: Tri-County Concunity Council, 1970. 125 pp.

Watchmaking is a detailed report of the results obtained from a two-
year demonstration of the service. The results show that private
family day care does not ,take place in a vacuum but within a
viable neighbornood matchmaking system which can be strengthened.
The report discusses the need for the service and its objeatives.
The activities of the day care neighbors are described and ninthly
volune figures are analyzed, showing how well the service suc-
ceeded in reaching its target population. A final chapter con-
siders the validity assunptions underlying the service and sug-
gests auspices to which it could.be attdched.

14 6
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En len, Arthur C. "neighborhood Family Day, Care as A-Child-Rearing
Environment." Paper presented-at the Annual fleeting of the
National Association-for the Education-of YoungsChildren,
Boston, Mess., Hoverter 19, 1970. (To be publisted i n Young
Chi 1 dren.)

This.paper is about the behavior S cowbirds, song sparrows,
. ..

working mothers,- and sitters "rho give family day care. In two
parts, the paper presents a sumary.of thr results reported in
Aatchnaking and a detailed reportebn the dynamics of mother-
sitter interaction 4n the family day care arrangement, contrast-
ing arrangements between friends and arrangentents between,strangers.

4

Collins, Alice H. The Hore-Centered Ilomaii as a-Potential Proteciivel
Service Resource.'" A'paper presented at the national Conference
on Social lielfare, Authors Forum, Dallas, Texas, flay 17, 1971.
11 pp.

This paper discusses some Of the potentials of the Day Care
Nerighbor Service for protective services. As a consequence
of a small demonstration in a neighborhood id tli a .high incidence
of:neglect and abuse corplaints, it was derionstrated that Day
Care Neighbor's could be found and that they, played -a significant
part in intervening directly in a protective capacity. Contact
with the day care neighbors afforded staff a unique opportunity
to gain an understanding of social conditions affecting dhildren
in settings othentise inaccessible to study.

4,"

Enlen, Arthur C., ft. Callahan, E. Ross, The Camous Baby Inn: A Survey
of Student Opinion on University Day Care. Portland: School of

,Social Work, Port and State Un versity, 1971. 55pp.

Hot an integral part of the Field Study, conducted at Portland
State University, this study nevertheless deals with the problem
f predicting use ofday care Tian ties, as well as with

titudes toward university day care and its funding.

'r
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En len, Arthur C. /Ind Betty A. Donoghue. Child Care by Kith: A Study
of the Family Day Care Relationships of iIorkincroothers and
irergf borhood Caregivers.

- Based on interviews with both the mother ancL-sitter, this descrip-
tive analysis of 104-family day -care arrangements presents, a picture
of an ,emerging type of social relationship. Pie monograph presents
the theoretical framework of-the Field Study which involves looking
at the arrangement as a patterned type of social relationship, as
a social system the stability of which is an issue, and as a social
exchange examined via-the perception of it by mothers and sitters.

A chapter on nettled describes the kinds of measure; and multi-
variate analyses that were used to answer the central question .
"what are the sources of satisfaction and dissatisfaction with the
family day care arrangements for mothers and sitters?" The sampling
and limitations of the study that should be kept in mind are also
discussed.

A-description of the sample describes basic demographic character-
istics of the working mothers -and of the caregivers. Of special
interest are the data on income, stability Of residenc'e, job, and
rare: and the family sizes Of mothers :oho make this type of arrange-
ment.

In describing the basic features of the arrangement itself, most.
important for subsequent analyse5 of thcr report is how the arrangement
began (whether as "friend" and "acquaintances" or as "strangers")--,
a difference in starting point that hos divergent consequences for the
social relationship developed:between mother and sitter. This chapter
also establishes family day care as a neighborhood - phenomenon and as
-a type of care preferred by its users.

Dased'on data about the stages of family developmeq-of the mother
and sitter, the-number of-children cared-for, the respondents' earnings

'and.family incomd and key attitudes,. it is rhond-that economic motives
take a back/seat to ctiVd-care gratification add experience as.
explanations forthe number of children sitters are found to take care-tip Family day care emerges-as an-vtexpris6 that is essentially small 4
-and non- corrrercial. . =

Partitioning the sample into two group's; "friends" and "strangers,"
(when the arranger:14nt began) IS validated by a scale of "inter-family
closeneis," and light is thrown on how business and friendship mix in ,
day care\ relationships for the two groups. For friends satisfactions
with thet,arrangerent are correlated with the degreeof closepess,
while fin- ,strangerS satisfactions with the- arrangement -are independent,
of cloteness. For strangers a high degree of family closeness is
associated with an enduring arrangement. .
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Specific sources of satisfaction and dissatisfaction with the daycare
arrangeNent are measured independently for rnotheit and sitters and
are identified by rohns of scales cons tructeu from factor analytic
procedures. The variety of specific sources of eatisfadtjon and
dissatisfaction are interesting in their own right and "a general fa,I.'high level of satisfaction,is reported "for,most sources.

The investigation of mother and sitter satisfaction is carried ,
further by means of two general kinds of analyses. The mothers' and

. sitters' global self-reportthg.of satisfaction with the arrangement is
, used as a criterion of overall satisfaction, and the correlates Of

that self-rating regarded as representjng the most salient sources
of Satisfactioo.. This was done first by means bf simple correlations

een the scale scores and the ratings, and then by means of step-
wisb multiple regressions on the rating. Of practical and theoreti-
cal signi ficance is the finding that for netherk, satisfaction 441 th
the4Sitter's concern for, the child seands out as the most sal ie'Fit
snuree of satisfaction..

An examination of the correlation matrix and the variables for the
friends and strange,rs group revealed that most of the sitter-satis-
factions and dissatisfactions clustered around two focal variables.--
role strain'and emotional drain. While both groups largely rafittged
to avoid the strains and drains of the child care arrangement, two
step-wise mel tiple regressions confirmed the .evidence of the correla-
tion matrices that the sources of satisfaction and dissatisfaction .

differed for the two groups. Ile conclude that in arrangements begun
between worenfwho have known each other before the arrangement begins,
friendshipls'the bond or' social glue that boluS the arrangement
together. Continuingfriendship is associated with satisfaction_with
the arrangement, 4nd on. the other hand, dissatisfaction threatens
the relationship as well as the arrangement. Forthemare the strains
and drains of"the day care arrangement between friends seen to involve
pri.blto.: of status, dominance and-inter-personal issues. It may.wel I
be that when a Previously existing relationship is the bond for a
day care relationship, dissatisfaction will be, tolerated that would
disrupt an arrangement between strangers, but our data bring to mind
the old maxim about not doing business with friends. Respondents

Spbke about how hard it is to redefine-the nature of a friendship
'relationship in a more contractual direction. Friends report difficulty
in being able to corriunicate f.. 'y about, problems that arise in a day
care-arrangement especially if it does involve redefining the nature

_of the relationship. 'There is risk Of losing a friend.

By contrast those iiho start out i,th an initially contractual relation- j
ship between Strangers tend to deseioP a-more extensive system of
mutual satisfactions which Are not associated with the degree of
friendship. Apparently foffstrangers it is the balanced exchantie
of satis.factions, the reciprocity, that serves as the bond. There is

.0
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frfreedom 1.o regulate the degree of closeness or dirsta ce. and
+
the norm

more clearly encourages discussing the practical ins t "rental-con-
ditieris_pf the agreement, not only from the`begipning:bbut.as problems
arise.. Within the initial contractual context of the irrangerreht,
friendships or at least friendly-relations develop and*en-they
do they provide an extra bonus; the --,11,e oss is associated- with -an
cauring arrangement.

Arm
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ATTACHMENT, EXPLORATION, AND gPARATION:
ILLUSTRATED BY THE BEHAVIOR' OF

-..ONE-YEAR-OLDS i-rA STRANGE SITUATION

"6 MARY D. SALTER AINSWORTH and SILVIA M BELL

Johns Ho/piing' Unii.ersity

The concepts of attachment and attachment behavior are considered, from
an -ethologicabecolutionary viewpoint. Attachment behavior and -explore-
lion-Ore viewed in balance, and the biological functions of each-ere dis-
cussed. As an ration ofthe:se_concepts, a study.is reported-of 56 white,
middle3elass infants, 49-51 weeks-of _age, in a_strange situation. The pies,
once of the mother was found to encourage- exploratory -behavior, her abi

sence to depress exploration:and to heighten- attachment_behaviois. In lep-
Irretion episodes such 'behaviors asicrying Mid search increased. In reunion
episodes prcrximitydeeking and contact - maintaining behaviors trcere 'height-
ened. In a ,substantial proportion4 Ss, contact-resisting behaviors were also
heightened in the reunion episodes, usually in,:ccmjunetion with contact-
maintaining-behaviors, thus suggesting ambicalenct,. Some Ss also-displayed
proximity-avoiding -behavior in rglption to the Mother in the reunion epi-
sodes.. These findings are discussed,in the -eontext- of- relevant- observational,
clinical, and experimental_ s;udies of human and nonhuman primates, in-
chiding studies of mother - chin.' separation. In conclusion, it is urged that
the concepts of attachment -t fit. attach mentke,havior be kept broad-enough
to comprehend the-spectrum of the 'findings of this range_of ,studies.

Within the last decade the term "attachment" has appeared with in-

. creasing frequency in bOthe,,empirical, and theoretical segments of the 'de-
velopmental psychological:literature (see Cairns 1966,Cemirtz 196.1, 1969;

hlaccobj & Masters, in press; Robson 1967, Schaffer & Emerson 1964;

An 'earliec, version_ of this paper was prepared -*bile the first author Was a
,,,vfellow, of the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, It was

-presented at the annual-ineeting of the American Psrchologic-al Association, it San

' Francisco, September 1968, in a symposium, "Attachment Behaviors in likmans

and Animals." The extended project which yielded the data has been supporied`by

grant p2 -244 of-the Foundations' fluid for Research in Pschiatr), and by-L1SPHS

t 151:



Schwarz 1968). Theterm, as-originally:introduced by Bow lby (1958,1969)
and as -used by Ainsworth (19631964, 1967), implies;ti ethological and
evolutionary viewpoint, and hence has connotations}10 necessarily shared
by those with other-theoretical- orientations. Infant- mother-- attachment -has
been concciyed as related to -separation anxiety (see Bowlby 1960)-, fear
of the strange and strangers (see, Morgan At Riciuti 1969; Schaffer 1966),

:and /exploration (see Ainsworth 1967; Ainsworth & Wittig 1969). It is
believed that, the interrelationships between jtbese behaviors throw lightt

upon the .biological` function of infant-motherif attachment; that they do,-is
strongly suggested by field studies of grour)d-living nonhuman primates.
Ithough comparable reportifantsintheireaturallicnzr

enviroachent are not yet forthcoming,. interaction between attachment be-
/

havior, exploration, separation anxiety, and ear of-the strange:may be-,pb,
served in ''a. controlled laboratory environm ntthe strange* or unfantliar
situation.

It is the purpose- of this paper to highlight some distinctive features
of the ethological-evolutionary concept ofiattaclument by citing reports of
-the interactions betWeen the infant's attachment behavior and -other be-.
haviors mentioned above; to- illustrate the interactions-by a report of the

-behavior of r yeai olds in a strange situation; ind:to note parallels-between
--strange-sitUation behavior and 'behavior ?eported:in; other relevant-.obsekm-

Conti, c ThibAlirici-iiiperimentil contexts.
I../.9 us:begin with 'somedefinitionsiancikey concepts-distinctiVenof the

ethological-evolutionaryviewpoint, as proposed by Bowlby (1958, 1969)
and Ainsworth (1964: 1967, 1969). A'n attachment may be defined as an .
affectional tie that one person or animal-forms between himself and another
tpcific one-7; tie that binds them ;together in space and endures: over
time. The behavioral hallmark of ,attacluitent is seeking to gain and -to
maintain a certain degreeci,of .proximity to the object- of attachment, which
ranges from dose physi.. I contact under some circumstances to inter-
action opeommunication atrass some distance under other circumstances.
Attachment behaviors are '-;behaviorS which promote proximity or contact.
In the humad infant these,:include active proxiinity- and contact-seeking
behaviors tuciias approaching, following, and clinging, and signaling be-

. hadors such as smiling, .erying,.ancl calling. .

The very young infant displays attachment (proximity-promoting)
1

pail ROI and H13'01712; this port is gratefully acknowledged. We- are -also
hibreastiveol help given by the oll wing, inv#rious aspects of the: strange situa-

-004 study: George D. Allyn, lo Conklin,/Elizabeth A. Eikenberg, Edwin E.
mid, 1ilitliitn C. Hamilton, Ma B, Main, Robert S. Marvin II, Eleanor S.
m,04cocli, And especially Barbara Vittigtwho helped in the Original planning .

it. the loam situation. Authorel addr . Department of Psychology, Johns
-1101ai-Uaiveriity, Baltimore, Ma 'had Ilif: -. .,
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behaviors such axgryIng, nicking, rooting, and-smiling, despite the fact that
he is insufficiently discriminating to direct them- differentially to.* specific
person. These initial behaviors indicate a -genetic bias toward becorning
attached, since t ey can be demonitrated-to be either activated or termi {ated
most-effectively i y stimuli whichM the environment of evolutionary.adapt-
edness, are.m,ost

by
to stem from human sources. Whenitliese behaviors,

supplemented by, other active proximity-seeking behaviors, which emerge
later presumably through a process -r.£-- learning in the course of mother-
infant interaction=-becorne organized luerarchically_and_difec4ed--aetiVely'--

er, the infant may be, descnbed as having
become attached to her.

The intensity,of attachment behavior, may be heightened or. diminished
by situational conditions, but, once an _Attachment has been formed, it
cannot be viewed as.vamshing during periods when attachment behavior is
not evident. Therefore, it seenis-necessary to view-attachment as an organ-
ization of behavioral systems which has an internal, structural portion
that endures throughout periods when none of the component attachment
behaviors' hay& beim -activa ted.

Viewed in the context of evolutionary theory,. infant-mother attach-
ment may be seen to fulfill significant biological-functions, that is, functions
that promote species survival. The long, -helpless infancy of the humans
species occasions -grave - risks. -For the-Species tohave-SurVived, the infant
has required protection during this period of defenselessness. It is-inferred;
therefore, that the genetic code makes. provision for infant behaviors which
have the usual (although not necessarily-invariable) outcome of bringing.,
infant and mother together.

Exploratory'be.havior is equally significant frOm an evolutionary point
of view. As Hamburg (1968) has pointed out, a 'prolonged infancy would
miss its -adaptive mark if there :'-'ere not also provisions in the genetic code
which lead_tbe infant lo be interestedAn the novel-features of his environ-
mentto venture forth, to exphire, and to learn. The implication is that the
genetic biases in a species which.can adapt to a wide range of environmental
variations' provide for -a balance in infant ;behaviors (and in reciprocal
maternal behaviors) between those-which lead the infant sway from the
mother and promote explgration,and acquisition of knowledge of th roper-
ties of the physical and social environment, and those "which-draw other,
and infant together ,And promote the _protection and nurturance tlia -the
mother can provide.

The interaction between exploratory and attachment behaviors h,
been highlighted in field studies of ground-living nonhuman primates (e.g.,
Southwick, Beg, & Sidd,yi 1965; DeVore 1963, -Goodall 1965, Schaller
1965) as well as studies of such sp.-4es in capthe colonies (see Hinde,
Rowell, & SpencerBooth 1964, 1967) ,and in laboratories (e.g., Harlow
1961, Harlow & Harlow 1965, Mason 1965.) Although at first infant and
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mother are. in almost continuous dose contact, soon they are in collusion to
make more elastic the bonds.that unite them. The infant ventures forth to
investigaterhis enviipiunen t and' to play with other infants, and gradually
spends more and more time "off" his mother. His expeditions take him
further and further away froin her and she becomes increasingly per-
missive and retrieves him less promptly and less frequently-Alarm or threat
of separation, however, quickly bring mother and infant togethega

istic-studiek-ori 5"diment-exploration balance are very
time Ppristur;ng;'the interaction-between the. two sets of behaviors' must be
observed over a wide range of situations. A short-cut alternative is to

- utilize a controlled strange or unfamiliar 'situation in whieh-the child, with
and without his mother, is exposed to stressful episodes of different kinds:
So powerful Is this technique in evoking behavioral changes that it is likely
to be used with increasing frequency iii studies;of mother-infant interaction.
The ethological-evolutionary view of the attachment-exploration balance is

-a useful-model- to when-planning and=When interpreting the findings of
strange-situation studies.

Of- strange-situation studies already reported in the literattire, only two
have been guided by arr.ethological-evolutionary point- of view: Harlow
(1961) used a strange situation to demonstrate the security function of
surrogate cloth mothers for infant rhesus macaques. Ainsworth and Wittig
(1969) made a preliminary report of -the attachment-exploration balance
in human 1 year olds. Other studiesArsenian (1943)., "Cox and Campbell
(1966),,Rheingold (1969)-,--foculed on exploratory behavior and-reported
that the presence of the mother supports it, but paid scant attention to
attachment behavior and its-hierarchical manifestations in reunion episodes
as Well-as during separation. ,

The strange - situation procedure provides more than an opportunity
to observe how exploratory behavior is .affected,by-mother-present, mother-
absent, or other conditions. It is a laboratory microcosm in which a wide
range of behaviors pertinent to attachment. and to its balance with explor-
atory behavior may be elicited. Attachment behaviors may be seen
complicated by "negative behaviors, such as avoidance and aggression.
And yet, since the laboratory situation provides but a..es-ry, small sample of
mother-infant interaction, strange - situation findings are not self-interpreting.
Perception. of -the implications of the behaviors that occur in it is facilitated
by reference to the findings of other studies naturalistic, clinical, and
experimental. For this reason the ensuing report of a strange-situation study
is presented as a useful illustration of the- shifting balance 'between ex-
ploratory and attachment behavior -implicit in the ethological- evolutionary
view of attachment. The discussion which follows the .presentation refers
to rele,, ant findings of other studies. The propositions offered in conclusion
comprehend these other relevant considerations as well as the, findings of
the illusr,-ative strange-situation 'Study.
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THE STRANGE SITUATION

In the course of a longitudinal, naturalistic invekigation of infant-
mother attachment dung -the first year of life, there waslittle opportunity
in the home environment to observe the balance-of attachment ancLesa---
I*Cat behavuisimd ions o novelty and alarm. Therefore, a
laboratory situation was devised as a test situation to-which the Ss were
introduced when nearly 1 year old. It was desiied to observe the extent to
which the infant could use his mother' as a secure base from which be
could explore a strange environment, with fear of the strange kept in
abeyance by her presence. It was also intended to observe the extent to
which attachinent behavior might gain ascendancy over exploratory be-
hiVior under conditions of alarm introduced by the entrance ti stranger
anclunder_conditions of-separation from and-reunion with the mother,,

Method

Subjects.:The 5 6 Ss were family- reared infants of-white, middle-class
parents, who were onginally contacted through pediatricians in priiate
practice. One subsample of 23 Ss, who had been observed longitudinally
from birth onw.ud, were observed in the strange situation when 51 weeks
old. The-second subsample of 33 Ss, studied rn the context of an urclepen-
dint project (Bell in press), were observed when 49-weeks-old.

Procedure.=The strange situation was eompnsed of eight episodes
which followed in a standard order for all subjects. The situation. was de-
signed to be novel enough to elicit exploratory behavior, and)et not 'so
strange that it would vuke fear and heighten attachment -behavior at the
outset. The. approach of the'stranger was gradual, so that any fear of her
could be attributed to unfamharity radar than to_abrupt, alarming belim-
ior. The episodes were arranged so that the less disturbing ones came first
Finally, the situauun as a whole was intended to be no mote disturbing than,
those,an infant was likely to encounter in his ordinary life experience. A
summarized account cif -theprocedure has been given cl,e%slar e (Ainsworth,
& Wittig 1969) but will be reviewed here.

The experimental room was fulnishednot bare- -hut so arranged
that there was a 9 x 92fuut square of .clear fluor space,,niaiked-uff into 16
squares to faCilitate_recurding of location and locomotion. At-one.end uf the
room was a gold's chair heaped with and surrounded 11in%. Near.the other
end uf the room on one side was a chair fur the niutlicr, and liti the U iiri
side, near the door, a chair fur the strap -r as pot down in the
middle of the I Ling c funned b) the three (haul and left fiee
u muse where he wished. Both the motlics and the (malt strangc.r,Wcre

instructed in advance as to the roles they were to play.

.
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In summary, the eight episodes of the situation are as 'follows:
Episode./ (M, B, 0). Mother (M), accompanied b an - observe

carried the bab Lthe-room; and-t en t.
Episode 2 (M, 13).. M put B down in the specified place, then sat

quietly in her chair, participating only if- B sought her attention. Duration
3 minutes. ', -/

Episode 3 (8, M, B). A-stranger (S) entered, sat quietly-for l minute,
conversed with M -for 1- minute, andthen gradually approached B, showing
him a toy. At.theend of the third minute -M left the room Unobtrusively.

Episode 4 (S, 13). If B was happily engaged in play, S was nor.particir
- pant.. If he was inactive, shedried-to interest him mine toys. If he was dis-
tressed, she tried to distract him or to comfort him. If he eciuld not be.eorri-
forted, the episode was curtailedotherwise itlasted minutes.

Episode 5, (M, B). M entered,_paused in the doonvar to give -13, an,
opportunity mobilize a spontaneous response to her. S then -left unobtrur
sively. What M did next was- not specified except that-she was told that
after B was again settled in play with the toys she was to ieave liter
pausing to say "bye-bye." (Duration of episode undetermined.)

Episode 6 (B aloft). The baby was left alone for 3 minutes, unless be
was so 'distressed that the episode- had to be curtailed.

Episode 7 (S, B). S entered and behaved, as in episode 4 for 3 minutes, ,.

unless distress prompted curtailment. (Ainsworth & Wittig 1969, plarined a
somewhat different procedure for episode 7, which was attempted for the
first 14 Ss but, as it turned out, approximated the simpler procedure re-
ported-here, whiCwas used for the remaining Ss.)

Episode 8 (M, B). M returned, S left, and after the reunion had been
obsen,-ed, the situation was terminated.

The behavior of the Ss was observed from an adjoining room through
a one-way vision window. Two observers dictated 'continoous narrative
accounts into a dual channel- tape recorder which also picked: up the click
of a timer every 15 seconds. (This represents the procedure we now con-
sider standard. For the first 14 Ss,,however, the dual channel recorder wa:s
not qa1;able, so one. observer dictated, while the other, -made written notes.
For the second subsample of 33 Ss, author Bell was the sole obse
protocols were subsequently traoscnb o i ated, then coded-

- ryas c lecked by separate codings of the dictated
reports made by the two authors in four cases obsened by both. Product -
moment - coefficients of.0.99 were found for each oflocomotor,,rnanipulatory
and visual exploration, and one of 0.98-for crying.

The narrative record yielded two types of measure. A frequency mea-
sure was used for three-forms of exploratory behaviorloeomotor, manipu-
latory. and visualand fcr crying. A score of 1 was given for each 15-
second time miens] in 1% Inch the behavior occurred. The maximum was
12 for an episode, since the standard length of an episode was 3 minutes,
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and longer-or shorter episodes were prorated. Frequency measures were
obtained for-episodes 2- through 7. Product-moment reliability coefficients
for two independent coders. for eight randomly selected: cases Were as
follows: exploratory locomotion, 0:99; exploratory manipulation, 0.93; visual
exploration, 0:98; Crying, 0.99.

The second nieasiire was based upon detailed_coding of behaviOrs in
which the contingencies of the mother's or stranger's behavior had to_ be
taken into consideration. The codings were-then ordered into f-point Scales

r-
on the assumptiontthat not only could the same behavior be manifested in

- different degreessof intensity, but that different behaviors-could serve the
same end under different intensities of activation. There-were five class...8:61
behavior thui scored.- '

- Proximity- and contact-seeking-behaviqrs'include active, effective be-
haviors such -as approaching and clambering up active gestures such as
reaching or leaning, intention movements such as partial approaches, and

_vocal signals including "directed" cries.
COntact-maintaining behaviors pertain to the situation after the baby

has gained contact, either ihniugh his own initiative or otherwise-. They
include; clinging, embracing, clutching, and holding on;. resisting release-
by intensified °clinging or, if contact is_lost, by turning back and reaching,
or clambering back -up; and protestingtrelease vocally.

Proximity- gnd interaction-cvoiding behaviors pertain to a situation
which ordinarily% elicits approach,. greeting, or atleast watching or hitter?
action across a distance, aS: when an adult entered, or tried to engage the
baby -'s attention. Such-behaviors include ignoring the adult, pointedly avoid-

- ing looking at her, looking away, turning away, or moving away.
tontaa- and interaction - resisting- behaviors included.angry, ambivalent

attempts to push away, -hit, or kick the adult who s con act,
squirming to get down havin up, or throwing away Or puihing
awa oug which the adult attempts to mediate her interven-
tions. More, diffuse manifestations_ are angry screaming, throwing self
about, throwing self, down, kicking the floor, pouting, cranky fussing, or
petulance.

These four classes of behavior were scored for interaction with the
mother in episodes 2, 3, 5, and 8, and for-interaction with the stranger in
episodes-3, 4, and:7.

Search -behavior- was scored for ,the separation episodes 4, 6, and 7.
These behaviors include; -following the mother to the door, trying to open
the door, banging on the door,. remaining oriented to the-door or glancing
at it, going to the mother's empty chair or simply looking at it. Such
tors imply. that the infant is searching, for the absent mother either actively
or by orienting to the last place in which she was seen (the door in most
cases) or to the place associated with her in the strange situation (her
chair.)

1' i
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In scoring these five classes of behavior, the score-was influenced by-
the following features: the strength of the behavior, its frequency, dura-
tion, and.latency,.and -hy the type of- behavior itsellwith,active-bellavior
being considered stronger=thanflignaling:Detailed instructions for scoring
theSebehaviors.as well as for coding the-frequency Measures: are_proyided
eLcewhere.1 . .

Reliability coefficients (rho) for Iwo-independent scorer_ for 14'ran,
domiy selected pates were, -for" behayiors_directed to-the mother, -as- follows:
_proximity- and- contact-seeking, 0.93; contact- maintaining, -0.97; -proximity-
and interactionavoiding,9.93; contact-resisting, 0.96; search, 0.94.

.Findings

The findings to be reported here are of behaviors characteristic of
the sample as a whole. Individual differences were-conspicuous, instructive,
and significantly correlated with other variables. Some of these have been
reported elsewhere' (Ain-sworth & Wittig 1969; Ainsworth-&13ell -in press;
Sell in preis) but thercannot be considered here.

Exploratory behavior.,Figure 1 shows how three forms of
behavior vary in successive episodes from 2 through 7. There is
decline in- alkforms of exploratory=behay.br f e u-ben- the baby
was alone with his mo s e 3 when the stranger was present
als. a Other interepsode differences reported here are signifi-
cant at the .01 level or better, as tested by the binomial test, unless noted

'otherwise.) Exploration remains depressed through episode 4 when the
baby was left- with the stranger. Kisual and manipulatory exploration-
(visual at the .02 level) recover significantly in episode 5, aided by the
the mother's attempts to interest-the baby again in ,play, although similar
efforts by the stranger in episodes 4 and 7 were- ineffective. Visual and
manipulatory exploration decline again in episode-6 after the mother departs
for a second time, leaving the baby alone. All forms of exploratory behavior
decline to -their lowest point in episode 7 after the stranger had returned_
but while the mother was still absent.

. To supplement the visual exploration score, which measured visual
orientation to the physica6environment, visual- Orientation to the mother
and to the stranger were also-todedThe-only noteworthy findings may be
.summarized as follows: In episode 2, the baby looked at the toys and other

I The following materials have'--been deposited with the-National Auxiliary
Publications Service: instructions for conducting the strange situation procedure,.
instructions to the mother, instructions:for coding behaviors for frequency meas-
ures, and instructions for coding socially interactivebehayiors. Orders-NAPStiocu-
ment 00762 from ASIS National Auxiliary Publications Service; clo CNIhr In-,
formation Sciences, Inc., 22 West 34th Strcet.,,'New York, New lork 10001,
remitting $3.00'for microfiche or $1.00 for photocopies.
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FIC. 1.Incidence of-exploratox behavior

aspects -of, the physical environrnent,much more frequently than at -the
mother, at whom he glanced only now and then, keeping visual-tabs on her;
in-episode 3, the stranger, ,the most novel feature of- the environment,, was
looked at more than the toys, and the,- mother was looked at -no more ire,
quently-than before.

Crying.Figure 2 suggests that the strange situation-dbes not in itself
cause alarm or-distress, for crying is-minimal in episode 2. Crying does not
increase significantly in episode 3 (p = .06S), which suggesti that the
stranger was not in herself alarming for most Ss, at least not when the
'mother was also present. The incidence of crying rises-in episode 4 with the
mother's first departure, it declines upon her return in episode 5, only to
increase sharply in episode 6 when she departs a second tune, leaving the
baby alone. It-does not decrease significantly when the stranger returns in
episode 7, which suggests that it is the mother's absence rather than-mere
aloneness that was -distressing- to most of the babies, and that the greater
-incidence of-crying in episode 6 than in episode,-4 4-largely due to a cumu-
lative effect.

Searchbehavic* during separaiion.The men strength of search be-
havior was moclerate'm episode (3.0), significantly stronger in episode
6 (4.6), and-moderate again in episode 7 (2.5). Although this Might Rig-

,
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2.Incidence of crying

gest that search_ behavior is especially activated by being left alone and
.reduced in- the presence of- the stranger, this interpretation is not - advanced
because of the contingencies of the stranger's behavior and her location
near the door. Some infants (37 percent) cried minimally -if-at in epi-
sode 6, and yet searched strongly. Some (20-percent) cried desperately,-but
searched:weakly or not- at-all: Some (32 percent) both cried and-searched.
All but four "Ss reacted' to being left alone with either one.or-other of:these
attachment behaviors.

Proximity- seeking and contact-maintaining behaviors. Figure '3 -shows
n that efforts to regain contact, proximity or interaction with the mother.

occur only weakly in episodes 2' and 3 but are greatly intensified by brief
separation ,experiences. -Contact-maintaining behavior 'is negligible' in epi-
sodes 2 and 3, rises in the first reunion episode (5),-and rises even more
sharply in the second reunion- episode (8). In the case-of both classes of
behavior the increase from.episodes.2=through5 to 8 is highly significsa-3!
(p < ,001). Some Ss showed these behaviors in- relation to the stringer,
also. Thus, for-example, a few infants approached-the strangt.:',in each-of
the episodes in which the stranger, was present, but.substantially fe."er:than
those who approached the mother. Some infants were picked up by the
-stranger in episodes 4 and 7in an atteriipt-to comfort themand some of

t1
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these- did cling tb her and/or resist being put down again. Nevertheless
praximity-seeking and-contact-maintaining behaviors were displayed much
less:frequently and less strongly to the stranger than _to the mother. ,

Contact- resisting and proximity-aaoiding behaviors.Talile I shows
the incidence of contact-resisting and proximity-avoiding behaviors di-
rected to both mother and stranger. Contact-resisting behavior directed
toward the nother occurred- very rarely in the pr6eparation episodes-be-
cause the mother had been instructed not to-intervene except in response
to the baby's deQands, and therefore episodes 2 and 3 are. omitted from-
the table. In the-reunion episodes, some Ss resisted contact with the mother,
but many did not. Therefore -table I shows -the incidence of this behavior
rather than its mean strength.

About .one third of the sample showed contact7,resisting behavior to
the mother in episode 5, at least to some degree, and about one half showed
it in episode 8. All butroneirifant who scored relatively high (4 or higher)
in contact-resisting behavior received a comparably high score On contact,
maintaining behavior. Thus, at least when.directed to the mother, contact-
resisting behavior seems to represent,slaSsic ambivalencewanting- to be
held, wanting to be close, and at the same lime angrily resisting contact.

Contact and interaction with the stranger Were also resisted but some-
what less-frequently than with_the-other. Six Ss showed fairly strong _eon-
,tact- or interaction-resisting behavior (scores of 4 or higher)_, with both

Cottect..41aislii, Whowlirs
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1Strength of proximity-reeking and-contactmaintaining behaviors di-
rected toward the mother.
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TABLE 1

INCIDENCE OVCONTACT-R.ESISTir,4=A;IP_
BEHAVIOR-TO MOTHER AND STRANGER

a

_

STRENGTH OF
PEUAVIOR

PERAVIOR TO NOTRE* 13E11AViOR TO STRANGER

Episode'S Episode 8 Epigticie 3 Episode 4 Episodet7

4 Resist Contact

64
2-3\'

P. ._ 1

. 4,
5."9

38

6
.8.

13
29 ',

0
5
2

-49

6
3
3

44

7
12
3

.34

Avoid Proximity

'6-7
4-5
2-3

1
.

7
17

. 3
29

5-,
"13

'7
31

4
7

-7
38

i
3,'
1

51

1

6
2

45

..,' .

stranger in episcae 7.and with mother in episode 8, but, for the most part,
babies-who tended to resist the mother did not stranger and vice

versa. -

,

___ Proximityand interaction-avoiding-behavior did not. occur in relation, /\

to-the mother in the preseparation episodes,..foi the mothers- nonparticipant /

\,role made n ,clainv on the baby's attention, But, as,,shOwn in table 1, it.

occurred to s me, degree in about half the sample in each of- the reuniyn

episodes, 5 -and -8. About one -third of,,IWsamp e-avoided-the stranger at

?somefirle in episode-1,7ignoringh-er, avoiding meeting her eyes, or msiving

further away-from her .Ihe incidence ofitheke behaviors declined' in episode

4, and' even
samplebided neither mother nor stranger, b t those who showed this

lirtep-Tse 7-remained-less than in-tt
e-

piiode 3. About half 'the

----ali

ehavior iitany strength (score of 4 or over) to One did not show it to the
.

other.-.' I '
. i'

. DisCUSSIOW
I

.

These findings. illustrate the complex interaction- 3etweefi attachment

behavior, response to novel or unfamiliar stimulis objects and situations,
and responses to separation from the attachment ?bject and t ;,subsequent

-reunion. First,, let us consider response to novelty. It is .1) v commonly

accepted-that novelty may-elicit either-fear and avoidance or approach.and
exploration, depending both bn the. degree of ncrelty and uponClieilin--
stances. One of the conditions _which facilitates approach and,eXploration
of the novel is the presence, in reasonable but ndt necessarily close-prox-

imity, of themother7.the object Of attachment. The infants of thelpiesent

sample showed little alarm in the preseparation episodes of the strange

. situation. Their attachment behavior was not activated,' they tended not
. .

1,
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to -cling to the mother or ;even to Approach-her. They, used her as a `ecure,
base. ftom.which to .explore the strange -Situation. This finding is not-new:
Similar _observations have been reported by Arsenian (1)43),. Cox and-,
Carapbell &1968), Ainsworth and Wittig (1969), and Rheingold ,(1969),
for hunaan'subjecti, and by -Harlow (1961) fetr rhesus macaque, infants.
The presence of the mother can tip the balanck in favor of exploring the
novel rather-than avoiding it or withdrawing from it

Absence of-the motheitendfter tip the balance in the opposite direction
with a 'substantial heightening of attachment behayior and concomitant
lessening, of exploration. During the-mother's absence, proximity-promting
behaviors (crying and search) are 'evident The mother's return in the
reunion. episodes did not serge to redress the balance to its previous
level. Attachment behaviorsproximity, and contact-seeking and contact -
maintaining behaviors--rehiamed heightened. Crying did not. iminl-
,diately, subside many cases-and, despite thessniother's attempts to evoke
a renewed interest in erploring the properties-4 the toys, exploration re-
rained, depressed below-its initiallevel.

It was assumed that separatibm epi4odes totaling_,9 minutes. at most
,

would not have any lasting effect on the balance between attachment and
exploratory behavior, and Indeed the posttest behavior of_ the infants tended
to confirm this assumption. Ntvertheless these miriuscuIe separations evokes
behaviors which are sunilar in kind to those provoked by longer separations,.
although differing in duration and intensity. The behavior of these 1-year-
old humans in response to separations lasting only a few minutes :bears;
remarkable resemblance to the behavior of infant Monkeys in response to;

-separation for longer periodsa.week (Spencer-Booth be Ilrnde 1966) -or;
a month '(Kaufman 4 Rosenblum 1967). In these experiments-the, motheri
was -removed; and the infant left in hisfamiliar social group. Attachment
behavior, including distress calling and search for the mother, was height-,
Cited, and exploratory and p14. behavior stas depressed during' the sepai
ration,-The rafarits resporaltd more intensely to fnghterinig stimuli during,
separation than 'ss hen the mother was present. As continua__
there v.as some_ lessening of the intensity of distress and search, and sonic

/ recovery of exploiation and play,a recovery not manifest- by the human
infants in this sample in their very bnef separations. When the mother
was restored, hossesci, the infant morikeys,clung,ro-: er more and explored
fess"than tiro; had before separati,,ndiffenng in this from nonseparated,
co trots --acid these effects lasted for three months or more.

The response of infant monkeys to eiperimental separations strongly'
resembles the behasior of sotilig children, aged from 8 Months to 3' years
vhen,they undergo separations of several days, IA eeks, or even months
away tTom tisane in hospitals or residedial'nursenesyRubertsonand Bowlby,
(1,952);. Bowlby (1053), ,J1958), 'Heina.ke and Westlienner'
(196$) kale shown that di( 0.11,1 is at first acutely distressed, protests the,
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separatiOn'a.nd attempts to ream The Mother by all at his ,disposal
This initial- phase of responle tends to- give way to-despair, which in- turn
may give way, if-the separation endures long'enough to a brightening of
affect and renewed responsiveness to 'companions and to things iii the
environment. Attachment behavior directed toward the mother may have
disappeared, but reunion with the mother tends to reactivate it acid indeed
t..),intensify it f.)eylond its preseparation level. This heightened
to_persist for-a inure -or lest-prolonged period, usually-much longer than
separation ,itself. During the period after reunion -when the cluld's'att h-
ment behavior is heightened,- he is focused. on his _niotiler, attends less to

other peopleiand to, things inhit environment,'explores-less, and presumably,
learns less. An anduly prolonged heightening of Attaelunent'bchavior may
be viewed as a distortion.-of the attachment-exploration .balance. Some
long -term follow -up- studies (e.g, Bowlby, Ainsworth, Boston, A Roseiibluth,
1956) suggest that this kind of-behavior,,often described as overdependent,'
may-in some instances bealasting effect of long, deprivbig-separatihns.

Let us turn from attachment behavior to consider those 'behaviors.
that work against contact- and proximity-seeking,;namely, contact-resisting
and proximity- and -interaction:avoiding behaviors.' Contact - resisting
behavior, as -directed toward the mother, usually occurred in conjunction
with contact-seeking-behavior, and hence, as suggested earlier, implies an
ambivalent response. Ambivalent or rejecting and angry responses are
reported as common m young children returning honk after brief separations
(e.g. Heinicke & Westheimer 1965.) Separdtion heightens aggressive be--
havior of this kind as well as attachment behavior, and predisposes the
child toward angry outbursts upon, minimal provocation. Spencer-BoOth
and Hinde (1966) report similar increase ofoiggression in monkeys.-,'iii
usually intense tantrums occur in response to any discon'ragement of
contact-seeking behavior during the, period of .reunion %fter separaticrn,
Seine of our strange - situation, Ss showed contact-resisting b6haviOr toward
The stranger. Although in, some cases this-may indicate (eat of the strange'

person, it see likely that in some, perhaps most, it is a manifestation of
aggreision evok d by the mother's departure.

Proximity- voiding behavioi', mi. the other hand, seems likelyeto-stem
--from different sources in the case of-the strangci than i the case of the..
mother, e'en though the overt behavior seems the sa e in both cases. '
Ignonrig the stranger, and looking, turning, or movin away from he
probably imply an a% nidance of the unfamiliar t.nd fearrevoking ,person
This is suggested by the fact that these responses are there frequent (as
directed toward the stranger) in episode 3, when the stranger has first
appeared, than in later episodes. Similau moidance of the mother cannot be

.due to unfamiliarity, and seems_unliKely to be -caused by fear. Such behavior
oc4urs in the reunion episodes, and L more frequent than avoidInceof.the
stranger. . .-

J..
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Proximity- and' interaction - avoiding behavior in relation to-the mother
is shown in_ striking form-,by some young,childien upon-reunion after sepa-
rations lasting- for weeks or months. Robertson and Bowlby (1952) and
Ileinicke and NVestheirner, (1965) report that some children_do not seem
to recognize.their mothers_ upon reunion, and that-for a longer or shorter
tine they remain- distant from her and treat her like- a stranger. Bowlby
(1950) has termed- this kind of distanciation "detachment." During a

protestprolonged- separation, detachment tends to succeed protest and despair
reactions, and after reunion it may persist for a long timeeven in-
definitely in-casessin "which separations have been verrldng-and depriving.
Such .behayior has not yet-been- reported in nonhtupan ,primatesperhaps-
because their experimental have- been brief, perhaps because
of,species differences.

Avoidance responses -of -the-kind observed-in the strange -situation in
relation to the motherlooking away, turning awaymay be detachment
.in the making and- so constitute 'a primit.,-.e- kind of defense. The con-
stellation of individual differences in=the strange-situation sample supports-
this hypothesis, although it is impossible here to present detailed evidence.

It May be pertinent, however, to .refer to a similar looking-away,
response found in two experiments on the conditioning sand extinction of
attachment behaViors. Brackbill (19,58) worked with the smiling response.
During die conditioning period she provided contingent reinforcement- for
smiling by responding socially to the baby each time\ he smiledand
smiling increased in frequency: During the-extinction, period she met the
baby's- smile with an impassive face. Not only did the -frequency of
smiling decrease, but, when theexperimenter.failed to respond--to -a smile,
the baby fussed and looked away. -It became increasingly difficult to catch
the baby's-eye. 1-leslooed away from the person who liad,preiouslyssein-

.. forced his attachment behavior but who no longer did so. Similar resulti
are reported for an experiment- on babbling by Rbeingold, Gewirtz, and
Ross. (1959)-.

s

These findings highlight the fact that in extinctionas indeed learning
theorists have often themselt es emphasizedthere is an active process of
blocking the response by another, antithetical behavior, rather than or in
addition to the weckening of -the 'strength of smiling (or babbling) be-
havior itself. This-suggests that detached behat for may consist of responses,
incompatible with attachment behavior, ',which have, often temporarily,
gained the greater strength. That attachment can endure despite a period
of detachment is shown by the strength With which attachment behavior
can.lieak through into-osert.expression in the case of young children who
do not at reunion seem to recognize their mothers, but who subsequently
manifest much -heighttAed pmxinuty seeking and contact:maintaining be-
havior.

,

o

In summary, -continuities hve been noted between attachment a d

-41 t%1:0-J
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exploratory-behavior and 'their activating and terminating conditions, ob-
ser;ied in the microcosmpoe the laboratory strange=situation, and similar
'behaviors and conditions as reported by field studies, clinical studies, and
experunentaIltuches for bot humans and-nonhumanTrimate subjects, it,is
urged that the concept Of a tachment and attachment behavior employed
as a guide in_ future studies be given a broad enough perspective:to com-
prehend the spectrum of fuidings relevant to attachment which have been
sampled this discussion.

PROPOSITIONS FOR A COMPREHENSIVE CONCEPT;OF ATTACHMENT

The following propositions are suggested- as essential- to a -compre-
hensive ;concept of attachment. They are based- on an ethiological-evolu-
tionary point of view, and hive _been formulated on the basis of-reports of
a broad range of investigations, including naturalistic studies of mother-
infant interaction, and studies of Mother-child separation find reunion in
both human and nonhuman primates, as well as the-ill alive strange-
situation -study reported here: , ,

\--
I. Attachment is not coincident with attachment havior. Attach-

ment behavior may be heightened or diminished by COlditionsenviron-
mental and intraorganisrnic4whIch may be specified enpirically. Despite
situationally determined_ w g id waning of atta ent behavior, the
individual is nevertheless predisposed intermittently toi seek proximi; -to
the object of attachment. It this predispositionWhic may be conceived
,as_having_an,inner, struc -basisthat is the ettac int. Its_manifesta-
dons are accessible to observation over time; a sho time-sample may,

'however, be misleading.
2. Attachment behavior is heightened in situatio perceived as threat-

ening, whether it is an.extenlal danger-or an actual or impending separation
from the attachment object that constitutes the threat.
k , 3. When strongly a..tiated, attachment behavior is incompatible
with exploratory behavior. On the other hand, the stale of being_attached,
together with the presence of the attachment ohjec , may support and
facilitate exploratory behaskIrs. Provided that there no threat of sepa-
ration, the infants likely up, be able to use his mo er as a secure base
from which to explore, manifesting no alarm in even a trange situation as
long as she is 'present. Undeirthese circumstances the elative absence of
attachment behavior of pri:Vmity_Tromoting_behavior n_not be con
sidered an index of -n weak attachment.,

4. Although attachment "behavior may diminish or e en disappear in
The course of a prolonged Etbsence from the object of ttachment, the
attachment is not necessarily diminished, attachment beha "or is likely to

_ ree erge in full or heightencd strength upon reunion, w th or without
dela

te-lit (1- t(. - p.5 14

1.6J
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5. Although individual differences `have not been stressed- in this-dis--
cussion, the meld ce_of ambivalent- (contact-resisting) and probably de:"
[come (proximity- avoiding -) patterns of behavior in the reunion episode's
of the strange situation aze a reflection of the fact that attachment rela-

tions are qualitatively different from one attached pair to anotliet. Thete-
qualitative differences, together with the sensitivity of.altachrnent behavior
to situational determinants, make it very difficult to ',assess the strength or
intensity of an attachment. It is suggested that, in the present state of our
knowledge, it is wiser to explore qualitative differences, and their correlates
and antecedents, than to attempt premature quantifications of strength of

attachment. .
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COXIZTS (.iZ,

by rarrone rcorc,

Services to Chi'idren ..ad Families

T. Wao shail have priority for sccvice,:

A. Children qndr six. We woalc plorcr, h.A.,ec, to :.....this
changed to children under nine or at least children under eight.
and the focus,Should:be on parent education for all children
in order that.parents tught provide =oat of the child care
rather than to induce, if not mandate, care for children in
general.

S. 3i.advinta, la...lies). We believe that
broad definition should be given to the word "disadvantaged",
although, with parent educatioa, maay cgidren who are now cis.-
advantaged nay teems: advantaged withoat'interventio= by the
Government. We stron6Iy agree with a number of child.psy-
chlutrists who are under toe conviction that simply because a
few children need these services, Is no reason to generslime
them for all. In other words, simply because we provide. instill"
for diabetics does not mean :ha: we need to provide insulin for
All people.

C. Children of working mothers. When =others must work obviously
we must provide care for the children-up until school age. And
this care, we believe, should be as close to a hole type environ-
ment as practicable. But =any of these mothers,do.not have to
work, and many of the= would be happy not te,work if they were
convinced that the developmental needs of theircchildren (and '
hopefully the conventional viSdoand social.preSsure) pointed
that way.

.

Children of ample parent., Sa=e comments apply as to (C) above.

.

II. How services shall be obtained:

A. On a voluntary basis. But here apAln,we must note that =any
times social pressures are ncaej as powerful and in some cases
more powerful than legal ms_dates.

3. at be reneested by Parentl. But such opportunities should
not be laid before the parents without careful education' on the
developmental needs of their children, so that they clearly
see both sides of the picture. This is very important.
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A. Funds to be appropriated for these service: only when equal or
greater tunds have been appropriated for Beadatsrtprograms.
"ileadstart now his become quite a broad program, including HOZO-.
start and others. Win do not understand whether or not this
portion of the proposed legislation is simply a_political gesture
'because Beadstare has becomq such a big thing. We see. no great
harm in using the term He-dstart if it is understood clearly i$

-* that it is treated in a broader perspective in terms of parent
education, and without social pressures, 4$ noted above.
Otherwise we believe that this provision would be inappropriate.

B. :undo available to public and private non - profit seencies (in-
-eluding educational).- See no Lwroprlety here as long as there is
a clear -cat philosophy An these agencies of concentrating on
the home rather than on out-of-Lome care. except-where absolute-
ly necessary.

It'. Services for which funds may be use It should be noted in this
connection that Title 1. Section 101 (A) of ;Le legislation- obligates
this Secretary to "take all necessary action to coordinate thild and
family service programs under his jurisdiction". It should be pb-
served that this program may very clearly depend upon the philosophy
of the Secretary and his Staff. Paraneters should be built in to
centdr type of care wherever possible, and educate to that end.
While we will make further statement in the summary'of this analysis,
'perhaps it should be pointed out here that this entire bill scene to
make. much more of an effort of concentrating on parenting. than before, Yet
actually if is seeking to involve parents in care out of the home
more than it is involving professionals to help parents and in other-
wise to educate for sound care of the child wilhin the home. These
particularly apply to-A and B immediately below. Another question that

'arises here is whether or not these services for which funds maybe
used are those other than geadstart, or include the large proportion
of the =eney for Beadstart?

.OT

A. sari -pr full-day child care programs in

1. arild'c ewe hone. This is often needed.
."3

2. 'Group homes. Also prmising as a form of family day card.

3. Other care facilities. It should be noted that there are other
avenues as-well es those mentioned above, John bo-alby, for
example, believes that- mother clubs of one kind or another,
where mothers can bring the children together, might be en-

- courage&

'b. -Educational programs to meet special needs of children and
families.,
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C. Family services, such as education and consultation for pat:eats
or other family membere functio:Ing i1 the capacity of parents,

and for prospectiye and-expectant parents. There are a number

of techniques that night be mentioned-here such,, as a much
broader use-of the mai media, perhaps utilizing one-minute
spots on television for education of parents, the possibility

of using block parties, etc:

D. ()them social, medical,, and soecial service.; (see pp. 8-9).

( V. Criteria for assistance to programs:
e

A. Maintain a parent- policy eommirtee (sac p. 10 for composition-of

committee). We have some reason to doubt that parent policy
committees should include only"parents of children served by

path program". We can sec a majority of members as such parents,

but why not utilize experienced parents-whose-ehilaren_have
already passed these years, and specialists in the local commun-
ity who may make a contribution without charge to the program.

B. Provide fo- reeolar and freclaant dis.r.emAnation of infornirfon_u_
nnrenrg. We refer again to the media, particularly spots on both

TV and radio.as.Fell as direct dissedlnation. There is also the

passibility of involving parents in prograMs within the-school.

For example we are considering the possibility pf having certain

schools in Benton Harbor, from grades 4 through 6 and possibly
7 and 8,1ave the children go to school a half-day for-relative-

.'ly intensive studying and spend half of the day out working on

' community projects, This would be done without pay, but to build

. not only manual skills, but character qualities and responsibility,

dependability, order, promptneas, industry, etc., as well as

- nicer graces of patience, - kindness and concern for others and

ingnes3 to serve, Parents cart participate in such programs with

great effectiveness if-they join with the-teachers.

C. This is an old,

and proven technique if followed through.

D. Maintain a mild F r

,-.11ythrpriza,aawasyr Ar least one-third-

of the membersolo shall be persons-who are economically disadr

vantaged. We asked-the question of why "at least" one-third of
the membership, This -may In some cases be-well over-half Or two-

-thirds. And-this might be entirely undesirable. Suth,policies

have led"to some of our-mobt serious obstructions of sound prac-
tice 15 some of our disadvantaged areas.

040 1 a 1

_aeonenic briCketafind, with an appropriate and-flexible fee schedule.
Wefbblieve that this might be sound where out- of.home care Is ab-

-solutely-esSential. in,a number of places in-Europe the flexible

fee schedule is working effectively. but we must hasten to point

out that where generalized day-care is provided, a greater and

,greater demand is created./

0

2
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This has resulted in parent strikes in schools in Germany,
for example, where they-have 45 children per teacher and do
not want to take in any more childten, yet where parents
picket the schools because their children will not be taken in.
Some preschools-in,Fradce go-as high 1 to 50 and -1 to 60 in

tLeir adult-child ratios.

Include attention to lmag..age ate t%, history cultur_l back-

ground-of minority-and bilingual groups. This goes withiut-sgy-

in:, but-should not be made a fetish.

VI. ApportionMentef funds:

A. At least 10% for handicapped children. We are.not exactly sure
wny-the 10% figure is placed in here. Handicapped children
should receive attention regardless of vat it costs. And they

should have one of the highest priorities. And we of course are
treacing"handicapped" at a word-Which implies children who are
payeically or emotionally or psychologically handicapped beyond
the normal definition-of "disadvantaged". And we should realize
that these may include children from affluent and middle. class
homes.

B. Funds to be apportioned for children of migrant agricultural
workers, disadvantaged children, and children of Indian tribal

organizations. A great need, but should be done dispassionately._
s

. C. .',,t more than 52 for model programs, We are Cot sure that 5%
is adequate here. At least 101 would seem xi:tore likely re-
striction, for experlmfntation is needed. As for example in
Benton Harbor which is now considered to be one of the worst
cities in-the nation. The people are now realizing_that they

'have been going in the wrong direction In fragmenting the
family through the ADC progrags which push the fithers-out at
one-end and the social pressures on preschool which push the
little children -out at the other end. We are-proposing model
programa which integrate rather than fragment the family.

D. At least 5% for.monitoring and enforcing standards. The words
"at lease'hereloother Me. It setts to me we should certainii,
monitor and enfora the programs, but this.epcourages a higher
overhead than may be necessary.

E. Remaining funds allocated to States for:

1.- Disadvantaged children, 50%.

,2. Children under six, 25%.

3. Children of working_mothers and_single narrt 25%.

We would be interested in knowing why these are stated in this
way, when States have such daff...1-,at problems. In other words

we feel that this is quite arbitrary.
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VII. ,Projected research:

Techniques to measure and evaluate child and family services,
ant: to test alternative methoes of providing such services.Yes.

B. 'fisting preschool programs emphasie,a reading and reading
reaainess, have reservationsi Acadismfe asset not necoed.

Screening and testing for p.vsic.1 and learning disabilities,
Jae :or- diagnosis anc treatmont or health prop:ems. ay 1 means.

D. Evaicai-on, dissemimatI4n.ndm-.plicatioa o: research finuings.
bone Kinddor teeth snoulo pe put into Ch:s provision. Currently
there is little real attentidi to,the correlation or interrela-
tion of research, and even 1gs to its dissemination in an
understandable way. sac result is that the typical legislator
does not really undelstanti the language of the professionals
and makes himself ripe for tho.e of vested snte:ests who come
an with simpler language. And regarding the application of
research, we have one of the greatest needs of all, for all
kindsapf rationale are utilized to place conventional wisdom
and yelful thinking over the hard facts of research.

Conrlo'iors and'Recormendations.

,As indicated earl4er the inient of this bill appears to be very sim-
ilar to the earlier Mondale,layats B.gl. In teat it stems to focus largely
on out-of-home experiences. It appears to go much ferther In a design
to inflade parents 1n planning ana implementation of care services for
their children, yet our research clearly tells us that this ls the wrong
way to look as a central direction,

S-,re Services needed: As we have repeateily pointed out, we must provide
sound care for children whose parents cannot or will not take care Of
them adequately at home, And to the extent that Bill S LZC cakes these
provision., we certainly commend it. There are many parents who for
financial, psychological, emotional, or physical reasons siaply are
unable to provide the proper care for the children. Sound care should,
be provided for these, children.

Yet for other children-the great majority of America's very young -se believe,
that this legislation should be modified to concentrate on parent education
welch will help these parents onders.amd the developmental needs of their,
enildren and encouragli then by every means possible to take care of their,- of

own children in thir own homes. Our hopes are that the conventional *

wisdom and social pressures might thus be reversed °t least strongly
codified. This is practicable if care fs taken to help parents know-how
to built values in their children and in ;urn feel: their own adequacy as
parents,

oirmh: We would also reeemmend that ceepratave studies be made as
between schmols and iestitut,on. on the one ha:Id and home with parents
on the other in which ,ehieye.iet, maturity (intluding sociality, attitudes
toward school, etc.) and tehnlYiar might he stedied. We haye rcpiatedly had .

call. for temparative atudie,, len4itudinal in nature., or at least using
longitudinal data, in which e,rly s,hool ...attains are compared with thorse
uho are retained in the home uudir riasoceibly sound care. Research in all,

ZC areas should be more thoroughly interrelated pad =arc simply, widely
,complutely communicated, ,...tae, .11 midi, available with greatest .k.1,.

4 11-''Si'
4
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Dionitv of Parenthood; One of the several critice separately involved in
this summary and analysis wrote of the cred of the Government to re-establish
in mothers confidence'in their motherhood. Help then to sense that they
are able to take care of their °nil children and that their children are
better off in their care. There's a great deal of emphasis these days on .
the-Socialization of cbildren. any do not realize that little children
need much time in solle4e to work out their' own fantasies. "ey do
net need to have these experiences and this care diluted or d.stracted
bf group peer pressures-which they almost invariablyfind in preschoolsi
with possible dilution-of their values as taey move from home into schools.-
Xnetever possible, children need to learn the vaf.rous character qualities
mentioned above - dependability, patience, etc. - io.thout the constant -

distraction of the nursery school or of other eieentaimment outside the home.

It may be-necessary to subsiffiie done tothers as well as,to train them,
particularly those mothers who, when they learn 4he developmental needs
of their children arc willing to stay hose with 4hem. As we have pointed
out, from out research findings, this is probablA far more cost-effective
than our present programs ohiCh tend to gragment home instead of build-
ing a sense of adequacy in parents..

'to

r,
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to
lorifeblirifaltar Mondale
talted :Stites- 'donate

D.C. 20510_

:11iesta!'itoildales,

te-this la reference to the rpoeiceing-of -alst logislaticia_to
and increase day caret preschool education:, health and

'ties services *Venable to 11 dies =for their' ehildren..'

iit.-"talicsztuttthe ion erthis letttalatioala that.its
more and nore-iiathers into-the woriforeo-sail- ,

plays_ Abe advents*: to-pullies and to societY,to-have mothers
at Caring for their' yohng. I, swayers of n l ,the.- ar40...ents for
ada_qua .day care programs end understand D.tt to Ittaciie

. the ,of a pother at hew.* and vista; publicize its mdventaia
' dawari , t politicalzrtnipractiee. I-have-been ,to,..asia and-area ,'

-care ixio;-%nass,- Urea and..soen their for' t2.24.

----- '1/4; of .7.*:2-141= =14.ibutFaz._ X ileriously question tale
trend-in hi a, country as the optiruzi.typo of cuzi-L for-the rajorkiy
of oer .children althousah limos'-of its no or too-aatly
-psycholoit and fluanaidily inpaikwd. families.;

This is tier ofr-deop c'onceen. for the type of feuilrlife thiq,
Xatiod-eis Trite raxturs. rine,,eislly, it l.aky eopeal to may
nithers to eek increased inecie.e, hut no ono has ytid what yin
h aw= to acme's-ale systea when almost all zothurs are wor:Firtg.
1,1wit.wiLl-1.be done then to..boost-Ither(1:1P?- X--,InaOW that sow-politl!-Aans--
will risk t Jobs by adVOcetin; far mothers-who swain at ha;le
in the came o children to ace ti years a-saibi.-idy, the -0/divalent-cif
tees aVeracoet e a.".lary per Yea..-*.. Stisneds to be neriouelY
consi*red if a-really era conetalled about-philarea and ranil*
life, Itilditionallyt.voliticia.is Ellat bo. caterer -,erns loadtra and
inform perentt a the volna or the mother-to preaeaoe. )411
'there at in lit all posaibie for- her to to there. 1-lbori the isn't

oho eziLidd know Von a =loot/tut* althouFli isaceasary,
can never rcelat4o adequate mothering, which Cectes-a rani* Savory:hie

liana -for and )ea hualiand. It is homier .for w wtzsua tq
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The km:cable ,WalterMondele
March l2; 1.975
pig,- 2
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sirs& a horn -than -to work as a secreiary, lawyer. research worker,
cab driver, etc: 'X knee of uo greater revers; den-to-rase .v
'children 1:rgiune to all the trappings of social and peraceit.1.-fa ileroi.

. Therefore, I appeal to You to include-a statement setting foith_thir'
advantages of a mother's can for her children ih-the .hoes-during "
:their early iiiii.

SB:C*-tte
Eackla
,cc t Senator JaCoh ,Javits

Representative ,John Brademus
RePresentative_Alphonzo Sell
Representative Margeiet M. Hecklerl

.e

Sidney Berman, M.D:
Past.President,_ Mexican
.Acadecy, of Child-Psychiatry

P.S. I have included amarticle in vhich:I make reference to
this matter on page 620. I do haoe you have to-read it
roY it.meocco dirGicz reference to your le,sislaulve' proposal
regarding day care.

1

a.

1 7
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A*dos Attachment -and- Defensive Re cams.
Associated with 15a- sre

hfare Curtis Blelfar

Johns ,Hoplihs University /
Butt" pow Cvnris. Anxious AttaclImeni and Defermvc licacttortx Associated- with -Doti
Care. CHILD Dmattar sm.+. 19:4, 45. 6S3-. 692 -20 -2- and 3- ;car -old children attending full-
time romp day care sere comNred, mith 20-home-reared children of the same -aget A

tandardized-ittange s,tirthon. Analystsfocused.un sosponXs to ,eri.aation from and reunion
with the mother, Findings-indicate qualitative -disturbances in the mother-child relationihip
in daycare .childien.,and this ssas- attributed to -the donilitive effects 9f frequent daily
SepAratlop%. The child's age at the-time that day care began,inf' snood the kind of distinbabee.
shown. Those who started day care a-age 2 shou.ed asoidant oenoJor-uprap reunion ',kith the
mother, whereas those Mel staried.day care at age 3 shooed anxious, ambisalent;beha'vror.

ull.day group care for infants and-tod-
&as differs hom home care in mo.niajoi %Nays.
A child us grosp care is-rearcd by multiple cal e-
givers rather than by one or a few figures, and .
he-rs separated dailv .from his-primary mother
fi-urc 1.3cuslbe (1969, 1073) hapotliesind that
an infant is biased genetically to, maintain a de.
gree nf.proannty to his mother figure and pre.
disposed reward becoming ....ached to her.
Does fun.tbne group day care constitute a Suffi-
cient departure from the envirnnment to which
it child's behavioral systems are prcati..pted to
generate anomalies-in the clevelopmcnt,of at-
iichment? Mole specifically. can an infant ae-
vclop ari.attacment to his-mother figure if-he
'spends 9 IQ hours a day sigh substitute,
caregivers in a group setting? Can a young child
who has alreadytecomc attached to his mother
figure sustain a normal relationship with her de-
spite the repeated, long ...daily separations Im-
plicit in day cafe? There it a dearth of research
addrCssec1,10 these questions.

Caldwell, Wright, Honig, and Tannin.
baum (1970) studied the effects of day care on ,
infants who entered care in the first yearof life
or early in the second Year. They focifsed on a
number' of ,va.rialiks purporting to reflect the
strength of child.rnother attachmentaffiliation.
nurturance, absence of hostility, Permissiveness,

4

'This study was undertaken as a doctoral dissertation -at thosJohns Uppkins University. An
early version tif,tliss paper was preseoted-at the biennial meeting of the Society for Research

.. .
in Child Devel9pment,-Philadehia, March 1973, in a symposium entitled "Anxious Attach-
ment and Defensive, 1 wish tb thank Mary D. Ainsworth and' Julian Stanley for
their critical comments and Nary B. Main for her assistance. in the data ahalysis.
addess. Department o(Psychology, johns Hopkins thilwirsity. Daltinune,,Nlaryland 21218.

17c)0
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dependency. happiness, and emotionality Find -
ing yin sign;ficarit-dilicences between their day-
cale and lio e-reared groups, they concluded
that full -tonic lay care did not prevent children
lions tlevelopi g attachments of s:tonna) strength
to then mothers. .

The present study concerns ohlerichildren ,

who were at borne with theientothers either 2
or 3 years before beginning day care. It ad-
dresses itself not to the question of day care's
effects on attachment inrmatinn processes, but
to the effects' of repeated, daily separations on _
qualitative aspccts of established attachment
relationships.

Research into children's responses to' major
separations, lasting weeks or months, hat demi ,
pisstrated-adverse effects, the severity oflw Ch
depends on a number of factors,such a the .
child's age, the length of the separation, a the
availability of -responsive substitute cant ers.

. In: one notable study, Robertson and flowlhy
(1952).Observed three - distinct phases an chil-
dren's reactions- td major institutional :jsepira-
tion. Initially, there oc,c, urred -a ptritist phase'.
followed by e despair phase. If the *Separation
was very -long -and conditions were-depriving;
children would manifest a detachment phase.
Marked by loss nimterest -in the mother and

114
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stipei;ici.l.r2. 'in intcrpersonal relies re.tops. De.
tact. ticst vas "11terprcted as a- ds ftris.se bt-
havieral pattiin stemming -from repression of
anxiety end ambivalence riec-Isiond by sepa-
ratitm,. -

Reunion behaviors ofanddrcn after matcn
separatior, is pualle consist of ar,Ar) rcji.,tiuii of
or apparent indifference to the mther, alter-

. nating with heightened attachment behaviors
(Hernicke ti;Westherrner 1965). How eser, de-
tached children-tend-to persist in this musk,
sometimes indefinitely, before recsrabrishing a_
relationship, usuallyllaf a perinanently .ainnius

,qualits -(Robertson flowlby 1952). Anna orth
Cpersoraal c;arn:nuntEation)., ha;ing eAarroried
Robertson and llowlby's data, reported that
younger children in their sample (between ages

and 211...),were more hkelv to des, op detach-
- men: thin-older-children (betwee ages 3-and

4), %%110 were More capable of intaming an
attachment to the mother, albeit of an ansious
qoality.

Although somemcd.slurbance_is a predictable
outcome-of separation once a child has-become
attached, distress can be attenuated if be has
the 'opportunity to form a- dose relationship
with, a substitute figure (e,g,.. Robertson &
Robertson 1971) or if'hc remains in a-familiar
ensironment %shill: separated-from his (wither
Oarrow 1961).

. s In order to assess the posibility that day
', care could affect attachment, the strange situa-

tion. a ttehnique=sensitive to qualitative differ.
ences in the mother-child relationship, was
chosen. This 'situation first elicits exploratory

'behavior, and died, through a series of separa-
tionsand reunions. heightened attachment be-
havior. Ainsworth. Bell, and Stayton _(1971)_
classified I yea; olds Ynto three groups chiefly
on the 'basis of reunion behaviors The first-
gkup was, active in seeking and maintarning
proximity to and contact with the mother upon
reunion. A second group sought little proximity
or contact but actively avoided proximity and
interaction. A third group infixed seeking prox-
imity and contact with resistance of contact, and
interaction. Stable relationships were found,
bath between the infants strange-situation be,
havior and his home behavior and between his
behavior and-maternal behavior! Infants in the
first group-had histories of harmoniouS interac-
tior With the mother, while infants in the other
groups had-histories -of distutbed- interaction.
Ainsupth and Bell.(1970) compared asoidant
and resistant behaviors observed -in the strange.

situation wit detachment and ambivalence
others Lase n .ted in young children after maw
separation.

Aflame i Ainc%%orth has used her situation
to study en., ,%dirS1 'differences in, atnachment;
others Sr(Maevolov ,Feldman 1972, Marvin
1972) hale ;also' used it -to observe normatne
patterns of apach-oent behavior and changes in
patterns over the, first 4 years of life. They
found a gri4ual decline in seeking contact with
the-mother rpon-reunion and then in seeking
pro:so:As t4-her. Ma,r. _ iinf, of contact upon
re coon tended to disappear by Sge 2, and seek-

prosirraty tended to disappear by age 4.
Separation protest declined inoresharp!) around
age 3.

In the present studs., the-strange situation
wa? used to ccerparre responses to *eparation
from and reunion ss ith the mother in groups pf
day-care and home-reaed children. Depending
on one's theoretical print of view,-there are
three predictions that can be made: (1) day-
care children will bet as e no differently from
the controls. on the,a,sumption.that day care
dots not affect attach ment, (2) da}-c. re chil-
dren will be less di .resscd-1. s separation and
willexl?thitless stri ugly heightened attachment
behaviors-upon reunion because of their more
frequent epenenres with-separation, (3) day-
care children will 6hitat disturbances ru attach.
ment' related to daily separation, and the type
of distulliance will be related-to-the-child's de-
velopmental level at the time of entenng day
care. -,;\

Method

Subjects
The subjects were. 40 middle-class chi!.

dren, all but one white. Twenty were enrolled
in full-time group day care and 20 were reared
by their mothers at home. Ten of the dapeare
group had entered centers at a mean age of
25 66 months (SD = 1.81 months) and 10 at
a mean age of 34.83 months (SD = 2.45
months). Both groups had been enrolled for
approximately the same length of nme when
obsersed---4.55 months for the younger group
(SD = 2.56 months) and 4.18 months for the
older group (SD -= 1.69 months"). When ob-
served they had mean ages -of 30.23 months
(SD = 2.20 months) and 39.62 months (SD =
1.98 months), respectively. The mean ages of
the home-reared groups at the time of obseria-
non were 30.23 months (SD = 1.98 months)
and 39.46 months (SD = 1.95 months). Equal
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nurnhers of males arid ',males neae olt,eisesliat
tachage level.

,One assumption underlying the comparr
son was that the groups were equivalent or
aosables affecting the qin ity of attachinerilt
other than tho dad) separations implicit-,in day
rare. This assumptinn would he- unnecessary rq
an esperimental study which randomly assigned
children to day care nr home tearing, but such'
a study would he esiremely difficult tn earn"'
out. Ilnweser, all children were from middle.
class homes, both in terms n1 parental-educa
lion and iner7rie Both-parents %sere ptesent in
the home. Measures of the home enviinnment
which support the assumption nf equivalence \
hetsseen the groups sub be reported lx.luw.
Eieht pew eta of da)-care children am; fit+
of home-man:a cbddicu ,Ntle firstborn. Four
das.care childign'had ken cared for-by baby-
sitters approsimat14. 4 mouths before starting
gioup-clas Cabe. Tiadee-home-reared
olds attet;dedy nurser) school tsso ur three morn-
ings a we r,-

CqA oration in collecting a day -tine Sam
pie ,, C.Li.t."ed flOila lout innate centers that
fans eel traditional nurser) selionl ree,anes %%Ali
little emphasis on structured academic pro.
graMs. The degree of structuliag in play and
theomount of orginizecl-group -activrties were
greater for the older children than for the
younger. Children were segregated into pimps
of 2- and 3 -sear -olds, 4-yearnlds, and 5-year-
nlds. Two earegners w eie assigned to each
group. and they did not shift oso.,.,tlie course nf
the week. On Ai...as cragc. caregisers tended to
remain in their ppsitinns fnr 3 years. At age 4
and,again at age 5, chidien moved up into a
new group with new caregisers. In the 2. and
3..stiar.nld ginup, the ratio of earegiseis tn chr). 1

414 was 1.8 or IX. di pending-on du (VIM 1

A r.'egistered nurse was nn hand daily at twn of. 1

the ceriteil. Names of ad children attending the
ee ors wete prowled beforehand by uircctins,
an from this list parents were contacted mill-
vi ually. All but one agreed tn cooperate. Fedi.-
at csans in private ,practice supplied names of
homereared children. and all but two parents
contacted agreed fo participate.

Procedure /
The first part of the procedures entailed a

1$ -hour home visit to each mother.eliald pair
by the investigatnt. Its purposes were to °stab
huh rapport with the mother, to instruct her
about the study, and to assess the general qual-
ity of- stimulation provide/if the child by has

t ,
f

1

.

livatie Csau,iuiusnt. Each visit was rated on the
Inventory of flume Stimulation, devised by
Cilmlwrcll (Calchsell et al. 1970). The majority
nf the items w ere straightforward and depended
on firsthand observation-of the home ant nf
nunlicr-child interactinn rather than ofi maternal A
report alone. For esample, rt was noted if the
mother_spnise spnntancously to the child at least
twice, if she-caressed -or (aced him, ml b mks
%%ere present-and visible, nr Jibe had a pd,t../.
measure nf the mother's empathy Or sacial
sensitivity was obtained, by use 1;f a ()tont
technique devised by Hogan (.15169). rthc
mintier was rated-by the nbserver immediately
after -each visit,

wr

Appinsainately 2'ss$eks later. each mother-
child pair participated in a standardized storinge
situation at-pilaw linplans enisersity. The Cs-
pc ninental room had a 9 X 9-foot area nf clear
floor space. One wall contained one-Asa;
niaiors. Near -the- npposite stood a child's.
chair with tovs heaped ,wound it.: Near
the window nu nna side of the rnnm was y chair
for the mother and nppnsi:c it a chair forithe
I:ranger. The situation consisted of eigljt opt -
sndes, each except the first 3 innustes Inng (see
triblc I).

A continuous description of the chi d's be-
lr'avor-as dictated ititn iecnrders, whjeli Also
paled up the sound of a blower every 15
seconds The tialisciibd narrative reports-were
:narked off into tone intervals. In 657. of the.
eases the; e w ere t es o independent obserivers. and

the ntlici cases the ins estigatoi served as side
observer. The secnnd nhcc er,.in all but (our
instances, was an ludivioual who vial un-
aware of the hpotheses nf ,the study and
bf the grnup membership. Twn women
plated the role 1.' stranger .n all ,hut three
cases, when a substi ite had to be found. The
first numasessas stianger for 12 home - reared
arid nine day-cale. children. and the second
woman was stranger for eight Longo reared and
eight day -care children Individual narrative ac-
counts were consolidated for anal; sis and three
types of measures were extracted. frequency

percentage measures, and scores of
cowl interaction with the motbet and the '

..stranger.

Frequency measures and pereentages.
Four measures were obtained by making counts
°Elbe frequency of the following behaviors. ex-
Plnratory manipulation, crying, oral behavior,
and distance interaction with the mother. Es-
plwatory manipulation was defined as shaking,

-
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TABU- t

Saz7uxce.Strtwrios: Erisoms

Duration Participants tr.

30 sec.
approx.:matey-

-4r'
3 min

3 mina

3 -min

3- minx
a. ....... r 3 minx

3- 3 minim

Description -of Episode

on0, M, C 0 uskers,StandC:iiitailie mons C is sit down
the-floor

31, C Cis free to explore. M reads a magazine
S, 31. C S enters, sits comity for a moment, interacts with

Al,, then frith C
S. C M leaves. S remains with C; responds to his ad-

vances or comforts him if necessary'
3f, C S leaves as 31 enters

31' cornfortsX if he is distressed. then reinterests
him, in 4ojs

C M leaves C atone in room
S, C S enters; attempts to:comfort Cif distressed; re.

turn's to her chair
C NI eaters as-S leases

M behaves as in episode 5

metier: C =dad: S =
deratin, M episode .as wooled if de child hear= remdisffessed.

and math-the stranger onjlie-basis-of-the_ nar-
rative reports. Each chJd was scored on seeking
proximity,and contact, avoiding proximity and
interaction, and resisting contact and Interac-
tion.-Intensity of search behavior-for the mother
during separation episodes was also scored. Thi
scorint, systeni was adopted with,onlv /Timor
modifications from Ainsworth dt al. .(1971).
The following-is a brief description of the con-
tents of the behavtoral categ6nes.

I. Proximity- anc! contact seeking
larS include active approa4h: clambering up.
activ& gestpres such as reaching, prtial ap
proaches, and -vocal signa.s.

2. Proximity- and interactton-avoiding be-
haviors pertain to episodes which normally elicit
apprc -tell. or greeting,.Behaviors include back-
ing away, ignoring, 'gaze aversion, andooking
assay. As °Kling the ;bother is scored only in
reunion episodes.

3. Contact- and interaction-resisting be-
haviors include angry attempts to push away,
hit, or lack the aclult, squirming to get away
from the adult, - pushing away toys, or displays
of temper when the adult attempts to intervene
in the Child's ongoing o activities.

Percentages of chddrerifwho approached
and who touched the-mother in reunion ept- 4. Seazrh behavior includes following

banging. turning over, or other-active invoke-
ment with a toy. Crytng- was defined as dis
tressed socalizatton. ranging from a fuss to a
full - blown -cry. Oral behavior was defined as
chew mg or sucking of fingers ortovs. For these
behaviors, a freauency.-count of the 15-second
intervals in whic)i they occurred -was obtained.
Distance interaction was a composite of the
absolute frequency of smiling arid showing a
tot, to the mother and 'the 15 -second interval
fr:siluency of vocalizations to the mother. Rela-

-five frequency of vocalization was used_becausg
it was extremely difficult to= determine in a
tame interval when a particular vocalization
stopped and anotber started in those- cases
where the chitas talked Almost Incessantly The
distance interaction measure Calten from Mac.
coby & Feldman 1972) was used only in opi-
sOde 2 when the 'mother 4%as nonintervent we in
order-lo obtain a_ of f' child's spontane-
ous interest in her. In er.socle 3, the presence
of the stranger reduced the behavior to a very
low level. The following cpefficients of inter -
obserer reliability were cbtamed- for die -Ire.
quency measures. exploratory man:platten.
.98, crying, 98; oral behavior-4 .90, distance
interaction, .85.

sodes, who exhibited oral behavior, who cried,
and who resisted contact and interaction were
also used in conjunction with the frequency
measures and the social interaction scores.

Social, interaction ccoraAnother part of
the analysis, invoked detailed codings of so,
tally interactive behaviors with the mother

mother to the 'door, trying to open it ,. going to
the mother's chair, looking at her chair, and
looking at ipi e door. The behaviors imply that

'the child is -seeking to regain proximity to the
absent mother.

The behaviors were scored independently
by two judges, one of whom was unaware of the
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child's rearing group claes,fication, and the fol.
lowing ct efficients iif inte:s.orer agreement.
%sere obtained proximity to the mother,
.97; to the stranger, 95, resistance of mother_

-7L93: of-stranger: avoiding rnother,..94:
of stranger, SS. search behavior, .95.,

Methods of arta:yns ---Analses of variance
stele conducted for all measures obtained from
the home visit and all me.sures obtained froth
the strange situation4xcept orality. In this case,
a nonparametne test was used because_ of the
skewness of the distribution. Separate analyses
sere performed for behavior to mother and to
stranger. There were three independent van-
.tbles -l'age, sex, aiid rearing group- -forming:a.
2 X 2 X 2 factorial design, and one within -
subjects ruicated measure of episcide,

Scores on each behavior to the mother and
_to the stranger and on frequency measures were
obtained for each episode, and a total score for
a behavior was obtained by summing scores
for the relesan1 episodes The interaction- of
episode with the independent variables vas
also examined.

Results

testteg-the Egon dente of Groups
Table Z o ses the mean scores for the day

cars and home-reared groups on the Inventor/
of Herm Stimulation and its subscales. None of
the differences Was significant. The empathy
measure likewise did not discnminate signifi-
cantly between mothers of the day-care and
home- reared-.children Although detailed assess-
ments of each mothers sensitivity to her child's
signals and communications wete not made,
the groups" equivalence on the measures ob-

.
TABLE 2

CAROVP MEANS FOX IN TN ice BONEL SEISEVLATION:

Dn Care Home Care

I. Total score 3530 35.10
-27 Eirosioial-verbal respon-

siveness o! mother- . - gag 8.95
3. Motrfance of restrtetion

avid panishre-nt ..... 4 79 5.70
4. Ortanfration of physical

and temporal environ
ments ....;,...... - - . 535 5,85

5. Provision of appropnate
Play matenals .. .. 8 25 830

5 Maternal int oh ement
with child 3A0 3.95

7 °poor:unit:sr forvarietv
in duly stimulation . . A 70 385

tamed suggests that the children observed were
remising normal mothering and stimulation
from their borne ens ironment adequate for

_ healthy-development;

13clunior in the Strange Situation
Table 3 present- a sumknary of the ANOVA

Endings. Sex and age Mei ences were relatively
few and will not he discussed further. Episode
effects ale highly signircant-and in agreement
with- these reported elsewhere by Ainsworth
and Eel! (1910). Differences in attachment
bchasior to the mother between first and later-
bornr_hilorren were also examined by ANOVAs
and w ere not significant. However; the data ale
consistent in showing rearing group Verences*
and inter.ztions of age with rearing group.

Exploratory- behavior. Table 3,inecates
a significant age X .reanng group interaction in
the total amount of exploratory manipulation
°muffing in the strange;situation, F(1,32) =
5.83, p < .025, Dapeare-.40-month.olds-were
lowest in exploration (X = 7.48) and home -
,eared 40- month -olds were highest (X -,--, 9.688)`
Day-care 30-month-olds were intermediate be*-*
tween their home-reared age counterparts (X
= 8.9 vs. X = 8.2) and the older harne-reareA
children. All groups decreased in -exploratiolf
dunng separation-episodes, but these changes.
were most marked in.the older day-care group
and least marked in the older home-reared-
group.

Separation behaviors. -11 significant main
effect, F(1,32) = 4:60, p < .05, indicates that
iota) crying was higher in day-care -children
than in home-reared children. However; an age
X rearing group- interaction, P(1,32) = 3:78,
p e .07, suggests that-the main effect may be
accounted for-elnefh by differences -in the 40-
monthold groups (40-month-old day-care -X =
3.3 vs. 40month-old home-reared X.= 0,22).,
lo the 30-month-old groups, day-care children
were only Slightly higher in amount of crying
than home-reared children (X-= 1.72 vs. X =
1.571.

Oral behavior in episode 7 was also more
conspicuous in day-care children than in home-
reared children (randomization test for MO
independent samples: p < .0005). 'Orality oc-
curred -most frequently in episode.7, apparently
a result of anxiety over the mother's absence
compounded by the appearance oi the-stringer
when the mother was expected to return. -Forty-
five percent of day-care children but only 15%
or home-reared children engaged in oral be-
havior in this episode, x" (I) = 4,29, p < .05.

4
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-Scarch behas lot in epic Ides 4 ,-6, and 7
was ..nothsr 11,dic.itor of sepia:, In ansiets

e r rest re! a..t.sipts to iezais. rox,mas
gime:, to the door o: at

least looking at her chair An age X rearing
group interaction. F(1,12) = 5.14. p < 05,
depicted in igure1 indicates that day-care
40-month-olds searched most for the mother
(X =- 3 72) and home-reared 40-montheilds
searched least (.5i7 = 2 05). The two 30month-
old groups were- much closer- togetherm total
amount of search, although the home-reared
children showed slightly stronger behavior (X
= 315 vs. X = 275). The older day-care
children were conspicuous for enraging an ac-
tive search thee., going to the door and attempt-
ing to open it) es en in episode 4 w lien children
in the other groups tench-3 to maintain op:ora-
tory manipulation, and merely looked at the
door. if they displayed any sea:ch at all

Brhatior to the Mother
bleance interaction home- reared chil-

dren of both ages interacted more with their
mothers across a distance in epi;ode 2 than did
dm -care-children (X = 6.0S vs. X = 4 06) as
is indicated In a main effect. F(1,32) = 6.66.
p < .025. This finding could be interpreted as
ncl.:voting that day-care children are more in
dependent of their mothers, at least in their
freeplay activities, than home-reared children.
Hew es er. a negative correlation tr = .42, p

.01) between distance interaction in-episode
2 andresisiant and avoldant behaviors directed
toward the mother in later reunion episodes
sugzests that little interaction of this type he

it

fere sepaiatictn is rprecursor of-negative ten-
dencies. ss loch become mole apparent in the
im.nin epodes and which indicate 2, dlt

the motliet.r.hild raitionthip.

ArorimIty-sicking behatiors.Figure 2
shows that group differences in seeking the
mothers proximity tended to he small in pre-
separation episodes 2 and 3, but increased in
reuMon episodes, age -x rcanng group-K epi-
sode interaction. F(3,96) = 3 85. p < .025. In
episode 5, day-care 40-Montli-olds showed
heightened attachment- behavior, whereas their
home-reared age counterparts showed little. In
episode 8, the older tin-care group continued
to increase somewhat in proximity seeking. and
the older home-reared group declined slightly.
Home-reared 30-month-olds showed clear
heightening of attachment behaviors in this
ep46de, whereas their day-care counterparts.
tended to decrease somewhat in proximity seek-
ing The contrast in this episode between the,
combined da, care 30-rponth-old and home-
reared 10-month-old group means and the other
two means combined is significant (Sclieffe (est.
p < 025) and accounts for most of the van-
ance-irthe interaction. Past strange-situation
work (e.g., Ainsworth et.al, 1971) has shown
that individual differences in seeking the
mother's pro's-Milt:, are most Cliarly highlighted
after separation in the reunion episodes, and
especially after two separations in -the se-ond
feunion. episode-S.

The percentage of children in each group
who actually approached and touched the
mother upon reurion in episode S was also

5

30,00 tGME CARE

40M0 DAY
CARE

30%40 044
CAFE

40400 OAT-CARE

30A,0NTM A04344
AGE

Flo 1 Ace. X rCa-ing group interaction in
0arsh behavto. during.,siliaratian episodes

£424 £43 £4 5 EC 5

4.'£41305£

FIG 2Age x rearing group X episode
interaction in prown,t) seelang to the mother.

r a-



calculated. Although two of the findings -are
only trends. day-care 40-month.olds seemcd
more likely to do so than their hornc.rlared
counterparts (60% vs. 10^;, Fislier,Exact Test.
two-tailed. p < .10 approach; 60% vs. 0%, p
< 025. touch). Day-care .30montb.olds
seemed- less likely to do so than- their home-
reared-age counterparts t X = 30% vs. 90%,_p
< .025. approach, "10% ss 60%. p < .10,
touch). .

Resi,tmg and nimihnr hrhacrors Resis-
t tame to the mother tended to be a low inten

5,ty behacior di the children studied- However,
day-care children resisted the mother-more than
home-reared children, F(1,32' = 5.22, p <

,.05.Theibehavior occurred ir, only 20^; of day-
care and Lorne reared .30 month ,Ids but in
60,-; of the older lay care group It was tam-
pletely absent in the alder Lorne reared group.
This finding suggests flat the older 'day-care
children acre somewhat "more- ocertly ambiva-
lent toward the mother than_ the other groups.
1"rovimit.-acoidaig' be1. 10C3 upon' reunion
we:e als. more ...1/1SpILUOUk III day care children
of both ays .ban in home reared children

vs. X = LS, F(1,32) = 16.36. p <
.0005, although they occurred more- markedly
,n the younger day-ca,re group than m the older
group.

BrAct,p)% to the Stranger
Day-,-are children sou gist .-roximity to

the stranger. than did hone reared children.
, F(1.32) 4.40. p < .05, but an age X rearing
group interaction. F(1,32) = 5.24, p < .05,
suggests (hat the-younger home-reared children
accoented for this diffeieoce by eeking a
moderate amount of proximity to the strange'.
Resistance to the stranger was ti.gher III day-
care 40-morith:olds than in the other groups,
especially dunng separation eposusle-s 4 and .,
as a rear.ag group X age it. episode interaction,
F1,324 = 430, p < .05, indicates In general.
dac.care children of both ages were morc-accnd-
ant of the stranger than home reared aildren,

= 1326. p < .001. An interaction of
rearing group X episode, r- 2,64) -= 6.26,-p <
.005, indicates that h Jule-reared children were
mist wary .f the,,stianger lq episode 3 and be-

mcfe accepting of her later on during,
separation episodes In contrast, dac-care chd-
&en found The stranger increasingly aversive
as the suirat:em proceeded (Scheffe test. p <
025).

Differences in the children's responses to
the two women who serced chic-fly as stranger

a
.1)

4

I

\
were also-exanuned These differences-tended
to be-quite small, *and- none \vas significant.

_

Discussion

The above-findings-dern onstrate that day.
care children of both-ages interacted less with
their mothers across a-distance hcfore-separa-
tson in episode 2 that did home-reared children,
During septarations they cued more and-showed
more oral _behavior and avoidance of the
stranger. Upon reunion with the- mother, they
exhibited more avoidant and resistant behaviors.
However, the findings also indicate important
age differences. Day-care 40-month.olds
showed more heightening of attachment be-
haviors and more distress as-a result of separa-

, turn than did day -care 30-montli-olds, whereas
in the home-reared groups, the opposite age
trend was, found. The work of Maccoby and
Feldman (1972) and Marvin- (1972) indicates
that the home-reared groups behaved in a-
manner typical of normal children of these
ages. However. in cumpanson to the older
home-reared,cluldren. children who began day
care at 35 months of age explored less, were
more-distressed by separations, and sought
moneroxiniity :to and coktact4;ith-the mother
upon reunion,' although these bids were mixed ,

w'.11 resistance and avoidance. -In .comparison
to the younger home-reared children, children;
who began day-care at 25 months of age sought %
little proximity- to or contact with- the, mother
upon sputum] but showed heightened proxim-
ity- and interactiomariding tendencies.

The finding of anxious ambivalent attach-
ment- behavior in the older day-care children
and avoidant` behavior in younger day-care
children IS consistent with age differences re-
ported-in -children's responses to major separa-
tion. During major separation, it is also the
younger children (age 1-21/2) who are more
likely to &tome detached and to resperd to
the ;pother with indifference upoA reunion,
whereas the older children (age 3-4) are-leis
1144 to consolidate detachment and snore
likely to respond to reunion-with the mother
in an anxious ambivalent rallnon. Thus, the
results of the present study suggest that mans
repetitions of minor separation may hx;e'efreets
similar in form (although not in severity) to
major separations

More recently, Ainsworth (1974; liar re-
ported that repetition -of' the strange.sittAtion
procedure after a 2 week interval sensitises
rather than habituates 1-year olds to separation.
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This-friclinealso lends credence to the .notion
that the reunion 1K-hal-ion, c4 the &vs cars
groups in the pre..erit study ma be attaibutable
to a sensitizing effect of dail.'separation.

It is generally acknowledged that detach-
ment is a more serious outcome of maior scpara-
non-than anxious attachment, because as long
as a child-remains detached he is limited in his
ability to form close interpersonal relationships.
Anxious attachment. even if ambivalent. signi-
fies that the child is eaphle of maintaining. a
close relationship. and indeed. under faVorable
conditions he may reestablish a more normal
relationship In the absence of longitudinal
data, it is impossible to ascertain the signifi-
cance for later development of either the anx-
ious attachment observed in the older day-care
group or the 214d:int-bob mor observed in the
Younger day-eate group. However, the possi-
lulus' exists-that the motheravoiding tendencies
of the sounger children roay signal a more
substantial disau.iance 0)14 child mother at-
tachment--at least in the shurt Termthan the
anxious behavior of the older children, even
though at first glance the younger children seem
less overalv disturbed.

The finding that day-care children are also
more aveadant of 'strangers than their home-
reared peers runs counter to a "common sense"
expectatio'n,that children who are exposed to a
variety of adillts would affiliate more readilv
with strangers than those reared within the
more sheltered confines of the nuclear famil
Nesertheless, this finding is congruent is nil
those of Tizard and Tizard (1971), who found
young childres reared' in residential nurseries
more afraid of strangers than home-reared
children. mid those of Heinicke and West-
heinusr MSS), who found pi es iously separated
children highly fearful of persons they had
seen months before/during separations. It is
possible that day-care children may react to a
stranger's presence in an unfamiliar environ-
ment as a-cue that separation from the mother
is about tolake place, or there may be a more
gkeral relationship bens een the anxiety versus
seourity that a child espenences in his primary
attachment relationship arid the anxiety versus
security he demonstrates in dealing ugh un-
familiar individuals.

The- Jesuits of the present study are at
variance with those -of Calcluell et al. (197(),
who found no differences between dac -care and
home-reared' children. nn scscral behavioral
measures purporting to -rebate to attachment.

There are a number-of factors which may ac-
count for this discrepancy. First, the staff of
Caldwas center may have provided care -so
highly individualized that the relationship with
the substitute caregiver compensated for ad- r.

'verse reactions to- separation from theinother.
Second, children accustomed to group care
from infancy (as Calduelhetars sample was)
may not expenerne the same overt disluption
of the relationship with-the mother as do chil-
dren shifted from borne care to chy care at age
P-tor 3 Third, Caldwell and her- associates failed
to distinguish between those seho entered-day
care relatively early and relatively 14te. Had
interactions between age and rearing 'group not
been es:mimed in the present study, no-differ-
ences between day-care and home reared chil-
dren would have been found on -manipulation,
of- toys, search behavior, contact with the
mother, or seeking.of proximity,

For example, Caldwell et al. compared
groups on strength of attachment, measured by
the intensity pi-seeking proximity to the mother,
Since the suunger day -care children in the
present study sought relatis ely httk provnuty
whereas the older children sought much-pros-
imity, and since the opposite seas truc io the
home-reared groups, day-care and home-reared
children is ould have appeared equally "in-
tensely" attached, if age ,differences had not
been taken into account, On the other hand,
the present study-highlights resistant and avoid-
ant behaviors as indicative of qualitalive dis-
turbances in attachment relationships Absence
of proximity seeking in reunion coupled -with
proxiiinty avoiding is interpreted to reflect I
reaction against ambivalence and anxiety rather
thin weak attachment. Hence, a failure on
Caldwell-et al 's part to attend to the relation-
s14-aietsseeri proximity seeking and negative
behaviors and their tendency to focus chiefly
on strength of proximity seeking may have
obscurt1/41 the effects so conspicuous in the
present study,

It may be asked to sihat cxfent the-results
of this study can be attributed tb separation
rather than to differences Ouch eAisted be-
nick day care and home-reared groups prior
to the day care expenence, The strange-situa-
tion procedure has been used previously to
highlight differences between- home-reared-Inv
fants oho had experitinced relatively harmoni-
ous relationships ssitP a sensni,e_mother and
those -who ii-rde,iperiesiced disturbed relation-

. ships with an msensitiye-thother. fn the case
of the present day-care group, there is no
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evidence that their mothers v% erc less sensi-
tive cc responsive to their children, %%Len ,at
home, than mottle, - of....kome reared children.
I loacver, there is mine es.dence that the dual
sty of the mother's personality (and hence pre-
vumably he: mothering practices) can influence
the intensity and duration of any adverse effects
of substitute care (Moore 1964, 1959).
though the families of the day care. children
fell well %%gib:I-the normal range, it is possible.

"; that they differed from families of home- reared
children on more subtle dimensions, which-may
have interacted with the experience of day care
to create distiqbances in attachment.

Hence. furth&researeh-should attempt to
elucidate the relationship between the child's
prior every:Rees and his reaction to day care,.
It may he that disturbed another-chart
interaction, more g eral instability, or
previous inpenences of separation, may ex-
at.erbatra carld's reactions to dad separations.
It is also liA sible that a dose rel tranship with
a responsive adult in a center may compensate
greatly for separation from the-mother, but if
this substitute relationship is of such im-
portance Ihen it becomes ultra! that children
operiencestability in their caregiverst In-view
of the present high turnover of day-care staff,
this issue deser ves immediate attention, as does
the issue of -'t'ether alte,mativ triods of
care, such asfamily day care or part-time group
care. am ;mire toited to young children's needs
than full.t;mz, group care Whether or not
research establolies immediate adverse effects
longitudinal studies of day-cafe children into
adolescence arc necessary to show that there
are no "sleeper" effects It it essential 'that re-
search be designed-to deal with day care as a
separation owe'rience as well as a multiple-
mothering experience, and in thiss, the classical
separation literature can serve as a guide to
sanables on which day-care, and:home-reared
croups may be compared. It is not sufficient to
coinpare groups on 'strength" of attachment
measures Such measures may show that a
child-is attached to his mother, but they do not
deal with -the issue-of whether day care can
affect the security versus anxiety he experiences
in this primary relationship.
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STATEMENT-OP-FIVE.-WASHINCTON_AREA CHILD PSYCHOANALYSTS
-ON'S. 3617 .

We-the undersigned constitute a group -of child psychoanalysts who
Are especially concerned-With the ptevention of emotional disorders

.

and impairment. of human functionihg which result from excessive
emotional stresies early in life. We-wish to- express -our support
for the passage of Senate Bill 3.617 (formally S. 3193-and S. 32281.:

.

We laud the awareness in the bill of."quality services" as impera-
tive to the support of the bill's goals (which we heartily endorse).
There is considerable evidence-that less than "quality services"
would inflict-hotWimmediate and-luaa-ranna &mane to tbn develna-
ment and-potential of vast numbers-of children.- Bapeciallyvulnerable
are thosp thildren-who Are less than-two year, of age, or those '

who have had'to-contend with defici.ts 4n the syppoits frOm their
parent's and other lectors in theii environmeir on which children
are-ccriticfklly-dipendent for healthy developRb,Ot.

We unequivocally approve the implementation of federal programs of
quality day care for the remedial and emergency use for Oevaqop-
mentally handicapped and disadvantaged, neglected, and abused
children=pf-all Agee.

We are unequiVocally,oppos_e_d_to_the general application'of full
ecale,,fullpday care for children in the general population. We

also underscore that quality day care should be used as an adjunct
Co--those Services-available or provided to the child and,his family.

in the home and duly when- individual consideration has determined
the-specific geed for day care in addition to the home -based setvicei.
,special caution is even futther requited for the prescription of
1411 day care for children under two yeaks of age.

We recommend that geographically distributed demonstration models
of day.care centers for children under two years of age be authorized
to facilitate the further-accumulation and dissemination of knowledge.

. regarding. infahrserection, personnel training and caretaking_pro.
-cedures ior this highly vulnerable.age,groepr-

,

AssteiChets and irainers of child development specialists, we support
shone tteasures in the bill which are designed to upgrade the quality
of paraprofessional personnel to be involved in the various services
to children and their families. However, we strongly recommen1 that
the salary scales be increased. as-an essential means of insuring

the oftritinees and staff with the potential for qu'ality

performance.
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,

Finally, we emphatically endorse tie mother-infant relationship in
the family home as the cornerstone for healthy deveadvment for the

vast majority of children: We thersfore.esvecially commend those

iectioni of-the bi1J. which support the mother's unique availability 1.

to her child. This can indeed allow the uge Of day care as a
voluntary andaelectively'appropriate additional means of promoting

healthy Chi.ld development.

Thy, undersigned appreciate this opportunity to express. our iriews

regarding this important legislation. We alSo wish to assure you

Of our continued interest and availability for consultation at any

time in the fupAre.

:Respectfully. submitted,

1:1

Allen E. maranS, 4.p.
May Flunerfejt, M.D.
Jocelyn S. Malkin, M.D.
IiVimpD. Milowe-, M.D.

Edith Taylor, M.D.

k

I.

r'
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Allen E. Marans, M. D.: Pediatrician, Child Psychiatrist, Adult .

and -Child Psychoanalyst, Assistant Clinical Professor-frk Pediatrics
(Psycyiatry),af George Washington University Medical School,
Psyphiatiic Consultant at Children:6 Hospital of Former
Program.Director of research projects at Children's MCspital of
1)YC. titled" "The Prevention of Culturally Determined Retardation!!
anC"Crois-Cultural Child Rearing Study "; - author and co-author 0
articles-On the disadvantaged child and group are of infants-in-
other countries.' '

4Mary Flumerfelt: Child Psychoanalyst, Psychiatric Staff,of George'
Washingtor University Medical School and Children!Olospital of
D.C., Supervisor of HilicreSt Children's Center Therapeutic Nursery

'School; Griduate of Hempitead (England) Child Therapy Course Directed,
by Anna Fraud ;. former Psychiatric Staff 1,1thber and Senior Clinical
Instructor of CO.-Western Reserve Uniyerelfy Medical School.
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.
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Reassessing, Our Educational Priorities

Burton L. White, Director
Preschool Project .

Harvard braduate School of Education

My Purposes today.are Co itform you and attempt to in-
fluence you about a topic I trunk Is of the highest priority
in r4gard to.national educational polIcyr-our_natronal re-
souc and'last but far frOm least,. the solidity of.our
young families. That topic Is the vile of the,faMily in the
education of a young child, paiticulaily_duran the 'first three
years of life. My s?ecialty is the,study of what itf takes to
help each',0111.'d Make the most of wilatever potential he brings
rntothe world through the experienc9s of the first ix years
'of life. ThatI's by special role professionally and on the
gCS Early ChildhoOd Tai:-Force. I believe that our grrent
national educational: policy is significantly flawed la this,
particular problem area: that we are ,misting much of 0-14r ma`
precious natural resource; that we are talking about the people
of the next generatio wand that we art allowing the quality.,

more stressful and f$ Jess rewarding than It could be. A
of everyday life my of our young famrlies to be far

great number of ou v ry best-put-together 25-year-old women
have a miserable aler9e day with two young children: very
few people realIze. hiks. and the lase ones to know are their

t c
bangs.

,

,

_ " ' , 4

I have been tontetIng research on the early educational
development of children for about 16 years now. INT.eri I say

conducting research I do not rean.everyilew weeks for an hour
two:.I roan that is 101,1 have been aping. Seventy-five

per cent of my professfOnal time :,as been on direct emprrical
research un this topic. I have ,zone to sore central conclubrons
that cry out for a

/

pew look at .,ur national educatio,:(1 policy.

Prrstt of all children start Ito learn long before our
educational ,systel to cencern itself with then.
TraditioMally, this country and in every, other Western
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'country where there has been any writing on the history of
'education, the society first puts money into the teaching job
when the children get to be about six years of age. As far as
I can find in writings, no society has ever put a lot of money
into the first years oflife. Yet, everybody knows that chil-
dren are learning-from the'fkrst day they come into the world.
Although they do not usually learn to read, write, or cipher
much befire ive Or six years of age. they do start:',or fail
to store, to learn in more fundamental areas that seem to4 u

dete'rmine directly,howell they will later learn to read,
write, and cipher:

:17* c
.

Therb are at least four fundamental learning topics that
all children cope with before their third. birthdays. These A

are not debatable points by the way.

first Of 421. Janeuagedevelooment. We have knRwn for

year that language groWth starts 4ad, in a large way.
develops to a solid working capacity before the third birth-
day. Two- and three-menth-old children do not process ale

Meaning of words at all. At six, seven, and eight months.
they begin to understand the mesninge of a few selected words;

not surprisingly, words such -as their own name, Mommy, Daddy,

kiss, and bottle. That initial - vocabulary -is reasonably.well

understood; I think. By tDefime they are:tAteq years of age.
most chijdren have the capacity to understand most of the
larkuageTherwIll use in ordinary conversation for the rest
of their lives. Language is at the heart of educational

eipncity, It has its own primary value, and in addition ah
instrumental valueof direct relevance to all intellettual
learnings:'and subtly, but.just asiaporpntly. it'underlies
healthy socialtgrottO. Sociability in the first Couple of
years of fe deperas for its good development on some capaci-

ties in the language area. particularly when it comes to othes

children. '
0

The second majorWucational foundation slat mitt-

same ste.v_elaatueall in this first tbree-yar, period is curiosity..

What could be more important to-whether a child learns any- :
le...thing. not just about academic subjets,obut about the world .

at large, about what make's people tick, aboutMow to become

a good listener. than simple curiosity. It is the birthright

of every child. .with a few exceptions; the bldly damaged chil-

-drerrIcriexample7-may- have less -of it-. -But-eve:- if

ea,

0

-
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comes from a miserable home and is beaten regularly, it is very
difficult to stamp out strong, basic, 'simple, pure curiosity
in the first eight, or nine months of life. It 4s, unfortunately,
not that difficult t4 stamp -it out ing4le next year or two or,
if not stamp it out Suppress it dramatically or Move it over
into peculiar aberrant patterns. For example, the two-year-
old who looks at a new toy and unlike other two-year-olds only
-sizes it up,eo see how he can use it to badger Wis.mother.
'That` is.not sheer,ungualified curiosity,. That can be very
tough on a young Mother, by the way.. -

-
s111

Third Faior point -- social develoomea. In the last.
flveor six years we have begun to apply a little more serious
attention-to the value of social goals,foi our educational
system, although-we are still ,Icind of,limping,along in this
area. For years we hove had soft-hearted-eaily education
people saying a-child is more than abrain: but very few
people have lictene,.. to_thera because,most of them do not
have doctorates and most bf them arb not rhetorical.. I
personally believe (and-I think I have a lot ofaresearcIV
evidence to-support it) that the social skills that develop
in the first preschool years'are everylaieas important, every

as instrumental, to the intellectual success of a student.
for *pie, as the directly intaileatual'skills. In addi-
tion, think a lot. of people in this country would be
happier if the children we produced were not only bright but
were people with whom they liked to live. .

We are pretty clear now on the details of social develop-_
ment; ;we know that human infants will not survive without
some-sort of strong, protective attachment to an older, more
mature, morn.capable human. And, God or somebody else built
into tile creature a cosiledtitos of attributes, tools actually,
that help in the cementing of a relationship to somebody-,
*Or ihstake, that early social-smIle of the three-month-old
is not rese ved for anytparticulAr person. Ittlooks as if the

child is usi g it on everyone who happens It is as if the

species had a kind of fi -stage guarAtee of attractiveness.
The three- an 'our-mon -old child is an incredibly attractive,
nits-to-live-W th tore. He starts to 91991e and becomes
ticklish for Ole firstotame", and he is given to euphoria a
great deal. Now, that it fun, and the photographers like it
a great deal; but, I think there is a more serious species
survival virtue to this-particular kind of phenomenon.

$,

4>
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Then, between eight months and twenty-four months or so,

one of the most gorgeous experiences you will ever sec talcs
place; children establish a relationship, usually with the
mother, because most of our children are still being brought
up, in homes by their own families. That it an incredibly com-
plicated experaance, making must contracts pale in simplicity
in comparison to it. They learn thousands of things about
what they can end cannot do in their home, what they can and
cannot do in interactions with the primary caretaker, about
how to read the primary, caretaker's different mood states,
and an incredible numbei of.nther things. After all, they
have got relatively little in the way of Important obligations
other than Just enjoying themselves, and one of the few really
oveg,owerang interests of the child eight to twenty-four months
of age is that other key figure.

We have seen children at age two wbo.are marvelous people
to live with; they are free and easy; they are comfortable
with their Tarents; and they have gone by the negativism of
the second year pretty well. They can play alone well. They
are just a delight. On the other hand, how many times have
yeu heard a mother of a two-yearcold say he does not play
well alone? That is synonymous for,'"He as hanging onto my
skirt or my slacks or my leg hairs all day long." that
situation can be very rough, especially if there is another
child eight months of age, crawling around in the home. When
we tee a child for the first time at ywo_yeais of age, it is
toolate. They are crystallized into their basic social pat7
terns4 and, we sec those,social6patterns applied to all social
ena.untqFs in the next year or two to other.chTldren who come
into the home, to older siblings, and tolother adults.
hump personality is being formed during those first two years,
and there is AO job more important than doing that well.

. Over and abovg that primal; sq2lat deve1221ellt, WM LIM
thg faamth Igllanental learnlagaxga, he fol,ndatipas21
eA,IoLtiy.g intelligence. The,:e are all sorts of piobleMs chil-
dren cannot solve in the first two or three years oClife, bLt
they are learning the tools of the trade, and this process is

',beautifully and brilliantly explained, in detail, in the
work of Jean Viaget, the Swiss student of the grOWth of intel-
ligence. 'Fr9m the very first years, children are very much
interested in cause-and-effect relationships, in learning about

0'
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simple mechanisms. such as fiipping.light switches_ n and off
to set the consequences, and jack-in-the-boxehl Sudh events
are. trivial little things on the surface but they indicate a
very deep interest in how things work and in the various
characteristics of physic1 objects. After all, these children

have not had a chance to examine-many things firt,t.hand, and
most.thinqs therefore are newto them.

These four topic areas arg, I sutmit. the foundations of
educational capacity. I will repeat them: laneoLae development,

curiosity. aggial. development and the roots 2filltelliBetai-
They are all undergoing basic formative development in the
first three years of life, and the national educational system,

iv essentially ignores thatwfact. These fundamental learnings do
not.always go well., Indeed, thee is reason to believe.that
failures in -these learnings in the first years lead directly
to underachievement in the elerhentary grades and be*ond. We

are getting thereafter the horse has left the barn. Secondly,

poor results or failures in the first years are extreMelygii- ,

Licult to correct, using any means we now have available.' I

will repeat that because it is a very strong statement, and I
think I can support it: Poor results or failures in the first
three years are extreMely difficult to correct using any
means now available, whether it is,S10;000 a year spent in a
private tutoring situation, a ?lead Start, a- Follow Through-or
a,Spgcial Education_program. Thirdly, relatively few of our
childien, regardless of the type of family that raises them --
that includes your families and mine, your gandchildreb and
mine -- get as much ort of the education of the first years as

,thel, might. We are probably wasting substantial amounts of
our most precious resource, the developed competencies of each
new geneiation.,

0
Can I back up these claims, or am I just another in a

long list of educational sensationalists? 0

Point j,. Children who entehe first grade significantly
Sehind their peers are not likely.to ever catch up. There are

exceptions, but the norm is that they fall,further behind.
This ha's been r4sognized educationally for a long timelet
me tell you a-little story about the origination of the

Brookline tarly EducatiOn Project. ,The Superintendent of
Schools in Brookline, Massachusetts', who is a very smart and

o

196
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vigorou fellow, called me one day and said, "I have been
- reading things like Ben)amin:Bloom's statement that most of

intelli ence is already developed by the-tine the child is
ei4ht, and-that half of it is in-by four, I put that idea
togeth r with the experience we have in our school, system
[where by the way, next year they have budgeted for each,-
child E the high school level, $2,490. and $1,930and change
for t elementary levels3., I think-I have a. pretty good

4a1 sehoo system." he went on. "But. I know -that when ; get a
:chin in the first grade who already looks weak I canrlt do
much for him:even though I have one of the best special

-
'iduc tion programs in the country.". _

. .- .

As a-rellonable man, he is driven to the consideration
of..be topif o£- prevent -ion. He has no choice. In fact. it
is he same reasoning that led to the creation of Head Start.
But hire is a person who has no excuses, hp has .first-rate.
peo le; he has more money than God, and he still cannotido.
_th job. He said, "I want to recommend that all kids get
in o our schools at age four. What do you think of that as
a 'ood way to get into this problem ?" I said. "That is a
dd idea." He said, "What do you mean? People have been
t

1

lling re that public kindergaiten'is a great thing for all
t ese years." I said, 'I'pok, don't spend all your- money on
ail expensive kindergartteeprogram. Half or more of your kids
are not going to get much out of it educationally, in my
tinion. Take a look at what is going.6 in the.first six
ears, not just in.the fifth year. Try to getat the origin
f educational deficits; try to prevent them, "and try to help
arlier'in the game." And so we buAll theBrookline program. '

Point-/t The country has been, working on prevedition in
....

a very substant.iar-way for nine years now. pad StaV's,
riginarcentral:purpose. I remind you, sips,so prevent educa-

tional-failure. It has had lots Sf der purposes growing
in em*-asig in the last four or five years: that AS, better
earlyliealth.care, better health, and better social and,emo-.
tionaldevelopment. But do not forget that the original
rhetOric thIt:Sedd it was tomry-to prevent taducational failyre.
That has been its core purpose. It has had a budget (most of
you know) of several hundred-milion.dollArs a year for these
nine Tears, and it has been politically powerful. It has

/

4
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concentrated on the three- to five-year age period. Tkere
are two conclusion.; I think can be easily drawn from the
Head Start expe4ence (sir far)- that are appropriate to this

'discussion: WI It does not often succeed in its prime gal,
no :ratter what soqebody working, in a center tell-r. y.ou. The
best objective evaluation of Head Start is that.by and large,
-by itsc-if, it hrs not had much success in preventing-educa
tional failure iin the elementary grades. (2) Perhaps even

-

more important serious deficits for many children are usually
already visibli at three.-yearP of age.

koiw 2. 1 To these.facts, should be added a third,
except,for the feirer than 5% of our children born with serious

. defects or,subjected to extre:e abuse during the first year
of life, serious educational deficits are not usually...seen
before a year-and-one-half of age. This point comes out of

. the educatiofial and psychological research literature. Those,

same. thousand children who are going to give you fits in the

third grac%flook fine at -age one.

. Educational failure begin to show itself

reliably d tected at three years of age and nearly always
toward the end of .the second yeat of life. often.very

detectable-well before the first grade. Furthermore, educa-
tionalturderachieVement by children who look average or
slightly above average is quite likely, but it has not really

-ben investigated in a serious way as yet, Afte'b all, the

". eMergene. situation, as always, comes first:

.4..-t causes low achievement levels in children? Can we

as educators do anything about this problem or are genetics;
for exaMple, at the root of OA problem? The questiontig a

very cqm Iplicated-one, and ca not deal with it elaborately

here. But I will summarize my position .on the issue for you.
He have no' conaliksive evidence. as yet as to ,how much acideve-

ment is due to heredity and how much is due to environment.
-,70 -have fragments of evidenCe,- but nothing 'line the Viight. of

- evidence you would need to resolve that issue on a- scientific

basis--My-persona I-judgment, -is, thSt both_heredity_and

environment obviously play a role. Heredity certainly pas
upper limits to development,. but by itself it doe's not guarantee
that those limits will -'be rc,:-..,Srled. If a child has serious,.

t
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brain damage, no-matter how eyou work on his early education,
11%-is never going to achieve the levels that an intact, weal-

-educated child_ will. Out if a child comes into the weild
. withgreatenes, he is not going to make the mosb.Of that
.potential irresPecilVe-af what happens to him subsequently.
By controlling-his experiehtes, I can prevent any child in
the world from lealning to talk, and I can.preventAim from

, - _

acquiring any of his skills: of course those are lust the
"extreme-cases. Btit-My poiht is that'so far we really have

not thorough* understood what it takes to help each child
-make-the sost of thesiotentaal he has'. We have ho right to
assume, that, by one way or another. children are &Ting that. .

In fact, we have plenty of evidence that suggests that they
are hot: I have done more.Carect research ore the role of
experience in early developsent than all but a,handft,s2,, of .

people in the country, and I 4m convinced, of the power and
relevance of early ,experiences in this area. Certaully until
we have definitive evidence to the contrary, the most sensible
poliCi is to assume that ear.* experience makes important dif-
ferences and to do everything-we can to see such experiences
as beneficial as possible.)

''- For'noW, let me point out tht'there seem to -be at least
three major obstaclbs, that famalaes face Ma doing the best
job of educating their young "children. Let me-digress for
'just a moment here. I very much enjoyed Jessie Sargent's

. remarls. 3 "t this symposium, particularly about the-wasting
..-of resources andthe.need for public education, which I under-

*line. ,She did, however, refer to developmental day care and
its costs in a way that I think ivy .tbnd to mislead slightly.
First of all, developmental day care, as!far as I know,,
generally costs more than $2,000 per year You -will hear
moreaboat what it costa in later portions of this symposium.
thre'e thousand dollars, I think isa better average price,
and it could go higher. I agree with Mrs. Sargent that this
country is not going to make that kind of money available in
the near future for art the childre. who ought to have it or
WO'need it. But More importantly , think there has beeoea
kind of.assumption'in the minds of s me people that the_way.
children get.educated'is through contact with a professional
-in a clawoom or a center. I do not think that is the-way
litas going to happen. end,I. do not think that is the way it
should happch. I think the wai it as going to happen is

o
do

t
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through the family as the first educational delivery system,

iathec than through-a de/elop.sental,day care center. ,

The three major obstacles that I see rarities coping

with in trying to do the ,best they can for their children.

are: 40.

Eix$1 AIL ionOrAgma; they-do not know how to do the

job. Thiy do not khow, for example, about the poison -control

data that says that most of our reported poisonings in child-

hood take plape-between ten and thirty months of agg-.- More

importantly, they do not know-the following reasons why such
take.place.betWeeh ten and thirty months of age;

(1) they do not know that babies in .that age range are in-
credibly curious, S2) babies are inclined to use the mouth

as an exploring organ,.and (3) babies are unsophisticated
abOue label; that have warnings on them, and so forth.

0.
Parents do not know the story of social development.

They do not,know, for example, that to bel nine-month-old

only child means to live in a world that fuLl'of happiness,

sweetness, pleasant interpersonal relations. On the other

hand, fo.have an older sibling at homewho is two, almost
invariably means being on the rece4ving end of...genuine hatred -

from time to time.

'That sounds funny, but boy I'll tell yog., it is,a sad

thing to watch a nape- or ten-month-old baby, when his mother

.4s_not looking, trying to put up with the real physical
threats of a two- or two-and-one-half-year-old child who had

previously thought the whole wit-1d was built Or him. Now

he has to share itwith this creature who'is into his toys,

who seems to have first place, it his mother's affections,

and so'forth. .It.is painful ford everybody. The older.child

is having a very tough time. The younger one is having a.

tough time and may be experiencing things that I do not think

anyone-should,have to experience,. if they could avoid it.

The mother may be having the worst time of all. Some women

spend the Whole day trying to control two such children,

trying.to.avoid the.destruction.of the baby; and, the father

comes home at night and.wonders why the mother is tired.

The simple fact is we do not prepare or, assist people for

this job.\ As long al you can rate, you are eligible to have

11 V
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a child and'the,responsibilities that go along 46 it. 00.

That is absolutely crazy. _

th second-maJor obstacle fox wrenis AA Lt...te_..P..E. The

eight, to .twenty -four -month period zS not,only'educationally
,critical (in my opinion) but it is also one f the most '
dangerous periods in like. I would guess that there is no

-- period of litethatais r.jore dangerous in terms 9f maimings

and ascidental,deatis. 'Far example. an.eight-month-old child
,who, '.tor'the previous three months or str......haS kad mature
visukl and:auditory ca2acities, but has not'been able to move

his body anywherd, move him 4? an Upright posture ,and Wean
see out int6 the room. It is a new word for him. Ne matter

how' poor it is, it is4all net: to him; 'and, somehow,or Other
hit-species requires that he, learn as much as he canduring

his earlydevel4mental years. Think of how much curiosity

is Wilding:up inside that mind. Then, bang, all of a sudden

he discovers he can get from here to there;,and he goe.s. It

is a very rare child who does not go. 'Children at this age
are very much Dike ripples, kittens, eVen-i-oung.horses I

have been told, in their pure, unadorned curiosity Ilis
necessary for the species. They go, but they de noe know-

- anything at all about the'world. They do not know that if

ydu lean on something that is vary spindly, it will fall;
they do not know that those beauttful rose-colored shards

. of glass from a broken vase aredangeroue. Everything looks

interesting, and one of the prime ways in which they explore

something firsthand . is to immediately put it to'theirrouth.

They are very impulsive at that age. They 'do not stop to

smell, to savor, or to zip; they just bring'an item quickly
to the mouth.

We have to tell parents about these things. Why should

they learn, these things after they go to the pediatrician
to have their child is storacn pumped? And, these are 'not
Controversial matters. Znere is a lot of controversy in
this field about sone topics such as: how yOu should rear

children, whether you shoUld teach them to read at nine months,

and whether you should be stroking their limbs.at four months

for "tactile-stimulation.". There Is a lot of literature and

controversy in that area, but there isn't any about safety.

I
Every family should know how to safety-proof 0 home for

the child's first crawling efpris. Every family should know

4 .
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that a Ilaby.sitarts to climb at abodt*ght or Tonths of
age: 'HAin generally only climb six or seved'inc3les at that"

point. but bi the time he is 'a year. oldrie.yill'ge able to
Arcrimb units of twelve to fourteen incheal,'Which means that

. -he- can climb almost" anything in a,230m.0 Thtt!Sequence has
very powerfulevertday consequenced rot a family. It should'

A' s bedcorimiort knowledge. Why is ledrning to- drive a car so such
- ,more important than lea=ning how.to parent a child? Does

the high school currriculuehayerpoT for driver education
and no roam fgr these topics? .4.. y ,

.

Net only are the first years.'s,dangerous xeriod of life,
but they-mean extra work. Tile child craWling around the homi
makes a mess and if the husband likes a neat home, that adds %

.to the stress. In addition, if there is an older sibling.who
ii-less then three years older than the child, it is'quite
normal, to have significant resentment on the part of the older
,child, and that also add to the stress on the-mother. Further-

-4k - more,, when the child gets to be sixteen or seventeen months
-of age he startstesting_h4 power 'ith his mother. That is 'z'
quite routine; everybody goes through it, or virtually'every-
body. Some people find this very toagh to take... So, there
is a lot of stress involved in raising a young qbi-ld, and
raising two or three closely-spaced ones creates almost an '

intolerable amount. Sometimes -It is not tolerated, and women
.track up and marriages crack up.

t

Third obstacit: lack RI 'assistance. Mother usually
faces ,this jo's

rThe three obstacles ee through our research are:
. Cl) Ignorance,3they are of spared for the job, they are

not knowledgeable, indeed there is adareat deal of misknforma-
tion around; (2) stres.1; and (3) ,La egw21 asistanc. That
is a pretty tough collect'on of obstacles to get.through.

if there is a role education, what is it? First

of all, wq..have,to acce5 the fact that professional' educators,
working directly with children, especially children over six
years of age, have much less Influence on development thall
was previously thought, This is. by the way,the major im-
plicaticn of the 1966 report by James Coleman on ,Squalitv21,
raucotioral pppzaoaLtx. Lots of threads of eviderice are

43 .
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contributing to the notion that,professional education after
the child is six.mery often just does not have the clout that
so many parehts-in this country seem to believe it has, and
that so many professional educators 'somehow assume thatithey
have.

I *remember a poignant story about a teacher in PS 201 in
'the heart of New York abut' six or seven years agoltscribing
his classroom,a third grade classroom. He saidthat at no
time courThe count on more than 30%-of the children t> be
Az their seats, andat no time could he ,count on more than
half of them to even be in the room.. And he said,' mSomehtv
ollfigttier, I am not doing well in that clase." And I said,
"How on earth can you expect to do weal in that class?" I

think teachers have been taking'ivterrittly bad'rap in this

country. Educating a child is a partnership-between the.,
family and the professional educator. think the senior

partner is the family.

Tne second thing educators must 6.1s recognize that the
family is ordinarily the first educational delivery system
for the child, and accept and face thl consesuelliceh of that

seriously.

Third, we shciuld prepare abirassist.the family for that
-fundamental educational job. Howlio we pre re and assist

the family to give the child a solid edUcational foundation?
Here are sezral suggestionl:

I. Long before the child is born, we should teach each
and every'pfospective parent all.tbe tow and accepted
-fundamentals about educational development il$ the first years

of life:
.

Hs& 0.2 n IMP I would sqggeat first through
requited courses in the high schools and secondly through
public'televrsion. I would also -suggest bhat neither of
the6 vehicles costs a great deal, We might perhaps delete
the geography of India for a year or for one semester.

2. Just before the baby is born, and soon after the
by is born, is a special tire. A lot of pacents are
traumatized. They suddenly done face to 'face with the reality

rI
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c.

that they have the responsibility for this fragile little

'thing and they do not know what they are going Co do. That

can be very twugh. I have had lots of voung_parents exiiress

that fearspentananusfY bane.

-$U44tstion- Teach ea ch and every parent that-you missed
the first time arodnd the saam information, and routinely

proyide refresher information to the remainder.

POW offer -adult education courses, year in and year

out. for pregnant worien.and the ix Husbands. Perhaps provid

video-cassette or filmed mint-courses in hospitals during the

lying-in periotl. That is being dune in Hawaii by the way.

Most of there things are being 41ne somewhere in the country.

Provide high- quality public telelision material od a continuous

basis. There in no reason why'it cannot be done. I am it-

volved in a, commercial television program at present on which

I talk about educating an infant. It works well. The viewing
.audience is dedicated; they wat h that program like hawks. le

I,say someihang is wrong7; they a. a right on it. You can do it

and you -tan else make it fun. D

In &de vion, gust before et- lot% after the child ishoorn,

provide a loscost edutation early detection dhcl#referral'

servree to every family, with -a pro.-:iee that a family

participates, their dhild,r a will not go through the preschool

years with an undetected ationsi handicap. You tan rake

that promise and you can Leer on it for about $200 per year

for A child. We-aye running such a service on,a pilot basis

at the Brookline Early Education krojert. I think it is a

4such smarter investment than public kind rgarten for everyone.
P

For the first air years of a chi 's life, otpeeillly

the first three, I e_enaprt _the ke available

continuing, low pressure.ustrictly voluntary training for

parents.

1 1,0 Through resource centers and a home ^ ,isqing program,*

I as talking, you will notice, about working through the

family, not bypassing it ap:; going directly to the child.-

Provide for monitoring edeliational development as an extension

-uof that early dttecrion 444 rvferral system, again through -

'

t

a,
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Medical, psychological and educational teamwork in resource
centers, fok about $200a year..

*,
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a
Provide general assistance fgr parenting, again with a

focus on edu.ation, in the .follOwing ways: Legd materials
-401ike ,toys and.'hookS out of your resource center. Have films.

and pamphlets available. Have professionals available,-to,
talk with parents once in a while. Have other parenti avail-
able-so that people can talk to each other aboui,thefr
frustravions and their joys.' .

.

-

Providefree babysitting for psych.olOgical relief fOr
,pares. I am not talking about day care: but, about alfew
boars a.week whecr,a mother an justsleive her child, siithout.

':guilt-; and just get away. Can each of you mep in the audience
envition,being IA the.posi4on where you have total responsi-

. biliX for the welfare pf a one-yeat=oid and a three-year-old
twenty-four hours a-day,,seven-days'i;week? It is Mrd to
appr iate what that means until you have been put in that

'soot. One of tpe underlying frustrations pf young mothers
ils*tha they, carnet explain the experience very well to their .
husband .

- A ..-

4,, Provide referral service for special needs, an ombudsman
function.' I

11.23111.4.ym agtj.17+ Thro6gh 'neighborhogd resource-centers.___
----,BY--the-i-lari---the-limmvtrit-itIng part orll this, especially

for families who want it and, who have a little more difficulty,
with their children end fewer resourCei, again does not. have
to Lea frightfully expensive affair!. We find that if you go
very often to a home PnOme.than every two or thug weeks) it '

*gets uncomfortable. There /s noienough,to do for most
efamilie-so if you ge for an hour or two every six, seven,

or eight wueks,weguess that is plenty., That kind of program
.is...emlipaie pear as,pxpensive as ruenivg a conventional center: '
-nothing like it.

Sa 140vide,remedtalassistance as soon as.possible.
If your early detection program ?finds a borderline hearing
difficulty in a slx,month-old-child,-we can do something about
that today. It is scandalous for this,,country'to contifte to
4etsere fracettm of our children go through primary language

\
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acquisition with untreated, unnoticed hearing deficiei. You
can do the screening examination for $15 or so and the occasional
higher level diagnosis-will cost you $50 to $75, but what art,
investment.

1" think it is fair to say that the entire task-force of
the ECS Early Childhood Project agrees with the general de-
-sitabflity of strengthening the family for its role as the
child's first educational delivery system. Exactly how far to
go in terms of dollars per year, of codrse, is neit fully agreed
upon. I suggested to-you that for an expenditure of perhaps
$300;or $400 pqr year we probably could do the bulk of what

, needs doing,on this topic for most families; however, not.to _
the very special need families, they e a much more eXpensiVe

,proposition. Exactly4which ideas to-lse, again, are not fully
agreed Upon; but, I submit to you that there is a core of,
fundamental information about safety, social developMent,
and motor development that mosi_people do agree on, and that
such, information could be very, vary useful to young. families.
Much needed assistance is feasible today. You Could spend
51,000 a year for an average family, but I think you could do

gurti nicely 'for _$400 or $500. There ,just. is not a better

way, to spend that money than to invest in improving the gUality
of bur earliest educational systems.

Reference 7. .

- .

Coleman, U.S. Ecuaiity of Educational 00nortunitv. ,

Washington, D.C., U.S. Office pt Education, 1966.
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THE DAYTIME-CARE OF YOUNG ChILDEM

VHOSE_PARENTS WANT OUTSIDE'JOBS

BY_BENZWIN S2OCK, n._np

e

I'll -make several site comments bafore getting to the

topic oi this'sectIon.
v.

I hope there will continue to be mothers and that there

will increasingly be fathers who will be haPPYto make their

careers primarily in chi and home care (perhaps combined with

ev,

community service or,with.aerieus participation in arts and

crafts), andwho'will be financially az,.6 to-do soLbecause

father ormother is making a sufficient.inCome.

i feel that a career in the home and neighborhood can

)oe Just,as fulfilling for many individuali, and Just as pro4ctiv.

for society, as a career in dest,o nirm advertisements or-being_
.

an offAcer in a- bank. More people.4ould think so, I believe.,

A
.:our society did'not ,put s4ch a high premium on Job prestige

and income, and if women's work in chtla and home care in the pz; -

-actin onsidered

t'o

interior to men's (Out..
_

,S #

myself believe that r.c zov,.1.r...9nt should pay a

-414-21

a
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. to parents to the-extent tAat one or the-other:is at home to
1

care for their preschool children. This is not because goo&

parents aren't happy to do it for love. because _parents

.who feel they must have two pay checks to support their faMily

should not to turn over the care of their children. to

others when they'd rather,do it between themselves. It's even

more important that single parents (divorce4,_oiNidowed) who

want to care for their own children not be compelled to go to

work outside by the need to earn a decent living.

When both parents want continuous careers and they also

want children, what care the possible arrangements? I don't

see an ideal solution at present that has yide application.

There are compromises available currently which are fairly statis-

c

faCtory for many couples. I'll
.

that would be a lot better,,

C

mention some eventual solutions

(,)

Fortunate is the family that can turn for a substitute'to
_

a willing and reliable relative of whose child-rearing methods,

the mother and fattier apprOve. These condit'ions are more often

2

1._
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met nowadays in certaincgroul5s in the population-that still have

s
old-fashioned traditions about relatives' living close together,

making a great effort to get alcing together, and helping one

another out.. In such groups the methods of rearing children

are not as likely-to keep changing in accord with-new scientific

doctrines, so the parents know Just how a grandmother will, be

caring for-the child and approve of her. In fact, the grandmother

is apt to be. considered a great expert by the young parents in such

. groups. A grandmother can be counted on to-cherish her grandchild '

as much as she cherished her own child. If appreciated, she is

much more likely to stick to the Jc than a hired person. Some-
.

0
," times, in close-knit families, an aunt can, take over a child's care.,

However, the commoner pattern in America - especially in

college- educated families - is quite different. The father

-expects to go anywhere for the right Job, and this usually takes

4
his familyfar from where his and his families live. Even

when the young couple live in the old home town, they often.do not

e confidence that the grandmother's-methods are up to date;

a
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also the grandmother is less often willing-to set/le down to

,

another decade of child rearing; Certainly when relatives afe

available and willing, working parents should consider them first

6r all ind,make an.effort io be tolerant of their methods.

The Most usual compromise is when father andmottpr-perhaps

with the'help of a live-in or live-out sitter 7 doIetail their

.schedules so that the parents between them can care .for the-child

for a good part of the child's waking hours. (ThO child's waking

hours increase with age; but even a three or'four year old will '

nap for an hour or two after lunch if entouraged.) For example,

w
the mother is i*hoolteacher who can-get off at 3:30 P.M.,

e

the father is,a saleeman who can postpone goidg to'work until

mid-morning, and a sitter or sitter-hoUiekeeper filla in between.

2

Or the mother is a nurse with three possible shifts to choose

from and the father'iss student who has considerable freedo6 in

arranging his classes. In some occupations = medicine, nursing,

,social work, psychology - which have beleic chronically shorthanded

.

r.
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and 1n-which employers therefore have sti;lepg motive to ac-

commodate workers, mother:. and_fathers have peen able-to arrange

'to work certain days,or half -days of the week and to-take other

-------, " 0.
f . -..

. days-or half-nays off. Parents, by brgantiodeffort, should
---_. . o ,,,

'

eventually be able -1ressure other emploi4rt into providing
,-__-

fleXible part-time work patterns; pr....to pisisure legislatures to

piss laws requiring employers to offer jo?*.on.a fiun eight-_

hpur-day, fortyrhour-per-week,basis, for ,theise who need..thpm.

We shouldn't asshme that the eight -hour workday will

continue forever. It's said that automation,-aided by the

.demands of labor, will progressively shorteh the workday - to

,

six fiours and later to rour hours. Then lt would be a. lot easier

for father and mother to dovetail their work.and their child card.

As for the -sittet: or care- giver., the4robleT., :of .course,

is to find tsatisfactory person. The 1sPA1tion involved'in
. "

ochild care and domestic work doesn;t aPpeeito many.people,when

ly

1t's'not their own child or home - atleastpot in America. There's

A

fI
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no prestige involved in the care of normal 'children_here.

Furthermore,-the woman -who. loves children is apt tosoon get

married and have a-child-of her own.

In engaging a persen-Who will be at home-with the Child

all day, it is of the utmost importance that the ears- giver-bey

-a person of whose Character and :approach the parents thoroughly

approve and one who is likely to stay. These crucial questions'

can't be answered in aehurry and,parenti should not rush off to

-7
work - whatevtr the excuse about the Job's not waiting until

they are convinced.

Wring-the first interview the parents can see how the

apprOaches the child incLhow -the child responds. If

the parents engage her`;-itahould be for-atrial period,oil a

Week or tyo. The-father or mother should-stay at home during this

-
, -

, -----,
period and watch the mutual reactions of the two as the substitute-__

, - I, .

gradually takes over. In this way too the parent maintains the

.
.

4

C
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child's security until the child develops enough familiarity and

trust In the ca14-giver.-

Before I goanyfurther I should interject that of course

'I don't mean that parents have to worry about the perfection of

-g:Aaracter of everyone-who.has regular contact with a small child.

If the parents take a good portion of the care of their child,

they will be the main influence on character. It is good for
6

'children's personalities to bec4e acquainted with a variety of

people - relatives, neighbors of all ages, storekeepers.- They

'
willenrich.children's personalities.

IT would call it unimportant if a potential care - giver has

an accent er uses ungrimmatical English or is somewhat messy,

lazy, or forgetful. The imnerstAnt_o_Astio a-whether the-Person-

likes-children.andcan control, them easily. wouldn't touch.s

person who seemed at all meanthreatenings ominating, or-tedilng.

Family day care is an/alternative to-engaging a sitter. 'It

a 4
is usually easier,tOttind arflother family in the community that

./7

.
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will take a child into-their-home during the-day, than to find V

someone to care for the child in the. child's cwn home-and less expensive.

. . "...

Next in importance to the satisfactory personalities of such a
---,., ...

. _ !

.. _

care giver would be that she ehave not more than.four young

\
-.

childrento care for, because Infants 'and-very young bhildren

donrt doWell on a skimpy, A -Rmount Q. attentioMpeven when the care

:giver is kindly."
.1

The safest way in a city to find a family that willtake,

a small child into their home is through a children's or family-

and-children's social, agency that, as part df its professional.

_
serviices, recruits, selects, and supervises homesifor family day

.

care 0 this type. If there. is no such agenCy in a smaller town,

parents should make careful inquiries and-then observe or

_

selves. Their child shoulbe introduced gradually to the'other
_

42.

hostel and they themselves should spend several days visiting it

with their child to bridge the transition.. This shouldgive'4the
/

parents the opportunity to learn whether they and .the care giver

see eye to ;eye. %

-.14
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Resourceful parenti
0
ln some communities have themselves

. .

organised their own fAiky day care-units or small network

of uniti. To counteract the lonely isolation-Of,the care giver,

4 °
. (

they' experimented with two pare givers in one home,with up

to eight children to care for. In other places they'ye used,

a network of units, one additional care giver who-rotates

each day.to a different home to-help the yegular'person, and who

4

available to substitute if the-regular person in ar.home has to

be-away.

NOw-I'll mention larger groups nursery schools, daycare
rO

Centers, day nurseries and "baby .40134 focusing on.the.problems

of the care of the child under.2,or 3 years, for whom love, en .

. .., '
.., ,

-0.

couragement and `continuity are so important. r say "2 er'3 years"

*--",-
1,... . ':-

bepauip none ebildren-are able...0 get along comfortably in a
__

.

. .

..

fairly largigroup-IA or 10 )
.-

and.to be not tee dependent on a
----_-

--

A care giver-when.only klittle over 2 ygars, whereas others don't

4 -1:
N

have ?his maturIty'until nearly 3 years.

First some-definitions. The term nursery School has

6
Usually meant/school for children'two or three to five

./
years old).

--/

4

c
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conducted by professionally trained teachers, from 9030 A.M.

to noon or to 3:00 P.M. most commonly/Upported
/,

The term-day-care cnterAs more recent; it means all-day

by parents' fees.

A

--facilities for thecare of:childreh of working parents, conducted

cOloperatlifely by trained teachers and untrained people frOM the
. 0

community, usually supported in'part by governMent funds:, The

.

-age range-Is commonly two or three to six years; a few centers'

lay take children tinder two years, and alSo4Childreb over'six

years, from the hour when elementary school lets out untiloparents

can pick,them up after work.

The term nursery or day.nurserY is over a hundred years
- 9

-old-and has usually me lit-untrained care of children of working

mothers f;om.birth to elementary sohool age, often sappor

charitable organizations. Most day nurseries that have existed
4

in the last one hundred years in the Unfte4-States have cared

, * .

for'tbe babies and small children of mothers who were compelldd

c;

work

. .

to. work (usually, before the days of welfare payments, because

. , ..e-
.

;

they had been widowed or deserted.) These nurseries- suffered from

v .
:e 4"



multiple 'handicaps. Staff was inadequate in number, in training,

and !h maternal temperament, and the babies ellnently*lay

isolated'anddeserted in. their cribs. Children over the age

of one had few.construptiveplaythings or-activities and received
*

1 *

to little attention and affection. Some moth raers,who took the,
*

home at night were so demoralized.by.their own bitter life ax-
A

periences- that they could not pr ovide nuch visible affection or

even attention. Many of these deprived children-Made poor records.

in school and in life.. And nurseries got a bad reputation with

child-care professionals.

Old - fashioned, custodial day nurseries are still lioensed

An some cities. In ad dition there are numberless unlicensed,
a

unsupervised "baby farms," run 'for` profit by "a woman down the

street" to which korking mothers bring 'heir children and which

are not detected unless-a city has a vigiaant inspection system;
,

Hasn' nursery care from birth onward proved satisfactory
0

for -children of working parents in the Soviet Unions and in

-.

o - is - .4$

;--

t
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Iirael's kibbuttim?' In a general Way-they have satisfied-the

I

chtidcare authorities in-bott*.countries0 They have been wary

staffed with selected, trained attendants.- But the results-of

t + .

f.-gro p care the crucial firtt three years have. dot At been

proved excellent enough to ovetcompthe skeptici sm of professional

people like myself who have high aspirations for-eur-chIldren and

d'ho have anti -g otOrcarejlCudices left over from the past. And
,

-

the situation regarding the reruitmegt of nursery attendants in
,

,

the United States is not nearly as satisfactory as it is in Israel.

and the SoWit Union.

.

Thegroup-upbringing_imthe kibbutz has.produeed ; noticeably_

-,-- .

' different..personality type. The older intellectual settleri from

were

.

ere ..

uro0e/most commonly described as philosophic4, imaginative, sociable
, ,people

0
with a worldly, self-deprecating sense of hUior And strong possessive

..

1
4

s
P. .

, o t)
- . .

'The kibbutzimlplural,of kibbhtzl are agricultural collectiVc
communities in which both parents WOrk'and the Children are cared

a for in nurseries, in kinderprtena,and In schools in which'they
stay except for visits to the parents in the-evenings and On

.. , the-Sabbath.t- - .

s

0 r

C
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And dependent ties to relatives. Theirklbbuti'-raised child or

more apt to be a-matter-of-itact,_highlygrandchild is

cpoperativet and-dutybound. citizen, often hard to get tO.know,

in some cases -even' curt to strangers::

School- achievement test resulti or children raised in the

kibbutzim tend to-beconcentrated In the middle zone of the

range for Israel., Of. the Israeli children raised in their own

'.

-homes, a,greater proportion are either in the high or low

,

6 -

zones,_ depending .on the qualiti'ot the home atmosphere. In-my

opinion, tihelcloSe4motional ties such as are supplied:by an
A '

4

-:all-round good family provide the strongest stimulus to mental and-
411'.

.

, , .

edotional deVelopment for children under 2 or 3 years.

. '

'I don't ;have such specific data from the Soviet, ynitmay but

, .

I do know that Soviet educational and psycholOgical authorities

lin the past,ezpresaed great pride ip their day nurseries and

-boarding institutions, -for infants and young children. I think it

is significant that they now are emphasizing the contribution of

ti
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family relationships in the development of sound-personalities
- o4

and admitting that those children raised in boarding Institutions

run the riak.of "deprivation of psychological stimulation"

and of "one- aided -or retarded development."

Soviet authorities also are discussing the nee -to go

beyond, or even to reverse, their- educational sistemis previous

priniari emphasis on creating, the duty-oriented citizen.- They

stress instead the-need to -foster the unique potentialities of

the individual so that he may be able to make "original oreven

reVolutionaryoOntributions" to the society. I, with my beliefs,

interpret these statements to mean that the Soviet authorities

realize that they have been producing some drone's with their

group care -in the first 2 or 3 years.
Al

In Israel and the Soviet Union the nursery care of babies

andloUng children so that both parents oan work is considered

fis .

patriotic and dignified work by young women. In the United States

such'nonprofetlphal care carries no prestige. As a result it is
.

difficult to recruit suitable People'here.

'

a
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-So I an saying that thdprocosals to place babies and

,phildrein under two years of age in daS, care centers in the

- Pnited States-raiseserious questions in the minds of people
.

;

like_ayself. The expense'would be high. Even if we-could set

up high-quality programs and recruit adequhte attendhnts who

would serve for years, providing children with real substitute

&others, we might produce average children. But I doubt that

most of the.young Idealists who propose day care from birth would

really be satisfied with average children.

9

22i
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ADDRESS BY DR. SILVIA..BELI,_

Assistant Chief of Psychiatry

a

-4

Mother-child cooperation and the4evelopment of

, - the'healthv individual: irplications-for dav-care.

(AA invited address to the meeting of the Maryland Cemmittee for the Day:Care

of Chfldren, Inc. held at Towson State College on-April 26, 1972,;)'- ---.-

1,;ince 19614 have been involved in the-si;dy of early childhood.

isy4re,search has feicused on the-analysis of both emotional and cognii4;le

aspectsaspeqs of development in-the first three years of life. I have been

corterned.i'dith the effect of environmental faEtors!on the

of a-c Us surroundings that, foster and impede his progress. .p
protest of growth, and with the.identification of the 'specific aspects

f

his work has not yet iead me to the study."( children in a day-care

settingk and thus f2 cannot address myself specifical9,. to the consequences

of day on development. However, I have gained much-information

the\observation of yocag children with their r otners which-is

essential\for the zlehning of -the best possible day-we environment!.

In-tir last Rao decades our understanding-of children' has under-

gone a chTr" of revolutionary,proportions.'A child's development
.

is no lorgdr conceived to proceed "from within" as a function of a

ma azional time-table, which unfclds at an even rate irreSpective

of theoppJtunities for growth which the environment affords. Studies

invcaving anirals and humans have conclusiycly Indicated that

development ks detergined. neither by genetic make-up nos by envirenrental

cireunstance slonetrather, it is the result,of an'interaczion between

these two sot4es of variability. Fitm the ilirst'days of life, °

a child is an active org.Lnis7 and his abilities develop as he explores

his environmen in the same:way in which the child needs nourishment

to survive, is rental structures geed the kind of nourishment provided.

. by the oppor uni y to exercise and practice the behaviors which are -

part of his reperltoire. A child who is ready to smile or vocalize

needs a figur is able and willing to respond to his advances in order

for his own b havitir to acquire a meaning for him, and in order for

hi-t to have a interest in increasing ,.tb* amount and expanding the type'

2')

*

e
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of signals he7OroduCes.'
_

The findings of my research to datehave indicated that the most

important factor in the healthy erotional and cognitive growth of

the child' is the quality of his relationship -with File mother. Infants,

band young children who showed the greatest competence ao4beffectivenesa

in exploring, and who had-the best performance on-tests of Cognitive.

development iirere the sane who showed a secure attachment/to-the rother

and who had.exlerienced a-harmonious relationship with her in the

course-Of the first-years of life.

Whereas the notion that the =other-child relationship can

influence-emotional.development is undisputed, the suggeition that

it also plays.a,majore,ole in the deve-lopMent of intellectual

functioning has not been properly evaluated until recently. I

would like to Oncentrate on this issue today, and share with youthe

findingsof three research projects which lend conclusive proof

of the-importance of this relationship, and which ,eve highlighted,

those characteristics of maternal handling that help the-child to

fulfill his potentIal. 0.

The first is a- study of infant crying in the first year of life.

Most 0:athersrhave at one time or another wondered about whether or

not they'should respond ta.their baby's cry, for fear that going to

him and picking him up would represent giving in to his will and

encourage more crying. Despite the pronouncements of so-called :xperts,

no observations of mothers and infants had been rade to lend support to

this notion:

The subjects participating in this study were a group of 26 infants

with thkr mothers who were observed at home, every three 'Weeks, for

a period of four hours. The inlets gercgfollowed from birth until the

end o[ the first year of life. Each instance of crying by the baby and

the response produced by the =other was noted, since we wA3ted to

detemine_whether agmother's responsiveness to-the cry would result

in increased crying rater on.

2c) 'j
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Crying is often thought of as.p conaittitional characteristic.

13sbies who cry frequently, for exarple, arc often consideredhyftheir

parents to be more irritable by nature -in gorperison to other babies.

While this -may be true in a few cases,' and it is certain that there

are constitutional differences in alertness and ivitability,which,,

Clifferentiateaong babies in theyery early days of life, our study

showed that there is no stability'rof crying throughout the first

year - -that is, babies -who cry a lot-in the first months of life-ere not

necessarily the sanse-who cry a-great deal by the end of the ?first

year. This does llot.support-the view -that crying is-caused by-constitutional

irritabilitY. Careful study of the interaction between-infant crying

- _characteristics and the mother's reoniivenesssholed that from the

beginnirg of the first year maternal ignoring results Wincreased,

crying later on. Those mothers, fn our sample wbo f4uently ignored the

baby's eries, sometimes under the guise of trying to train him not

to be dempsding, Aemetimes because they were just too itsy,tO attend

to him when he needed it, had-babies-who learned to cry-with ruck

greater insistence bP the end of the first year of life than they hid

in the beginning-of life. In contrast, ,those mothers who were responsive,

who we_nt to the baby and picked him up,in response to the cry and

,uho tended to respond,promptly and_consistkntly, tohim, had babies

who cried very little by the age of one ,epr. Their children tended,

instead, to communicate through signals other than crying, And had a

more varied repertoire of gestures, facial expressions and words-through

which they could make their wishes known, to themother.

There is good reason to believe from this study that thole-mothers

who responded to the infpnt'S cry were the same who generally responded,

to his non-crying signols as well. Thus, one can conclude that a mother's

/responsiveness Co all of the baby's signals, including crying, will

foster the development of a variety of co:rignicstive behaviors that are

easy to read, and LencC represent a more advanced fib* of communication

"vith others. _

I
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Mother and infant form.an interactional dyad: the more responsive

the mother, the greater the likelihood that crying trill decrease over

the first year and that other communicative-signals will become-operative.

This is associated, in turn, with the continuing tendency of mother to

respen4promptly. The likely outcome is truly aptivq-in that,

eventually, the child,cones to-reserve crying f r the more alarming

conditions, and-slanals less intensely at other times.

This. is one part of the evidence I wish to present today in support

of the position that ratefnal behavior plays an'essential-role

develepent of infant compettnce. The rekoinder,of the evidence stems

from two separate studies which l'have conducted, one with a geoup

of middle class and the,pther with a group-of rotioeconotiedfly

disadiSntaged rohserrinfant pairs. I:was interested speed-lc:41y in .

determining how.maternal behavior affects intellectual development and

the child's ability to explore and learn from the physical environment.

The two groups pf infants in these studies were seen repeatedly

-o with their mothers during the first three years of life. Several

cognitive tests were administered to each child, and each mother

'wasiobserted extensively as she played with her child, interacted Kith

him and taught him a.fcw simple tasks. the findings .showe& that the two

most important variables-tp affect I.Q. and general cognitive growth

were a harmonious coo e s 3,and the grount

of time the children were allowed to explore their environment freely

while on the floor. Parental education, in contrast, and economic

position, were not related, to I.Q. in thefirst two years of life..

Infalet who had a harmonious relationship with the mother not only

had superior performance pn the various tests, but explored more toys

durirg the observation, and had core varied behaviors through which to

---oiplore the toys than did babies-who did not gave a harmonious

:relationship with the cothef. A harmonious, cooperative quality in the

relationship between mother and child was the outcome prirarily of the

mother's sensitivity to the child's signal,. Tlse mothers rho responded

and gtprpriatel, to the child, thus rho were sensitive by

6W :32)
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our definition,_ had infants who displayed greater Competence-in

exploration and a core advanced level of cognitive-development.

Detailed analyses of the data of this study indicated that s,

two characteristics of maternal care are essential to the development

of the child. In the first eight"=onths to one year of life,inftrit

",coopetence is associated to maternal sensitivity. The mother's

ahijit; and-willingness to perceive .the baby's-signals accurately

and to respondato-them promptly-and appropriately were-the most

imporgant factors in the child's environment to fostei development- -

.factors which far outweighed in importance:all,the .physical

:environmenCI, characteristics which psychologists'and_Sociologtsts

measure when they are-trying to determine whether a,child liva4Cin

an enriched or impoverished environment. Infants from socioeconomically

_disadvantaged environment were not-infarior in.iheir level of

development to infante raised'in a middle-class-home when they all

had experienced'thehatMonoi4seelationship with the mother described

above. Infants.fracfriddle classhomes who were not. fortunate to have

this kind of relaIlonihip with their mothers,-that-is. whose mothers

were insensitive, ignoring, neglecting or interfering.-were

substantially inferior in thier development -when compared to infants

was. satisfactory.

e e qua ityof the infant-mother relationship

4In the second year of life, sensitivity to siwles is no-longer

the Sole-cost important factor to affect-cognitive growth. The.mother's

interst in playing-with the child, in showing him new and stimulating

things in the course of play increasingly becomes a-factor of primary

ImporfRpte.-Jlothers who engaged in playing with t e fants in this

mannerdid-not-do it -for the-empresseciporpose.of teapsing t ild

a neu ta'k. Rather, they enjoyed the company,'of their children and ofte

the child's uas the mother's interest in exploring the

toys that spurred the baby's curios4y and lead him to become actively

engaged in expliing it sproPcrties.on an independent basjs.Motlier's

..interest in toys helps the child's development through arousing hist

o
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curiosity and leading him to independns exploration, as well ao,,by,

providing a rode! that hd.'can imitate.

. .

It is relevant at, this point to pause to examine how the mother

- tone, to have such a majorieffect on the child. I would like to-propose 4

three -ways in wkiihshe-exerciass- this influence.

First, it seems. that maternal behavior facilitates the development .

of abilities directly. As I have tried-to indicate so.far, the child

learns-much from imitation, from having,hisiignals interpreted by

her, from being taught and generally stiMulate;f-by her.

Second, even when the mother is not in direct interaction with

the child she can substantially influence the kind of e4qence

he can 3.5ve with his environment. For example, she may provide interesting

objects for histo play with, she may givo him freedom to explore his

world; or she ray confine him for long periods of his day and-foster his

,pagsivity by preventing him from having the rewarding experience of

independent exploratfon.

Third, a baby's-exprience-with his mother may have an indirect

effect on his dealings4:with the rest of the world through affecting

Ills confidence. This-confidence has at least two noteworthy aspects-.

confidence in her and confidence in himself. Trust ini'llimother may

well be a necessary condition before he 'will venture ibith to explore

the world..A child who has'beenneglected or nistreated-may be too
4 ;

afraid to trustiNg any exprsince-which presents itself in the external

world.,confidende-in-hinself is also affected by-how he has been

treated. A Child who has experiencoleffective control of Resat happens/

to him as a consequence of his own- activity is likely to approach new

objeCts and new situations with c sense of conficnece,.that is, With

the expectation thlt he can have a measure of control overl.tireffect

Onhin and will not be overwhelmed by then. A child whose mother has

.,,,resPimded to his signals onvrwishee would have acquired this kind

of,Confid'enCe in the effectiVfnesa of his own actions in the course

of!interacting with her:..1

2").'"I .
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I stated in the bezinning of this talk that the knoweldge gained

frog these studies has grqat relevance to the natter which has brought

all bf us together today.'I ould like to turn now to a discussion of how

this infO;ration could be Incorporarid to the process-of plahning

for day care. First, it seems essential that parents be rade aware of the

irportnace of their role in the process of development, and be encouraged

to take an interest in the growth of their"chfld.-ICis not possible for

the day -care staff to become effective substitutes for the mother.

Although day-care persznnelitay in some cases, be the persons who spend

more actual.time with the child, they cannot and, in my opinion, should

`mot, %hes-ever a parent figure already existsibecome the =St

pa_port4t earetaers. Their role is.to provide adequate substitute

caretaking for ti`E Period of tire ,that the mother rust be away. In.

. . -

order far the mother to be able to fulfill her important role, she

rust be, above all, physically and erotilonally available to the child

for a reanirgful period of hit day.:It'.1z the resPonsibpity of all

those concerned with chilli care to encourage and facilitate her ''''

Second, day -cart personnel are to follow the stme.guidelines

in the_ir interaction with the,child that have been found to foster

develdprent when practiced by the mother, Sensitivity, responsiveness,

and playfUlneas arc all qualities btnefl-"Cea to-the chard irrespective

of whether the
figure who possesses then is a primary or a secolidaii

`,attachment figure.
Sirilarly,_ruch harr can result vhC0 these

o

chracteristics arc lacking in of of the .figures who share the child-

caring responsibilities. In order to establish a harmonious, cooperative '

relationship with the child; it is essential that the c.taff member have

a-very small number off' children under her care so that she may provide

lsot..e.r
the individotlized evme,.at healthy

development requires. Since she will

become one of the figures toward whon the-the child will form an

-nttachsent, ore additional cAsideration is coplaya major role in

the selection of day-care personnel: that the ctretatcr be a stable somber

of the cc4rity, ;Mires; :o ra%e n coritment to rencin at center

i
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for an extended period of tine. She literature on nother 1d separation

abounds uith evidence of the harrfel effects on crotiona7 dcvelpnt

caused by a breachie-the rel:6.0:414 betleen achild and the.*

i

fA f..o '
personi toward/he ha,S fox-red an attach-ent. All preautiens rust

be then to decreasm the li;Ilibood of fieceunt turnovers in personnel

if harmful effcts or{ the child are be prevented.

1

.,/'

''. I have not paid attention,rore than indirectly, today to the '

consequences of inadequate handling. tChat happens_wheethe mother

does not fulfill her role adequately, when she'is not available

pr interested in ttie child? the effects pf thisattitude are not

manifested only inrearly cognitive deficits, but in.emotionil disturbance_
/as well. T.motionah disaubances which result from inadequate handling

.

- -are compunded
.

uith
1

the detrimental effect on cognitive development,

and often it is not,posstble to modify these except thrash
.

paychotbcrapeuticliniervintion1 . .

4 ' -,

It,is here that day-care personnel have a task of primary irportance.

Ideally, they, should be trained to atect the early signs of maladjustment

andnot only prcniide through t4ir sensitive handling a source of .,

-Corrective treatment in themselves, but iptiene-with 'the parents

whenever possible to undertake additional corretfve,reasures hich

will be effective in arrestinaland reversing these-disturbances.

-

Planning With these facts in mind, I "feel, can turn*the day-

care/expericnceinto a n_reningfol contribution to the task of child

rearing.

0
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Senator MON6ALE. Dr.Lorand, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF D,R: RHODA -L.:-LOR-AND, ADJUNCT ASSOCIATE PRO.
FESSOR GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION; DEPARTMENT OP
at 'DANCE AND .C.OUNSELING, LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY

Dr: Lun.tz.n. A's 'Senator Buckley observed on ail earlier occasion,
"The basic concern of this ,committee, the well-being of America's

. children, is a concern -which we :ill share. Yet there is considerable
controversy as,to what in the long run will best enhance their well-
being and as to what may in fact be harmful to it"

01 course, that is rust what _Representative Chisholm Wisattempt-
ingto.clarify with the Senator.,,

It appeim to me that theFamilyServices Act 01975 contains some,
fundament:It coaradictions. °ii the one hand, it intends .to help-chil-
dren has e a full chance to participate in American life, y etitanakes no,
pros isions for rescuing the tragic children-n hose parents or guardians
are too emotionally ,digurhect themselves to either recognize the heed
-for help or ra request it. ; 4

The poet-Ned °Varmint, w Ito has run a nursery school in Harlem
which he started nearly', to years ago and islich is privately supported,
eloquently- and mos ingl, lescribe the lis es of a tew of such children

- in the June 1 New York tines Sunday magazine cover story.,'!They.
came tops omit of torments that w otainakestones is cep,- lie-says.

'I would, like pernti4ion to insert his entire article
Senator .1-(:).NDALE..,'1:hat will appear following your testimony. I

bead the article
Dr. LORAN!). He is an ext raordina ry person.
Day care facilities and other home and health set's ices would-not be

requested by many other parents in addition to-the-drug-addicted,-al-
coholic, or.,inentaily ill adults described by Mr. O'Gorman. . .

There are many immature and- inadequate mothers-who leave babies,
toddlers, anapreschoolers alone at night, which indicates that night
care centers Might be one of the imist salttable services-to.provide for
the poor, and other mothers who even find it too difficult, for example,
to find the motisation to arise in the morning and bring a preschooler
Wit day 'care center situated within their own housing project. The4
result is that the (.41tild is a prisoner in a crib.most of-the day while the
mother remains asleep, circumstances which greatly retard the child's,
cognitive development and its future school performance.

ThesearcP the children who are cheated-of-a lull chance in American
life 'and it would seem that our first priority, should be to formulate
Wan g'. to rescue these youngsters h?weer difficult and complex the task
assuredly will be:

I would think that the $1,850,000 requested for the first 3 years-of
operation of the Child and Family Services Act of 1975 would be
better spent on rescuing these children who, if left in the conditions
iii which.they now live, will begin to prey on society at an early -age-
ind will spend the major portion of their ruined lives in penal or
mental institutions at great cost tolaxpayers.

However difficult and complex the task is, it ought to command top
priority for conceinpd and compassionate citizens as well as for the
merely practical, if one computes the cost to the Nation of their proba-
ble future assaults, upon society and eventual-incarceration.

2
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Second, the bill emphasizes-the wish to strengthen family life, yet
_there is an umnistakable-emphasis on the promotion of day care as a
benefiCial experience for children. a '- _ ..:

. While. no one-can deny that for certain children -even the most or- ...

dinary-day eare,facilities are preferable to.t he only alternatives avail-
:

able to-them at the -inoment,there appears to be a complete ignoring%
of the voluminous clinical evidence that young children-develop hest
when in the care of their mothers, assuming the tnother is reason-
ably normal, or with a mother surrogateondthat the emotionartstiste-.)

nce.provided.h3. the mother's loving care and interest are intlispensa-
I C to 'Cognitive groi-th.

In other words. what is ignv.ed is the clinically moven fact that c,

physical, cognitive, emotional..and social des eloPment take -place.con-
currently and are most interdependent during-the earliest years of a

. child's life. It is., therefore. a great mistake to encourage women to
leavet heir, preschoolers in institutional day care and take employment.

The June 1975 issue of PZ,) chiatric Annals is devoted to-the mental
health .of children. Findings of %able ti this committee Are reported .

therein : - , ._

- -. -
The most effective lIend ..- Art program studied used the mother's presence in

the classroom and parents in el cry phase of program doelopment and impliS= .
namtation-to provide effective learninglor the cltild.

..`..ccording to the author, .child psychiatrist Dr. I. N. Berlin, the
ieporting of such research has still not essentially altered the parents'
role-in most intrrent-Head Start.-program,-and'henotes_thatiLis diffi.i_
cult to overcome the prejudice of administrators and teachers. who .

gee parents.in an'adveisary and not a collaborative role!
It is not unreasonakto conclude that time reason for the failure of

Tread Start to fulfill its intended goal of improving a child's-learning
ability-is that most has e done nothing to help mothers bekome more
involved with Their preschoolers. - , ., . -

... Referriag to-the "tiliachie%ed potential in materna-1'110d ififit 'r0-
grams.- TYr. -Berlin noteslhat it is s er ..). difficult to help fellow 'health
professionals to bejoine concerned- about the psi eholoA! developinent ..
of the chill and' to recomnizethat part of their job is-to enhance.the-x . r,
inotherinisk ills in tile young women. .. .- . .

The success of such early Intervention program in a few instances makes it
clear that legislation msthat turns progra oVer to the hsual mudical'agencles and

--,departments without close review of their work to help them changir ap- . .
.. proach tends to undermine the full potential impact pf'such a program.

. He describes theextraordinary differenCes between toe inothers,anid
. babies who were part .of a sldl-coordinat,d progrAm-where the mothers .

were helpedto understaild the importance to their babies' des elopment
.of-6riddling, talking, singing and playing with the infant by showing

, them films-of nonstiinutated infants, for example. 7
It was possible to later Omen(' these subjects when 4liev became

kindergartners: "They were the most alert, curious, friendly, phys-
ically active. and joy olis in their approach to-others,- of all the young-
sters in that nursery group. .

,

Since it is plainly this Rind of beginning which give children 4
chance to realize then maximum potential, 1 would-opt thm,tbis is
what concerned legislators would stresS. - -

% .
23,1:
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Another highly significant program-which is. raising-the IQ of pre-.-
.sehoolers by. 15 points on an average is reported on in the current
Carnegie Quarterly. The initial project, largely _funded by the ,y4a-
tional Institute of Mental Health with additional supportfronitlih
Carnegie Corporation-and other;foundationsis beitnwittpliceted and
monitored-With about 9Q0 ehildran in 8r jaces rangjng from an-Indian

.
reserVationto an-industrial city.- ,

The children who have experienced this progran-t-have fewer jcPe-
' haviror problems, which is,not surerising since they archapPier and

learNing is not fraught with -frustration.
Moreover. the second child in-n 'family' IN* enrolls in the- progrgotn,

averages 8 IQ points -higher than the 'first child. To the Carnegie
Foundation it suggests "enhanced parenting skills." I would add that
it indicates-also the results of-stiinulaticat from.a more knowledgeable
and active older sibling.. .

--44

The verbal interaction prOject, as,it is called; bas:been singled-Out
by the American Institgtes for-Research in the BelmOoral Sciences as
one ofonly 10 projects out of seveallundred compensatory educatiOn
programs across the-country that couldhe labeled successiiil and was
chosen as a model program- by the U.S. Office of Education.

Mothers are shown how to-be involved from the very-lieginnino. of
thisprograrn with.their children- with - educational -games and reading
to them and-thentluestioning them.

I have a little-brochure here on the program which I would,lilie per-
mission to'haveinsertedlittothe record.

Twice each week both the mother andthehild are visited by What
aro called= toy demonitrators. The toy demonstrator demonsfrates"
verbal' interaction techniques to the mother-around selected.toys and,
books. ,called verbal interaction stimulus material. The mother ,pat.;

Jicipates, in every loMe session..-She is drawn into and encouraged-to
take over the-play activity which =-is- initiated by the-toy kmonstrator.
Paid or volunteer_ vLoinen act as toy demonitrators and many of the
motherswhose children-have graduated from_theprOgram become toy
clemenstratos,thernselveS. a -.

-Their parts-in these programs, however, does not depend on- previous
edffcational, or work experience. They learn their skills through an ini-,
Alai training workshop in weekly groups and.ongoing irizlividual su-,
"pervision is given by.family-oriented professionals. .

I would like to not .that many of the people who have compared*
,8ifferenemtips of children have observed-that underprivileged 69-

'. dren seem, man averagefto-shoW an What is9about 154-)ointf
This is therefore one of the most exciting and valuable programs .I

have heard of,. The results seem to be. demonstrating that it is com-
pletely effective. It is_ip -accord clinieal'findings that you can-
not separate out a close emotional rOationship with the mother from
ccii,nittve, growth, and I-would hope that-thisAs the direction that our
efforts would take, to whence the mothe -child relationship-and the
mothering_ ability,.the proven _basis of learning., ability and-emotional

ratIvn. than in the.direttion-of in,tittitional care.
If day care will' coif- $4,'000 per cliff( per year and-the vbbal inter-

action program costs $500 per chikl, I-don't knoxt -why the mothers of
these very, young- children cannot be given $3,500 extra to meet their

, expenses-and enable, them:to.stay at home until their children are old C

232;
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mouth to go btilevol. The reinaining$500 would pay for the_verbal

It 5eemi to-me-that this prograin is the sort of thing; we should be
doing, and it doesn't matter how much we spend' if we arc going10
succeed in obliterating -the IQ deficit in the underpaivileged children.
It is perfectiv-obvious That it N possible to do and it has been proven
that the deficit is-timely, environmentalit seems to me to be wdrth
spenfiingall-our resources on it. ,

This ,program, which was recognized as. long ago-as 1972 by the
Office Of Aucation should have been on the front page of, every
newspaper", we should be shouting about it from the rooftops, yet
nobody that I know has ever heard of it, and:I-think-that something
should-lio done about that witliout further delay.

The bill is presented as a measure designed to help the poor and
'marginal families, ,yet the children who are destined fourivate school
Will not be excluded. The privacy and rights_of parents will -be safe-.
guarded: the bill ores, but them-are at least two-provisions which ;
give carte blanch_ to.the-Secretary to install any program:or take any

_action- which in opinion furthers the. spirit of the legislation.
The program us to be voluntary, but if -tire poor do not apply, will

they be-subject subtle or overt coercion or will those in command-be
satisfied with f Ifilling the request for services of more fortunate
applicants? .

In a recent artie n the Nt w York Times they noted that although
lleuidstat

they
not supposed to take.morethan 10 percent of-affluent

children, they definitely exceeded that limit,.
The.prirnary puirpose of the bill, it is said, is to give children of

mothers who are forced to Work lho-opportunity to develop to their
fullest potential and that one must avoid subjecting children to mind-
nurribine cuitoditil care.

Now, that, of coukse, is-a misuneerstanding, the fact that _a pipet_
simple, une ted-person who likes the child is taking care of utson-
stututesmi tibing custodial care. The child who feels loved be-,
comes very inter steel in knowing all about that person and world

Lie represents -am in becoming like this persbn. There is great stimu-
lation for re hr Panel` it doesn't matter how uneducated the, person
is. if he loves a child nm takes good care of him, the youngster
begins to come out- of itself and look around at this great:big puzzling
world and.tries4o learn more about it.

I think this idea of mind-numbing custodialcare is mistaken. It is
filind-numbing for a child. to have a succession of caretakers'.to-whom
he is hardly reLted, who are simply there for a salary, who have no
real feeling for the. child. That is.not only mind-numbing, it is soul-
munbing and heartbreaking, and that is what Ave should really
concerned abut

I must to on briefly about nn experiment that Anna Freud p r- .

formed at the.liampstod Clinic during World War II. They had
Senator .1foximr,r,. I think what you are saying is very useful. you,

have a long statement and we have three more witnesses, so I 'ask/you
to say what you feel needs to be said and file the statement,-inpther
words, pin are expandricg on the statement quite a bit, and I 54n see
ire aregoing to be here until 12'or 12:15, and-IWant to hear what you
has to say, bu

interaction program.

23u
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. Dr. LORAND. Well, how many minutes wouldyou like me to take?
Senator MONDALE. Well, take as many minutes-as you want do

not want-to stop-you, but I notice that there have been a few ex-
trapOlations and I am just wondering when you will be finished- so
that-we can be guided by that.

-Dr. LoRANik Well, let me see now
Senator MONDALE. Say what you think hai to be said and take

the time jou think you need. I just want to act, to our witnesses. That
is all.

tz,
- '

Dr. LoanNe. can tell you about this little experiment that
Anna Freud made. It is probably more important than anything- else.

Miss,Fread, who is the, daughter of Sigmund Freud, was dedicated.
to caring for the-bombed out childret v. ho -were ertItunp-
steadstead Nursery during World War II. She and her staff 'were highly
educated. dedicated -people who took no salaries from Any foi/nda-
tions. This was work they wanted to do.

They had the usual institutional arrangement, the toddlers, the
3-year-olds, the 4-Year-olds. and they were deeply concerned because,
in spite of all their interest in the children, they were hot developing.
The% had the acant expressions which staff had-seen in chilthen
at ordinary orphanages; they were not learning languages they could,
not be toilet trained: they were apathetic,. and Miss Freud and her
group could not. bear to see this happening to the children.

They had a cue from the fact. that these youngsters, when they
went home to _their poor working class homes, to their uneducated
working class mothers, would-when they returned from the weekend,
have expression in their faces. they_ had learned quite a few words,
and there was a marked difference in them.

So Miss Freud arranged to have all of the children regrouped'
around mother. surrogates. She took a 2-year-old, a 3-year-old, and-a
-4year-old, and those three were gi ouped around one nurse who did
ey`erything for thein.,Tn ot.hei words, she did it i clays a week, 'there

. was no exception, and the 7th day was always taken care or by the
same person.

N,w, what happened was that within a very short period of time
bedlam had broken loose. The formerly peaceful nursery became a
place of screaming, discontented, crying. miserable children ,fighting
over their new mother and terribly upsetos hen she would pay any at-
tention tany other child, and Freud's staff urged her. to please,
go back to their, former arrangement where they could function
peacefully.

And Miss Freud said (in effeet)-: If we have hit upon this violent a
reaction. if we are provoking this much emotion. we have ,struck
something very important. -

She encouraged all of them to stay ivith it and after a few weeks
the children settled down. Of course. all children have to learn to
cope with jealousy. but the% began to-de l clop lo -e and to have con-
fidence in this mother Surrogate and their attachment grew. They
began to imitate her spee4: theN acquired vocabulary; they were
toilet trainable; they befall. to do whatever this beloved perSon
wanted-of them and they patterned, themselves after her and became
happier and interested in the world around 'them. 7 think we have to
learn from that experience why the institutionalized day care with the
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turnover of help, no- matter -how well-intentioned it is, -is really not
the answerwand we shipld- stop :low ngrading mothers because thy

Aire noad ueated. r
\ And if time is limited, I would prefer to leave it at

Senator MoNikus. All right. Your full statement will appear in
the record at the -conclusion of your-testimony.

Chisholm.cam. ez,

,Nrs. CHISHOLM. Oh, boy. First. of all, I would like to thank you
for your appearance here before the Nminittee because I think it
is very important to get Mr kinds of opinions and all kinds of
viewpoints.
'But I'sat here for a4libment and thought I was in an entirely

different world because of the fact that I have spent the better-part
- of my -professional life iv the field of da/care, nursery schools, and

lleadstart and I am able to tell from experience what has happened
to children w110. came into these different child settings completely
blank, completely unknowledgeable of many things, feeling fears and

. anxieties, to see what happened in a setting that -was conducive simul-
taneously, not only to their mothering. in quotes, if you will, but
simultaneously also to their intellectual, emotional-, and physical
develoPment, and all of these things, are Interrelated.

It is not only a question of the good (milidinother and the mother
and what-have-you. It is a question of the total child. that one speaks
about..

And,.of course, with respect to your experiment with Anna Freud,'
Anna Freud lived in an entirely different area, and entirely different
era, if you will There is a congloiourate, of all kinds of factors in
today's society titat are not applicable to the days of Anna Freud.

Dr. Lotz.%D. I do not think that human nature has changed at all
since the beginning of time.

Mrs. Cnistiotzt. No; human nature has not changed since the be-
ginning of time, but the factors in a society or the attitudes are gen-
erated in a society by many, many difkrent kinds 'of factors that
cause. lunnap beings to react differently and to becoMe aware of the
fact that tradition can no longer answer.the problem when traditions

"'do not focus the problem that we face. .r

And.-of course, I am going to say this and then I will stop because
the chairman has other Nritnesses, that there are thingS I want to ask.

. but we do not have the time.
It is always interesting to me-,--are you not primarily a researcher?
Dr. Lorwm. I am a clinician. I have worked with parents and-

for almost-25 years in clinical-settings.
Mrs. CHISHOLM. All right. Second, what would yOu doand this

is ilk. only question Lw ant to ask you this morningwhat would you
actually do (riven the factors in today's society in America where
thousands of mothers are the sole support of their families' and have
to go omit to work. where you now hale approximately million thil-
dren under the age of 0 who are either in low-income families or
single .parent homes or bothwhat are you going-to do with all these
vounosters when you - -know full% well that when you mentionw$3.500

year. why do we nut give them the $3,500 a yearin Not York
My alone it wouhr cost maybe double or triple that to give to a
family just to take care of the basic needs because of the cost of li#ing
in New.york-City. .

4'3'5
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We also have to account-the praOnatic factors that le -
iglators of this country and at the citb.State and national level will
never come to the point of giving a family that kind of, money.

You see, I think what happens, we have to be verywe have to
realize what the factors are that we are dealing with in our society
today, and what do we-do with .a labor force that is escalating year
by year with thousands of women who are going-out there to work,
many of whom would prefer to really stay at home, but the situation
is4hat Alley have to be out there in that work force, and I do not
think that you are really going-into that broad level.

Dr. LoaAND. Mrs. Chisholm, as I understand it, it is going-to.cost
an awful lot of money to have these children in day care, and no
matter what the. prejudices of society are, I think we have .to try to
educate people ,to the fact that this money should go-to the mothers.

Mrs. CHISHOLM No further questions at this point.
Senator MoxoAr.E. What would you do for the tortured children

described in the New York Times article? How would you reach
them? ff

Dr. LonAND. I think spine version of the psychiatrically-oriented
kibbutz is the answer. I think you have to take the mother and the
children and offer them sanctuary, offer them rehabilitative care,
preferably outside of the area.

Mr. O'Gorman suggests a 24-hour rehabilitative service in com-
munities. .

T think that if we had dedicated Peace Corps-type individuals who
are really interested and really compassionate, we could take these
young mothers and these sick mothers with their children and help
themhelp the child-mother, the 13-, 11-, and 15-year-old and say,
in effect"Go to, school. We will lake care of your child. When you
come back from school, you will take over part of the care of your
child." ;

-

And Mr the older woman who is so damaged, to have rehabilitative
therapy for her and, to help all of these deeply troubled persons -to
know that there are those who would help them find themselves.,

We have to dare, to be truly iunovativerknow that word "kib-
butz" sends many people up aid wall. but these -kibbutz teams are
voluntary organizations. I Would offer this to the parents, and I wonil ,

agree with Ned O'Gorman that if the mother refuses, she at leas,
cannot stop her, child from being rescued, and-brought into that kind
of really protectil e sanctuary. I think weare going to just have to do

-that.
Senator INTo.mAr.E. What would you do if the funds to permit ,

parents who, by force of current economics, of course, must work, stay
`homewhat would you do if those funds were not-available?

Dr. LonAmi. We have money for everything we want to do in this
country. And agree, with your statement that the multinational-

, r companies and all the others with their wonderful tax breaks shotad-
not have them, We could have seN era] billions-of dollars a year more,
ifall of that were stopped.

And when we go to war, we find all the money that we need.
MI of that money should be spent on these people. We can do it.

We have the money if we are just not going to subsidize the rich and
give relief to the multimillionaire corporations that are in trouble.

.2 a
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Senator MONDALE. I see 3-on have read a -lot -of my speeches, but the
problem is that those speeches have not gotten anywhere.

And you see, I agree completely w Alt the notion, which I think is
fundamental to American life. that the-healthiest place, the most inn-.
portant place for a child, is in a healthy- family. I do not think there
is any questioh about that. You do not have to be a psychiatrist or
anyone else to know that,.

Bin as your statement points-out and as others have pointed out
tragically and strangely, as we become richer as a nation, we put
tremendous economic pressures on the average-family.

For example, the average single parent's income is $6,000, and you
cannot live on thatin'New York City you cannot live on itand the
average single parent «' ho stays at home, and I assmne_is on Welfare,
has $4,000 a year..That is about $1,000 under the, poverty level. That
means that they are probably suffering from malnutrition.

:Dr. Lon.vr. That has to be supplemented whether or not it is a
popular idea.

Senator MONDALE. Bid I am asking you,: If you can, whit do you do?
Thal is what we are confronting.

Dr.LORAND. But if you educate the public : "Look how much cheaper
it is"; if you educate the legislators as to how. much cheaper it is to do
this nowconsider the damage and the cost, of incarceration later.
I do not think there is enough emphasis being given to ,this idea.
People give, in too easily to these stereotyped pressures, such as, "You
cannot give -people-that- much money."

In the case of every family with preschool children where the-
mother would be forced to-go to work, that family's income should be
supplemented. This good should be worked toward world with every-
one's full-energy.
- Senator SfoxnALE. Poor George McGovern, .he proposed sending
everyone 51,000 and they ran him off, and the only thing that was left
*as President, Ford sent $1,000 to every family over $40,000 a year.
That is the only thing that is left of the program.

Dr. LortAxn. Well, there are many families that are able-to make
private arrangements for day care for their children that does not cost
them anything. The University of Michigan has just published a study
in which 5.000 families were questioned. Most of them Made private
nonpaid, day care arrangements for their children.

You know. what is happening is wt,!, are being propagandized into a
mind-numbing belief that there is an overwhelming, need for this
institutionalized clay care, when we really could be working toward
the neighborhood type which would, not cost half as much and-which
is really much better for the children.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Lorand and other information
supplied follow :1

J
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-STgT6MNT OF DR. RhODA LORA.40 Oi. S. 62b AhD L.R. 296G
bEFORL This SLNATZ SLICOnITTLi. O.. CaILDRIA. AND

YOWn AND ThLhOUSE SPLCIAL COMMITTLE.01;
EDUCATION

JUNE 19, 1975

As Senator Luci.ley oLserved on an earlidi occasion "The.

x,aslc concern of this camittea--the well-L,Ing of America's

is a concern Cihich we all share. Yet there is

,consiuerable conpxoversy as to wrat in the long run will best

enaancL ta%.1r well.-teing and as to w..at :.ay :in fact, be harm-

ful to it."

It appears to me that The Family Services Act of 1975

contains =MC: f.:ademental contraoictions. On the one hand
t

it Intends to help children hav, - full cLance to partici-
-

.
pate in American life, yet it makes no provisions for rer-

cuing tee tragic children whose parents or gdareians aro too

emotionally disturx.ed them:Felves to eit..er recognize the need

for help or to request it. The poet, Ned 0',G,orman, who has

run a nursery school 'in Larlem warn he starter nearly ten

years ago and which as privately supported, eloquently and

movingly describes the lives of a fey of such Children in the

.June 1st Times'Sunday Magazine. "They came to us out

of torments that would make stones weep," he says. I

would like to insert the entire article into the Rccoid of

these hearings;

23&
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Day -care facilities anu other hope ana health services

would not be requested by many °trier parents in addition to.

the arug-aadicted, alconolic or mentally ill adults described

by Mr. O'Gorman. There are many immature ana inadequate

mothers who leaye babies, todlers, ;Ind pre-schoolers alone

at night(indicaiing that night=care centers might one

of the most valuable services to provide for the poor), and

other mothers who even find it too difficult, for example,

to fine the motivation to arise in, tae morning and bring a

pre-schooler to a clay-care center situated within their own

housing project..' The result is that the child is a prisioner

in a cribmost of the day while the motncr remains asleep,

Circumstances which greatly retard its cognitive development

andfits future school performance.'.

These are the children who are cheated of a full chance

in American life and it would seem that our first priority'

shoula,be to formulate plans to rescue these youngsters

however difficult and complex the task assuredly will be.

I would think that the one billion-eisht-hundred-fifty

million dollars requested for the first three years of

operation of The Child and Family Services ACt of 1975,

. would be better spent on'rescuing these children, who, if

left in the conaitions in unich taey now live, will Login

to pray on society at an early age and will spend the major

portion of their ruined lives in 0.41411 or .4untal institutions

at great cost to taxpayers. hoyeVdr difficult and complex

the task assuredly will bd, it ousht to command top priority

23
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-for concerned and Compassionate citizens as well as for the .:

4 merely practical -- if-gne computes the cost to the nation

of their probable future assaults upon society, and eventual

incarceration.

Secondly, the bill emphosizes the wish to strength

lazily life, yet there is an-unmistaboable emphat-.n on the

promotion of day-care as a beneficial experience for children.

While no one, well deny that for certain children even the most

ordinary day-care-facility is preferable to the only alter-

,natives available to them, there appears to bele complete

ignorning of the voluminous clinical evicence that young child-

ren develepe best when in the care of their mothers (assuming

the mother is reasonably normal) and that the emotional sus-

tenance provided by the mother's loving, care .and interest

are indispensable to cognitive growth. In other words what

is ignored is the clinically proven fact that phyiical, cog-

nitive, emotional, and social development take place concurrently

and are most, interdependent during the earliest years of a

child!s life. It is therefore a great mistake to encourage

,./omen to leave their pre-schoolers in institutional day-care

and take employment. The Alune 1975 issue of PSYCiiIATRIC

'ANNALS is devoted to the mental health.of children.

Findings of Value to this committee are reported therein.
et

"The most effective head Start program studied used the

mother'S presence in the classroom and parents in every phase

of program development and implementation to provide effective

learning for the child." According to the author, child ,

"44 ki

4
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psychiatrist Dr. I. N. Berlin, the reporting of'such

research has still not essentially--altered the parents'

role in most current Head Start programs".and-he notes that

it is difficult to overcome the prejudice of administrators

and teachers who see parents in an adversary and not a cone,-

borative role. It is not ,unreasonable to conclude that the

reason lor the failure of head Start-to fulfill its intended

goal ofimproying a child!s learning ability is that most

have done.nothing to nelp mothers become more inyolvedwith

their pre-schoolers. Referring to the "unachieved potential

.
in maternal and infant programs" Dr. Berlin. notes that it

is very difficult to help'follow healtfi professionals to'be-

cone concerned about the psychologic development of the child

and to recognize that part of their job is to enhance the mother-
,

in skills of ,these young women. "The 'success of such early inter-

vention programs,in a few instances rakes it clear that legisla-

tion that turns prograffis over, to the usual medical agencies :

and-departments, without close review of their work to help

them change their approach, tends to undermine the full poten-

tial impact of such a program." he describes the extraordinary

Differences between the mothers and babies who were part-of

-a well-cordinated program,where the mothers were helped to

understand the importance to their chi d's deVelopment of vi

cuddlings, talking,, singing and. playing with the infant by

showing them films,of non-stimulated infants; for example.

It was possible to later observe these subjects when they

beCame kindergartners, ?'They were the most alert, curious,

211.
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friendly-physically active and joyous in their approach

to others (p. 40).

Since it is plainly .this kind of beginning which gives,

children a chance to realize their maximum potential, I

wonld hope that this is what concerned leg&slators would
4
stress.

Another highly significant program, which is raising

the IQ of pre-schoolers by 15 points on an averagc is

reported on in the current CAR:a:GIB QLARTERLY. The initial

project largely funded by the NMI. Wit",additional support

from Cainegie corp.'and other foundations it is now being

deplicatedand monitored wit:. about 900 children in 30 places

ranging front= Indian reservation to, an industrial city.

The children who have experienced this program have fewer

behavior problems, which is not surprising since they are happier

and learning is trot frOusn with frustration. "Moreover,

the second child in a family who enrolls in the program,

averages 81.9 points higher than the first child -- to the

Carnegie:FOuddationJt suggests enhanced "parenting skills" --

I would add it indicates also the results of stimulation from

a more knowledgeable and active older sibling. Tae Verbal

Interaction Project, as it is called has oeen-singled out by

the American Institutes for Besearch in the Behavioral Sciences

as one of only 10 projects out of several hundred compensatory

education programs adross the country that could be labelled

"successful,"oand was chosen asia, model program by the U.S..,

212.
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btfficeof Education. Mothers arc shown how to be involve

.fremicthe start in werking,:with their chilcrcn with games
-
and reading to them and questioning them. I would as that

a brocnure describing the project be incluced in the Record.

This is the direction that our efforts should be taken-;

to ennance tne motner-child relationship and pothering abilities- -

the proven basis of learning ability and emotional-well-being,

not in the direction of institutional care.

Toe provisions of thq legislation unc.cr consideration day

seem to pc. based on misinformation or an inadec;uate knowledge

of,the emotional -- cognitive development of the child, and

its connection with the parent-child relationship."
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The bill is presented as a measure deSigned to help the

poor and marginal families, yet the children who are destined'

ior.private schools will not be excluded=.

The privacy and rights of parents will be safeguarded,
,

the' bill assures, but there -are at, least two provisils which

give carte-blanche to the Secretary to install any pro ',em or

take any action which in his opinion furthers the spirit of the

legislation.

The problem is to be,Voluntary. If the poor do-hot apply.,

will they-be subject to subtle or overt coercion er,will those

in command be satisfied with,filfilling the requests for services

of more,fortunate applicants?

The primary/purpose-of the bill, it is said, is to give
.

children.of mothers who gre forced to work, the opportunity

to deVelop to their fullest potential and that one must avoid,

subjecting children to,"mind-numbing custodial care." This

means that the children past be cared for by people who like

and enjoy youngsters, who understand whit to expect of children

at each age from infancy on, who are patient, kind, reliable,

honest, conscientious and dependable and with whom the child'

caneestablieria long-term relationship. Whatever efforts are

'made 11day-care centers to stimulate a little child'S intellect

will onlibe effective if the child likes the adult who is inter-
.

acting With him. Otherwise he will turn-away and may be tom--

I
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pletely-turned off learning because it will be associated in ,

his mind wiWthiunPleasantness of contact with a disl'iked
...

.

' '2,

.. `-. , -As if the above were not-a tall enough order to!fill,the.

individUsi.-

proponents of the.bill plan to combine it with the amelioration

of-lehe'unemplcyment problem in depresqed and deprived areas.

7,

As many-of the local peoPle'as possible will be hired is-para-
.

....professionals in-child-care7aneforther positions whfah may
Y +

.-tbring-theM into frequent contact .with the children.'Th.e sad

fact is'-that many of-these people, 'having themselves been

treated with a combination of harshness and neglect is children'

have been rendered quite incapable of tr ing children in any

' other way, because there is a-compulsion in alb. of us, clinical

evidence- ,yeveals,, to handle children in the way we ourselves
.

Wefelandled. It ls'sn early and indelibly etched pattern whith-
- ,

e

.42aausUally;only be altered by intensive therapy or throUgh
. , 4

perlei.v; on,a sustained basis warmth and kind consideration from

an authority:who unconsciously representi a new,parent figure.

One cannot be too careful in the choice'of one's parent.

Mark Twain observed - -and the same applies A the hiring of

parent surrosatqp. A',ehild's cognitive abilities are stimulated

and enhanced by Contact with people who make him feel happy.
0

He ismotTated to know more about them and the world they rep-

resent. 4 identifies. with them, tries to live up to their de-

215
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mends on hiein order to please them." The child who is hurt,

neglected, un happy or,frightened withdraws into himself and

tries to know as little'as possible abo t the paingiving world

.around him)or else May,f,eel the need tontinually,attack it

in order to overcome his feeling o: helpi ssness or to ,xpresp.

,.
his rage and disorder to.,overcome his, feeling of helplessm; or

. . .

to. express his:rage and disappointment becatie of emotional

frustration. SUah attitudes are vitally impotant c.Mponents
.,.

..
.

in learning disabilities. The need to not kill and the presence

Of unmanageable quantities of rage are among thd. prime causes

of learning blocks.

4

"Every parent knOws the impqrtance of the, fir t 5 years

of life4kSenator Mondale said in his addresst0 the Senate.

Would that every parent did know this and acted'on it. (As,,,.

4 matter of fact there are many. parents, especially, among the

uneducated but also within the ranks ofOomen's Lib who, have

no real understanding of the crucial importance of that early

period.) He continued: "We know that these beginnin&years

are the formative yearp--they are the years in which pethanent.

foiuldations are laid for 4 child's feelings of self worth, his

sense of self-respect, his motivationadlis '

ability; to learn and achieve." This statement is clinically valid,
.

but clan the Senator possible believe that a day-care center is
s.

-A

. .

'A.

e '
°
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capable of supplying the long-term love and discipline which

enable the child to gain mastery_over his Listincts? Oily as

a result of such, mastery does _he have at his disposal tie \

energies of sublimated drives which enable him.to become a self-

,
controlled, law-abiding, achieving little citizen. Thes

accomplishments are an import . source of his sense of elf-

worth and'self-respect, all c /hichptegan as he viewed him-

seif in terms of the beaming expression of love and Joy with
. .

which his mother :viewed him.

Over and over again it has been demonstrated that that

which gives a-child the greateat chance to achieve his maximum,

potential in life--a stated goal of this billis the opportunity

.to spend his first five years in the loving care of a normally

devoted mother, yet, the Senator quotes with approval statements

of the Director of the Woman's Bureau of the B.S. Department of

i

-Labor who, in arguing strongly for day care for all classes of
.. I

-Women's requirements claims thatit is of importance to middle

class women to.be able to upgrade cheir standard of living.

Ae adds, that "Women with professional and technical skills

can continue to contributtheir skills and talents to fill the,

needd of our society in health, science, business and industry,

politics and other_fields. Day care in 2actlz_a_...baon_to_women_____

of all economic levels ot_o want the freedom to choose for them-

. selves their own life sytic and decide for themselves hol.4 they can

, ,'
beZt contribute.ktranlation: how much they are willing to give)

,

to

\
he, well-being of their families," Certainly none of hese-

I
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women Can be considered poor and in -need of goyernment assistance,

yet it appears that the proposed facilities will be at their

disposal. to

Those statements represent the,position of the universal-
.

dacareiroponents ani of WomWs Lib (often one and ttesame)

Many of whose members openly axpress their belief that child

care and homemaking are themfost degrading of all human activities..

How doei this square with thI statements of appreciation of the

importance of the family an the desire to strengthen family

life which are emphasized i& the bill as well as in the Senator's,

introduction? The mother gill be freed to make a contribution

to the World Of work While neglecting the opportunity to enhance

the development and.happi ess of her on babies, toddlers-and

preschoolers. The r her.children are, as clinical studies

'nave- dbfinitively proveny the more demaged they will be emotionally,

developmentally and cognitively by the impersonality and the

changing'personnel characteristic of institutional care. Where

the mother is unable to function, daytimefoster home" care

with a samllifamily on a cortinuous-basis is the only safe

arrangementifor the child's development during its earliest years.
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Tr. addition, a great many of the prevlsions
-

and the programs
of this itgislation already seem to be. ontained in various wel
fare services provided under the Social SeCurity Adt. A recent
New York Times article discusses these programs and the failure
of a number, of states to meet their reguirementsand regulations.

i'

I ask.that he article be included in the Record.

21D
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Taking into consideration the followina facts' that a recent DEW survey

of 607 day-care centers in 9 different states revealed that a stanoerina 70t

"failed to meet Federal health and safety
reauire:-.ents" (children's lives were '

actually-endanoered in some of them): that 401: "failed to_meet the minimal

but-etsential Federal standaras for staff-child ratios": that the former

Director of PEW's Office of-Child Development, Dr. Edward Ziele observed

that in "many instances we are paving for service that is, liar. to children":

that SenatotThimself concedes that the conditions 14:Ctie'day-c ;enters are

"an-aLsolute'disnrace with.tranic and profound effects on chit,- w families"

(all quotations from the Congressional Record, op.cit. O. S1C37).

to plan a massive increase in the number of these inst,tations

before makinn a riaorouS and exhaustive study to ninnoint the causes and sources

'of the corruption, inefficiency. the heartless and dannerous reelect of the

children, aid to determine whether it is in fact possible to eliminate such

abuses if we are aoing to have an astronomical number of these centers, even

if 5t of the total fundlno is spent "monitorihc and enfercing standards."

The most flagrant abases may be'reduced but where will all the needed conscientious

and incorruptable monitors and enforcers be found?
41.

Assuming for the sake of araurent that they are available;*Can individuals

whose character defects Permit then,to cheat, neglect and endanaer tlo health of

the children they have been hired to nurture and protect,Le monitored irto

becoming. conscientous and Carina lvtho more tnan irritable. impatient, hostile.
sarcastic, punitive and spitefuTan be nenitored into Lecomina the patient.
kindjy,tolerant and un,erstandi,a caretakers needed by the children if they

are to feel safe and handy and if they are to be helpee by the center to lay

those"nermanent foundations which will result-in the child's developing feelings

of self worth, self-respect, motivation, initiative': etc.

Everyone contemplating the nrovisions of The Family Services Act of 1075

owes it to himself to read the article by forger Representative Edith Green

entitled."The Educational Entrepreneur" The Public Interest No. 28, Summer

1972) excerpts from which are appended. 1*,eati-77e1"ErTts in detail some

of the shocking facts uncovered as e result of her investigation of the Office

of Education.

We are entitled to ask what reasons there are for believing that the.pronosed
Office of Child and Family Services will be any less liable to 'the inefficiency,

confusion, waste, breai.clawn and corruption (active or Passive-1" which Represent-

ative Green found to characterize the fanctionfna of the Office of nucation.
or thatthe proposed Affice of Child and Family Services will acquire the

services of professionals and auricles any less aullty of corruption and "ran -

pant commercialism and profiteering" than those patronized by the powerful Office

of Education. It would appear that The Child and Family Services Act of 1975

can readily becone a monumental example of what Pen. Green calls "the education -

- ',poverty- industrial complex ". Are the individuals at NEI' who will administer

this Act fundamentally different in any way fromnthose at.the Cffice of Educatidn?

In his sponsoring address to the Senate. :Ir. rendalo, in stressing the

imperative need. in his opining, for institotiorlalited child-care, cited

statistics on the disappearance of the e4tended family, which left mothers with-

out the needed help in carinn for their children uhile they were at week. There

seems, however, to be an information nap. Accordina to the University or gichi-

gan's Institute for Social Researcn which survived 5,000 families in 1973."onlY
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at
8Yof the Tamilies.with young d..u.vo aou uva-iau vata
children to either a day care center ar a nurse:v school. :.bout half used

sore rfethod which involved another fa-ily nti.har as a siazer, and tearly a
quarter either had husbands Mho workeu a solit-slitft so that toe./ could
share in the responsibility of child cure, or had a :Iouwtsch toey,could do
at here. Alrost half o' the fanilips oe rot cnvtfito rcr
child care.1riaidn-o7TriMrin = S to
IdaZej %ost7-Ehirrave care r.as vovrouo taer ,2,/ parents Fr otter
relatives and might involve what ancants to a nan-oautaryxexchaq5e syster.

'=Contrary to the fears. of so-.e e;loloyers u.ho L, yn at hiricolers
because tney fear sitting.arrangerents ',ill break de,n, the study found that
child care was not only :inexpensive, it was also tit:/aule. 7ven those tho
used the least reliahle methods and lived ClrCA.;;Stal&CeS most conducive to
disruntions had an averace of only one or tive .reek cars in chi% care a year."
(ISR fiEVSLETIP. p. 7, Institute for Social %searen of the University of
aMTioa7.77Mat-1975. P.O. Box 1243 Ann Iyhor, I:id:lean 48106)

-as
Recently ine b;ufe featured an account of a cooperative day-care

center in which_parents. as well as grationarents.ecok turns caring for
the cLildren. at no cost to an4one. ilf course like:se are teinid.crhoods here

this systen cannot work_because there arc two :any troubled peoi0e. They are

the Ones who dO require governrant assIstenca ad other services uoich they
usually reject, such as psychotheranatie te:n. Rut it is a tre: endous assut
to a child's developrent to have parents whp Leap full responsibility for his
well-being and are able to enter, into and maintain cooperative relationships
with oar parents. It enhances the parents' sense c." self -worts and the
child identifies with the eAcellent scli"-irate of Vie parent, thereby enhancinc
his con self-irage. Too many well-m,.:anino soc;al-plancers and lecislezors
fail to understa'd this. Nhile be- canine the decline in the autnority of the
farily, they prorote all sorts of measures Lich decisive the narcots c: auLLortty
or encourage then to yield it to otters. Instead tnere should he widesoread
Oncouranement or cooperative ventures tsrooGn Goverment citations of rerit
and widespread oublicitv..All availaole tutus should he used for the intensive
care Of the deeply troubled people who really cannot function adequately with-
out'assistance.

cZ:st

The proposed atternt to offer cosnrehons;ve psychological testing and
treatrent is doored to failure. The nu-,Per of nrofessionals Golified to offer ,

such services is infinitessimal cornered to the nutter which would be needed if
this bill were to beco-4 law. There is r,ch evidence that the uneducated Poor tend to
resent and reject psvcholooical services. If available, the likelihood is that
they would be requested painly hi/ the piddle and uoner riddle class parents, and
't is important to keep in rind that this bill is promoted as aid to the Nor.
There ray of course he a plan in the offing to train paraprafevsionals to give
Psychological tests and provide theruov.. Last year a program was begun to make
therojsts of ttcunemployed et'":c poor. Therp seers to be no Milt to the
mindlessness which can find support from the Federal governrant.

I would urge that instead of Luileing sterile, day-care centers

for the separation of children fror. their motners that tne funds

on
be-spent on keeping pothers and ciillv.ren together and/ennancing

the mother -child relationship, and with it the happiness, self- .,

eSteem,.and the learning pgtoncial of the chili.
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IS the solution thit Elf Mien more pf thet'Sdne Under the Farsity

Services T.ct ofjLZ,1 1IE NEW Y.ORIC-111rfES: TUESDAY, JUNE 3: MS- -
7:State waded for Child Health- Lag

117 NANCY mats Ica program was huge- under.

WASHINZTON, June 2--Sev. they had ever done. They said
ti. Tee rain Inking different from anything

en states have been penalitedithat it would require the (stab.
a portion of their Federal we,l lishment of medical services
fate Al for failing tO imP,Odnd involve carrying out a
malt a health screening andl,e of
treatment program for poor
children. the Department %off Med.caid, under which the
Health, Education and Weffereinew hea:th plan was net
announced today, -lederakrato-;:tgiain that

The penalties are the firstiprovides benefits to groups de,
levied under the Early Periodsc4,ded as medically reedy, such
Screening. Diagnosis and Treat.," the aged, blind and disabled.
men: program. which was set, KEW. Adds Mansup, under Medicaid to bring;
comprehensive health services' Last year. 'HEW. began
to 13- million underprivileged vc--ing more closely with the
children. states, giving -11nm technical

la theprogram's sixyear ex. assrsterw-e W expedite the len
istence, however, freer than gram. At the -gams time, it
three million children have re.twas reviews's...eminence.
ceived the mandated Seeekes.1 121,July. 1174 the monetary
so that H.E.W..took action un. PenaitY Prowlswel Passed by
der a section of the law requir.,ConIress went Into-effect The
mg states not providing thelDenalty consists of 1 per cent
services to lose some of thei'd the Federal coomution to
welfare

States Affected

Ithe program of Aid to Families
With Dependent Children for
each quarter of the fiscal year

The states affected are Ha that standards are not met.
Wall, Indiana Minnesota. Mon. e penalty announced today
tank New Mexico. North Dakocovers the first quarter of the
ta and Pennsylvania which trwricurrent rascal year, from July
a total of SI.7million for faillthrouth Sentemher, 1074.

The penidty has stirred up
tome controversy,

Gavin S. Courtney. project
director of the Csozens Coen-
nutlet' for Children, a private
New Yorkbased organisation
that has been most critical of
the program. sees the penalties

ins to inform, test or treat
the eligible children.

Six additional states are also
!under review, 14 KN. Secretary
Caspar W. Weinberger said.
and further ,penaltks could
be forthcoming.

Ilse six were not Identified.
"I hope that the seven states as a double-edged mend,

cited today -will act promptly: "On one hand 1 can dehlbtA
to correct their -deficiencies." to see that H.E.W. is finally
Mr. Weinberger said at a news and at long last following
confeience; through with its regulations,"

"Our goal Is not to. penalize he said in a teleph)ne interview
but to bring medical attention today.
to these children early so as -"However. I have problems
to prevent longterm incapacity wi:h punishing states that 'do
and dependency ,as well as to not give adquate services to
avert_suffering,' he said. a disadvantaged population by

Theegislation setting up the Withholding 'the money they
program was passed in 1967
to try to make state and local
health programs pay systematic
attention to the deselournent of;
poorthildrin, who suffer from;
anemia, deafness, eye defects.,
and a host of 'other ailments,
hi greater proportion than the;
population as a whole, The:
program serves persons up tt
21 years or age,'but conceit
lutes on those under 6.

The program has been cr
cited by Congressmen. welt,
groups-and other orgnitations
since it went into operation
In 1964 because so bale has
been done, to implement lt..
Few families who were

flitted to participate knew-
iabout it,

The states repi,ed

use to provide other services
to a disadvantaged Opulation.
What is the net effect of user

Mr. Weinberger mid that the
penalties had to be assessed
because the department would
be powerless to enforce 'the

"III:te
If

beach ica isted.lhe:state was
warn :1 that this would be

with the statute.Nhe said. ailikely
l

result if it did not compl

ding, "Tht states were peon.
lined because the Congress re-
quires that they be penalized
Ths fact that I think it's a
good idea Is coincidental."

A state d :d not have to be
giving the full range of services
mandated to all eligible chi!.
iremes be ruled In compliance
wish "the law. hssard.

They did hate to notify Sherri
populations that the services
were available and that parents
could and.rersen.e both
transportation and' bibysitting
krAces to take advantage of
the program. The states had
to begin to screen _arid treat
children who requested such
. Up to July. '11174, a total
of IS million children had been
tested medically and *wool'
none had received folloviup
treatment. accordidg to figures
from Dr. M. Keith Weikel, cons-
missioner of medical services
for H E.W.

In the last six months of
1974, 700.000 more children
were 'seen. The department
hopes that two million more
were tested and treated in-the
first six months of this year,
but the statistics have not been
compiled yet.

The size of the penalties are
as.fHOWS:` Hawaii 175.147; In.
diana 3143.516: Minnesota
S240,Eir: Montane _S27.S33.
New Mexico $ W,I146; North Da.
hots 826.236. and Pennsylvania{
1I.043,441.
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Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much:
Our next,panel consists of Dr. Bettye Caldwell, professor-of educa-

tion, UniVersity of Arkansas ;:and Dr. Urie Brgnfenbrenner, profes,
sor of human development and familystudies.
- If you will Come-up, please.
It might be well if you would place your statements in the record

and make Your points as you wish.
Proceed. --

.STATEMENT OF DR. BETTYE -CALDWELL, PROFESSOR OF EMMA-.
TION, UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS AT LITTLE ROCK

Dr. CALDWELL. It is an honor to be here. ,I always -feel excited at
this aspect of participatory democracy, and -yet I feel-a certain sadness
in being-herein that I firs testified for an earlier version of this bill
in. i969 and several times since then. This leaves me with a feeling
that I have not done enough somehow as a citizenand a-professional
Whelp get-this extremely vital 'legislation passed.

I am also feeling very strange after hearing some of- the contradic-
tory aspects of the-previous testimony. The 'first part seemed to me to
deal very directly with what I was asked to concentrate. on to some
extent. today; namely,-the need for this kind- of legislation. The chil-
dren who are suffering are present in our country, and we need to
recognize that we have to have programs that can help ameliorate
some of this suffering.

It seems that today we limc-heard, only about either dramatically
difficult families or families who are functioning at'a reasonably satis-
factory level. We have not come face to face with some of the realities
of the needs for the kinds of- services-called for in this bill-,the lack ,

of health care that many families have, the fact that so many children
do grow up with a poverty childhood, the very sharp increase in the
number of children being reared in one-parent-families.

We have sat here and extolled-the virtues of the family today, while
out there in- Washington and other parts of this country there-are
-many children growing up with no conception of what this-idealized
nuclear family is like; theynever ave seentheir father; they may not
know who among a certain group is actually their mother, and so on.

, This family that we are exalting is indeed worthy of that, but it
does not always exist for vast numbers of children in our society, and
we cannot afford- to write off these children who do not have the op=
portunity to know what that deal is like.

Senator MONDALE. I think one statement was made that we havete
stop looking down on mothers who are not in theapper-class- or who

are not - educated, or whatever. Is that-What you are saying?
Dr. CALDWELL. Should_we-stop looking down at them.? --

Senator MONDALE.- Should we? ,

_ Dm-C,tLowELL. I do not really-think we have looked down at them.
I look at them directly very frequently and hear about their problems.
There are an awful lot of people who are doing that.

In the previous statement, there was at least one contradiction that
disturbed me,,and.I may never get through my ownand that was the
concluding statement that we did, have to stop looking down at under-
educated parents, which to me totally is in conflict with the praise.
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given to what I consider to be one of the most worthwhile studies tin
America: namely, the Phyllis Levenstein work which is basicallyl a
parent education prop ant. Is Levenstein looking down at them? I AO

not think, she is. I think she is strengthening families and enabling
them to realize the importance of their _task and is doing so in a whY
that has obviouSly had extremeh beneficial results for the children. .1

In looking-over squrething of the history of this legislation, it seemk
to me that part of our conflictandi think the first Congressman who
spoke reflected thatis that we are a society which has traditionallyi,
had a lot of concern -for children, but we have also had a great deal
of concern for presen Mg adult autonomy, and sometimesyou said 1
this a few moments ago in a commentMien you preserVe autonomy
of adults to make t he decisions, to take all the actions, you may well
occasionally be going that at the expense of the children.

But the term ?family"' is not just adults. It includes children and
it is a social sysitmund what affects ()impart of it will indeed affect
the whole system.

If the, father loses his job, the mother and the children are going
to sutler; if the mother takes a job or loses a job or in some way changes
her role in that social system, then the children will be affected and
the husband. if there is one, all will be affected.

When a child does not develop properly because of .inadequate
nutrition, poor health. and lack of stimulation, the parents are affected
and, of, course, when the family is affected. all of society becomes in-
volved, because children and families and communities are definitely
interdependent.

We cannot afford to suppress our,concern for children, the kind that
we have-heard described here today. for femur that any manifestation of
this-concern would weaken the family autonomy. for concern for part
of the system actually represents concern for it all. The protection of
autonomy may sometimes mean no more than making a great variety
of services availlble so -that families can exercise their autonomy in
utilizing them.

.

At present our eviees to children and families are too few, too
inaccessible to those. who need them the most, and all too oftenAvail-
able too,late to be of maximum help.

I would suggest that the therapeutic kibbutz proposed to help re-
habilitate those families w mild probably not be much mire beneficial
than other kinds of things that we have tried because it may well be
that many cif those familiesthat the kinds of services we had would
have helped those families at an earlier point in time but would not

hale much impact on them in view of the present overwhelming .

nature of the problems.
I would like to addiess, some. of my continents now specifically to

different aspects of the bill.
say facetiously that T think I have read the bill better than some

of the other people who have spoken this morning. I ,really went-
through it A% WI a fine-touthed comb and it seems to me that there are
many excellent features of-this bill that have been overlooked by some
of. the comments-4y some of the people u ho have made comments
here this morning. and I have four of five features of it that I would
like to highlight.
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The first one is that these bills are family based bills. These are not
day care bills, ands Owl arc certainly not, in this perjorative sense that
has been-used, institutional clay care bills. I do not like that term and

do not like the way it has been used at all.
But it seems to me that every word in that bill-or those bills repre-

sents-the attention of the developers to the fact that the family is-the
most fundamental and important influence on the child, thus, the
primary objective of the bills is to strengthen the family.

Eyen clinging of name of the Office of-Child Development to the
Office of Child and Family Services seems to do a good. job of stressing
this aspect of-it.

Second, I like the fact that the services will be available only to
families Who request them. Again it seems to ine that that has been

1: forgotten here this morning. There appears to be an implicatioh that
people would be forced to utilize services available under this bill.
The language throughout makes it clear that these.services are manda-
tory,tat they are to be offered only to the families who request them,
and in that we offer-the greatest protection for family autonomy.

Senator Afoximr.E. The bill says voluntary and you just said
"mandatory."

CALowEr,r.. VoluntaryI beg your pardon. I meant to say that
services would not be mandatory, They are, voluntary and . only to
people who r ,:quest them.

The thirdand I am going to concentrate my remarks rather
heavily on thisis that a variety of services will be available.

As I said this morning, it seems-that everyone has implied that only
day care is called for under these bills.

In section 102 you have nient,ioned that there will be part-day or
full-day child care in home-settings. group settings, and SQ on; there
will, bc health. social, recreational activities, familyeseryices, including
this -vital free care and education that we have all talked about; pre-
natal, other medicaLcare, special yrograms for children from different
ethnic groups, and so on.,

of these -things are in the bill and they are not just day care
bills.

I appreciated Mrs. Chisholm's remarksrepeatedly statements have
been made to remind us that we ao need day care.

And. furthermore, I would like to stress something that she has
touched upon. Yes.; von need an educational component to day care,,
but the implication has'been left here that if you have education you-
lose tender, loving care. You can be both educational and offer tender,
loving care to children; this has been demonstrated time and time
again in quality day care.

Your record for today is going to he so long, I would not like them
to insert anything else. but T did bring along a paper that I have
recently written called "Child Development, and Social Policy," that
I would like to have inserted because it offers something of a sum-
mary of research results relating to quality day care---and I stress
that word "quality" because it is only the prOgrains that have
attempted to provide quality, that have been willing to permit sera-

. tiny. willing to submit,themselves to.an.objective assessment of really
what went on and what kinds of changes in the children. resulted:

54 -'039 - 7,3 - 3 ; 21 25'5
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Let me just:run vely briefly thRough,what some of the data about
day care really show, and I do not 'know where Representative McKay
found the studies that he referred-to. rthink, as-you-suggested, that-he
was talking-about the effect °Presidential institutional Care, and today
people have, been referring to institutional clay carealifiost guilt- by

association there "and is not deserved. o
The data about clay care shows such- things as the following-4nd

remember, I am.talknieg about quality day carethey.show -that chil-
dren in quality day care develop competence in skills that our society
values; and the bill, mentions in one place that we want reading
remedies encouraged.

We know that children in day .care can be kept-healthyagain in a
quality program. They-do-tiotgeLsickinctre_aften_than_theywould if
they were at-home.

And we know that children in day care need_ not lose their' attach-
ment to their own mothers, this primary emotional attachment or
relationship that is regarded as somewhat of a prototype of all other
social relations.

Now, there was a study published diiring this past year that has
been widely quoted. ThiS study showed that there were some ap-
parently anxious types of attachments sherwn by some children in
day care in contrast to-children- wlio had been reared in their-own
hhome's.

To date I know of tour studiesonly fourin this important area.
. Two of them are published, two are nnpublished. Out of the four only

dice has 'shown any kind of negative consequences in this area of at-
tachment as it relates to day care.

Furthermore, in _these two-published studies, we have a total-oficily
81 childrpn, only 40 of whom have been in clay care, and -it Seems to
ine that this is far too small a sample to permit ariyb!:xly to state

:definitively that day care does weaken attachment 'or causes anxious
attachment, and so on. I hit ,e a, longer comment on that point in the
paper.

At present it seems to that we are justified in saying that chil-
dren in quality day car ill not lose their attachment to their own
mother.

They are also not going to become emotionally- disturbed. Again
there are several studies that have shown that children in day care
show roughly the same range of emotional functioning. that You will
find in children in any setting. Sure you,are going to find aleW who
have problems; you are going to find-a few who are very well adjusted,
but that the range will 'really tend to duplicate the range that you
would find if you,took iE comparable group from similar backgrounds
and experiences who are being reared in their own homes.

Another imports statement that I thin]; should be made about
day care is that trlerei is certainly no clash of values between those
that are espoused by daycare whether it is family based orgroup based

and parents who need clay care for their children.
Sometimes we hear an accusation level-d that, well, we are -just

trying to impose middle class values on child-n-1 in day care programs.
The values, the skills. the attitudes that people M day care centers do
try to help inculcate into children are, by and large, the same values
that the,parents say that they espouse, that they-waht their children to
develop in these Ways.

4
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So, just to summarize this section, I would not attempt to claim that
anyfindings would necessarily be replicative if the research -which
produced the data had been done on just any clay care program,
family based or group based. I repeat that I am referring -to quality .

programs.
This morning a number of statements were made pointing out the

presumed superiority of family day care contrasted- with the group
type. I. hasppen to believe in both kinds, and I merely want to try to
Set-something of a research-record straight here, and I would like to get
back to the bill, but for the tiMe.

Family day care is one of the most unresearched topics_in America.
This hasheen informal. Many of the studies have been where people
have not had clear access to them and we iiiilly-caimot point to any
good research that compares children in family day care with group-
based day care.

We think that we can operate quality programs in "both sectors, but
at this point in time certainly no one can make a case for the superiority '
of one kind over the other.-

Now before leaving this section of commenting on the diversity of
the hills, I would like to support the statement made by Dr. Schaefer
and others about the importance of parenting education or preparent-
ing education, and I-hope that wilLnot _be Interpreted in. any way as
minimizing the-quality of parenting offered by undereducatedpeople,

But we really doone of the statistics I have in the statement is the
sharp increase in the number of births to young women under 19,
under 18. and these are young people who have not really lived out their
own childhood, if you will. They are suddenly faced with the task of
becoming parents: of nurturing mother very precious -human being
when they themselves are perhaps stilt seeking -nurture from the im-
portant people around them, and many of them have not had any ex-
posure to the simple informational things that help the child-rearing
process become a hit easier.

A number of years ago a man named Vladimir- deLissovoy did an
interesting study on very young parents. It is one-of our myths, I think,
that young parents make-good parents; they do not get as irritated as
older parents and so on. That is part. of the, mYthology.:Dr. deLis-
sovoy found just the opposite.

The young parents were often very harsh when they disciplined
their children and they had very unrealistic expectations of what the
children could ao, such as they expected a child to be able to respond
if they said, ".No," when the children were only 3-months of. age. And,
of course, this led to-crying and frustration and perhaps more punish-
Ment.

And it strikes yon as being-very ironic that many of these parents
then were frustrated and the .children undoubtedly put into a more
difficult situation than they might have been otherwise clue to the
lack of informatipn that could have 'been offered in a simple kind of
junior high school ,course in parenting education or one offered by a
well child clinic-or a prenatal clinic, and soon.

So, very strongly,. I endorse that aspect of the diversity of the hill:
Another point I would make is that these bills do provide for

community involvement. This is kind of a 10th anniversary
for Head Start. One of the things that we have learned . in -the

J
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Head :--:.art decade is that programs can neither be effectively designed
nor implemented withPut counsel :from -and participation by the people
who would be iip-olved:.

1

Furthermoi, -e have also learneil that parents and:the- others who
stand to gain the most from the operation of quality programs will
work hard to insure quality and we have learned thai; they see inteir-
action with child development pliofessionals as one -1%1,y-to help main-
tain and achieve this quality.

So I like the fact that you hale a national council, sti, to child and
family. councils, an . then eoune is within each programs Nwhieb will

Ittempted to provide quality. We l, by a&vok,ating standards apd. call,
ing for monitoring, c fling for spine rese,, h and development pro-

operate. This seems . me very nn ortant.
Another point of the bill, ,that has not received comment is that it

takes a stand for quality. 1 refe to research on day care that has

\
grams, and setting aside some of the none 3 for training, it dues -semi
to me that you are making every- 4ffort to see to it that whateyerlinds
of programs get developed under the auspices of:this bill, it will be a

'quality program. . /
In that context, I think the implications are that monitoring will be

more or less of-the child care prpgram Mit the parenting education
, activities that help the social services, all'ofthese will need some kind '

of -monitoring to help make certalin that this sort.of quality does in-
deed occur. 1 .

As. part of the research trap that we fell into with Head Start, we
e...`beaan to \evaluate it in dimensionithat people did not really -consider

were terribly, important, like the 11Q, That was not the niajor objec-
ive, but .we ,used these tests because they were available;

Well, we 'do not necessarily haV1 ethe best instruments available for
monitoring some of the subtle aspects of the programs pat might be
offered under the bill, and we ne0 very. much to gi7 some thought
to that.'

. , 1 ...-----

As part of this,.it seeks to inc that we need to monitor :Mlti haVe
come to-call,program fidelity, the xtent to which-an-operational pro,

-, gram actually resembles what is there on-papernot so much to look
at outcome Jmeasure, how the children are doing, what the parents
think, and so on, but to have some' kind of- monitoring that sees to it
that the things that are called for do indeed get developed. It IS easier

. sometimes to do things on paper than it is to implement them.
I would' like to now to turnriefly to just a few; questions that I had.

about the bills, and this may be dile ,to my ow difficulty in reading
legal 'language, but one question that, I had re ates to the coordina-
tion of Cervices to children and faMilies.

The language of the bills makes it clear that here is no intent to in-
fringe upon Head Start funding or to retitle in any way the extent
of Head Start programs for children and familiesYet:low the 'pro-
grams operated-under these bills might interact with, say, title,XX of
the Social Security Act and titles and. III of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act is not cle r. Plans for achieVing-coordina,-
tion between and among such prog ams ,may already be in existence,
but, if this is so, it is not evident in the language of the bills.

Now, another area needing clarification for me is this definitioil of
`.`prime sponsor." This term-always gives me trouble when I think of
anything other than some official State organization; '',

2
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Now it seems to me that-the bill &essay. that different organizations
May be prime.sponsors, and I heartily, enthusiastically endorse that.
We do not want to-start out with anionolithically organized system-of .
ser.vite. I love the idea that different groups can be a prime sponsor, but
how in a start-up period a prime sponsor ora group can-organize to
get services underway is not entirely clear, and it is possible that this
has been- left deliberately ambiguous, and indeed it is possible that 0
kdid not fully understand itbut this is an area-that seems to-ine to
'feed Clarification. ,

,
.

-I .would like to summarize now my statement. I started out by
.re,

fleeting a slight degree of impatience, that, despite diligent work by
' members-of this committee and by many concerned people throughout

thecountry we still have not passed'a comprehensive Child and0Family
:services Act. 0. .

Our failurgto do so seems totally implainsible if one pauses- even
-briefly to Kea on the overwneln.ing evidence of the' acute need for
such re. bill, and we haVe liet ler a great deal of evidence of that sort,

today. . . -
- .

- . .

- Although I hope that our wait is not quite so rong, I find comfort in
the. thought that 13 yeirs elapsed between-the signing of the Declara-
tion of Independence and the ratification of.our'ConstitutiOn. I gtiess-
we do notmake important policy decisions quiekly. .

. . .

Also. it always kelps mecat least the older I get, the more inter-
ested I get in history-2--it helps to deal with frustration, if ,,one re-
flects on even more recent bitiOthistory. . ,, I

. Legislation which established the Children's Bureau Vas. passed"
in 1912. 'ghat was 3 years after fervent -proponents had tried to get it
established. Most of the supporters of this agency felt that the exist-
ence of.such a bureau in-.the Federal,Government would serve to chal-
lengethe individual ,States. and activate them to do something on be-
half of children. , ,. . .

' But.9pponents of the existence of the Bureau, which can'now 66

viewed as a majorfactorin the protection of children and the strength-
' ening of ,families. managed to delay passage of this bill f9r 3 years.

Their reason? Well, it will sound familiar. The reason was the Fed-,-
eral Government should.not intervene in childrearing and the exist-
wire 9f suelt a bureau would. weaken the, amily. 2

Yet wave we to offer a tribute to theifederal agency which duringthei past 60 yearS has"ddne the most to help children rind familieS in
America, we would probably choose the Children's Bureau.

,,, Perhaps any. time we attempt to inoaify any social system which ,

:\ tonches us deeply in an emotional, way, like services to thildren and
A families. we hold back lest the 'To rst. of vat might-exigt in file peNV

compromise the best of the old. If this is a factor in-our prAnt;na-
tional indecision.and refusal to -act in behalf or children and families, -
,then it would beho9ve us again to reflect on the glaring and embar-
rassing evidence that has been discussed today and is all arountl'us;
that-,action is essential. , .

:
What WC need in order to overcome our indecision and our

it seems to me, is, first, a willingness to look at and believe the evidence
of unmet needs of children and families in our society. We'reallY do -

not like to look at it and when we see it, lieldo not like to believe it is
true. .. -
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Theo, secondly, we need to pledge some of our: rational resources and
our national compassion to try and itieet these acells,pnd I agree with
'the previous speaker thztt we, always seem to manage to find- funds
for things that we really want or that some people Want!

If, through such-legislation as these bills, we can create a mechanism-
through which families, yofing or old, can obtain the services they-need
to help them rear their children with love and dignity, then we shall
not have to be so concerned ain't whether, when, and how to intervene
directly'in-behalf of children. .

With .an emphasis upon preventiye programsand I would Ill& to
stress that this is the kind of thing ewe really know how to do, bestwe
can nurture both our concern for children and our,traditional' respect,
far parental iintonomy. The services ailed for in 6is bill are preven-
tive and suppuf.,:ve, and-as a profesbional inAlie field of child develop-
ment. as a parei.tand as a citizen of this country; I hope toSee them
become a 1.604 in the near future. .

Thank you.
Senator MoN.pAix. Thank you very much, Dr. Caldwelli for wan

excellent statement.
[The prepared,statement of Dr. Caldwell follows:]
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irx,reur.,3 at five times that for all other birth. in Texas), with manyof
these riwth,rs not havIng_finished high 'school.

case...!di
.ati.tics on child abuse, wir far more unreported than reported

Jtitedly occurring, and with neglect comprising the underneath

part of or: abuse-neglect iceberg and thus being far more comma,-, and mere

permiciou.

--at least uriV-third of mothers with children under six working, with about
(P'"

three-four n. of those mothers working full-time and with four-fifths working .

out of shoe ecdnomic necesSity.

d y care facilities are available for fewer than one out of four of

the young hildren whose mothers work.
-,\One cikilci ,o Ion and on citing such dismal .tati.ti s, but to do 50 is paimul and

embarrassing. l hate the thought that representativer of other nations, less affluent

and presumably 1 s. "developed , " might read them reflect on how these things
,,--

can be true in our, ,vc,lety. How cart such condition. exist in a country wnich generally

boasts of it concet ml for .children?

it seem: to nle that pure is indeed a z..ountryt t has concern for I s children,

but it is also a r ,io i which strongly values per.otial autonomy. And Fhese two

values can eci.a.ionally i.orrie into conflict. That/is, we somettmes_,I,pear hesitant

about deveL:Ling /Ian., .ich woulo help the child en for whom we have concern .".

Cut of fear that any action would represent an ,:. a.kon of the domain oi the family
... to make much pia-c, and take such action. but I six-ri an avoidance of planning and

Of eyg.tiOn, we ars, implicitly defining "farnjy" a "adults," which is not the case.

The family ,- a 4ntem, and whatever affect, +rt cf it will, to some extent, affect
all of ,t, v,hk,. a father loses his job, the mot er A xi the children are affected.

When a mother t ken a job, or i. unable to fi orle, the children and the hustard

tif there i. one, i rt. affected. When a child dc n, Ot develop properly because of

inadequate nut,, s on, poor health care, or lace of stimulation, the parents are
... / -affected. And, o course, when the family is , dotted, all of society becomes in- j

volved ri ..,nj we)1 or another. f-ortchil_dren arTt families and communities are all

interdependent, e cannot afford to suppre.- ur coLicern fee children out of tear/

that any mend'. ion of such concern would w ke.i family autonomy, for co-icon.

for part of the -y, tem actually repr4ents conce n for it all. And the protection/
of autonomy need : urnettmes mean no more than acrxtit greater variety of

'")
41.) 44

.4)
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services avatlioli.-, so that families can exercise their autonomy in utilizing them.

At present, .nor -,i,ervices to children and tarralies are,too few, too inaccessible to

thoserwho iced them most, and, all too often, available too late to be of maxcnurn

help.

fOw These erns Can Held

The tails currently being discussed by this isuriarattee would represent a-major
step in tie dire, hon. of giving families and children the kind of hejp-needed-to

obliterate sor r.e of the depressing statisticsottechaGove. I say this -for the

following reanons,
4
J. S. t2c.and 2966, are family -based bills. The language of these bills,---

their letter and their spirit, all-recognize the primacy of the family as a major
incluence in the lite of at child. As I interpret ctic tills, they will provide ,-or ser-,
vices whictr will strengthen families and will make the task of parenting (and also

presUrrabiy tho task of %rattling") easier. There are several important semantic
developments a-,_,sciated with the bills which signify amore mature level of thinking

about the types st services needed in this country--the very title of tne bills them-
selves c"ishild and Family Services Act"), and the proposed change of, name for the

current Ogore) of ;shad Deve topment to the "Office of OhlIci and Family Services"

represent exan pies of this maturing . The philosophy that services to be provided

under this act will be undertaxeroas a "partnership of parents, community, private

agencies aid :tats and local government with. appropriate supportive assistance
from the F ederal ,4o4errunent" says up effect that the adequate protection ofour

human resources cannot be assured unless we are all involved in the task. This

total runtOlven-ient is essential, and , ts presence in the bills is commendable.
2, servic. will be available to all famitie, who 'request such services.

of the legislation passed to benefit children and families is of the categorical type, -
with stringent restrictions placed ;rri utilizations- of appropriated funds. Although 1.

theta bill., specify certain proportionate priorities (e.g., 65% economically dis-
advantaged), the eligibility requirements arc nut binding as to exclude a iy group

of families desiring to participate. This means that ethn c, social class, and cul-
tural mixe- will be more possible and, more likely to occur in programs established
under the tall n We do not need new programs that set one group of children and
adults apart from Other groups. Proposed patterns of funding allow for pas,nent
of services according,to family income , and this should facilitate the utilization

of services provided under these bills by families at all-....driornic levels. Although

there are obviuusly /orne children and fan-alies who need services more than

2 o' 3
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other tarnitic-, do, yi a service program is tv ce. comprehensive it should be avail-

able to evLr-4,ixv who desires service rather than leave some groups at theperi-

pnery, re;ee,tsul at 110t being included.

3. A vartlxof ser ices will be available. Trii is a most important aspect

of the prc.ps.,,rd calls, for there 4a no one exclusi ie Pattern of service needed by

lamllics in tooay'!., complex world. Mentioned in Section 102 of the Senate version

of trie bill 3,e, part-day or full-day child care in different settings; health, sociil,
and recreational activities; family services, including pre - parent education, which

I consider vital and essential, social services, prenatal and Other medical care;

ecial progiam, tyr children from ehtnic groups, nutritional services, screantrtg
and diagcncnal,-, programs designed to ameliorate handicaps, extension of \early

ccfitin,00 pi rwarn upviiiro into the elementary grades, and coOrdinattort r programs

Wen thQse op,,,rates3 by other agencies. This anticipated program dIversio shOuld

be 3tre-,i3d in all news releases about the bills, for all too many people s ern to

interpret the brobot,ett programs as involving only child care.

Lrst that con meat be misinterpreted, .1 hasten to .tress Just how iM rtant the

child care t4.7-vices which would be made available through the bills actually are to

WrItit(!, in .47,ern.,.i. We know from tne findings of Mary Dublin Keyserling'S
important urge y of day care facilities in AMer,Ga such things as the fact that

--t-noA working mothers with young children do not have access to quality day

care but rraa,t use whet is available, wilier is often essentially custodial care.

frost n-others who work do so because of economic necessity, and debates about

whethhr mother-; "should" or "should not" work are often irrelevant to the

et 0,-,-.Pnic realities of the-family. situation.

Lanni I1es are usually hit hardest by a shortage of good day care.

.t1dtzed day care is beyond the reach of all but a few working parents.

the tye of day care available to moderate income families is most likely to

to prop 'ietary and 40 be in center, not always offering developmental services.

fa ally do, care norne,i are often arranged on an informal basis and are beyond

anal art. Vi dut,;)c rrcnitorin.) process witch could'help ensure quality.

- -d-.y ervice5, because of either neighborhood realities or restrictive

eiNtbliify r,gtAirernentt,, are often totally segregated racially, etilnicely,

and ori,-,,rt, ally.
t * h ,rnmunity consciousness about day care has been rising in recent

23
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rC %,,teirtet.g in constantly improved cum. ur.,ty kraeneng programs and standards,

the "fact," atotit exm,ting day care factitues r ighlighted in the Keyserling study have

not changed drastically 4.inc9 the publicatoun cf the report. Curing this tome, howeVer,

more ty.str-rhatic tudie4n relating to carefully or.,fanozed and operated day care pro-

gram-. have t ern published, and we can now chro..oclt. a few facts thatarelate to the

effects on children hf participating-in quality, day are programs. I stress,
.
the word

"quality" a;41 roa ten to indicate that by that tern. I am referring to program_, which

attempt to ir,out.,.-r. families and to otter a wide ri hay of developmental services.

,toinfortunAity, it es only 5%.4.nprogran-4- that get formally evaluated, for ...only those

people ire.01,ect in an attempt to create Gvaliti prc.9r aril. are likely to te,willing to

submit ro th,.. _elective scrutiny required for efurrral evaluation. It should be noted

hiyrd t It all to t Ales referred to dealt with yrat,,i, day care, not family day care.

Ages or chctd.r , or,,oluect will be returred ewer di -cussing the different generatozations.

F such se ,:dies at least the following tentati.re generalizations can be offered.'

t) children in naality day care can develop cumpetence in skills com.idered

adaptive and re -ef .c 4,31 to themselves and -occiety. in all the P r, Cr prcrograms Cr,

which, eraltiative data have teen published, children either show cognitive gaons ur

el,e remain Dn a par with children trunre comparable cackgrounds who, are out on day

care, ih ner _ne can say that the trare tr,e day care enva-OnMer.t rbpre,entS

additional tirr, alotion and enrichment en relation to the daily en Aronment in which

the, child woulg htierwr.e I, the greater the Likelihood that gains well to

fourd ...eciated Antis daycare particiPtiOn. it 5.extrernely important to comment

that act a Ingle Outli hed study has shown a decline in the functioning level of

children ire day care. This is true for groups entering day care prior t4 ur after the

age or shrte, 4 finding should offer cwitderaole reassurance to those who feared

that :iy.eare in some way similar to'in:ititution real tsideAti tresedentlal) Care. srhorr, the

vantage,reent ct tn.' young child, they are apparently entirely different;experiences.

42) r,holdre,', in quality day ca, ti can be kept healthy. Wil know that aciva-,ces in

immt.riutogy h.-a., made bringing infants and children together into groups less -

hazardsu than n- 01 to be the ca' -.e. E-,4t as yet we have no ernri2VniZattOrl:, which pro-

tect , from Peratory viruses and intections--the must typical

.1(1191C.,pdOcuMentatebn of these findir g ., see the author's papur,

"C.,,ildt'e.,eloprreni anti Social Policy."

15
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children. htowever , infants in day cam done: appear to have significantly rt.are

or these "minor" illnesses than do children being cared for in their homes.

(3) uhildren in day care need not lose their attachment to,their own mothers.

iodate the auttur enows of two put...honed and atleaot two unpublished studies dealing

with this questiona most important one. Only one of the four research studies has

shown amy,negative consequences associated with day care participation, In the other-
three, dly ...are children epee areu attecned to their mother's as were the control

o cnildren, Inas ts.ti most important area of research, and many more studies of this

sort need to be done before definitive statements can be made. As things now stand,

-proponents of en care tend to cite the study (Caldwell and her associates) which

found no dif,ferenceo between the.day care and the home-reared children, and opponents

o: day car.. teri to cite the study ke.lehar,, which reported differences. In these two

studtes combined, only tai children were included--a number° ttfat is far too small to

as a ea-,as her establishing social policy. In the monitoring of programs called

for:eon-ler tne present bills, it is hoped that this extremely important developmental

area will receive consider'able attention, .
(4) Young children whoparticipate in day care do tot-pecume emotionally

-

. disturbed. t v peupic,,Knowletigeable aboct. how happy children lucky enough to be

enrolled in quality day care generally are, such alr4null hypothesis" statement must

sound'ntrangfr. This genera lizetion is 4fICAUdeCt only Cecause.of the assumption made ,°

Ly many that day core would duplicate the emotionally depriving conditions which

prevailed for many years intOesidenhal inotitutiono._Sterile, hone-i-n day care settings, '
in which daily reunions with significant family mecribersvoccur, generally co .-r the

same ranee of ernctionalfur;ctioning'likely to be %kind in any group of children of

coMpariible age from a comparable family background.

(5) There i_onot necessarily a clash between the values espOused in homeserf?

Children friay care and those values which guide the °iteration of quality day care

programs, 0-* frequently nears the charge leveled that in our.early Intervention

programs we are trying to "impose middle cies., values on people with other value
.

wstens," ley and large this charge is totally false', as most patents Want similar

things Leer their cniiiiren7-essentially: an opportunity to develop their' full potentials

and to se hSPP,y 4;1 their daily ti vs. AppaktIntly the values fpr children,and families

imbedded intte ttiirs.oliphy of most child care conter-s prt the values which most

parent.1, er.cor,e and nfotire themselves to exemplify in their °We child care rOutined.

eN ?Fr
`4,1)
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To sorwy,a this section,. I would nut attempt to claim that these findings

would nrci,,ai il, tx replicated it, in the research which produced the data, gust

"any" day ca,: pograms had been evaluated, I-repeat that, in so far as we now

know how to doiiic quality, those data refer to quality programs. However, the

findings do incl.., o reassure us that, if we strive for quality and demonstrate a.

Willingness to -tidy, to work, and to train that child care can provide a much-

needed ser riot iv tamales without in any way Jeopardizing the development of the

children, Aithosgh few efforts have been made to evaluate the effects of quality

day Cart. upon tatnilien, there is 'little doubt but that the findings would be equally

reassuring. this is especially true fur families with limited resources--perhaps

most valid for those who represent the une-parent family situation. Many such parents

reportthal day care "nolds-their family together ," and undoubtedly without quality

child care mar./ more children would be in foster placement or offered for adoption,

for even more tragic' cases of crold,atuse or neglect would Occur. In many ways, it

represents a euneerned society' a attempt to develop a viable substitute for the now

almost extinct extended family. Thus in thinking about day care, we need to concep-

tualize it as a family service, not as a totally child-oriented service.

Before leaving this section commending the bill for the diversity of planned

service', which would be available under its auspices, I should like especially to comment

on the lTsportaci of allowing funds from one Gull to be expended to develop proprams

Of pre-par-tint .r parentirg education. Thu:, type of service should receive top priority

today. Such p-ograms need% to awned under a variety of auspices -- public school

&junior high and nigh school), prenatal clinics, well-child clinics, churc4s, community

organization:., tird so on. The most powerful message that has screamed at us for all

the social -cienue literature of the last decade has proclaimed, "The family constitutes
.

the mo-t important environment in which a child will ever function." In view of this,

It is e.snetial teat this message reach young'peuplc both before they become parents and

repeatedly airerwards, 'always with the refraiik, "Nhat you do with, for, and to your child

is terribly impymtarit; don't take this assignment iiyhtly, prepare yourself for it in every

way po.sible."
foarltrl in this statement I mentioned the sharp increase in incidence of births

to girls under 1,ears of age. Qne of our sterotypes is that young mothers make

the best mothers," and, to be sure, some young mothers miry be among the "best"

rsi t st r-f-att"so-have data fcieLisuvoy) Lc, indicate that young parents, mothers

o
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and father, otten ententhe child-care "profession with gross misconceptions

of what it, invoivcd, what their roles will be and what they can expect of their.

chtldren. Many young parents ir) this study had inaccurate expectations as to when'

certain tat-ion:ars. terfaviors should appear and thus made unrealistic demands on

their ycungChlicift,h. Also many or Chem were found to be harsh and unyielding in

their dtt,clpline, with thi, due in some part to their tendency.to underestimate

when a child could to expected to understand langua. Thus parents were frOstrated,

and chrldren utten over'y punished, because the parents lacked knowledge whiCh

could easily have teen gained In a high school course th child development.

There are many other admirable features of the bats which relate to this

feature ct prograrr. variety-and diversity. For example, I am pleased to see, the

slate that the day care Called-for will include care the child's own home,

in 9rot.1, homes, or in other child care facilities..." It is easy to fall into the trap
. .

ot thinking "group care" when onafspeaks of "day care." Also It is encouraging to

t.tee that the child care provided under the bills may be "part-day or full-d'ay."

The reeds or torrent: shift from time to time, and a too-rigid plan or Service will

not meet the needs of all families or of the same family from time to time. For

example, ere .,peak J,r- "maternal employment" as though it were for anygiven ,

mother a continucus state of affairs. fiut there are jobs of shorter and longer dura-

tion, and there are employees who decide to change jobs but might have,open times

tetween. i have known of sit rations in which mothers who were "between jobs" .

withheld tnit, egormatton from the day care center attended by their children be-

cate c the center tFervgd "only children whose mothers work full.-Lime." This an

Anieett4e,tn which the mother and children could have been at home together was

forfeited because of a rigid t,ervice pattern which perhaps beCause of program

etrideline, cotta nvt be made flexible enough to adapt to the changing needs of

fan,d(w.
a final ccrrment in this section i Shbuld lAke to mention that we must not

oreet the importance of having some programs geared to the interests and needs f

,at tatters welt a, mothers. Please do not Interpret that as a suggestion from me

that the ir,terp,t, of fathers and rhoteers with respect to their family roles are all _

that dtrterenttvevertneless, it cs easy to drift into a vocabulary.that is all female.,

47 expectant mothers who carrtot afford such services"

and "pot and other medical services to recent rntothers" I W-ti ould hope that

233
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there will be services to fathers, expectant and otherwise, and informational
programs which remind us ail that fathers also play a vital rolegn the develop -

ment of their children. It would be a Mistake to overlook this as we plan for

program diversity.
4. The bills mandate community involvement. One of. the things we have

leArned about human service programs over the past decade or so is that such

programs can neither be effect(Jety designed nor implemented without counsel from

and participation by the people who will be involved. Furthermore, we have also

learned that parents and others who stand CV ga.10VW most from ?peration of quality

programs wilt work hard to ensure quality and that they see interaction with child

development orefesscorkaIs as one way of helping to achieve this quality. The establish-.
ment ct Child and Family t-ounclis at the national level, at'the level of prime sponsor-

shp in a given state, and at th.o level of program operator appears to me to be one

of the t.,est guarantees that programs funded under this bill will heave an opportunity

to impact children and families, in pOptive way

. 5. The bills take a stand for quality throb he advocacy and-the monitoring

or program quality. A spectre which apparently haunts many ..oncerned people is that

'ederal age-cies-, will fund more child care and make only the most limited attempts

to guarantee that this will be anything other than "custodial." This is the sort of fear

.which Some people to whithhoid endorsement of programs for children and

families -- the fear thar quality cannot be guaranteed. To be sure, quality cannot

oe achieved by legislation algae, but legislati,,n can guarantee that concerted efforts

will be made to achieve quality. With respect to child care which will be operated

under these t(Ils, endorsement of the k ederal l 4eragency Day Care Standards

provides a wedge for attempting to assess quality. However, as stressed in the

previous section, many different types of programs are allowed under the provisions

of these tills. How will quality be assessed An the parent education programs.' In

the health programV In the functioning of the Child and Fsmily councils?

Tho hill has provisions for withdrawing support-from a program or from, a prime

sponsor if ecdence is forthcoming that quality is 'tot .being achieved. .y et a great deal

more thought needs to be given to this critical area. In Head Start and other t;rit'is

re-arly chirahood programs we''aavehad to recognize the hazards associated with

prograrn.evaluation which relies too completely on readily available techniques,
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sometimes assessments were made of behaviors in which we were not particularly

interested merely because techniques which would measure these behaviors were

available. Then we found ourselves in the untenable position of having to defend data

to which we had no major social committment and of trying to make policydectstons

about gains for lack of them) in irrelevant dimensions. And, as part of this research

trap, we often failed to try and make any assessments of what I have Come to call

program ftdettty the extent to which an operational program actually resembles

its on-paper description. Monitoring of program fidelity is as important as, if not

more important than, an attempt to monitor program effectiveness, nelther.should be

neglected as final plans are approximated.

6. The pills make provision fdr research and demonstration projects and

training activities. In commenting on this aspect of the bills shall be brief And

merely compliment the authors for specOying that some of the funds to be

-approprtated should to allocated to training and to research and demonstration

protects. In the same way that quality is ensured by having Child and Family

Councils, so will new §rowth and program improvement occur-ON if a certain

portion or effort is allotted to research and dvelopment. Furthermore, it 4s good

to see this as part of the basic structure of the legislation. This means that prime

Ilsponsors will recognize the importance of such activities if quality is to be imporved,

much as industrial leaders recognize that a certain portion of their resources must

befallocated to research and aevelopment. It should also encourage the adoptionwor a

wholesome attitude which says in effect that all operational programs should.con-

stantly assess her needs and try tc evaluate the ir achievements in ordeeto be oriented

to way of improving service quality through internally-initiated action rather than

through come sort of outside push.

Some Questions About The eats _

Having read through earlier versions of these bills and having identified areas

:h which the current versions appear to me to be vastly improved, I have little to say

about area:-, in whtch I might ed.In-fact, I raneforlairny
e-drng improvement (except that I would like to see funding projected at a
,

higher 'even. However, there are a few areas in which t feel clarification is needed

either on term the tanguage of the bills or-in terms of the implications for .&fee-

tive trnplerrentatienofthe intent Of the bats.

20
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One stsuch area relates to the coordination01 services to children and families.

the language of the bills makes it clear _that there is no intent to infringe upon

Head start funding or to reduce in any way the extent of the Head Start programs to

*children and families. set how these programs might interact is not made clear.

Furthermore, little is said about programs fur children and families operated by

other federal agencies, especially Title tb -A of the Social Security Act i,soonso

be superseded by Title and programs funded under the Elementary and See-

Ondar:y Education Act, especially Titles land III. Plans for achieving coordination

between and among such programs ma already be in existence, but, if so, this .5

not evident in the language of the cure t bills.
Arothbr area reeding clarification at least for me, is the deftnitiortof, "prime

sponsor." This term always gives me rouble when I think of anything other than

some ufficiat state organization as bein toe prime sponsor7and such can apparently

be the case. kspeciat clarification is n eded wen one thinks aboathe start-up

or planning period cefore a prime sponsor shall have been designated for a given

area. Who.can tgke such responsibility until this designation has been made? I

hope that this has been left somewhat ambiguous in order to let many eifferent

kind, of orgalzations find themselves, iri the written description of prime sponsor,

for I ,hould lose to ,e: ,ticb program, offered under a variety of auspices. Also

further elardicatiori is needed about how prime sponsors can contract with other

organizations to otter Apparently other nun-profit agencies may provide

some of the ,ervices called for in the bills, whereas, private-for7profit groups tray

not. In i.och a provision recognition needs to be made of the fact that many so-called

proprietary kfor profit) child care programs operate on such a low profit margin that

they can barely continue operation. the mytethat must of these dedicated pie--

are n erely out to "Cake advan a ildrcn and families is a myth and nothing

-E a ,mold ,ot be perpetuated by any sort of legislation., Perhaps this impres-
s

oion could cc corrected by an indication of willing,3e55 to permit such programs to

offer contracted services provided they file some KO id of financial statement which

'shdw*, no dividece 01,0xceSSive-prof its.

Although ore might mention other questions about the proposed legis-

,layon, these are the Major areas which I perceive as needing clarification.

sr

- *
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Su/nmary -
1Legan this siaternent .vith comments reflecting a alight degree-of impatience

that, despite diligent work by Merribertrts-orarnitrEff-ana by many concerned

people throughout the country, we still have not passed a comprehensives Child and

Family Services Act. Our failure to do so seems totally implausible if one pauses

ever, briefly to reflect on the overwhelming evidence of the acute need fpr such a

bill. Although I hope thdt our wait is not quite so Jong, I find cornfort to the thought

that la year elapsed between the Signing at the Declaration Of Independence a6nd tie

ratification of our 'constitution. We do not make imptirtant policy decisions quIcklyl

Aku it always helps one to deal with frustration one reflects on-even more

recent bits of history. Legislation which establ shed the Children's Bureau was

passed in ia122---sume three years after fervent proponents had tried to get it estae-

lished. Most of the kers of the, agenc, telt that the existence-of soca\ a E3ureao

In t eYf eder.al v vernrnent would serve to challenge the individual States to develop

it own prugre,sive chid welfare legislation: But oppooents of the existence of
tie c3o6-eau--noy, viewed-as a manor factor over these past sixty-plue

ars in the protebtioriof children and thestrengthening of families -- managed

de ay passage if the bill creating the Bureau for three years. Their reason?
.federai government should not intervene .n child-rearing, and the exisiene.a-erf 6

soi.-1 a Bureau would weaken the family.. It all sounds fa titer: oilCs-1;7;2 yet,
.

were we to offer a tribute t o t hcfediwal agency which(i during the pest sixty years,

d Wren and fapilies in America, which agerii.y would we

Ichoo, ,? Why, the Children's Bureau, Of course. r

Pe haps any Curie we attempt to modify any social systern,which touches us.

deeply i an emotional wayi--like services-io-childreu-andfamilies--whold-baci,-
lest the rclrst of what might exist in the new cumprofnisd the, best of the old. If
this 4:- a actor in our present national indecision and refusal to act 1r:behalf of-
children d families, then it would behoove us again to reflect on the glaring and

erritarras', rig evidence that, is all around ...is that action is essential. k

What le -eed fr1 order to overcome our indeciSion-andinactiOn is, first, a'

willingness i,'0 look at and believe the evidence of unmet needs of children and
1

, I

families in our society, and then, second, awalingness to pledge OOft...1 Of our

national resrlircesand Our national compa_v.g.n to try and meet theSer needs. If
through ..uch\egm)ation as,thete bills we can create a inechanisrnjhr000h which

n '1 1%

1:0
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young -ir old, can obtain the eurvic-es they need to help hen rear their

chIldrtn with love and dignity, then we shall not have to be

when, and how to intervene directly in behalf of children.
A
preventive programs, we can nurture-both our concern for

tionitt respect h.4- parental autonomy, The service* called

concerted about wither
With an emphasis updO

children and due tradir

for in this bill pre- /

4entlive and *voportive, and as a -profeNsional iit the held of child development, a, a parent,

and as a citizen I hope to see therrirbecycne a re.11-y-in the near future.

i

.

3.
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,Senttror Nfoxpm, ,.. Or. Bronfenbrenner, we will hear from you, and
theii.ive iv* 1 i0stio4). von eKtq,what we have.

4 , ,

STATEMENT / QF DR. UkIE BitONFENBRENiTR, PROFESSOR OF
Hti,NIAIC DEVELOPMENT AiND, FAM4Y STUDIES, CORNELL U.11I-

' VERSti; NEW fl.Y. : . ,
Dr. BRONFEN8LENN4elf you will allow me, I will read, excerpts

of my statement. I c' rend faster than I can talk, and it will also help
-me rcontrrol my feelihgs on a subject., I . . .>.

. senator Moxom,E. The full statement will appear in, the record.
- . --" Dr. 13IiONFENISItt;NNIpt. 'I anT awve of Opt. ,

I littyp spent rnore*han a.quarter of a century in more than as many
tountries ithalyingehiMren and families: This is the country I loye.
. I am proud of it. 4 , 7 , a

In preparation forthrs session, I reviewed irS; previous testimony..
..",

4
.t:() eupgrq stonal het ringsoa`tlii's same subject. Tile statements go back
ov,e.r.:a, decade, an they do n9511. make please=it reading.. I sound like a
btoken xrcord about lithlipliftlinilieg and broken children,.

But tlerti- is in ,imporaint AbtIvence. For example, ill 1,969-in testi- -

. Ning bcfork the House Committee on Education and Labor, I began
1;3 try ing,t6explain the diflicillt pasitiom in which r then iming myself

,,ate a seidptik. , ,-

. "Suppose,-.I said, "that you were an astronomer btudying the solar
,.kysteni and, as y on examined your ow ICASCI 1 ations-and those-of you'r

. colleagues, yiTit began to see suite te clear indication Mat the solar: system
. , was falling "apart?" My predicament was how to convey to non-
"' .scientists` -.the .reality and gravity of the pltenomena,,I was

O
4bservinft. , .

Mr. Chairman, today I no- longer have that problem. The disturbing
:

onlyigns_that 6 years ago could. only be detected by an astronomer looking
throggli -a.f.elescope can now' be si;en by the naked eye, and I am sub-, 'Hitting with in testimony material prepared as a meniber. of the
Committee on Child Development of the National Academy of Sci-
ences, :mud the report documents graphically so that all Can,,see the
Alangts that have taken place in the past quarter century- for--i.mericah

xi. antilies and Elicit children, mainly andinot4 rapidly since 1Q68. There
are some 17 graphs. t - -1

EV'Nl more important than t4te sharp rise or fall, that )each ihows
iAlividually is the picture that merges. when one puts them- all

T'i 'togetlitYP: e pattern is unmistakable. _.,f
A. fey: I ghlights: Azynore mothers ha ve gone to worlio '-er half

... are. mothers of sehool-age children. one-third with childrelo, nder 6,_

and ;,0 percent ;with infitnts under 3; two- thirds of all these mothers
. are ayorking full time- -as 'these 'withers have gont to tork. the,num-

btu: of adults left in ithi? home who might care, for the child has been,
deyreasing,to a national 111 crag of two reached in 1971in familieg,

-with children.. A
.

,Chiet among the -departing intuits has been one of t to parents,
usually the father. so that today one out of every-six-chit( en Untie- 18 ,

is.liv.ing in.a singie- parent family . This is often not a WI iporary state,
since On it natiuual scale the rental ridge rnte, especially f women Nvith

.2,

chl4ren w ho are least likely to remarry; is substanwra tially lower than
'.1 -

i

:. i .
.

- ' 27...4,.. , 4
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the rate of divorce in families involving children,-and this differential
his been Mai:Casino- 0

..
A significant component in the ,,,ff wth of single-parent faniilies has

been a shall; rise in the numbet of sowed mothers. More-young women
are postponing the age of marriaffe but some of them are having chil-
dren nevertheless, and it is one of the steepest rising curves in these
graphs.

All faI these changes are occuring more 'rapidly among younger fami-
lies with younger children, and increase with the degree of economic
deprivation and urbanization, reaching. their maximum among low
income families living in the centrid core of uur largest cities.

Senator MOND.kLE. )r. Bronfenbrenner,-that point about urbaniza-
tion indicated something. I think it helps explain what Congressman.
McKay said, becausethere is a different, perception in rural areas or
comthunities.

Dr. BRONFENBUZNER. I am sorry, I missed the Congressman's
statement'

Senator lfoximm,. It is sometimes difficult for people living in rural
areasand I represent many rural areas and drew up in a small
town ,--"-to see what it is that Mrs. Chisholm,is talking Oda, and-it is

. hard for people in urban areasto see why,-. -
Dr. BRONFENIlliENEtt. They. cannot See that.
Senator Mox0.11,E. Thy do not undestrmd-what they are up against,

..bec,a use: in many .s.itys it is a different world.
,Dr. IllioxFpxnar.xxsa. I would say, Mr. 'Chairman, that that ptob-

lem luau lie soh ed ior us because-the data that I reviewed show that
it is coming into thccountryside,.-It is not there yet.

Among. families with childrevinder 18 and incomes under $4,000,
and such families, I point out. contain 0 million children, almost a
tenth of the pational total, the proportion of single parents-rose over
the past 6 years from 42 percent in 190S to 07 percent in 1074 In
central cities, the rate-of family disruption for this same I6w income

if,roigi- is over 8 percentover 80 percent for the 'U.S. home; for
whites as -well as blacks in that income group in that location.
_And this last fact represents a concrete, ipstance of a very important

general finding.- Although 'lock, of labor force participation, single-
parenthood. and other related variables are substantially -higher for

him,,ks than for w llite.s in cur society, those families residing in similar
. economic and social settings are similarly affected. The rate of change
- are exactly the shine where these people are HI ing under.4% same

conditions. The critical factor is not race, but the conditions under '

which people are forced tolive.
Among these conditions, Mr. Chairman. low income. especially unem-

ph)) ment, appears-to be time most powerful force in breaking up fami-
lies. especially young couples with younger children. This fact has an
of %ions.im,plicntion for present eebnotnic and manpower policies.

Plioint to the incest Bureau. of Labor Statistics report which', con-
trary to the New York Times of a month ago saying. "We do n't have

,___to_w_orr.i,-.Theronly people who are beiiig thrown out of the-Tabor force
are women And teenagers.- We tiow have to worry, The biggest ratg
of increase in the last few months have-been heads of families.

Now;, this fact has an obvious impl:cation for out present economic
andananpow erpolicies. So long as they remain in effect, we can anticj-

t
2,V
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pate as one ,e.isnseqUenee ever higher numbers of young childre with

Mer" is hardly the appropriate term
only 46 parent, almbst always the mother, who must lalso ,the
breadyvinner, but " wh

There is no more revealino., no more obizctise measure of our et pnal
indifferace to childrentor 0, those responsible for their carte than e Us:
According to the most tecent figures reported by the National Burl qau
Of Labor Statistics, the median 1 n c o m e for the United StateS as a wh le
of 411 single-parent mothers with children under 6, income from 11
souces, including witg4 welfare payments. and regular cyntributim
from rglatives or other pcnsons not living in the household,les erythim,
was less than $3,600-per year -for the United States as a whi)le.

1Economic deprivation ,is even more extreme for the snigle-parent \ -

mother under the age of-2,,,5. Such a mother. when all her children were \
small,that is, under 6, haS to make do with a median incotile of $2,700..
These are census figures. Yet there areporethan 1172 mil ion mothers
in thiq age group and the' constitute oe-third of all feinale-headed
families

1.h.
ilies withchildrewunder 6. --

way of contrast, construcfis e contrast, the median irijcome for the
,

/min Proportionthere are now S..)0 million. of theniof father-
1' lkaded single-parent famiqes Is ith preschool child'en of it lie same age/ - e,

was $9,500, which provei t(? you how much worth a fat er is than a/ mother for bringing up kidsi,
"It is important to recognize, Mr. Chairman, that the /trends that I/ have been describing are riot limited to low income fLunilies. They apply ./ to ill strata onthasodiety. -

q
;

I -- ,,,

'3,1")ddle-elass families in cities, suburbia, and, as I 'mentioned, now
in nonurban area74, they are changing in siiliti ways. .yo gi% e you an

____e_gample: In ternis of-such thy-pattelistks as the proportion of working
mothers, ntuqer of adults in the home, single-parent families. or chil-
dren born out of wedlock, the middle class fan -ly of, twits; i5 where
the low income family of the early 1060's was. We ale ithe low income
families of the 1960's nowt These. then, arc theLhangep-that bale been
taking place.

1

So what? Or what do these changes mean for the well-being and
growth Of children ? What does it mean lot e young that more and
more Mothers. especially mothers of prest.oolurs and infants. are going .

to work, the majority of them full time? Whiit does, it. mean that as ,.
these, mothers lease for work there are alb few et adults in the family
who might look after the child, and. that among tho adults wilt) are
leaving, the Principal departer is one or the (Al parent, usually the
father ? ,

Paradoxically the most telling answer to the col egoing questions is ---
vet another question. Cie title of my testimony : "Who Care., for Amer-
lea's Children? Who (litres?'

I will skip the_recital of the existing facilities. I merely w, ant to call
, to your Otention that there are 11/2 million latch-liey children who

come !mine to empty houses and it is from them twat we recruit for
our society the children Ilio expel ience diilb tales in I' arnirig to
read and w ho arc di ()pouts, the di 10, users. of jii% enile delinquents w lios,
cow home to an empty house.

I ,

'Unfortunately, sti" 'sties at it national les el on the slate of the child
are woefully absent. The available;data do reseal a t onsistent pattern.
Concomitant and consistent with the changes in Structure and position
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of the family are changes in indices reflecting the well-being and de-
velopment of.ehildren.

Yonngsters- growing up in low-income families are at especially high
risk of damage phy ,kally, intelledually,, emotionally . and socially, and
there is also evidence of change of er time . Declining Joavels of aca-
demie perforinali.e. and yising_rates-of hlitttoniicide, suicide, drug
use, aruLjuvenile trelinqueney.

call your attention to an excellent report produced by the Sub-
committee of the Judiciary- entitled "Our Nation's Schools' Report
.Card: A. in- School 'Violence and Vandalism,- with a detailed docu-
mentation of what has been happening between 1970 and 1973. .

Senator 'MONDALE. We will include that in our
BRONFENBITYNER. It is an-excellent report.

Ret uri;hi. to your bill . It is no my-story, from-what I have said where
I stand on the bill. I just wish Cie bill had been passedthe first time

- ever so many yea's ago. It is a much better bill now.
As respOnsible,national leaders. you have. p:operly recognized the

necessity to dk t elop a cure before tie disease-,becomes-an epidemic.
I have read the, billLowever. wi-th taxed reactions of praise and

pain- praise. because with a phi small's care and w isdom. 3 ouhave
prescribed exactly the right medicines to cure this national affliction,,
and that ig to strengthen the Louth . allow it-to gurvive--pain, because

r that once again other priorities will prevail.
There Is ill be those who still say that the medicine costs too much;

that we cannot afford it, and that es in if we could. we should not let
the patient hate it. because pros iding fahlily and child care at national
expense, :o the argument gins :mud -you hate heard it today will'in-
evitably take us dostr,doss the road of creeping socialism-to crushing com-
inunism and the end of our freedoms.

As one who ha:, bad. first experience with the so-called socialist
deinociacics and is not "exactly enthusiastic about theni.beettfri know
that evil they cal: do, I should like to respond to this criticism at the

end if mv- remarks,
But first I w ish to addressa more responsible challenge; one that at.

least does not dodge the i:suelefoi e us The fate of the Nation's chil-
dren and their families.

There are professional? who sincerely behest:. and they have testi-
fied here. that the cure 3 on hate prescribed. Mr. Chairman, is muse
than the disease, that pros iding child care and other services for
workilig nahers and faniilies under ;es ere economic or social stress
is act mill destructis e to families a nil ch Wren. Specifically, such meas-
ures will only further weaken klie mother-child relationship and
therells threaten the child's emononal security and subsequent per-
sonality developurient;

This is a question that merits and has ret cis ed considerable consid-.

oration. In connection w itfi the w ork of the National Academy that
T mentioned pies iotiA% T w as asked to rosiest the available research
evidence-A his i, now fur the scu and time in ?decade that I have been
tit en that responsibilit s oil the effects on the ehildls development of
dtfferelit ° f a re. in particular, holm' care s ersus substitute ca re
in group or family settings.
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I am submitting with my testimony-the results of that inquiry.
I want to.say.that because, a2 a committee, we are able to bring-to-

gether more evidence than was available to my' distinguished col-
leagueand touched very brieflyperhaps in questions if you want me
(ago into itiurther, the.findings in three areas, intellectual, emotional,
and social.

In the intellectual spherethese are well-contiolled, well-designed
studiesno difference. Repeat: No differencr.,.. ,

In the:emotional sphereI will go into greater detail if you so de-
sire, but I would like to summarize in this fashion: The point has
already been made that the studies of children in institutions are not
applicable to this .phenomenon. Children in institutions are at great
risk: It is a serious,,problem, but that is not what one finds in 'the
majority -of -cases in-s9b_s_titiite care in which you have a stimulating --
environment by ex tt .ced caretakers with only a temporary separa-
tion from the moTher. Wenre in a differentballgame.

Studies on thalphenomenon, as I said, show no differences intellec7'
EMotionally, there are some differences but these have tended

to be small in magnitude shod-livedthat is, apparent, for example,
only in the morning of tli6 first day of attendanee, and mixed in terms
of ads;antagcs -or disadvantages attributable to one or the other setting,
and I can document what, those are.

The clearest area of difference is not in the emotional area. There are
consistent differences now from half It dozen well-designed sVidiesand
they are all in,the social area, that youngsters raised in grOup care
interact more with their peers, are somewhat less responsive- to adult
discipline, and exhibit more aggression, both toward other children
and toward adults, and the evidence suggestsand I want to empha-
size thisthat such behaviors are_ not the inevitable products of group
care, but they are specific to American group.care Xmerican daycare,
which, like all

the
groups:in American society, tends to give priority

and power to the peer group, and allows great freedom for aggression.
So this is not group care; this is America mewing in from television-
to the group care, if you want. From the rest-of Our societywe make
the group sre like-the rest of it, and we are an aggressive society.

ginally At should be emphasized, that all of these results that we of
compare good day. care with good home care. That is not the major
dilemma in American society.

And, by the way, the differences that do appea are not between sub-
stitute care and care by own family. ''hey are between large, all -day
gymp care and family day,, care. There are now some studies and

'that comparison is pretty good.
Whatever the differences may be and wherever they occur, they are

not the real issue that confronts our families ant our future. Time
principal dilemma that parents face is not the choice, the luxurious
choice of whether to enroll a child in group care, arrange for family
day care, or keep !um at home with us, but the necessityand I repeat
the necessityto find some form, any form, of substitute care. in a
reality situation in which few resources are available.

A third document submitted to the committee contains the figures
on the number of children in the United States at riskoI ask that you
look at those figures because you will find them larger than those pub-
lished in the L.S. Censusrbecause-the U.S. data on children, when you
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look at such -factors as employment andncome, are limited to children
of so-talled family heads. That has es outgo eral-million parents who
do-not happen to be family heads. You see, we are a society that beliestes

oproperly that the only -one s ht, really counts is the family head when
yoti count his children. Lots of people %%Ito are not family heads have
children. This table is important because it includes all the children,
not just those of family heads.

By "at risk," I mean children in families who are forced to live
under circumstances that they would !teler wish to have. They are not
iiart,of their culture; they are not filch choice. They have no plumb-
ing; they have no health care; they have no place to sleep. There is
only one person and that person inis,to tis ork-becausehey are the only
persons who can work. These are children in desperation, and it is
how shall I say sty very comers ative criterion that there are I mil-
lion kids that fall hi-that category.

The statement vs as made this morning that most American children
are being cared for at home, you know,with nice aunts arid grand-
mothers. Therc-arc some statistics on that and you know them, the re-.
port op child care arrangennints of ss orking mothers. r want you to
look at that care.

Teenage dropouts on drug charges who. are watching-the kids while
mother goes to 'work; incapacitated "old people; a neighbor three poor
up,--"Will you lobk" in once in -a 31biler That is the family care
available.

Fatnily day care, group da.y su:-are.;are the rarest of all-arrangements
todaythe rarest.

Gis en these facts, 3 ou can hav-e little doubt about, my., views on the
bill, Mr. Chairman. As I quoted earlier, I regard it as an absolute
necessity. It does not go far enough in being launan. It does not go far
enough.

f understand why. We feel we will IA.lucky if we can go this
far.

There is little in it with which I would-take issue, but I do have some
concerns.

First. 1 millers-hind, that you are under sonic pressure to designate
public schools as the sole opi ating agents of child care programs. I
welcome the participation of schools as specified in the big: I hale
serious resets atiotif, about cliools as the sole open at ing agents.

VieNed _from a cross-culticid and historical peizpevEve. schools in
the Viiited States ale not, in itu judgment,. w ell _suited to this task
:41,W. The responsibility of the school in our country has been be
teatlitinfr of subject matter. ts ith minimal interference from,

9
or, involvementnvolvement with. the child's family.

As a result, schools may-find it diffiCult. and have found it difficult,
to reorient their otganizational st nut ure. their attitudes, their charae-
teristi modes of open at ion so as to lie sensitise and ,responSiVe not
oni.; to the-speciala IA they are specialemotional and social needs
of the very young, Lot more jut port antb , to the needs and rights'of
parents to itionittS. to influence, to, interfere in. and to be active par-

.tiei Nut ts in the mogram for their own children.
cautions appls . perhaps with men greater f orce, to profit-

making agencie,, engaged in child care. In particular, the need for
efficiency of operation ;mites the all-too-easy and readily justifiable

9 4
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solution of 'reducing adult-child ratios. Stiict controls should be intro;
duced, subject to parentaLinitiativ e and enforcementparental initia-

, dye and enforcement. I would suggest to 3 ou that parents are the best
ones to hold an operation to its contract if this is What, they? said they
woulkprovide forthe children.

And I would suggest that licensiug is most- important for profit-
making centers. .0

I %%kink' like to commend the iiutlans of the act for many things.
.I will select some that I think the public needs to appreciate:

The sensitivity to the plight of those ramifies, who are left in a
highly vulnerable Position under the present welfare _laws. I refer
to families with incomes just above the poverty line who, as a result,
are ineligible for everything and still need everything, and they
cannot afford-it. They-make just, enough to live on.

The definition of eligibility under_the present act in terms $f the
,"lower standard budget" determined, annually -by the Bureau
of Labor Statng a much needed, humane reform in our
welfare practices.

I want to.commend the committee for providing freedom of choice
by admitting that part-time work is working. Up until now a working
mother had to be working full-time, no options. At least we reeogniie
the realities that a mother wants to work and wants to be a mother
and, therefore,ints the right to have both worlds by working part-time.

I want to emphasize the needs of the families at greatest risk, and
I want to make especially salient to 3 on that it -is not enough to-put
services there. The thing about these families is it is like saying to
someone who has a broken leg. "Walk to the hospital. Tlry will fix

We desperately need what I would call neighborhood research spe-
cialist, someone_who will come to that family, help it through that
awful red tape, take it, fight and bang the table for their legitimate
entitleinents and m ights, in our society. They are so broken that they
cannot do that under their dw n power now. one of us could. There,
but for the grace of God..

I ljke the permission for that kind of element in the bill, and RS
high as the regard I have for Phyllis T,.,evenstein's program, in 'my

, evaluation of those pvogranis that I did for the Department of IIEW,
I nleeted this Ifrograin as an outstanding one, but it has, in terms of
the national need, a Ye' v grievous limitation. When you look at the
famiries who are able to cooperate in that very constructive effort,
they were the least disadvantaged. They were not at bight -risk. They
were familieS that. you know, had-been treated reasonably decently.

To be able to cooperate and have a v isitum conic into .youghome twice
week one of the major problcms.that Susin Gray (phonetic) en-

,countered was there were ovoid(' win) could not ii-Pind-the pain of hay-
. ing someone see their home twice a week. They are not in Phyllis

Leven...tein's program. They care too much about something else.
:Wel let me close. ,

I say some things here about importance of research. I will let
my own research evidence speak for its necessity.

want to sound a final sobering, realistic note. Despite the desperate
situation confronting millions of the Nation's children and theji-
familie the much needed legislat ion 3 ou hay e drafted ultimately fates

a
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the,strong likelihood of a presidential Vgetol.hat the Cingress will not
be able to override. \

Given this proSpect, I. strongly urge the des elo pment of fallback
legislation pi uvidaq,;,funds for limo% a tion,denionstrat ion, and est i lig

of a va e.)Li of family support systenv, including not only dit Tent
types of ,child care sal ices., but also measuressuch as flexible wg.rk..
schedules. which would enable parents who wish to do so.to care for
their children in their own homes without economic penalty, and
whereNer possible such support systems should enlist the volunteer`
efforts of institutions and nab% ideals in activities designed to enhance \
opportunity and status for parenthood.

In conclusion, I promised,Mr. Chairman, to return to the issue of
economics and:ideology-, to speak tin the

that
that we cannot is,tfoixl

the cysts of he proposed program, and that even if we could, we should
refuse to do so lest we become a, welfare state or worse.

lnyeply, I w ould call to :the attention of the committee and-of. the
Congress the commitment of other industrialized nations of the world
to children and families as contrasted with our own.

The United Statesluday, Mr. Chairman, is the only industrialized'
nation, capitalist of communist, that does not insure 'health care for
every family w oung children. We are the only one now.

The *United States is the only imjustialized nation, capitalist or
communist, that does hot gun antee.a minimum income level for every

with young children. We are the '
The- rnited Slates is the only indhstrialized nation, capitalist or

conaninist, that Las -out yet estabfisheila nationwide program of child
care services for children of working mothers. We- are -the only one.

Our refusal t, meet w hat other nualern nations regard as basic
I human necessities is has ing its cost surd a ppors to be grounded in our
determined resistance to communism or socialism or encroachment on
our Palk idualism. Ste It principled-bat purblind opposition has driven

. its to pay an aw esoinc price through out foreign policy in Vietnam.
We must-not. tol similar reasons, perpetuate a domestic policy width

debilitates the Nation's /fatuities and thereby endangers the integrity
of the, nexrgeneration of Imericipis at our 200 anniversary.

Senator MoxnAm. Thank volt vei'y much for a splendid statement
and for the backup papers w ant sure will he most helpful to
us in our work.

Mrs. emsnoot. Thank fon very much for your testitnony
13ronfenbrenner.

It is quite apparent that von are cognizant of all of the fifetors in a
gi5en situation. Many persons seem to be only cognizant of some of
then, and irompartmentalize nit ter s. Your prescntatim-recognizes the
over-all inclusiveness of the factors.

Perhaps on van answer this one questionI am going to nsk`on the
. basis of y our expel ient:S out here: Tat spite of all the statistics, in _

osnit e °roll of the facts, in spite of the recognition tlot there is
change going one in ...linedt a in terms of the structure of the family
and inatvattitudes. w lit is there, iteSpite of all of P'ese things, the
feeling that if we implemented such a bill that this-bill in Tome way
is goinfr to ht ing about a destruction of family lifc..when in reality
even before the inii,leioentath al of this bill, the destruction of family
life in this counts r awl the kinds of problems,that are existing in our

2 3# I.
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5 families are statistically demonstrated to. exist already? "Can yOu
answer what is really the basic reason because I do not understand
why cert ain indivi4uals feel that way when the facts are presented
tons'? , .

Dr. Bao.:-.riisnnENNEn. Madam Congresswoman, -do Sou have any
other questions?'

Mrs. Ciusuoizt. I just-would like.
Dr. BRONFENBREN-NER. I -;an of going to (lodge' your question.

Ypu are askingyour question ands like the prophet to meyou
know. it sounds like the prophet sayingwhat is it?"The cockatrices
are upon us. Do-something. Why are the people so stiff-necked ?"
if I may _quote the Scripture, because I think the Scripture was
describing I similar reality situation at that time.

The answers. of course, are very complex. Some of them arc, in a,
peculiar way. to our credit. We are a nation, you know, made up of
rebels. Most of us came here in all generations, except your own
people, because we were rebelling. We did not wantno holds. The
flag of 111a.siichusetts. you know, "Do not tread on me." And We are
still shy of anything that says, "You have got to be esponsible,"
because, of what we are-running away from.

That is with us and I think:it is real, and I think we have to learn
to overcome it.

A second very important factyou say the facts are before us, and
I say to you the facts are known- about a relatively yet small portion
of our population. I, myself. have had the experience of trying to
describe this reality for now 13 years. When I first described it I
got no-7-it just was not so. Nobody could see it anywhere.

It is only within Cie last tear thati was in kposition that I had the
data That I could bring to people who were not sort of already in the
area, and they said. "Hey, I thought it was just for ,people I kneiv
or people who are low income."

A colleague of mine in Europe, a distinguished sociologist who
just completed a historical stains of what were the factors that led to
family and children refu..n vita the countries of continental Europe,
came up with «hat to him and to me was a surprising finding across
those countries. all of whom are farther along as 3 ou know. in these
areas than we. The most important single litctor. was new informa-
tion.--new information Gide mailable so that .sbcial and political
preSsures could be dealt with.

I think we leave been slow in' disseminatingwe have had -the
information. and my profession, science is at fault, because we,have
been doing irreres ant studies of children in laboratoriesyou know,
Laving them meet strange people in strange, situations and assuming
that had-to do with real

We ate now beginning to get some of that information. I think
it %lin help us mod e. I -think when the pi..)ple begin to realize the
massit v nature of what tlio are now seeing in the li3esthat report,
on vandalism is in schools in thi,. limited States. It is.liot the schools
of New York Cit3. It is upstate, downstate, rural. and everywhere:

I think and hope and believe that we can move. That is why I
think these hearings are so 1114)6i-taut. (len though I an. not saying
that the bill will pass until after our second anniversary,if you
understand my meaning.

2.32
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Senator :VON-DALE. Via On ery much. There is probably no
' Ate in American life show it Inure frequently, and T think with a
great deal of validity. than the work ethic. People ought to believe
in w (irk:, St urk prot ides. natinue: it pro\ ides 'midi,: it i?ro% ides goods
and services t hat- society needs. and front the very beginning in America.
we ha ,eiten a strongl3 tun k-oriented society . and studies bast c shown
that abut e all it is the poor w hi) belief c in work. They want to ork.'
They look for jobs. sometinins fruitlessly. but they want work.

w we say to these ,ante people now.,"Too have children. Yon are
supposed to caye for them. You are supposed to believe and
'go to work." .

Andthen they says "What do .I do with iny*childreil
And we say.'"Well: make arrangements for them.
An:, they say: "All right. We w ill work. bitt since we make so little

money. we cannot pay 'for ph ate day elite OIL our ow It. WOUhl you
bale, some kind of program that 110111d help IIS pay part of the costs
so V e-can work. and w hen w e are thiough working. hat e something

'Solliat seems to be the situation today. They ale working when they
can find jobs. Theii children lire sumo\ here. 13et we hat e not pi ol ided
anything for-the .children.

Now we say. "Well. forget that stork bit. Stay home and we dill
scud

the
much money as you NI 011h1 !Hake if y ou wtotked. If we can

get the bill passed."
' ow. we know we cannot get .the bill passed. The money will not

they do and they` are damnedbe coming. and. so. the3 are damned if
if they. do not, and the kids are the losers and we all go back to our

. upper miadlt lass homes and say . "A len't w e wonderful tecause At e
believe in a strong family."

Meanwhile, the statistics show thilt the family has deteriorated. the
number of single-parent homes Ilk. number of broken homes
and all OUtt'!" is increasing. and the pressures upon those families are
breaking them down and leading to the kinds of institutions desetibed
%cry adequately by the New Yolk Times here a couple of weeks ago.
So it seems to me, lit failucss to those people, we should have' one
of three answers. One. It e ale going to give you a. decent place for your
children St hile.y Ott woi k. ()I 55 e ale going to make it possible for \ on to
stay home And be ,1 full-t hue parent and still hale a minimum decent
life, and we estimate that that would cost something like-Wi billion
this year. which on top of a $6.7) Litli n deficit is kind of interesting.
but, in any event. that is what ate will do. 01 send-them a message. "Fe
ale not going to help y 0u. Yon are on your own. Goot

Dr. BHONEN BRENNER. "I)o your own thing." as ll. say. .

Senator 3foNom.E. And-daisy. are the alternat il es I see. I do not-know
what else,to do.

So we arc going to persc 1 ere with this legislation. We think these
criticisms arc S aluable. I think we lies -e a. stronger hill because we
hate had critics ill here attacking us. and f think sonic of their criti-
cisnis haVe !teen, valid. and I hope it is a st rouge' . film e understandable
piece of(jegislation.

One final point: I would like. Dr. 13ronfenbrenner. if you would
spell out ClittIe bit what this alternatil e interim program you have
referred to-might involve. If 3 on-could_get a chance, write us a letter
oi something on that.

23 3.
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And-finally I want to thank both of you for your most loyal. helpful"
efforts on behalf of the subcommittee. Once again your cooperation
has been extraordinary. We are grateful and we hope ce can justify
ybur confidence.

At this point I order _printed all statements of those who could not
attend and other pertinent material itly.,iitted for the record.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Bronfehkenner and other material
supplied follows:]

'23
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Wbo Cares for Amarica'm Chi7dren?

1-a: y before a Joint Ho... &pat? t.earing on
. .

the. CP4ld ra-d..Panfily Service5 Aat of 19751

Uric Bronfenbrc.ne:.

Ccrnell USiveralLy

o F
, HM: ChutLso. In preparation for 6,:a, acsaion, I reviewed,*

-precious teatinouy to Cmagressionalthcari-gs on this same subject.

The statements go beck over a decade, and th.-y do oat make pleasant

. reeding. I sound like C. broken record ::bout broken fsnillen-and

brcken children.'
e

= But there is an inpoltant difference. For eZanple, in 1969,

in testifying before the House Committee on Educatiol'and Labor, I

bnan by trying-no explain the difficult pooIcion in'vhich I then

foludnyself as aJcliut,.sx., "Supposo,"1 zal, "that re were.ap^

asfrdn=2; studyle:_, the solar sys,..m, std, as you examined your own

obeervatione at.d,thoSe of your colleagIne you began to see some

a

eller indication that the so)cr systen44 far,ing &part." My pre-
,

dicameni waa boo to convey to non2scieLLit ,..ho reality and,gravity.

of the phenomena I wail obArvingT -

Mr. Chairman, today I no longer hay.: that problem. The gaturbing
. ".

siims that, six yea.s ago, nould'ouly be detacted byln as conomer
o

,locking-through a t.ioccope, ego now he seen by the asked eye. I an

ouLsiiting with m7 test...,youy metesial I k.cpaced es a neither of the

CI:smatter on Child-Develomnt of the Naticual Academy of Smiences.

(E:hibit. a) The report documeMtn'graphxeally, so that all can see,

1Hold lu Washington, D.C., Dirksch Senv'm Office Building, ..iune:19, 105:

0
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the ee'engcs,that bete taken place over the pest OirtetIceoCuri: foi
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:2.

- II' s ts

.17t4/411 E40.114 iwi the!jr childrzn,mainly aFI wort rapiclly...sinei/.
//290r There-Jreebw cow:often graphs Eyen,m,ttre Important than_

the aharp ells or fall that well shows individdally-fulthe picture
". . _ - -----

that eme:ges when one puts them all tog4therv.alle pat tern ls ui!ils-

i

takable-.-1:et-ei;', give you none of the highlightt-,
/

N..

Ac =by more t,othars have gone to wTck (no over half of those

with sehool-age.ehltdren, -third with children under six, and Sit

vitt infects undo. thtee,,two-thirds of all :tiose mothers are working

full-tisfel, the nowbe of Adults left lu the home who might Care for

the Mild has been decreasing ;okai national aversge of two. Ch

/
among the deporting adaltu has been onivof rht pnrente, usually-the

,fat1,1r,.so that tod4 one out of every ax,childien under eighteen in
i 4 - , .

lliving in.. ioiogle-parent fiswily. This la"difreit nea temporary state,
, .

slue; on z ncipna s'al , the rermaYt..H1 tat emeelu/ly for worien,
. ..

f is-tAnmonWly loye )i.at) the rste.of oiuorc. Lo'famlilatslsvolving

4.

::

>Y.

children, an -' !ht. brat ,ar aaatrg over time. A

,%

significant co,,,noll in the growth of 3,nele-pat.ut families haa'beea

a shliorise th mraber of unwed motlul; more young women Ere 4

pout nntng the rine, but tome of',,IA:m are having children

neve thelesa.

. ,

All of these change?. Are of..cuering sore \r4pidlf-saii64,7hoger

facAlen with younger hildren, td In r. u , 1.Ath the degree of economic

deptivarieu and urbani_stiou, rrachinh tb4r wIlmtem among low

incow- families living In the central cols of largeut

I .

ti
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,/
For exasplc, 'among 'bailie. with children under 18.hand incomes, under

.44000 (and.tkese cotain 6ssillion'childron. 'Lost a tenhof the

notional total),-the proportion of single parentsrose over the past

six yearifrol 421 in 1%.$ to 672 in 1974. In central ciles, the

'rate of faily-diiruption fothis tow intone group was ;int...taut/ally

over.402, for Whites as well as-Blacks.
o)

The last fact'ripresenis concrete instant. of an important

general-findini. Although levelsof'laborlorce participation,

single-parenthood," and other related variables are substantially ,

higher for Slacks than for Whites, thoesfawilliereafding in .iailar

economic and'soiigl settings show similar rates of change. ,The

critical factor, therefore, is not race,.bist"the audition. under

which the family lives.

Among the:a/condition:4, low. income, Sspecisiltue.sployment.

1 ,
appears thm most powerful forcm.in breaking up famdlifs; especially

youngersioupolOvich younger children. Ibis.fact has an obvious '

impllcarien, Mr. Chairman, for present economic and nooD,ovor policies. 6

1 .

So loiiAs ebey resein in effect,,ive can anticipate, as'one

quorum, ever higher numbers of yo

almost alwOM mother, who 'lust

I

- but "'winner" is hardly the

revealing, mo,more objective

, children orNto those responsible

the most,receni figures roper ha,,,,yational bureau of Labor

ammo-.

ors
children with only out parent.

so be the breadwinner.

propriate term. Tbere is no more
-

dre of our national indifference to

for-th ir-cmre-thenAhls: according

Statistics...the sedian'income, f r-the MnitidStates as a whole, of

8
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,

all

J.

alagle-lareatiirbers-vith en under six, income from ail.

snorterincluding vages,iifare payments,ind regular contributions

from relatives or other parsons not living in ihe.househeld, vas .

.

lasitthan $3600. Icomomic amprivetion,is even more extreme for

single- parent mother, under the age of 25. Such a mother, when all

ker'chillien-vere uddat,,A) hnif_to make do with'''. mediae.

/acme gf only $2700. Yet there were more thaaj.5 million mothers
's

in. this age grooppad-they constituted ono -third of all femali-heeded

with childrenruoder a 1571-14rok contrast, the median,,
$ t'

proportion (leas chan;11) of father -treaded

Aingle- families with preschool children wfa $9500.

bat the trends -I%

families. They

*flies, in cities,

income forthe

is_important°to recognise, Mr. Chairmen,

ha been describing are not limited to low int

ly to all strata of the society. Middle class

erbia, and ao:lilrban,nreas, are changing in similar ways.; For

exempla, initi mis of such character/ad:* asthe proportion of-working

mothers, ntetiba fof adults in thi home, single-parent families, or

children t of wedlock, the middle class family of today in=

cteaiingly rer4imblei the 16v income family of the slay IOW's.

These,then,are the changes that have been staking place-in the

structere'and statue of the American foully over the:past Quarter

Century. We are noexendyfor the next question: Sc'whet? Or, to

be a bit "Ca formal and explicit, what do chase irbanges, mean for

I.

tha well -heiduand growth of children? What does-it,noan for the

young that sore and more mothers; especially mother, ,of preschoolers

1.

if
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and infants, are going to work, tie majority -of than full.time? What

does it mean -that, es these mothers leive for work, thercare also

fewer adults, in the family who might look after the child, and that,

among adults who are leering the home, the pa:161W departsr is one

or the ether permit, usually the father?

Paradoxically, Le mit calling answer to the foregoing questioes

is yet Another question: Who cares for Arorica'4childrint Who cares?

At present, as the members of this Committee know all too well,

4ubdtitute care for children of whativer form be it nursery schools,

group day care, family day care, or just a body-to bahysit--fallsso

far short of the need that it can be measurild in millions of children

under the age of six, not.to mention the millions more of school-age '

yerstars, io-called "latch -kay" children, who come home to empty

houses, sad who contribute far out of proportion to the ranks of pupils

vith academic-and behavior problems; who exporiegCmdiffitulties in

Learuimg to read, and who are dropouts, drug users, or juvenile

.delinquents.

Ini.wmare'getting ahead of our story. We hav's seen what has --

beenthappeninto America's families. Unfortunately, statistics at

a national level on the state of the Child are neither as Comprehensive

eori4e accurateb but-the available data do reveal consistent pattern.

ConcmiLumit-and consistent with changes in structure and,positiOn of

the family are changes in indices reflecting the ;till -being and/develop-

meet of children. Youngsters growing up in low-intori families ate

at high risk of-damige physically, intellectually,

0
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emotionally, and socially. There is also evidence of change over

ties: declining levels of *cadmic performance, .ad rising ratee of

child homicide, Suicide, drug use, and juvenile delinquency.

The presence of ceocurrent secular trends does not, of course;

prove cause and effect, but to disregard the evidence is to risk

'awseole human and economic costs. Coegider a similer pattern of

6.

reeeerch findings cited in the report I have submitted with my

-testimony: Within-the city-of-New Tork, the-rats: of-Infant-uortality

and prematurity differ dramatically from one health district to the

next, and vary directly viti7tfia cumber of health personnel and.

service's available to families liiing in,each district. It is hardli

necessary to wait upon scientific demonstratim of the exact causal

conhoctions-in order to justify the need.for and design a corrective

program.

The-same consideration applids to- the data I hive presented today

in relation to the bill you now have before you. As responsible

national leaders you have properly recognized the necessity to develop

a cure before the disease becomes an epidemic. I have read the bill
G

with *UAW reactions of praise and pain -- praise, bongoes with a

physicikn's care and wisdom, you have prescribed exactly the right

medicines to cure this greet national Affliction pain, because I fear

that coca again, other priorities will prevail. There will be those

who will say that the medicine costs too such, that we cannotefford

it and that even if we Could, we shouldn't let the patient have it._

-.3
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roviding family and child care services et national expense, so the

argimismt.rums, mill inevitably take us dour the road of cr:eming

socialism to crushing communism, and the endof our freedoms. As one

has bud lirst experience with the so-eelled-spcialist democratic.,

and is not exactly enthusiasticabeui them, I should-like to respond

to this criticise in due course.

---Amt-first4-wish to address a more responsible challesge, One

that at least does not dodge thalamus before us: the feta of the

Nation's children and their families. There are professionals Mho

sincerely believe, and some of them have testified before-you, that

the cure you have prescrIbeljworie than the disease, that providing

-child care and other services for working mothers and families under

severe, economic or social stress is actually destructive to families

and children. -Specifically, 'Lich measure: vill only further weaken

the mother-child relationship, and thereby threaten the child's

emotional security and-subsequent personality development. ibis is a

question that merits, anabes-received, serious consideration. In

connection with the work of the MASCommittee mentioned previously,

I vas asked to review the available research evidence oa the effects

of the child'irdevelopment of different types of care, in particular

home care-versus iubatitute-care in group or family settings. Iim

submitting. with my testimony a preliminary drift of the-results of

this-inquiry (Exhible 1),..ibe main points say4m-summaristai as f011ows:

Well-desigond.comparative studies of the effects of different

types of- care are as yet few in number (there were only about -a dozen

10

4
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Chet met tba stiOulated.scientlfie criteria), and are limited to the

first years of life. Nevertbaless, Aber: is enough censiatesey in

the result* to varrInioteatative sosclusiens is three areas: ,cognitiie

function, emotional develoimest, and social behavior. The findings

give graved for reassurance and some coscern.

1. In the intellectual sphere, studies to date have consistently

failed to above any difference* in pa:foresees between children raised

by their ove parentsat boas versus youngsters exposed, to full- or,

-pert -time substitute ears for extended periods either is group settings

or featly day care bones.

. 2. Concern about possible harmful eanasqueoces of substitute Care

for the child's- emotional development arose originally out Of, the work

'of lovlby, Spitz, and iotbers docunenting severe psychological deficieaciss

and behavior problems among.children.brought-up in institutions. It is
0

now generally recognized, however, that such debilitating-effects,

while r.1 aoaugh; cam about-only when physical and'aotial deprivation

'have occurred to an extreme degree over an extended-period of time.

Hence the numerous studies on the effects of-early deprivation'on

development of shinal.and human young
2
do not apply to effects of-

substitute care when it is provided, as,it is in the majority of cases,

in-s stimulating physical eivironnept by experienced- caretakers, arid'

involves, only a temporary separation from the mother. More recent

studies specifically addressed, to the impact of home versus day dare on'

-

2
For comprehensive review of the substantial body of research bearing

oa Chia issue, see Newton, G. and Levine, S., Carly Experience and
Sehevior. Springfield, ill s Charles C. Thomas, 1,6S, especially the

-final integrative cbeptir by Iroefembreemer.
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thm_child's emetiaCal developmect have revealed eons differesces,

bet therm kayo tarried to be era/ I. magnitude, shoit-lived, and

Aimed likteres of 'advantages or disadvasresee attributable to ome

or the ether setting. Gs the aes,hamd, there is comaistamt evi7

that children with previous day care 'experience adjust mere

quickly tailor group situatiosa entailligleeparatiom.from the

mother, bat.th asa effects Are observable icily os the...first day, and

met thereafter. Om the other bald, Aileen.' exposed to, full-day

group care, compared to howarreired controls, showed greeter emotional

distreas"upse being loft aloes by the mother with as seat storages

is as emlesilier room In a.uuiversity laboratory. The artificiality

of Ibis esperimmit, however, together with the fact MAX observations

.4
were made may for a feiPminetee, raises doubts about the geswealis-.

ability f $befiodises,amd, la particular, about-the original is-

.

vestigator's claim that the reed 'dammnstrits,"qualitatiVe dis-

turbaned@ la the mother-child role reship in day care children."

Moreover, other research roul,4at day care children do exhibit

strung maternal ettechesets, that,. in addition to the mother,

"a familiar caretaker beer:mese significant attachment figure forthe

isfact,is daycare as early as the kiret year of life." home. caution

is isdicated, hoirever,thout iorposure of children, especially inflate

_under,-throe Yeers of age, toocrendedall-day group care in.the abgemca

of sufficient personae' to permit "a relatively high degree of

continuity -and stability" in the staff members who care for each child.

r
a
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. 3. The most clear and consistent differences betweeehome-reared
O.

children and those exposed to group care appearppeaf.inthe sphere of

social behavior. Youngsters rale:in group care interact more with

chid: peers, are somewhat lees responsive to adult discipline. mad

exhibit more aggression, both toward other children and toward adults.7

The evidence.suggeats, however, that-such behaviors are mot the

inevitable products of all forme of group care, but are specific to c

e
American day care, Which tends to give priority and power to-the peer

group, and allows greater freedom for aggresiion.

Finally, it should be-emphasload that alt- of the -forgoing dif=

ferencse, where they occurred, distinguished not between child-rearing

by own parents versus substitute caretaker,, but between children

reared in group versus home settings, the lather including family 'day

care as will Au home care by ome's0own parents.,
0

Jut-whatever the differences may be, and vhereferthey occur, they

are not the Aal issue confronting America's families. The principal

dilemma that parents-face is not the choice of whether to enroll the

child in group care, arrange for family day care, or keep hin'or-her

at home, but the uacessity to findrsome form of substitute care in a

reality situation in which relatively few resources are available.
;

third document submitted to the Committee (txhibit C) cootainefigures

.:11;
oe-the number of children in the United States in families of low or-

who
marginal income, whose mothers work, orAlive in single-:parent hoses.

These-are the children at greatest rink. -Theia'are 4 million of then

under the age of six, plc.-another 1 1/2 million latch -key children of

4
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'school age, who cone home every day to an sooty house. The same

_decument also :ummarises the latest figures- available on existing

facilities for day care of all types, both public end private. As

o yen know, the caber of places in licensed or approved settingeoie

omly abaut a million, and most of Owe ire=ocCuplatbrchildreq

%. from intact, middle class families. In contrast, children at highest

risk, like the n9orityof children receiving-substitute care,.are,

not to be -found In these licensed facilities. A.atiOnal survey,

conducted in 1,65, of "Child cars arrangementsof wOrking mothers

. ,

in the U:S." revealed that 462 of children,under 14 covered by the

survey were 'Cared-for to their own haus while the "other worked.

_Of their, -82, or more then-hilf'A billion,: were cared for by another

child under 16. 'Of.all children,of working-mothers, 132, or 1.6

million, were cared. for by" the mothser at the pl,ce of work. Care

ontsidi,the child's own home accounted for only 10Z of the children

of working mothers. This 102 consisted of 7% in family day care -and
, -

'32 in group care, the "rarest of all arrangement."

Giventbe facts I have presented Mr. Chairman, you can'have

little doubt about my views on the bill which you are now considering.

I regarcrit es an absolute necessity. There Is little/in it with _a--
/

whieh,I-.Winad:taie issue, lut,I-do have some coaCini.

1. Pint, T understand that you are under sow pressure to

designate public schools as the solnopernting agents,of child care

.programs.. Viewed from& cross - cultural and historical perspective,

schinis in the UnitedStates are not well suited for this task. The

2
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responsibility of the school in our country has been the teaching

of subject natter, typically with4sinimal interference tram or,

,involvemeat with the child's family. Ae result, schools may find

/".
'it difficult to reorient their organizational-structure and

characteristic modes of operation so es to,bb sensitive and sampan-

slue sot oely to the;special ivotiomeVend social nesds-of the very

,youns,'but perhantevanmmew, amtly,-to thole.* and tights of
, 4

.parents to monitor, influencei,/nd participate in the program.

2. Similes-caitioes apply, perhaps with even greater force, to

-profit making agencies engaged in child care. In particular, the

need for efficiency of operation invites the all- too -easy aed readily

justifiable solution of reducing adult-child ratios. Strict controle

shoulebe introduced, subject to parental initiative and emforcemees,

to prohibit these and other forme of abuse. -.

3. would.like to cammand the authors of the Act for their

sensitivity-to-the-plight ot-those'fiiiiiii who-are left in a highly

vulnerable position under-our current welfare laws. I refer to

families with incomes just.above the poverty line who; as a result,

are ineligible for needed-health, child' care and other services, but

- whose earnings are not sufficient to enable them to purchase thee':

services in the open market. The definition ottielltility under the

presort Act in'terms of the "lower Living standard budget" determined

annually by the Bureau of Labor Statistics repregents a such needed,

humane reform in our welfare practices.
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4. I hope that my tsatimony hesyrovided a concrete iemoostra=

tie. of tie critical:144d for-research-datelor say:gelid assesamsei

e1 tie needs of childreo sad families, ead:for deterniniag tIVOIII0

effective smthodsfor meeting those moods. In this cessectieh I

cemmead the authors-of the 101-for-stipulating in Title III the

adtboriaatiesAnt.ramosrth:ndAsmoostration projects, but Tinge that,

as te'tberprovtsion for other essestial special activities older the

Act, a specified.proportiou of-the total ailoceued fuels be earmarked

lipecifically and solely for, such research-activities. Puither,_ I

wield r4- nebasiso7d1bbscessity explicitly, to rule out funding of --
1

what I have in previous teattmonytharacterised as :'bread some research"

in vhich "packaged pregame, developed by different orgmaisatices, are

pitted against each other in so-called evaluation studies designod_to

determine which package is "best." Apart from the abuses to which

this-strategy isparticularty vulnerable, it suffers from a'crucial

scientific flaw; namely, it is -impookible to identify -which aspects of

a program are rearms/tile for its achievements or its failures.

My final concern sounds i sobering but realistic note. Despite

the desperate situation confronting mIlliois of our Dition4a children

sad their families, the such needed lagtslation you have drafted

ultimately faces the strong likelihood ofa Presidents' veto that the

- Congress will not be able to override. Given this prospect, I strongly

, urge the development of fallback legislation providing funds for

innovation, demnnitratio;, and testing of a variety of fatly support

systems, including not only different types of child care services,

0
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bit_alee ..nausea such as flasible'wOrk acbodula: that would suable

*Wets who wish to do so Wears tip* their ebildrmaia thairlown,'

-tones. Wherever possible,, such surpori systemsshould nOlist the

voluateer efforts of instAtutisawand individweleim activities
0 . .

designed to enbsace eiportunity and-status for parnathoia in otdar

.c to encourage and assist mot may butparontsut all mars If our
.

society la the exciting and gratifYiag adveatura of-treating competait

.

mad,compassiadataluirjblPlags. .
0

I. comflusion, I orcmdsed to return to t6e-issunef-ecomemids.

sod.ideology. 'to-speak to ,the Charge that we cannot afforitho costs

of thl proposod'prograd. and that *wolf we could: we should . refuse
S.

k

to do so 'lest wa become a yellers state or woe. la reply I would,
l ,

!' ca/1 to the attention of thaCongress and the iamimistrtiom the'

commitment of thiethor industrialised nations of the world to children
Y % .,r

dad families as contrasted with our own* .

4

1. The Unitod-States is not/ the only indbstrialimod nation,

capitalist dr commumilit, that does not inours health care for every

family with'Younrchildren.

2. The Uni4d-Statas is the only-industilmlizad-nation.'capitaliat

or commumlit, that does. not guarantee-v.101u. incsis level for every

family with young children., ,

3. The Vatted states is the *sly Industralibod nation, capitalist_

or commumlat, that has not yet established a nationwide prograeoof

yz else services for children Of working mothers.

9ur..refusal to most what other modern cations regard as baiic

umse socessItiss appears to be groundedln our dataraised resists*.
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' to ammaia .r eerialim is any fore. Suck priariplei but purblind

oppositim las drivel en to pay an ammo prim demob our foreiga

policy is Viet Wm.. WO mot not, for gailar reameo,,perpetuate a

..deenatir pollryolhirb debilitanwtbe NOtioa's families amd. thereby,.

ankmeera the integrity .f the mat maaratim of Anagram.

1'

k

6
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Ge,lety or life in Cr.. tutur..t ate h_sel cntzrely 01 technological. con-

e...1a.eltionf: Hon the n_nt z-,caet tt ton of Lotericen,mill-live, we are told, .
be'detersined by the ch.engea in out ph,ical, and natural enviunment.

t:hzteier the predictions, they refer to the alrpred circumstances under which

pea,,re wilt be 11...ing, not the chaniec in people therselee. For the. mat

per:, our futurologists, scientific or othe.ute..e, do not sog?,est'that the net; --,
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II Th- Chanaing Anerican Fe- q.13,

The Rpericaa fanily-bay been undergo:us; re24,1 .;,:5 radical change. Today,

it in'signifi.,antly different ftua ws'ir it wa., only a quarter of a

aao. Ln doci.r.re.taz td-yvidta-, L snal_ te!aln oath aspects that are

air,ay ili r, ci th>a proc;e1 fA.1 w-h,r d?et-p0n:u trnt are less well

fejil then an' hov these various tr_nds coriblne and converge in an

_mined', pattern that is far Pore consequential th..nany pfits-cora;onents.

Since my aim to Is identify trends for Aperican society as a whole, the

larloary sources of alaost all the,data I shall be presenting are governient
, ..

/
.-,,statistics, printipally Fhe-Current Population Reports published by the Bureau

of the Census, the Snecial Labor Force Renorts issued by the DepartOent of

Labor, and the /Ural and Health Statistics R000rts prepared by the National

Centel: of Health Stati4acn. _These data are typically provided on an anneal

La-is. int,a,1 hp.e doaa 1 io collate and gre/h th,n in order to illuoinate-
.

tine s,eul0i- trendl,

Vn:e 141-V.In;
4

Put fir,t oad-c,t trtrl in th_ ara.rea.,e is Loriingrwthera.

n+e wyoral pold'is to be . .de n0uut these eata..

1).0ne" ttnar children are old to go to nchool, the maitrity

04 Af,rie,,, 0,0- PO. the 1,0,ferre. A-r of rlrch 197.4,

of par.-ied 1 ish (Paidrca fr.,- 6 r0 we.e,...-&1,e1 in or seeking

60ork; in 1%8, the4rere was about half a.. high, 26%.

2) n'aL, of cz,-:,1 rhIllren haw., been

yore likeIy to work than parried uc4n without children.

3 -x

^_ -
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3) The most i.coni roost rap.. In-re-lee has been orr.urring for

to.thers of young children. One-third et ..11 r,-rried worm v:.tn children

uncle six were in the labor force in 1914, Chr, lines as high as in

Mothers ofvinfants were non far behind; three out of ten married women

viZh children under three wire in the work force last year.

4) e-sir Ot te,tr.-az2r.zz, the great
0-

. tajority (tvo-thirds) of the mothers who had Sous were workieg full time..

5):These---fagures apply only-to families;-in much-the:husband-was

present. As we shall see, for the rapidly growing-numbers of single -
. -

parent families, the proportions in the labor force are much higher.

2. Fewer Adults'in the:Foxd.

As more mothers have gone to work, the number of adults in the hone who

could sate for the child has decreased. Wheraas the number of children per

ner about the sane today a, it 'ad, ttrenty'to thirty years ago, the

of adult:: in the houae ,la has dropped steadily to a_1974 average of two.

WI., 'Azure of courae inalud,s %oo,a'el-..Lda,.,uithout children., Unfortunataly,

. :ateau of the Ceaa,.... dol not pAii;.4..fbr,a1,6x.O of th, number od adults

.pri,ant In heuseholdsfrottala.arnildr,a. A conaecvatre apprmalmation is

lovevor, from the ureporiloe of parents livin.ulth d7eolative as

.

f.r11, taad7usoslly a rranipoc-nt,

.

TOI,prOort103 repr,,eaa a c1.44m41 t.tim_: :.:0,e It doss not include adult
reilth; preseat besides par.a21!.; hen th, parent rather than the relative is

c
'6112, Clniprhead. For ixam21e, a family vita a mother-ir-la.r living in would not
br ro,ated unless sh, was re3aried as the farity head, paid the Cent,,ctc. fine

(0,rentage vea calbelated irom t., set of lagur.Orr,portud annually in theTeurr.nt
'Emulation Resorrs (Series P 20Y of the U.S. Census; (a) the number of families
(dr.:'Ined_an too or more ranted persona,, in,ludingchildren living together) and
(b) the number of subfamilies la mo,rttied couple of single parent with one-or more
children living wine relatilr'e who is the head of the family). Since 1963, in-
formation has been prokded as to whether or not the relative was a grandparent.
This vas tee case in a little over 807; of all instances.

a
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Aw Fo.rn in 1....2,_re 2, -over pa.: q.aarter con`..,,. the fret-oa:age pi ouch

"extor.dee hau decroa.ed . par..at, chillren

Ladr sin are care.1...:.eiy to be relative -taon perar tr. .aith older .

children (6-11), th-ade4i..- w.or the larva gr.its:sr for Fxsilies with

, etildren.

3. Ils,e

Due-7lt4t c.ho have been da ineoring fron fanities include the

parade; th,--naelvea. sh.o.n in Figure 3, over a twenty-five year period, there

has been a narked rise in the proportion of fanilies with only one parent present,

with thi..sharOst increase occurring during, the past decade. According to the

latest figures sorailAsle, in 1914, one out of every slot children under 1S years

of:e wan in at skr3.-!-nacert fa,r..U_ 3
This rate is almost double that for

a querzer nf a..eentury ago.
.. _

Llt,s repeTt to.chaa:: lqcrasu ha.01+,,an nose rapid amon4
.

f,-.114, a with il,aldre6 unlar sa,. y. sc of Thlt, pticcvntoge doubled

17. 1e 1?4? to 15;." sr.,:, 191f.. _71-, proportiaa are aleo,t hems for very' "round
a

*". 1 197e. 0,i c, uhd r thrir (13,;), Was living

of fra;-.--a,....sciva of 6A.Anertc3n

-,4a -
sin?,lelparent hones.,

fr-.2 !, 1974, sharp-2.as drop
"01..

fo,t r, 7:-)7 of all children with

r,ty oftt,,'pareat are inlope,denz fusi.liet. in ..Stich the sin le mother or

the icmily

T

Co

3Thas ffzore inclul ti a 5ne1i proportion orSin2le-parent fastliea headed by.
Latjv-r 1. This fig...se 111_, rel.ii.v.e/A coop:ant, .r.icald 17. since 1960.
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The r;j:.,-,.o.. or' such ls corkinz, , r P.ho-a.
0;7.4. children; those with

over ?AP: of tt)..e v.ploy,4 arc c ling iell tic.'. Even asonj, sl,gle-parent
Yt:t rrrh zbildter. uai4; zrcz. ia the labs: Zorce.- of - than "36.f.,

The coeat is---17.44:4eaty that figures about one parent -families

are laZleadinZ. sincesPr.11e P3reatho' od is u.sually a transitional state soon
-tercinated ttirs!Igh renarrisgt. Hhi1e thispay be-true for sane selected-popu-

lations, if does, noe appear to obtain for the nation as a wholet-..Eir&tte 4
depicts the relevant data. The solid line in the middle shows the-divorce,rzer:-.
/or -all marriages, the cross-hSte,-3 curve Sndexes divorces involvir.s children;
and thee broken line describ-a. the rem.-rriaje rate. To pernit comparability...

all three ratest.ereesit5jrted with the total population for the given year as
a 1,:se.' Itis. clear that es tete, stile ri lags far- bellir.d
tb' ratb,'eapeciAlly c;r11.1rvn art tnyol4etl.

t:01-o3vo;., t,?. t. -.1%. 71) r :oz 'tint ttc.- cr -,arria.,z, rata o:nct.
.

oa tt3,./4, for divorce:I,
viclow,l, or oC?;' w ^3..o ntr:o a. u_rent Th," crv:tr-ny,lo:sig majority oS

r t L!- -- ca-tit year for leach
, rc 11- - (.',1 EVO C ea! or-tri<11-terl

1/.:3; tr.e ccrrc. TY` 4,311 130-i, four Class ACS Zoll

C eV,.1 tbi, fir:, it ti,-,o 0-:1Pt1.1 thiLltrS rate of rczirriaso for single-parent ,
childr:::: 13 consider:1'Ni, losar -than tn. remarrtaze rare for

both ErXe3, which fs. the .3TV:43:AC shag In th graph,.

c.$

3

ix
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4. Korn Children of br,w1 MoraWA...

After divorce, the most rapidly groata,; category of stazi!rpArenthood,

especially since 1970, Involves unmarried .0u:err- In the vital staffs -.

"
tica of the United States, illegit,rate births are indexed by two measure: the

co.yut4d J5 the ratio of illegitimate births per IODD live

barn; aad r, ;- t, is the nr.mber of illegaimate

births per 1000 unmarried -uramen aged 15-44years. As revealed In Figure 5, theE-
. .

ratio has consistently been higher and risen far more rapidly than the rate.

ilis_DAttern-Iridicates-no only that a growing-proportion of unmarried women are
v..

.',having children, but that the-percentage of single women among those of child-

bearing age is bacoming ever larger. Consistent with this conclusion, recent

U.S. census fl.lure. reveal an increasing trend-for women to postpone the age

of carriage. .gbe rise in percent - single 1,s particularly strong for the age group

polor 25; and over ZOZ of aiiillvgirimate chiilren arc being born ro.womenir'

:" .this age brackei-,s, ,

Sue), Undin;s ro5neaLrhat the [real, we have bean documenting far the

-a y L ' vs

othe,. WC turn ne4t to an
.ea

evinination of -this !save.

g

. I -,.

, ttuaa Families A.w,Ceangitli?

- ----,---: ."

Which Vathyrn t+Jr:1 Li,k rAillyz.nzt o.cliohil data for an anSwer to this''---
-.

,

1. With ao of calf c..1.,iiit,it ig tae,Aoanger mother, parriculirty one

unaer-25'yeass of age, wpo,JA most likely to enter the labor force. This trend
,.

-has been indreasing in recent years particularly- for families with very young
c ,

childred (i.e., inftnrs under 3).

. .

O

30&
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_
2. One reason wh youljer mothers -Ir. A4 . ivoely to enter the ilbor

. . '..
. .

forc is to supplemeot t., relatively tow rarr-,:, of a h,shand j..t begInnink

his career. In gendral; it 1, in families in .4...c l. the husbands have it.tomes
.

a

. ^ ,

belo.r $5000 (4hich.is now clo.e to the poverty lire for a family of four) that ---
th, atres are mma.t likeli to b2 1..or.an,. And for families In this Bottom-income

B:. th. ro,:hars ,,4;1L_aa. -All of ccese mothers, inCleidlug

the oungest oneS'vith the youngest Nildrpn,..arc.uorking because they have to.
.

6,
3. But not all the mothers whose families need the added income are

working. The limiting factor is amount of schooling. It is only mothers with

at least a high school education uho are more likely to work wheci_the-irsband

has 4,low income. Since, below the poverty line, the overwhelming majority (68x)

of family %pads have not completed high school, this means that' the families who
1

need it most art least able to obtain the added income that a working mother

can contribute.

4. In term, of chan,,a over tine, the nwt rapt!-incroase in labor force

participation has occurred fo: r.th,r, in .q1s tes. to

P(040C,ItIV,:. terms, moth-ra from middlckIncone

ieJJ 'u i7=7:7-frortq.---u.7-a-ittrIrrtAte ilLul morri-61- uoMdb

from low income femilies did in the early MAW:-

ButNthe hi ";11,a lahor feeZzar:icip,;t1t1a rates of ail are to bound net

. sts cdt'sera irca iMtactfzusli....., on t.B...,1e have conceoaatei ao farbut.ao

W 10:e already noqd, among rithrss t.hv ate singie"pd9.5. 1pplrare these

:Ja111,,,:daJ ,filefa are they 1?)st lihely'to Bt.! fOult d9

Cho and t.nere Aro Si-,'e Pr:ent Fo.7,..11e^ As to the ca%Ni4orki4 nothets,

single parenthood is most common and is growing most_ropidly-among hfi younger

, '

generation. Figure 6 sho...54heincrease, over the past six years, in the pro-
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.0. ,.scat -fa r ,Li). ; usal),

heal. .t y 'tar, c- paceat., -

fartily _thout a
a ---

The .1...4*."7" It.ion with -7, ---en ro-e. k.te 1- ahewa the rise,

tatakten 19:4' cc: 1914, in for ,c.)).:

tion stn,ler )L).:3 pt.- r to $15,00") or o. tr. An we can see

--r: the , en to occur alti increase

a7r tine in inu=e .a.mtagfaziaits with .ccones u tier $4000,

.e r.,"! 0-1Crfhe.t=i11,7; aaly one 1.e.-.t. This figure repre-

sent:. a riarke-.1, icarea-.)., fro= 1.2.r yea.rs before. In sharp contrast, iroax

pakt preportton has recained consistently below

Furtbec analy.is re.a.:11=3 that ainal,.-i,arenthooli;. especially cor-ionA
- .

yosing.ranil4e. in tPe a7t9=,-.: For exanpic, arong fa.=ily, heads ender

.25 with earning.. Limier ;;;-,)), propar.i.an of single parenta uas 71% for thone

nit,4 ;all chi lc.r.ke. trvi,r 6, r n1 v, , z 1 children o. The-nore

r increa7a; 07). "tf,:t t_401,.., to occur b=n4 °leer low. ; .

en, unt) ,.r..- tr an. 'It woula uppnar that thedinr.
;.

tLz- ioor, ua1 0-7e n.74-

rar

(`'`.1"."' 1.4.

. 4. c . ,P';

r-'.);-;:lan44-4.hnt

ro 4, natjeinz

-- 21,0.2 tree.

-11 tr r, t hi(2%-tat
.

-ry lot, A V.J.111 t- to . J. V't;t1g-'40 -(10

frt,"

the s_c. in , facnr.c. late.-2retation that ;,-nrit

te caul 1-' a'. chticire are corw likcjy to spltt.
4 4

t

310

,

4
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ere ueler -t E,t c.10 ,oad

.. . ;11-

the (.'. F.h. ty of

Vic native.

on this i .. b3, for aol.trat:.,

1,9,3, Lte lazaie for

_ ht. cnalo. strder six was

for a ent fe.iele-leaded

f.l'a.5), less than 303 of th. insane for an ...tai:: Eaakiy, and at below the

yx.resty line. It is iopartar.t to bear in vi-1,1, that these "are narionvida

statiz.3rics.

The nature and c?..teac of this inequity is further- underscored when we

take note that the averaze for th, snail proportion of father-he/44i!-
single-lpirent fanilies with childran was 4,9500, in other words, it
is -only the .,..te,je-,..s1 rfikt evc.t.t ihi find,. h. rs-lt strained -financial-

4

sr

3 il.

;e
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circLastances. Etonvaic dopriintion is c.,: vote egtreme for sitgle-parent

Bothers under the age of 23. Such a mother, won all her children are small
.

-

under 6), must rake do uith a-median income of only $2800. Yei. there..
o

is ,Ziis.o.go gray?, and they-con-

4 s

stituie one-third of 211 female-handed FAIII- children under six.

Uz.e.n- now understand i.hy the trequonty and rate .of Increase of sing e

p, non!..:$ arg so Ica omong families in the highest incona bracktts.. There -are

parents uhoohrve incomea as high as $10,000. Once separation

_ o:curs, family invams. icropl tron,ferang t,ie family intologer
0

inece,e brackets in the left-hand portion of Figure 7.

Does this mean that the loa income_is primarily a conse4uence_ ratherthan,

a cauce ,of single-pa:cut stat6t,? To answer this question directIS, we would

R,,r to lnoa the ineo z%of the fi.mily before the Split. Unfortunately this

in:ormation was nat.obtainesf In the ck,a,.tn I rv£ew. U,, do have dap, however,

. .
t: h 134.} co creistie u' t:. fa ,.i1' JA. status and Senecally.

pre.Cise the event oar tly,.tha %or:lar's le eel:of schooling. Is .

sir ih liell-educ4t7.-d or paorli eeucatei she is iost likely to become a

pirent? z Jo,

^.e., nnswer to'tat., I Ft.,.or. $. "In general, the lgss

acsol 0$ she ban et.p_ri,agee, rote is the mother to be left without .

a lishanl. There is only gadt eaception to the _general trend. fhe prokIrti7an-

ro ba hiheit, c= ,n, ri,. -osi rt:idly", not for matt:ern reccieing

an el.;.Z2fLCi7:017=1-0a,Z.t fo thaw who attended high school but failed to

e.
graduate. It see.rs likely thrt,nany of these erm,pnwed.rrar1tetnwho left school



7
befall:. of rids fir&ntaace. Cooaiste,.c with this interpretation, further

pnalysis tuveala that the forego.a-a pattern o,.curs only for ur,,ten in the )ounger

age groups, and is cost marked for rower: of children from 0 to 3 years of age.

Itt 19/6, among cottecS of infants in tf is age grog), 14;:, or one out of every

e0
12.

school cirepot.

# adrz.,;) t. IZ one impression-that ,

there has be n. 1irtYe increase recently an the percent of it:OA-Parent familiei

among colle graduates. A somewhat different picture emerges, however, when

the data arc broken 0.)un siteltaneouslyzjiy age of mother or child. Then this

is done, it becomes apparent that colleAgraduates are more likely to defer family

breakup until children are -.Wet. Once the, can -be entered into school, or even

'pres.shool, the rates of 'parental separation go up from year to year, especIally

amongthe younger generation ok college educated parents.

In thetise of split fsilies, position to examine not only to

A a to become tm-jaly parent, but al..) where, in turns of place of

d.ence. Fire 9 shows the ri.,e ...v.r_the last six years in the percentage of
(/

.'asirren liviog rr, r.on-urban and suburban

aroa.,':).-.4 in fizericaa ia_zoasiog 1.4 siii.,from 50,000 to over 3,000,000e

raa graph illustrades at Ies,t three imiortart. triads. Best, jhe percentage of
ate : -- parent famil'te infrei,-s ar'.edly th. city 31,Z1., reachtng a minimum in

/I. arm)) a a,, iao of or 3 _Serena, the growing

te,-de Icy for ,you.,z,-..r to occ...requently than older ones
. .

gr.41...se in the large urtaa centers...41d lowest in non-urban and.suburban areas,

s.rtgle pirissis re e.s s its.ma.xim..= among families-with.

Iheaus under 35 amt li/ing in cities with more than 3,000,000 persons, jtere one

oub of three to four houieholda has, a olegle parept.as the head, Finally, the,

nest rapid change over time i. occurring nat in the larger cities but those of

S
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- a '13.
.

---.._

of ve- . s. a. fats pattern se, ... . that the hies .- --. oefamily frogxea---:-
....,

.''
. ,,,

. .

tio. al.t:.. years arp,, L.,:r.:.. lc: ..:, only in-major ae,...-.;oliCan centers, e.re

A 41 ' - ...
.

no,ochiarring is smaller orbaa arcs, ea well. . - .

.

ite Paoloay_cULti4Diffcreree., The quastioa nay .ell arise why, with

411 .he bren.deans we have Wade; -by a.,,e, an,ose, eidcation:and place of riSi-

'1 ,r1Z2i1.% by race. t.e have deferred chis- /

cep t.at.ioa for a reason whi.h wall trutone apparent in t4-1a next chart (Figure 10).

o 4 it shows th"-i-letneen 1960 ad,19/0, percentage of single-parint

families by income of head within three types of residence areas; urban,

suburban, and pon-urban, separately fo't Aleck andiflaite families: Unfortunately,

no breakdown was available within the urban category by city size so that, as a

rel.ult, the effect.; of this variable are considerably attenuated. Nevertheless,

It is clear that both income aid place of rialdTnce sake an independent contra-
-

battom to the level and biZe of brokers

Tiroing to the iszae of recv,, note ptnat :a tilt, 4L,ph, the risinOines for.

-Dt-,,Js..ad:Vhitenre aLr;o;:t parall01, Lu utu,r words, -.1'.itb;r1 each setting and

anr,' 1-vet, th. of satv.te I. en,reasing.agoat as 14.* for

;0.1.t ... -it is for To p:t it l.s :ore ,eieral term Annelids CI:at

IT s;n1).ar ett-menrtnnt,. , co',Nr, ore lEf2-t,ld en ellci.T118 sac?.

T, stsr,, a. LI- orl of two : th- Bleak-a -Itats .9 eh setting and

e%22:r121k, p,TC.,4,,,V= of sirce,12-2arent families than do

tre ,B.a5 the, e:':ereA t e 4;:c4ds: An the saw rela'_Ve posations., Thih

esta that soA, dirfc;,;at t^periNzei to 1960 mast-have coneributed. to .

no-. ,14.C17? be...een Matte femillea is similar

ccritions. One does not have to seek Lab in the historical records, especially

the.e written ty94.1.ka, to dis-aver w1at sese.of these crepe- fences may have been.
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But, of course..Ir. reality the ?-..e.- a_'_ -tag najoriry of Biar.c, and Uhite.

0
.

do not live In' s' al* circus:I:tenses, It as only In oar art:n-ally Selected
.

.
r _ ,

ily in the context wh.ch is asst homoe,eaeone, namely suburbia,
-- co-IpaeSmon g upsttE. t data for the tc.o -races began to lookr.ali..>. Without -.

..-- 'stasiitical.corazol for _in:ome and urbaalarltion, the curve., fu are
kr 0' .. ---2. '=-------

..
gerLer differee..._mb4,.-orm-mMZ513:aer epac.c. and tne cdrve for Blacks rises at

\--------4---."--- ..

....

_

r
.

.

_,.,,t-atially : .7;: .,4t,. se0-1....,a1li. between 3,900 and 1970, the percentage
. . /

of single- parent- -f minims among Blacks increased at a rate five times that for

t/hitis, and at the7end of that period the percentage was over four times as high,
I

33% versus 8%,.. In.the last foe- years, both figures have risen and the gap has
.

47aideaed. :18 1974, the percentage of single-parent emmilics-with children under
--

18 was 137. for write'es and 442 for Blad$. ,

This dramatic disparity betones,nore comprehensible, however, when we apply

.

whit we have leamed-abest the sclatioa of urbanization-and income to family
m00-+----7------":"` . 1-----7-- --
`...'"Is.rups-int.,..--0,0....y..n+edIsco;...i base .fin 1974 abOut 6% of all White'femilifIs

. .
, _e

kildren waver 18 wore 1Aite3 in :itl_0 with a population of 3,Oilli0O 04'. .
. ' go.

en,', compared 14%,71B for,.:Tslicvs, ever th:,,e .0,2 oae-f,alf times as high,f.this
. -

.
I rerl/ 41.-, lle-a..:Ls1-.L;iyrulil) .n recent ). ea:s. ,. ,

._ ..,

ltcAia; to f4t_l: ka 1974 late-,t y.;sr for 0h1ch the data are
,

s.ra table. thi ,a vita cmildrmn under six, sac

,'J C,.. 1 :t 1041;%. Ircalcolly,

p.r?ofilead relu.,i 3i-ka74"V'a b; fo-c17, ty.41 eve. ;+s don betov the

p,,orty for 1Z i1400 fa- ConsiJient witWthese facts,
.

the percentage of Blae. tw,,10.2.3 who fall below the, poverty line Is muah.higher

Ihaa that for'/ . In 19;3, i34, or one-third, of all Blatk,fe_milies with

children under 18, ate .lassified;in the low Income bracket, compared to 87 for

Whites, a ratio of over four to one. Uorqover, the advantage of..101ites,over

81,a, in rural, in.erv.1, welch decreased during the 1960's, rpversed itself at.

<.

V

A

4 4.

31.5-

.
.
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i.rn of the decade and has been.a...4eascre5 since 1969. In the language of

the latest census reportr

r
_ -

_

_

0
The 1973 nedian income for black families-was 58-percent of

the white medic in,ore and this continued,a downward trend in

a'

thio atdo from 61 percent, which occurred in both 1960 and 1970.

le coatra4t to tae,1930'w, tne ratio of black to white median

family incomahad increased during the 195')'e? (pe 5)
.

We can now understand why non-White mothers have gone to work is increasing

numbers and at rates substantially higher than their White counterparts. In

1976,'"almost-one-third of-Whire niiiied women with husbands present and

,children under six were in the labor force; the corresponding fraction for mon-

s

White families was over half (521). Fifteen- years ago, the gap between the

recielgroups was Much small2r,, 187, VOF5U5 281, and. it in of course the non-

Whites who have increased nt.the faster rate.

Sot the Toro velneroXe position of black fancl,es is American society

to no::.,, clearest when we ,e,,vzLine the ,42.-tparat.ve cA?u,:ere of both ethnic groups

=to the combined effects of lv+ lacome and urbanization. Dnfortnately, once

gain the data are not brut. ,1.4.a by CAby size, but we can compare the distrd-

b.tion of Dlec!c and tra.ie fi7.1tes with _,41,:rea cedar t8 laving in so-called
1,0

"iArt; area." and rural :settings, frrther sub-classified

by co.-!ily incte!e. A poverty a/.1.a is a Ceri,ue tract in :.rich 207, or core of the

,papttlation Was below loo lacprie level in 1969. As might be expected, more -k

.-------.

Bereampf.tite Census, Cusrent fopulation Reports, Series P-60, Vo. 97,
r "Etaey Income in 1973-of Families and Persons in the United States,"..U.S.

Covesneent Panting Office, Washington, D.C., 1975.

S
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White fa. i1ic, with children. (.:: 0 then) reside in than- an central

eities'.or rural areas, atd thz ..--.1-going live oetstde of .n

poverty areaa and havein:ones a, ,e .he poverty lina. .0 contrast, the col:jes- --

Onn4ing percentazesfor,Blaelc L.nilien are such smaller, 1/.7. and 32% iespectse.ly;

well over half of Slack faniliea OM are concentrated in central cities, more

that half of theaqive it povertI.areas within those cities, sod half of these,

In tern, ave beloi tae puverty bee.1.4eyenteen percent, or one out of

every six Block families with ch.ldret under 18, are foe:Aiin the-oost vulaarable

edolbithal niche (1o7.4,incone in,a-ooverty area cf a central city), compared to

less than 11 of all unites. Even though only 14Z of all American families with

children ore Black, azumg those living in poverty areas of central cities and

having incomes belo7; the poverty level, they constitute the large majority (66%).

The grossly differential distribution of Blacks and Whites in American

society by intone, place of residence, and other ecological dimensions which

ue have not bean able to examine for l,ect of adequate data Cakes even core coo-

preheo,ible.the different: L, d,,r,e of # ily di.ruption merle:nced by these

txo ca3or clas..3ras of Ac.erici.. giv,o the extent of the dia-

p in con.iirtons of life, ere warders wet keapl th2 fi.uries for Mack

Iurislts fray renniez oven II.Lhir than the -' do.

A possible 15 by tbe dire pro7iiee in Figure 1L which

CA; Feoleire of "c. '.:*lie,' per;ti-iy:for t: -.e owl non-Vbita

t;nlie.. it will b, th=t 01.5 1.11:.:a con.tstaatly,aod markedly

bie;11-r for aeon -'/ 10.tes. In i,ther weeds, n.il-liaites are r'uch more likely to be

11+ta in a oo.,hald that .41,1.:12a not_ Gala too g. t,nns, withanother

,relative b>sliesthe parent acting as the fecal .. To be sure, the

decline since WO lla.1 been greater for non-Whites than for , but the

forTer curve bad shoan anepssiag in tFe last four years.
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Cut , -uut the:, aru other lo.?.s itaora:_ d telopmentm a, .., . ff we examate,.
I --

.11,,jrately by ..e.... thz extent to ,h;.--, ,,-...t,11c parent: ht, . z.: own families,

wz ob,e-we that kr, a<J-e trend te..ird 1.;,t,,,,Ir Isolation to. up...* 1:htteszead non-
.

trdtd-7. A5 we see it Fig.re 12, th0zaz 111,2 tucvea 4rp al...t. init.tine.utJhabIe.

tun:. regardless of colo.-, fect1res -in sirtl,n- ctrevzst.rm-s Or affected in

t °
- ..:b ,t7e. a, for 7 ett0 r a- oc fo urr:,.

Jilt

\

O

-4-
5,4at.thul-cedes as thatthe'dxs?arttyiufhta face of :mate ald Black families .

t.--erican uociety ie d refletzon of.the way in which ou: society maw functions.

and, hzlme, is subject to,change if and when we decide to alter our policies and

V cpractic4 .

We 1ave now completed our analysis of changes in the American family over

the past century. For till- nation 7111.n whole, the analysis reveals pro-

1
gres-Uve cregmentation aad 14o1atioa of the fao...1/ in its child rearing role.

r.-..pet to diffeitt sPnrcat, of ka=rtcai; so.fety, thz changes have been

r.a.t tepid ii=orr,a jooa;,r fa-;.1.A.;-. with iaos,,r childrtt, 2..a increase uith the

..-&rte of oar,:atc. .,..t.,..t rca,hing their maAlcum-among

f\zt.11.. ta the =runt r7r, of our Jarne,t cities. heCthei.

a;.'..rrat .o pi fmnilies, in

snb0Ata, aa, rtv.1.-Uchla ura /A...awl-Jar ways. Specifically,

in t,-,, of st, h eti:a,tertssi., the pzo,or:ipa of warhin3 netirro, rmbrr of

io th 1,-.1.11,za, GI rn,.1,-;e: i,U7P Out uedlock, the

cle.s fet;.1, cf tort tit- 10, inmome family of the

arl; 1950's.
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LV The Changing 1m...44.as Chi12

Having deSCriS,ti z'3 changes is Ahe otz,stuce and statoa tha nmecican

at _are Co7Itaiela,E1,';.:,.aotiJA:. So wh,:.?

, Of, ;o be eiord formal and explicit, what 0 rh-noes mesa -for-tte
.

add groath of children" Who. flees i.. mean for dio,y4ing that sore and

pc. -40014::, aca andanta, are going to twee,

the"filajority of thea full-time? What does it mean that, as these mothers leave

ey;for work, there are also fewer addits in tree familysuho might look after -the

and that,amor4 adults who are.leaving the home, the principal desercents

one or the other parent, usually the father?

raradoxically, the most telling answer to the foregoing questions is yet.

another question which is even more difficult to answer: Who cares for America's

children? Who cares?

Ac the present, substitute care for coildrdn of uhatever fOrm--nursery schools,

'group day carj.family day care, or gust a body to babysit-ILfalls so far short

of the need that it can be neoaured'in millions of'chaldren under the age-of six,,

nat to rentioa the minions cure of schuol age youagsters, so-called "latch-key"

children, %Alc.callr hose to erpty house., and u:io coucriute far-out of- proportion

to the rinks of Pepils with aca.!,otc ant beki'vior proOLems, have difficulties in

tcl raid, ,fha era dropoUt,, drug users, end Jim-Idle..Isla:Tants.

. but we are spttin,-; .U.ead of "ur start'. 1:c have 5,..on upat has been happening

rg An,yldeS familico. Let aa try to ekaa..e systematically what has hter.

h.ppening to she Arericam child. Unfortunately, statistics at a national level

on the state Of the child are neither as comprehensive nor as complete as those

on the state of the family, but the available data do suggest a. pattern con-a

sistent with the evidence from our prior enalyais.

C

66-114 0- 16 - pt. 25 ,
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begin at the levrf all the trend oZ cloorLantzation coaee:ge:'.

For .',is purpose, tIA:are la ea et,.1 parte.: index th,, lc,; income levei--on,,

the:. ta.:5taes ccOnsmi; daprirette. Larn!--f .7th, housing, edtcatioa,
_ .

'o American Citiz.ns

stain color other than .4b.

> 1. Catch 1' the fit-.r vat.- el life.

ttrat ,..-..act tea of aurraill 1.6i;e1L.

In recent yvat, many per.ves ha,e Letome aware of the existence of the probled

e V. 1421ch. . , rn, , . ....

I refer,.but perhaps not orlthe evidence fot its practical solution...America, ,

the r/che:st and most powerful country In the or1d, stands fourteenth among 40

nations in combating infent,mortality; even East Cersany does-betsAr. 11oreoVer,

4

our .:anking,has dropped steadily in recent decades. A similar situation obtains

with respect to maternal and child health, day care, children's alloWances,A.
and,other basic services to children and families,

.-he figures for the nation al. a-whole, dttmaiing ah bey ares,.mask

1 '

een grc4er inequaties. for to:ample, infant nortality for non White's in the._

tsatts XJ alto...r twice that. For Ch:.rten, the maternal treath rata is four

ou hx3h, and there .ire a.number ei Si.ithern states, any lbrthceh merroioll-

tan areas, in thich ten rItioe are colaidasably.tligher. r Among New York City

jiltb di,tricta, for example, rho 1,tant ilbrtality rate in 1966-67 varied from

.

1000 tn 1-npeth, Fore.t 01,11./ro 41.5 per 1000 in Central Narlem.6 One

tba na:erescasin infatit rwrtality by tacn is

time pars, ,.rive.., bsti aaa-hite..lwathers are today dying at a

uhlen Lhtte ba'Sies have me. exporie_ced for ,I:rost.a quarter of a Century.

'Tre current non-Nhite tate of 21 1 is Last reported for American Nblces in the

'late 1940's. The rate for Whites in 1950, 26.8%, tons bot yet achieve&

. non-ghltas.in 1974. In fact In.recent.years the gap between the races, instead

of narrxring,, has bean getting wider: '

77"--
Eessner, o.X.r et al. ,Inflar.0-at4Y- An anals 31, f4 -aternal rink nturbealth

re. t'lanington, Ir..a,,ce of Nedtcine,.hs tassl Acadely of Scierces, 1973.

.o
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The 11;:, awlotioa la by the re.5,11.: the tun -stage

analysrscarried out by Dr. har1 Var... for the Advi,o.v C,..aittee on Child

.ottodenonstrated

that I-27. of variation in infant deid.e-oaz; the,30,pw'YorkCity health

di',rricts in e,plaraable by low birth Second, he showed chat 97Z of

.oila,on 11 '0 oirta (_.i 4, 4tGi-4.,i1 to tne fraction of ethers

who reccived.no prenAtal care or received ,are only late.in their pregnancy,

and the fraction unwed at the tine of delivery.

COnfirmatorY evidence is available from an important and elegant study,

published in 1973, on the relations betueta infant mortality, social and

0
0.

mcdaal risk, and health care.
5

From en analysis of data in 140,000 births in

1:ew York City, the invdstigators found the following:.
1

1. The highest rate of infant mortality UAJ for children,of 'lack naiive-,

1,qm isa;:aeh:ot social and ia,Oi,o1 ti .k and wicliinaderAte health care. This

.rote 45 tines higher than that.foc e of 1311ta =than; at no rink with

Oloate care. Nest in line i.ere Poeri ticaa infas:s vich a ;ate 22 rives as

2. Aznnz -aeter: reetval,i e/o_il care, there esaeatirilY no

d,rfeeence in flLc'., .ni doart's ELC47 Aroopd, even,for

1, For -0'". 4i r.,., s'7!"tee. Care sub-

5"latially ridoeed .-. ; rat . fot ali raqes, bt...the figures foe

fi'act: and Puerto Rican f7,li...o ,era attIl nobstantialli greater than thole for

taitei. In other words, Lattora b-sioles inadequate relied. cart contribute

co produing the higher inf,nc =ortality for theoe no*White groups. Again

thaw factor, have to do with the social at eormanic conditions in which these

Aiolner, ap,

32

1
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- .

- f/miliss haven:: live. T10-, thr results of the Yzil. City stlzdy -01.d other

.

Investigations-poi:lc ta,the rojloaing the7.a,teristizz as predittive of Mener ,

0

Input mortality: caplopzect status or the bteadwie-aer, mother unwed at i...taneu"

birth, parried but no fathar in the home, numbex of children-per room, bother
, ,

.undee:20 or over 35, lad-parents' educational level.
C

0
th.0.e :lotrao0z,az medsaal at social condi-

tiona chat could have been Identified at the tine of the first prelataS'Irieli;

infants,born to-this groupOf women accounted for 70X of the deaths.

,.

ghat would have happened.had these conditions been Identified and adequate

medical care provided? _The answap.to.this question has recently become available

from an analysis-of data from the Maternal andInfant Care Projects of HEW which,

in the middle 1960's, were established in slug areas of fourteen cities across

the nation and in Puerto Rico. In DenCer;-asI4smatic fall in infant mortality-

fron 34.2 per1000 live births in 1964 tty1.5-pei 1000 in 1969 was Observed for

the 25 census tracts that made up the target area for_such a program. In

Rirmingham, Alabama, the tate 01?cresed iron Z.4 in 1965 tp 14.31in 1969, And

In Omaha from 33.4 in,19o-. to 4.4 in 1960.. 514nifzenatreductions"have also

occs.rred over the pspulativ:4etvcd by hies; 2:Q4:rams in pzematucity,,repeated

'te,easge pregnancy, moneni.who conceive Q:er 35 years.q11, and famtlieswiekmore

thin four children.. 1 t
.

-it is a refleetion of cut dIztortil priericiez that these programs are

currently in jeopardi,evia.thzugh their proposed replacement through revenue

sharing is not yet on the horizon. The phasing,out of these projects will

r,seit in a return of mortality to earlier levels; more infants will die. .

2. The intermlav of biolerical and qIavtronajltal factors,

Thq decisive role that environmental factors can play in influencing the

biological.growth of the organizm, and, thereby, its psychological development,

is illustrated by_a series of recent follow-up sted4ta of babies experiehting

322'
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prenatl_com2lic.,tions-at !arc:, Upinifnmilies at.

'different socio - economic leve. As an :.ample we may thhe an excellently de- -

. signed mad analyzed study by Richardson. It is a well estaolished finding that

mothers from low income familidd bLar 3 higher proportion of.premature-babies,

as r1-ered'eichir by weight at birth o: ge4cational es.e, and that predatures

6;r_r:Ili -end to be ..atewbat zaca-..e3 P.ichardson studied a

grclup of sach children in Aberdeen, Scotland from birth through.seven years with

special focus on intellectual development: Ile found, as expected, that chilsiren

born prematurely to mothers in low income families showed significantly poorer

performance on measures of mental growth, especially when the babies Were both

r-

born before term and Ieighed less than five pounds. The average I.Q. for:these ,

children at seven years of age was BO. But theigher the family's socio-economic

level, the weaker the-tendency for birth weight to be associated with impaired-
.,

.

inteli;ctual function. For example, in the hfghtr social class group, infants
...

. . \.

born before tern and weighing under fi/e paandi-had a mean I.Q. of 305, higher
c

tbse the 'average for the goner .l peee1,1..o-,,atd only f1-re points-below the

rale Cyr i 1

f
tern Bible; f. nasal uei&'xt born to z-othets in the sane aoefo-

; .

.eCeleaft grou'p. In otbaeuarda, chfldten itatuag off uithloV.: biological
1

d7.fft,ita r-ifed up with wiZeli diffegia6 z tsa of manzal retardation as a'function
fe 4. e

. e,f 0,,. c..m tife,r0 of li,:e.tor e f,mili in which they were born,
. . '

1

Bet Ijil, Incpaa,doallitor r'ir...tra a alialo,icalbast to affect profoundly the

welfare lied development of the enild. io cite but two eAcmples. Child abuse

-6P:'!har101., c.1.., ;:t.oloz,) of zall...trOal ron-antrittaral factors influentin5
intellecteal and behavioral deydloiment. in i-tritien, the :..ervous Syscen, and

,

B4Tavfor.,Scientlffr r,b1f,4tion 0251, Pill Azericar. dealth Organization; Washington,
D.C., 1972, pp: 101-110. ,

c

%

D
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io :a- morecoi.con in pool Oven in ,Iddle 1..toce fantlia,.7aad the socio,

. .

aro:ureic status of the Lazily has eerged_as the cost po,,erful 4redtetor,0C
4

schwl succe.,s as in studies copdueted at both the notional mi sate level

lbocdo.ea tacos: tell the whole story. In tha first place, other social,

conditions, seen as the absence of the parent have been shounroexacerl'ate the

OZ p-,verci1 .4: a.a.91:, la loa ir.eme banes, child abuse is_more

litsely to occur in single-parent than in Intact families, especially when the

mother is under 25 years of age.9 It-is also the young mother who is most

likely..to have a preCature baby.

In terms of subsequent developceat, a state-wide study in New York_of.

factors affqcting school performance at all grade levels10 found Go 58% of

the variation in student achieve:cent could be predicted by three factors:

broken hones, overravd,d'hut..sn4, and.the_edurationa/ level of the head of thi

lasehold; when ra,cal and ethal,2 variables ware introduced into the analysis,

.thay accdunted for less than an additional 24 of the variation.

kln.211Y,,Qild perhaps rust impottant1), loa irce rat not be the-critical

atiectio, develqv-vac and nezda of children and faailles. The cost'

po.arCu evict:14.c for 00, cop:L.611,m cote, from servo. data on trends in tinily

over.the post R..a.rter, 7.a.tA,ry. la,en after adjustceat fdS inflatfbn, the

vioT- ' 21 ale,,_ in tht Uniied Stntes .

hes.; hatvard iniversity

Gel w J.S. of eicrational oseortinity. Mashing:on. 0.t.: U.S.

Office of Education, 1966, Jeoc,:.,,vC. 'New York: basic Books, .1972;

the 76,r' Sr''' J, t-e Co s! and Financtqaof

bc a7,atary and Seconearv't:ie.tian.- Vol. 1.

evil, ibit;

Reoort of the New York Stat.? Cornisaion, ibid.

Cs 0
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level !has b...'9, rising ste.dil, ,: least th.,,,,.. 19;4, eni for CLC. tamilies ,a3

/

VOA as White. A reflect JR of this fact i. a droprer the year, in the parce'n-
,. _

ta3es of children in familes below the ps.ty line, 2i4 in 1959, 15% in 1363.

1
,..

and 14% In 1 973.
11

3.% fhumes over Ti a ---....

--------
e i ,

and ye., e, .k, ..eett tne percentage -or single-parent families has-been

grouing, especially in recent years. And there ate analogous trends for iardicer
.

bearing-on the state and development of the child. Although lack of coaparabliity

I '

- , . .
- .

),etaenssamples and measures precludes a valid, assessment of chenge'in child-

!

abuse rates, an index fa-available for this phenomenon in its Mast-extreme form;

homicide, or -the deliberate killing of a child. As shown in Figure 13, the
.., s I ''

rate has, been increasing over tine for children of all 2s. Adolescents are

rare likely to be the victims of homaile than youngar ch,f/ men e.teept In the

first year of life, in which the rates again jump upward.

Cnildren who surVive face other riska. :ar exa.171e, the hew York study

cited carliei
12

r.etts 4 a slat tteaa In AI', proportiaa of children failing

to 1 rform ac minimal leeel la rend, ...and arithmetic: ..ch year ''neee and

children are 'c-10'r eotp.tence."

0,4.! might conclude that n.u.h a deLeas in competence is occurring

e.;,1 if rot ,;..te5ie..1,, ,c,n6 rtiii o. 1.uer status, ,its

1 ke.^01% o:d of Figure 14 aup2;ar
O

t tttal /re, to far u,r, demo vatic. The graph she,,i tne average score

acaieved each year in the verbal and "Mathematical section; or the ScholaLie

...ttul. Tet, iirtu,11/ all hi.p, school Inn.ora :tad %ea_ors who plan

, to go to college. Th test scares are us1 widely as the beats for determining

11 Unfortunately, the curve levelled off in 1969 and hat shown no decline in

the 1970's.

11,
..eir York State Cormliesion. n2 cit.

I
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admission..,As in 3a2areet froat the has been d d.tes.4y and sub-

stantial decrer.se owz the pest decade--33 points in the verbal section, 24

in tie mathematical section. in interpretang the significance 3f this decline,

,c. C. 41Nr:t CIZZQ/, Pr,,L Diviaian oi tne Collage
I.

Board, warned that tt is.locorreet to conclude from -a score decline that

schcols have not been preparing students in verbal and mathematical Oills as
/

.

well ap they:have in former years. "The SAT measures skills,develo,led over a

youngster's life time--both in and out of the school sattina. ...It is evident

/
that many factors,/ including and home rife, exposure to.maVs1 ,media, and

other cultural and environmental factors are associated with students' peg-'

fOrm^nce."13, /

Finally,, the remaining sets of data shift attention from the cognitive'to

the' eitotion 1 and social eieaa. Figures IS and 16 document the increase in
'

4/A..`..cite r tea in reccnt.yeara for children as young ns tea. Figure 17 shows

------ .
,

13
.

r: release, College Eatrance Es-mtsatwn Board, New York, Mew fork; December

20 ;3)73. A recent report it, Tice (Wart:. 11, 1975) rpo.ms. Sam MCCandless, director
of akfissions tehting for the College 2, trance Ez.aminA:lan Board, as refuting 0,'

ar7.(,.::nts that the decrease In SAT scores is not "real" b.t_a reflection of changes

on ran: teats or in the shtinl raanalosition of students te%ing tree. According to

niodle,s, tbe reason for the drop an 4 derline,in scidents' "developed reaaoning

elTlity."
it'a sama,,article re?arcn t,Lo other Ucvelopmeats which corroborate the dotnaward

tread In loaening: . ,

The Nacional Asses.ront of Educational Progress-,a federally
furled testAng organizationreported last week that studentp:knew
less about-science in 1973 than they did three years earlier. The
test, which covered' 90,000 students In elerentary and junior and
senior high schools in all parts of the nation, shaued the-Sharpest
decline amen 17-year-olds in large cities, although-suburban scu-

dents' test scores fell too.

The results of the-third study, sponsored by the U.S. Department
of Health, Education and Welfare and announeed-1Xst Week, hod that
public school students! reading-livels-have been falling since the

,
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-a .-__
en ev,a sore precinitous el.nb in the raga ol..javenile delinenee-,. Since 1963,

crises by chi/drea have been increasin aa e ,igner rate than the jevenild popu-.

latton. In-1973, Among childnen uedflr ls, clzost hilf (47%)o4 all arrests in-r
volved theft, breaking And _ntry, and vandaliea, add, with.an_itepottan% exception

to be noted belo4, t4.0! Yetegor1,:a Fera al.. theanes showing the greatest fin

tar aecada. gcoLp-as, also growing rapidly,.

1 '

conatituted almost a quarter of all offenses
15

and included loitering, disorderly

comduct, and runaways. The most rapid-rises, however, occurred.in two other cate-

gories drug use and violent crises. In 1973, drug arrests accounted for 2.6Z,of

al/ offenses by children ,under 15. The precise rate of increase over tics is

difficult to estimate because of inconsistent enforcenent apd reporting. In the

sine year, the next most rapid rise was for violent crimes (aggravaked assault,.

arena robbery, forcible, rape, and murder). These accounted for.3.31. of all

arrest.. Wile the proportion of children involved is.of course very small, this

are represents at least a 200% inereas:,- aver the 1564 leve1.16 And the total

vmber of children with a cri,inil record 1, oebatartial. "If the Present trends

0,cirre., one out of every nire ail.', appear before a juvenile court

baare 43e 13.417 The figures, of course, i1.11.0 only offenses that are detected
a Se.

and prosecuted. Ona'wonders boa high tha .- harm-most climb before we ace-owledge

tci reflect deep tad pemvest.e probl.eas in tr. r tr..atnent.ef children and

- in our society. 4

14i
he figures which follow ere based on t a talferm Creme areorcs for the

UnIt4d States publjshed annually by the Feleral Sureau of Investigation.

131t is noteworthy that the hignest level aid cost rapid rise within this gauping
occar:ed for runaways, an increase of core than 240% since 1964 (the rate-has
decreased somewhat since 1970). It would appear that the trend we have observed
in the progressive break-up of the family includes the departure not only of its
adult members, but its children as well.

OWe nay take what cocfort we can from the fact that the reported rates"of drug
arrests and of juvenile violence have dr4ped somewhat since 1970.

17
Profiles of Children, White Rouse Cunference on Children, Washington, 1;):C.,

1970. P. 79.

3
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V Scots of

thebasiesource of theseprOble;,? Ile data-ue hs canined

posit-the-eccusing finget. ro rt directly at ti,: dast.5ottive effect:, both on

taniliea and children, of cconoz.ic depra,,atio,. In thu light of our 0nalysis,

1htfe can be no question, that c.71.-Ltipa i^ facie-a playa,a critic i role in

-wk :'2.:13 for mizAud ra-._ ..-1s;.c+1. of atuf their

Childr.n in different segoents of Aneriean society. Reece, the keYstonC for

any national policy in this sphere oust Josere basic-econctag security lc*,

Amer/Can families:

Eat while income is crucial to the understanding and reduction of cross
ra

sectional differences, our Analyses indicate that the financial factor, taken

by itself, cannot explain, or coonterArt, the profound longitudinal changes,

41 0 o.
that have been toking place tt-,er the pa,ra ,.,aster coatozy, and that are documented

in so many of our charts and ii,ers, Eortua besides the purely economic
4 a

ha7C been op,rating to pzotLk 1114 p.csent k-Aiste yl OticArk., and will feed to

'be intoked Ming .;haat ar../ (;5,7,CAI fozcos ate'Ceflected,

hilt not identified, in our e3,. of urboutziLion. Available

st'rch does not e table us to pin Cal do.- with any degree. of precision, but

sorar indication of.thiC pos,1314 1,34ute p-oridd froa 'ctisties of child

soititization aai derelopwnz in h e.,
IS

7b,s, c111

Ber4coster., R. L Villi:=-01.7,.va, I. Ch.lj rare fq geu York:

Cordon and Brerch', 1914; B..:Lta..,:ciattl.:, U. T itorlds of chito33: U.S and

;feu York,: Russell 5,gn Foandatiol, 1970; David ;I. Lezine, I. Barry,

chid core to Trarce. Net Yea.; Cordon aid Breach, 1973, Devereax, E.C., Jr,

.et af. Cnild rearing is Englini aad the 'witted Statese A cro s-national eomparisan.
Journal of.Earr:a4c a,i the Fantle, May 1969, 31-, 257-270; Heroann, A. L 14.4olosi, S.

te
Early child ca,ok,in th.ntery. New York: Cordon and Breach, 1973; Kessen, A

Children e%d Csina. heti liceten: Yale Univ. Press, in press; Liegle, L, The'Tamily's

role in Soviet eduoation. Deo York: Springer Pub. Co., in press; Maher, Z.L.I et al.

Early child cars in Switzerland. flea York. Gordon ind Breast:, 1973; Pringle. 14.R.

S.Naidoo, S. Early child cote in Britain. get/ Yol*: Cordon and Breach. 1975;

Fobinson Berl,/ child care in the United Starss of Arericlit New York:

Cordon and Breach, 1973; RwiLer.7., Z.R. Changes in parental beleavior reported

by chtldren.inyest Germany and the United States. aw-T1 Dovelopa...nt, 1971, 14,

761-214.
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attention to a distinctive featur_ o- :art-on child-rear.ag; sesregetion, POC

by race or social clams, but by a Increasingly, in iactica'are

and _ro.rin;.op in relative 15ototion from peraons older, or 35,LIA,..5C than them-

selvts. For examplea survey of Fhaa:,,, in child rearing practices in the

r,tc-A _ AZ:5 a ?Ari.e.1 r-.- 1.!tiZ'34? an all ,paures oi-iotert

action betueen parent and child.
19

A sallat trend is indicated by data from

cros,-cultural studies comparing .oserecag families with their European counter-

parts.
20

Thus, in a .,.mparariv,e study of socialization practices among German

andotmerican pareqs, the former emerged as significantly more involved in

activities with their children including Soil affection and discipline. A second

study, conducted several years later, sho.ed charges over time in both cultures

reflecting "a trend towerd.the dissolution of the family as,a social system,"

with Germany moving closer to the A-erliz5 pattern of "centrifugal forces

pulling the embers into relezioa5h1p5 oatitde the f,mily.

Adthouzh the nature end opvcation of th-5z tuntrifi6e1 forces have not been

.

stcdied syst,mmticelly, the/ are radii., a,a2,rent to observer, of the Anericen

seen.. The fol,lo.ftng inc-rpt, the r:i.ott'6( the Pre5ident's White House

Coolereace cnChaaldrea th- sit.eieon as seen by a group of carrirts,

facledieg both cfclenrif:tand pv.oarttioe,r,.

In today'i: uarld pee-its find the.-,elves at th rerey

of 3 society slich 15pa5e5 pribvure, end priorities that

,

alloy neither time nor plaza for maaniegful'activities and

relations betveen cb;11,-,1 511 adults, vhich-dongrade the

0

19
bronierarenner, U. SOcializetion and social class through time and space. In

I.E. f:accohy, T.K. Newcomb, and E. Hartle/ (ids.), Itead:ssskgociollolorv,
3rd edition. N,01 York: Holt, 1958: 400-425.

203ronferbi-nfter, 1970,_oo cit.; Deverew., et al., 1969, of cit.
1

21 Podgevit1971, c_12 eft.
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role of parents and thm*i,Anctions of parenthoa.!, awe -.etch

prevent the parent fron Things he wants to Zo as a

. guide, friend, and companion So his children..
.

The frustrations arc,greateat for the family of poveity

where thkapacity for human response is crippled by hunger,

r.olc, filth, aiakne.s, and despazr. For families who caa get

along, the rats are gone, but the rat-race remains. The de--
o

sands of ajob,,or often twojays, that eIatm mealtimes.

eveninga,aed weekends as well as days; the trips and coves
.

necessary' to get,ahead or- simply hold one's own; the ever

o ipereasing time spent in commuting, p.irties, evenings out,

social and coamualty obligationsall ae thlarjs one liSs to

29.

do' to meet so-called primary responsibilitiesprodupe a

situation in which a child often spends core tire Lith,a

passive babySitter than a participating, parent.22

Althtugh5lo systematic evadence is aya.lable, there Are indications that a

wizedrawal of adults fron the irves of ,Lildrea is alAo 0,..currice, outside the

hone. To quote again iron the report of the white Rouse Conference:.

In opt colern way of'life, it is not only parents of

whcas children are deprived, it is people in general. A host

of factors-conspire to isolate children fro= the rest of

society. The frag=entation of thorextended family, the

separation of Aidential and huAitmAs 4:Q35, ta,. dis.ppearmcce

22
Report to the President WhIte Nouse Conference on ChiAten. Washington,

D.C.: U.S. Goverecent Printing Office, 1970, 240-255.

Z,
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of neighborhoods, zoning ordinance:, o.cupaticnei nobility,

30.

child, abor laus, the abolishnenc tae epprentice system,

consolidatd schools, television, separate patterns of social

rife ior different age groups, the working mother, the

c.eleation of child tire to 5pecialis:cs--all the manifesto;

:Loss of progras0 operaro opportuni6y acd incentive

for meaningful contact b.tveen children and persons Older, or

younger, than themstives.23

This erosion of the social fabric isolates 'not only the child but'also his

family. As documented in earlier sections of this repolt, even in intact

families the centrifugal forces generated within the family by its increasingly

isolated position have propelled its members irytlifferept directions. As pAts,

esp:cially =others, spend norm tine in vo*1. sad connityxactivities, children

are placed in or gravitate to group settings, both organized and informal. rot

en;./pla, since 1963 the nunber of children enrolled in day cote centers. has core

C.da :subled, and the demAd toda, far e.cceds the supply. Outside preschool

Aor s-tool, the childIsppdsincreasiug of tine solely in,the company of

his 4,/-nates". TLe vacatimlnrcated by the .1td0lrawal of parents and other adults

haa hern filled by the informal peer group. A recent st..dy has found that at

c3e end gra4e level, Coda, 1,a., a greaer dpvedenay on their

i 26
p,., to-in they d.d a deraCt an A pars11.1 irveatintiwa indlestep.that such

23
lepart of Forum 15. At& House Conference on Children. Washington, D.C., 1970.

*

J.C. 6-imir, M.A. C-,zractri.tIca of peer- ral admit-orlenild

Joara/1 of Marrizae and the Family:, 1974. 36, 343-554.

3 :3
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31.

:t4bility to gro.p ..41.a.nce in u4,11_r fr.', honed. is which

oam or ',moth par:nts are tr:qauntly in additTua, "pe,r orianted"

you:to.sto des,-rise their p.4;.....cs as luos af.er.ionatc in di:m.0:1.1e.
t

Antechneni to age -mates aop-mars, to be ar.:4142;,ed :ore by a lack of ..ctentioa

4 I

aad .,,...ern hoge,thon hi poaita,e ...:caci,toa of the peer. gro.,7 itself.

3 4tler ar3t17t via u. their friends and of
.

theLetveo 725 well. Th..4 are pesiaiatic about the future, rate lower in

reo?oaolhility sad icadero41p, aad are aura likely to engtge in such anti-social
hurt44.itytticc. . 1=

behavior as lying, teasing otaar uhildren,"plaiing hooky,"flor "doing something illega

Whet ye are seeing here, of course, are the.roots of alienation ank
t-

its milder consequences. The =ore serious Landeatationa are reflected in

the rates of child homicide, suicide, drug use, and juvenile.delinquency

pr.vidasly cited.

s.

J.C. 6 Slada, txpec...701L41. surly of adult vs. peer orientation.

ttn?.bliahel manuscript, Cornett ltaiverairys 1963' .

.4-
:3.A. Parr zr0.1p dur.n& a4aleicenct. study of 1.1 qaterally

e.i.tiag fgitadmit0 Frox.p4. A tar-.is ptcs=ated to the Faculty of the Graduace
of Cornell Lniv,:sity for toe degree *t Doctor of Philosopv, January 1973.

3 3 2
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V1 Facily Support Systems''

How are we to reverse tht. debilitating trend? To the extent to which

this-problem has beenrerogni.ed and addressed in,the recent past, the

pric,pipnl focus of et:tenciJa and p ogrflmmatic effort haL been the chW,

of 7.1,f ramil, S the ..rao01.1 A. bath the local

and aational levels, a variety of tducational programs have been instituted,_
...

brginain& at the preschJol Icvel, through Head Stirt,And,pxtending into the

elemenCary years via Follow Through and simillr compensatory,efforts, all

designed to enhance, or at least prevent decline in, the all-round

meat of children, especially from low incdme families.
.

As we now Know, the results of these educational strategies_ have proved

disappointing. Ey and large, early inge/vention prokrams were effective

wdsle they.lasted, but gains tcnIed to wash out once thfe children entered

srb0c1.27 The only xc..vtion to.this gener,a1 trend occurred with programs

eo,r,)4asfzing the direct 1,volerent of parenta in activities with ihelr child-
/ s ,

re.l. hut, ev., 10,c,,ess. of Ce10 appreas.h.,.e.cpualified bytthr realization

tT *_ t, w..o wiLlin, ani.ablv to partictprt., in these programs

tended to be the leadt di,:a1/-atagd amotr, those eligible.
-

27 '
srolieabrenner, U. is eutly intervention effective? Departnent of Health.

Education, and Uolfare, Office of Child Development: Washington, D.C., 1974.

333
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33,

With temp.-let to the-effects of iy:OL1 programs, an impressive series of

z
investigation:, notably the st,d.a. by Jeces Coleman for 196628 and by

Ch:lstopher Jencli.s in 197229 deconstrnt, that the :harocteristics,of schools, of

cLanrooas and even of teacher:. preLici :cry little of the variation in school

aciievement. What does predict it .s family background, particularly the-

chaza;teristics that define the-family in relation to its social context: the

morldof work, neighborhood, and car:Unity.

The critical question thus becomes: Can oUr social institutions be Chansed.

old ones modified and -14w ones introducedso as.to rebuild and revitalize the

social context that families and children require fot their effective function

end growth? Le; me consider some institutions-on the-contemporary American

scene that are likely to have:the greatest impact, for better or for worse, on

the welfare of America's children nod young people:

1. Eity Care

Day care is cooing to Ji=erica. The question isinat kind. Shall we) in

rc.posse to external pcws,ore to "put people to work" or for considerations

of pers:nal conven,crce, allo4.1 pattern to ee:alop in which the care of yogng

children is deloaated to specialists, further separating the child from his

fly sad reduCin3 the fo.ity's and thi co- ::unity's feeling of responsibility

it children". Or i.iil day ct:e be de,i.lelt, as it can ha, to reinYolve

en4 str-s%:th1 tie Emily ea t,e pri.c.ry praier a;;trat for nakIng human

blnan?

AG project Road Starr delomatrated, preachool programs can have no lasting

conatructive iopact on the child': develop-lent enless they affect not only the

2$
Cofehan, J.S. Enuality of educational opportunity, Washington, D.C.: U.S.

Office of Education, 1965.

295encks, C. Inequality. New York: Basic Books, 1972.,

4
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,c;...0d himself but olso tha people uho his enduring to -day
. -

tenvironment This -,a1; that parents and oth4r people from tha c%ttd's

m,:diate ,enveromm,o1 play a proaln,..art in the pla.ailin:Otudministit-

ttua of day-care pm,r,m. ani also participate actively as volunteers and

Ir. mean.. ldhet tie program servos e- -33:i2C1 o the center but mLst
5

our into tae hometand the community so that the entire neighborhood is

caugh.. up in activities in behalf of its children. We need to experiment with

patting day-care centers within reach of the significant people in the child'srmc.
life. For some families this will mean neighborhood centers, fpt Others centers

at the place of work. A great deal-of variation apd innovation will be rem

quired to find the appropriate solutions for different groups in diEfererr.

sentings.

2. Fair-PartTilektpkovmeat Practice:, ne#

Sach solution; coneront a critical ob,taclein contemporary American

society. The keystoca of.an eff-ctive dey-c:Ire irogrem is parent participation,

b,L:Go., can parents pacticipite if th_y wo-% foii is one of tha,
rk.1 re sans ate faelli 11,.eds doy caro im clo p14,1 I see only one

ps,aibiu solution;, ic.arlesed op2ortunitte, ,m4 Voris for part -time empkoy-

mot:. ft WI5 in the fight of chi.; ..un>ideraion-that the report of the Whi,a

i f la '1
.

!.7 ',. Culfete4M, eri-,,i buaiie,, and 11A,, it,, oad go46rantot; P.I en.310Yer:5, ro

int-,cce fle.ciole tait. s:Itid:to,.. (tor E. 0., to enable at least one paten'

to b. ot hote uhen G i.i.i :ett.rno from sh.ol) and to increase the number ond

Ch.: ,-acus.of part-tine poSitiona. Specificalif, the report recommended that

i ''':

state legislatures enaCta "FairPert-Itt7a-Loployment Prattled, Act" to prohibit
r

discrimination in job opportunity, rate of pay, fringe benefits and status for

parents oho sought or engaged in part7timeehploymene.

$,9013 0 . 76; put ;25
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I . -rld like to repe.t is_ --1,tructive er.2e- .-me of one state legislator

who att../red to put throgn ra- 4 f AiSembl/ tom. ConstaiicevCook oZ rev
- - -

lo:L. /Ira. Coek .ent as a cup/ or h.: bill As it badbzen introduced in

cofc4c- It "a'e s'oll set as a con:firica of emoloyment, Salaty,

,111l ca esplope who is the

pareat or guardian of a OlLia under le years of age shall be required to work

note t-an 40 hours a week. Forty houra a week, of course, is full tine; Mrs.

r

C00% inforned -ce that there aas.no hope of getting a bill through with a lower

limit. It turned cut that even 40 hours was too low. The bill was not passed

even in committee. The,preiscre from business and industry was too great, and

they fyisted on the right to require their employees to work overtime.

(There is a :ay of hop-a, however. In the settlement of the United Auto -

tehile ttorLers' 1913 Aric,.4sJAc.,t the U..)slcr Corporation a 1J;it was placed

for the fir .t ti-te on' the coepsny'folicy of mandatory overtime.)

3. phIncing,th., P p a l t i o i s o f t aeam

'la- twa.:,:cri, to u4a. I reg:ri a, the most 1-portant single

fletar ertrectio.3 the 14.1t,re of S.stiun',5 child en. I refer to the place

3ncl th.. future trend may be, the

lier t.c,c our LU.!.y,t1- tA!., of childreadeecds ererwhelmingly

sf,t fi,z11), toth.c- tIN-Nr6,r, .ith Lb: c'thAwas1 of-cha

,ws;ore, for. tre f. tr .hich 1 ATI.Jr.1 eCOV.x ta" po.itteo of comae

.0e4 hel trace and more i.o13t:4. ;:iih the breabdo:in of the

cr-c-rentry, the neibh.or.,0,1, sod clic extender', fimily an increaoingtresponsibility 4L"

for tne care and upbringing of children has fallen on the young noler. Undei

thee,: circumstances it is not surprising that many young wcnen in America are

in revolt. I understand and share their sense of rage, but I fear the conse-

qtwatel of 3030 of tne solution, 4h4 adVecate, which will have the effect of

isolating children still further fres the kind of care and attention they need':

,3
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36.

Tba.e of course, a con, Implication to lino of thought, in that

a C,7p,t tOtatt to the mehabl-citioa of childra arl you:o anftmetiCa9 Sozln:Y

C- the callanoZr,it of iha stattio era Pseer of woaaa in all walks of arc--

.in cha kme as *rail as on t;I:

of the coat significant ...Ciotti, of age seresation in our society has

boon the isolation of childiea Iron the r.acld of work. lance children not only

saw what their parents did for a living but also shared substantially in the

task; now many children have only a vague notion of the parent's job and hava

had little or no opportunity to observe the parent (or for that matter any other

.
adult) fully engaged in his or her work. Although there is no systcmatie re-

search evidence on this sclalcct, it appears likely that the absence of such

e.spo.urg contributes signifl.coatly to tuc gro.ing aliar.,tion among childten and

yces, people. E,peciev id ocher podrn croon societies indicates that the

ioslariia of children from adult: in the cvld of cork lo not inevitable,

o
can ba countered by creative ial Pcahie. mo.it imaginative

aniaavasive of the,e Au the cosion pcnaticv h. tat L.S.5.4., in whieh a &Taa-
1

rfllz in s fsetwrY. Offrc,, an instituro o- A businc,. eatrIprist adopts a

^e,o-p of children its "we 4,." Ihe tholiran'a group s, typically a school

cl bl't it Ar'IV 6.1 a Aur",,r,a, a h.a,,ttail uArd or ary ocher

in whfch cbit:rro t: A. .ortt.ra, Visit tha

6srliroa's gro'ao woerever it rx,y be ,.rd also invitetho poss3tSersttib thgir

plrae of work id order to familia:17e the children with the racure of CheIT

activities and with thaaoal.e, 44 people. env ail is not votat.tonal education

rather acauaintamee with,adults as participants in the world of work.

Toe.rescens to be nothing in such an approach that would be incompatible

with the values,and aims of our own society, and this writer has urged its

33 t
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adaptation to t4a ,rieriean sa A,..ing on thIstsug,i4iue, David A. Coslin

thea at the Th.;sall Sage Fo,ndatioa, I now.at the Natisnl Academy of Sciences,

per,aided the Da:.eit Free Press to participate in an unusual experiment as a..

preicdcto the White louse Conference 01,,,Childrea. Sy the time it was over two

oA2-yearewid;,..i.Arzn, ,..re :ton a si.saa, and, OLA4C predomqlantly

middle class, had spent six to sever hours a day for three days in-virtually

e'.ory department of the newspaper; not just observing but participating actively

in the departmenes.work. There were boys and girls in the pressroom, the city

room; the advertising department and the delivery department. Thweciployees of

the Free Press entered into the experiment with *serious misgivings, but as a

documentary film
30

that was made of-the project makes clear, the children were not

bored, nor were the adults--and the paper did get our every day.

' 4
The FAir Part-Time Employment Practice;. Act and the Detroit Free Press

experi7ent are offered as examplts, one An the public, the other In the private

b
sector, of the kinds of innpvations in pality and practice that are needed if

a are .o ich,cve the objective of ribulidloy, and rc;ritilizin.; th- racial

en:ext: tlt thildrenand familierequirc fat thilr effective functimn and

gro:41. But even nore fundamental are tnree basic family support systeas that

are ncr heirs provided in every r.odera soa.ety except our ern:

1. The Unloed Itaterroa the only ieivatrialized ration that does,

can s..s Lealth care fur every family wit4 young children.

2. The United States is the only indeatciallzed cation that does not

pari.atee a mintrJa income level for every family with younZ children.

3. -The United States is the only industrialized nation that has not yet

established a nationwide prozraa of child tare services for children of .

troe,:ing mothers.

39"A Place to.Weet, A Way to Understand." The National Audio-Visual Center,

Washieston, D.C. 20409.
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Our refusal t4 ;zest whit ocher rl.du. nrtions rsuard i basic human

-
sa:,tics appears to be grcsse! d in koJT*:cr,:s,rd testat-aue to comminism

or sazi.lism in any farm. St., iciniipled but prbilad opposition has driven

us to.sefieft Awesome prtCe threign our foreign Pollii in Viet Namt ge must

. ;az limilerreaooas, ps.pacesie a domestic polscy which debilitates the

i

Nation's families ant, therobj,endangers the integrity of the next generation
4'

of Americans. P

Thi future belongs to those nations who are prepared to as and-fulfill

a primary commitment to their families and their children. For only in this

way will it be possible to,counceract the alienation, distresi, and breakdown of

a sense of community that lollov in the wake of impersonal technology,

materialism, urbanization, and their unplanned, dehumanizing consequences. As

a nation, we have not yet been illsng to sea:ce that curmitment. ;le have con-

,nued to temsnre the t.orth of our aouity, and of other countries as well, by

faceless.ersterions of the G ?--thu gross national protect. Up til now us °

.7 f
conti ue, in the words of the sient.Vnericea psyoholagist Ualitem James, to

5
"reshil the bitch 30c2deas Success." ,..,

Out t ley we are heir, ton:to:trait with uaat for us Americans is an unprece-
..

d-ntea, otiiepetgd, asq strosc uansutal pre.pecc; cothim3 less than the failure

0Jercess: f h all the 1,,aLerirz this F.:1litre will bring, it rill have saee
. .

MOiz, tonsequ ,cc.3. ri.: along with Vetergate and Viet N, , it may help
s .

.

07l,-`A us to out set: s; ft ray ceeos'ren us to a concern itch fundamental values.

Among then, ripe shard be V.JZC dear than a renehed commitment to the Nation's.
- s

children and their eamili s, a cemmitment to change the institutions that now

determine and delimit how 1 Ildren and parents live, who can obtain health care

°:
for ht family, a habitable dinning, an opportuntty to spend time with one's

children, or receive help a-d enf ourngement fro, one's community in the demanding

and rashly gratsifing task .._ enab n; thr yelpg_to develop into competent and
- Z?

corlastionnte human beings. 0
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EXHIBIT B

Research on the Effects of Day Camel,

Urie Bronfenbrenner
Cornell University

Clearly one of the essential components of any comprehensive-

program designed to meet the needs of families with-young children

at risk is prc;iSlon for some form of substitute care when the mother

is working or ill and no other carotler is, available. A critical

Issue that inevitably arises in-this context IS the effect upon

the child of such substitute care in its various forms, most

commonly group versus family care. A rclated concern is the In-

fluence of a qualifying factor, 'the length of `time the child is

left in substitute care, fdr example part-timisversus

'day Care. \\

'These issues were originally raised in the perspective pf theory .

and research' bearing on the debilitating effects of Institutionaliza-

tion-On the behavior and development of young children (Bowlby, 1954;

Spitz, 1945). It is now generally recogniAd, however, that such

debilitating effects, while real-enough, come abo't only when physical

and social deprivation have occurred to an extreme degree over an

extended period of time. Hence the numerous studies on the effect

of substitute care when It is provided, as it ig in the majority of

cases, in a stimulating physical environment Otexperfencedearetakers,

and involves only a temporary separation from the mother.

1This review was prepared in connection with the. author's responsibilities
astoa member of the Advisory Committmon Child Development of the ,o

Natiollal Academy of Sciences. - 1

1

2 For a comprehensive review of the Substantial body of research bearing
on this issue,-see hdwton, C. and Levine, S. (1968), especially the final
integrative chapter by Bronfenbrenner.

4
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/
-''.13malossibility remains; heciever,-that, even with high quality

ff

care.previded in each-setting, there may still bh differences in the

behavior and developietit:of children as a function of-the type ofteare

:14lich.theyare given. Well designed research studies bearing an this

issuenre fast in nuabk3hut they do provide important information and
,

azbasis-for some conclusions in fogr areas:

. . .

1. Differences in type of care and experiences provided.
4.>

- -.,-:

-trL,
.

(Prescott, 1973), anollier:in Sweden (Crochrans'1974:, .19 4b) have door

Tare obsarirati studies, one conducted in the United States

rented differences in

able'to the child In

caretaker behavior and in the exp riences availr

roup day_eire, faMily day care, aid in his own --

home. In both.countrfes, despite considerable variati h.-from center to

)
t

center and hone -to home, there were systematic differ noes in child care
.

and experience, espe c Ian,' between group vs. family settings. Specifi-

cally, both in the U ted States and in Sweden, int tactions with adults

were more frequent d more intense in homesettin (both family day

care, and own hone) t an in centers. In addition, hoth societies, the

home situation.;ppea s to have provided core oppo tunic), and instigation

for cognitive,explor tion. In; the Swedish study, this point is discussed

in greater detail.

.
3A, major methodological pitfall in studies of va

failure to control fpr differences in family bac
intone, education, family size, father-absence,

Because of their tinin,terpretable.and often contr
inadequate controls have been eliminated from co
eluded as going.beyond the scopeof day care in t

ability are experiettal programs specially dcsig
enrichment for preschool children, particularly f
For,a comprehensive 'valuation of such programs s

White c197) 45.

(

ti

ions types of child care is
ground of the children (e.g.,
other's working status, etc.)
ictory results, studies with
ideration here. Also ex -

rms of purpose and practic-
ed to provide cognitive ;

an low income families.
Bronfenbrenner (1974T and



The interactions which distinguish the--

bcces:fr&a the centers werecognitive.verbal '

' (reading, labeling, face-to-face verbalizing)

. and exploratory in nature. The explcring-in the

bones involved a-child's playing with objects

not designed to be played with (plants, pots and
-1.-

pans, mother's lipstick,.etc.). (Cochran, 1974b)

_-

This last circumstance relates to a qualitative, difference is adult-
.

child interaction reported in the Swedish study.

There were core instances where.negative

sanctions were-applied in the homes than in the

- centers, and these instances often involved the

S exploring by the home or day home-child of "no-

ne's'' not available to children in the Centers.

"(ibid)

While the foregoing differences are substantial, they must be inter-,
i.

preted With caution. _The number of centers and day care homes re-

presented in both studies was not large (between 12 and $4 of each type in

each country). ,Hose importantly, the children in both samples cane costly

from intact, essentially middle class families, and the substitute care

was of good quality. The pattern of resulta-eight le rather different for

low income families or for day care programs of poot quality. Second, with

,
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.

respect to the hither levels of adult-child interactions in family

settings, as Codhran\points out (1974a), the presence of an observer

is-Amuch less cterson\event in the home than at the center, and this

circumstance may ,gave inflated -the tendency of the caretaker to engage

in verbal exchanges with the Child. Finally, and cost importantly, the

existence of differences in physical.setting or the behavior of the'care-1

taker doss not, 'by itself, imply a necessary effect on the, behavior and

devel9rent,pf the child. We turn next to an eiamination of available

data bearing directly on this issue.

2. Effects on intellectual development.

Of the four comparative studies of children reared in day care -vs.

home care that provide data bearing on cogni4ve performance, none revealed

any substantial effects..

. Cochran (1974a, 1974b)', in the research previously mentioned, tested

ellhie.120.subjects successively at 12, 15, and 18 months of age dlthlthe

Griffiths Mental Development Scale. There were no significant differences

in total score, and the means for the three groups were quite similar.

Winett et-al (no date) studied 81 children, 3 to 5 1/2 years old,

reared In four types of settings: 1)n all-day child care centers; 2) for

the=full day with a babysitter and one to four other children present (in

other words /family day-care); 3) in half -dat center or babysitter care;

' ,and 4) at home all day with the mother. The children came from intact,

predominately white, middle class families, and-had been in the

setting for at least nine months. Since-all the center programs included

330.
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a cogiltiWely-oriented.curricelum, the major_bypothesis of the study was

that children in full-tise,groueday care would score higher on intellectual,

-socia1;4and linguistie-measUres than youngsters is the other three
.1;4'7 . Y -

of arrangements. Of the -four tents of-psychological development thatowere .

.

adninisterad --the Illinois-Test of linguistic Abilities, the.PeibodyPic- t

- -

tura Vocabularly Test, a social developmental scale, and a-preschool scale

speeialli denaloied for the study, only the, last showed significant differ-

-.antes across the four groups,,after control for, possibly confounding family

Amackgrowed,variablas. According to the.atutbors, the instrument measured
e

"number and latter recognition, printing and-counting abilities, short -tern

- memory, and knowledge of simple addition and informational facts.". The

highest average on this measure was achieved by the mixed group- exposed to.half-
.

day substitute care. The next highest mean was obtained by the children

cared-for at bong by their mothers; youngsters in fu3l7time gtodp day -care

were next; and those.cared-for by a babysitter received the lowest scores.
.

on the basis of this result, the authors concluded:

While these data can be-interpreted,as suggesting

that children in alternative childresrin g situations are

not hared by their experience, it can also be seen' as'
c.

.'somewhat disappointing and not supportive of erne of the

original hypotheses which predicted superior pe 'ormance

bday care children. This was particularly surprising

since all the centers 6d."preschoorl programs which

would presumably enhance a child's score on the Peabody

Picture Vocabularly Test, the Tllinoislest of P;yebo-
.

linguistic Abilities, and the preschool screener.

I
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Again, cautiort.ii.indicated in the interpretation of what, in this

instance, the authors vzewessentially 28.2 finding of no difference. To

-
begin-with, although the results for the other three measures of-cognitive

performance-were.a1C-non-sigraficantp.the rank order of the means on each

test across the four child caresettings was exactly the same as for the

significant results of the-preschool-scale, with the youngsters receiving

full or part-time care in the family scoring higher than those in full-time

subsitute<care. BUt even-if all the group differences had been tellable,

we stillwould not know -whether exposure to the different types-of _child

care had any lasting effect on the children,_for example, on their

school performance.

A third study, conducted by Schwarz et al. (1974), differs from the

two preceeding studies in-three important respects. First, the assessments

of cognitive function were not based on psychological tests, but on systematic'

observations of children's behavior id a preschool setting. Second, whereas

in the two-pr .viousstudies, the children had typically been.in substitute

care for less than a year, Schwarz's day care'subjecte, "had-been in a high
. 43

quality infant day care program continuously from about nine monthS of age."

Third, the sample of 19 pairs was drawn from a lower socio - economic level

than that represented in thq two previip studies. About half of the parents

had not completed, high school, and almost half of,the ho.,es had an absent
.

father.

After four months in- the new center, and again four months later,

the children were-rated, when they were between 3 and 4 years old, both

by teachers and trained-graduate 'student observers, on 9 behavior scales.

te
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Althongh_highlyconsistenm,and significant differences were found in the

emotional and social Spheres (see below), there-were no reliable effects

for'the three cognitive variables_("problem solving" , "ability to ab-

stract", and "planfullness".) These negative findings are corroborated

by tee results of an earlier atudy gmployiag these aaae day care Children

as subjects (Lally, Lindstrom, !layer, and Lay, 1971)., A comparison of

the-two groups revealed no- significant differences in measures of intel-

lecEtuel development such as the Stamford-Binet.

All three of, the foregoing itudies.are limited to the immediate

effects of 'type of care on cognitive development. There remains-the-

possibility of longer range consequences that do not becomeapparent

until later. Only one - investigation speaks to-this-Issue, albeit far

from definitively._ In contradiction to their hypothesis on the advantages

of cognitive development, Fowler andirh: (1974) found essentially no
t

difference in,Sinet IQ at age five between eleven natcbed pairs of day

care and:hone-reared,middle class-children ehree.ycars after,the,forner

had graduated from an "enriched" program in which they had been enrolled

during the first two years of life.

,

Taken as a whole, the findings on the influence of type of care
. 0

on intellectual development are essentially negative, Lt,a,galn,must be

interpreted with several iaportanL csalifiationa in miadt Fitt:, the

results ore based on only a few studies. Second, the Jay care centers

represented are snail in number and limited to those providing high

iqualiti care. Third, and most serious, the available data on possible

long range effects are limited to a single study with a single measure

(IQ) based on a sample of only eleven pairs of children, and providing
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inforilation only through thi fifth year of life. It nay well be that

type of,caie does make some difference in:other-aspects of cognitive

development or that effects do'not become apparent until the child-

enters school. As of now, we have no way of knowing,,and will not know

until much needed follow-up studies are carried out.

Given these uncertainties, no firm conclusions can be drawn about

the impact of day W. hose care on the cognitive development of the child.4

About all that carebe_said is that the existing evidence does not justify

claims for_the superiority.of one context over another, so far as intel-

o `t.

lectual growth is concerned during the preschool years.

37-Dly Care and Attachment

Paradoxically, the evidence on the effects of day-care is least

conclusive with respect-to-the-problem of greatest initial concern and

the one to which most attention has been given in research. A number

of psychiatrists and psychologists have argued...primarily on the basis

of-propositions derived from psychoanalytic theory and-frem research on

institutionalized children (e.g., Boers 1954; 3owlby 19511-Geldfarb 1943;

Ribble 1.943; Spitz 1945) that any arnongement that deprives.the child of

somewhat clearer picture obtains for experimental preschool programs
specially designed to provide cognitive enrichment for young Children
,frosloW income families. Compared to matched no-trearment controls,
those enrolled showed greater gains in cognitive fuection, as measured

by standardised tests, but the differences tended to "wash out" once the
ptogram was o'er and the.children_had entered regular school. kpossible
exception- Occurred for intervention strategies involving high levels of
,participation by the parent in activities with the child, but such pro-
grams appeared-to attract and hold children primarily frod the least dis-
advantaged'families. For a comprehensive evaluation see Bronfenbrenner

(1974Y and Uhite (1970 . -
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continuous access.to the mother iipairsthe development of a strong

. attachment between the:mother and Chilkand, thereby, adversely affects

the child's emotionalsecurity in general. This orientation has generates

IftlaS&="
a wise massive body of research CiaccobM.97C, Ainsworth DV) on mother-

.

child attachment, separation, and theiveffects4particularly on the

o child's response to strangers in strange situations.

Working.iathis perspective,five investigators.have comparid the

anotional responses "s of children reared Primarily in day care vs. boas

environments: -

r

(194) examined reactions to &stranger after separation

from the mother in two matched groups of 10-infants. Those in the first

group had been placed in experimental nursery, between two and six months

of'age. When observed, the Infants were in theit second year of life and

had been in group care for eight to ten months, six-for the full day, and

four for half the_day. Infants in the matched control group were without,

group care experience. Riaciuel,reports thatrthere was a substantially

greater negative reaction to the stranger following the mother's departure

In the day care sample...than in the non-day care group." Moreover, "six

of the day care children, in contrasB,to three in the non-day care group,
..,

were sufficiently upset to requite Laura." Given the efhall

however,. neither of these differences was-statistically significant.

Moreover, because the day care children had been trought to an adjoining

.

building for purposes of the,experiment rather than to the familiar

_nursery, Ricciuti suggests that the experience may have been -more

"dissonant:" for the day care than for the here-reared infants, although

313 ,-;
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thelater, of course, were also-in unfamiliar territory. Finally,

in mother phase of,the study,-day care infants, in comparison with

those raised-at home, were somewhat more willing to- approach a group of

oleer.preschoolers.whem_given an opportunity to do so, with the mother

nearby but out'of direct vision.

porking with infants-of about the same age,_Cochran in his Swedish

study (1974a) conducted a similar separation experiment, but in the

child's hose rathoi-than,at the canter. Two indices of separation as- ,

. ,

xlety,wers employed, crying, and attempts to follow the_mother. Althapsh,

day care -children were somewhat-more likely to cry upon,the mother's

departure, the difference eras -not significant, and "following stems",

were very similar for the two.groups. There was also no difference be-

toden the groups-in the Children's use of security objects such as blankets,

stuffed aaimals,-emd pacifiers.

Caldwell etal(1970) evaluated the child's attachment to the . .

mother in-a sample of 412-1/2 year olds, 18 of whoa had been enrolled

in a, high quality center program -frog the tine they were-about a_year

' 5
old. The remaining 23 children had received primary care from

.

their mothers from birth. Yost of aw,subjects were from lower class

families and 8quarter bed uo lathe. in the home. Az.sessment of the

child's attachment to the mother was based on ratings on seven scales

made,by a staff member after an intensive, semi - structured interview with

These same children were employed almost a year later as subjects in the
Observational study-by- Schwarz et al.(1974) described above.

.
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the mother. lione.orthese-ratings-showed a significant difference between

these two:groUps.

*Tva\observational studies revealed an advantage-in emotional

odjusteenvfht children with prior day care experience. Schwarz and Wynn

(1971), in an investigation of factors affecting children's emotional

reaction to starting nurseryschool, found ,difference in the degree ofo.
distress eihibited-after-separation-from-thiei mother on the part'of-young-

stets who had versus those who had not previously spent time "in the- bsence-of

As mother licha group-of three or more eh ldren for at liast-one
..-

once a week for "Clench." Observations were made at,the point whe die

.ft1.0...... left.after having brought her child-tn(the nursery school, p Lodi-

tally thereafter throughout the-first day, audit", follow=up sessions ohe 7

1

weed and four weeks later. to overall measure of distress at separation

($ssed on such behavior as hanging on to-the Mother, crying,or resisting

entry into nursery activities) revealed a.significantly higher score

for children withOut prfor group - experience. No reliable differences in

emotional reaction or s al behavior-were detected, however, lesi than

lily
I

an -hour later, norin.the o folloi4-up sessions,at one and four weeks.

V.
Schwarz and.his associates.also,built.into their research two

important experimental manipulationseUhich were counterbalanced to per-

..

mit:an independent-assessment of the effect of each. For a random halt

of the children, with and-without prior group experience, the nothers

brOught their children to, he nursery for a 20-minute visit with the
_... ,

child's future teacher during the week preceeding the start of school.

f't .t°1

c3 0

;4.443 01 7 24
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The other half,merenot given anropporttarity-fer F AL up xp rience.

Cutting across this experimental treatMent in a balanced-fishion.wa

anotheitin which half the mothers were encouraged to remain at the
.

-nursery-for 20 minutes for the,first session, whereas-the otherhalf.-:

were asked tb depart-as-sooa as the child hung up his coat. Cohtrary-to
.

the author's hypothesis, neither of,these strategies designed to reduce
I

distress upon separation from the mother: show'ed:significant,main-effects%
. ,

.
, The authors:summarize_the results and-nclusions. Of the entire

. .

study as folloWi: fr."-

--c
.

.

-..--.-:--

. . -..,...._

- ...thildren who had had prior group experience

on a regular basis outside of'the home,were-ress.appre--

hensive about the mother's departure. However, even(

this difference Was not detectable 6i,...,..4 the first

40 minutes-of nursery school. ,These resUlti-suggest

that most children in Censorable sanolesilwill rea0i1Y

., adept themselves to the nursery school situation with-

out, special procedures and that previsits and the

1

presence of the mother are not, effective in reducing

...sdVerse.reActions-tn nursery school (Schwarz and Wynn,

1971, p. 879): .
.

.. -

n-a second-study, Schwarz et al(1973) used as subjects thu same

:t

day carechildren employed ia-Caldwell's investigation
C
at a poin 'hen

I,
tt

they had just been transferred to a new center and were having to

adjust to, a new,envirennent.The controls consisted of children Without ,.

.
.

prior day,care experience matched on age, sex, race, and parental' eddcation

1
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and occupation. Observations were made of the-children's behavior during

the first day at the center with a follow4up,fiire weeks later. AttentioA
. o

was focuied on signs'of tension vs. relaxation, expressions of positiyi

> . ' - ':' '.' ' . ---- ..
or negative affect, and extent of 60;141 interattion with peers.% Th'e

- ..
. \

authois.smnmarixe ths,resolis of-tha,secOnd.inveptigation as follows: .

i

. ---: ---- ...- '- ..-

, .

.7..The.findings of the presentstudy failed to iupport
,

... .

the view:thatthe early do 'ire experience:leads,to

,

emotional,lasecurity% On the Contrary,,the.earirgroup

exhibited i aora posftive affeeti4e response,upon ;;--- --,f
.

1 .
arrival in the new day care setting and'tendedtO re-..0 .'

, . ; .
main happier than the matched group of , new day, -care

....
children throp;?:Iiha.fifth . 'If the many hoLrs,-. P

I .I '..:of,separation from hone and patents (ofcasioned by
.

'early enrollment in.dayiCare) had produced insecurity,-
---

onelimulgilive expected the early group to be unhappy.

teni, and socially withdraWh'r "clingy" in reaction

to, the uncertainty-of belisg left in a new facility

with a lot of unfastliar-adults and children' Instead

4- '' -:
theiranttial affective reictiqp-was onthe_average

positive, mhereas that of the non -day care group was

.initially negative..AleAkarly group, rather than being

' wi,thdrawm and "clingy", exhibited a.high level of peer

interaction, significantly higher than that of the late
I -

group and tented to be less tense than the late gtoup.

ipI

3v

c_.

1
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may,be concluded tham no eviaencewas found for the

proposition that infant day-care with-its attendant sepata-.

Omni= the mother leads to emotional insecurity. On r

0
the contrary, early-day care subjects were more con-

/
fortadle upon en eying new group' care setting than non- °

day.oare subjects.- The,greater security of the early

e.>

group.m4y have derived, in-part, from the.presence of

t o
peers tw'whom they had developed siror7q:attachments.

(Schwarz et all)
.r ,/:e

. . '/
/

Strikingly different results and conclusions, however, are reported

in an experiment by Bleier (1975). ger subjects were 40 children between
6 --.,

two and three years of age, frbm intact middle class families. galf-of

the youngsters hadleen enrolled in full-time day care, at several-

different centers, for about five months, and half had been cared for by

their mothers at home. The research procedure wad the usual mne-of,ob-
T

Serving the child's reaction. to mstraager afte the departure of.thel

mother. In this instance, the e eriment was carried out .n an unfamiliar

rornat the.university. Under ese circumsteeCes, there were markedind
1

r.
reliable differences in the behavior of children from the two child care ,

settings. Upon being left with the straagy, the day cart. group showed

significantly core signs of separation anxiLty (as evidenced by such

havior as crying, attempting to follow the mother, and a decrease of ex- '

ploratoj. behavior) and resistance and hostility both tward the stranger

and,toward the_mother upon her return (in contrast to more positive re-

spor.ses.oa the part of hcme-neared youngsters). Moreover, in the day care
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-grouP_Oieintensity of the negative reaction-was realer for the older

children (age 3 1/2) than.for he younger ones-(a e 2 1/2), whereas in the

,hose reaked,group, the Olar children were less disturbed by-the separation.

glehar intdrprets her findings as indicating "qtlitatIve,disturbances in

the m6ther-ehild relationship in day-care childreL.attributed to the di-

' eptive effgcts of frequent daily separations".-1 At the- policy level,

she raises the -issue "of whether alternaive methods of care, such as

family day care or part -tine group care are more suited to children'a

needs thin full -tine care."

While the-issue is indeed an- important one, there,are-questions to

be raised about Blebaris conclusions. First, one must asicwhetheriday

care is ,indeed, the-crucial factor. For there is the possibility, an-
-

knowledgalby Blebar, that, in the absence of random assignment, the ob-

tained results may be due to differences between two groups-that pre-

existed the day care experience. To be sure, Blebar went to considerable

.effort--io-insure comparability in the personal characteristics and family

backgrounds of the day care and -home- reared children. The- groups were

matcbed in age and sex, and all eame,from inte'h middle class families.

,
To cheek on possible differences in the home environment and child rearing

praeticeS, Blebar adminigtered the Caldwell inventory of Home Stimulation,.

an instrument based on observations of mother-child interactions during a-

,home visit and the presence or absence of such items at books, toys, or

pets.--There were-no differences between the two groups in total scores,,

for the inventory-or any-oi Its eubscalee. Nor-did_the mothers differ-oh

..a fl.sort measure of Maternal empathy%nd social sensitivity. Since there.

a

371
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*/ 1

//
-,

.
were moregifirst-borns among der care than home reared children; Bieber

checkadfor.possible differences in attachment behavior as--a function

of birth order. again,the.differenaes c-.1.-a not-significant.*
/

tieverthaless, the question 7=711313 whether a family wao places
- r

, i 1

,

a child undlr three in-full-timetday care may not differ from one that

i,,

keeps the infant at hole with respect to goals Ina methods of child

1 1

rearing in ways that would not be detected on an inventor/ of the hose

: - I

. , .

situation,but could yet result in,tdifferenceS in the child's response
\

to a strinte.adult in a.strange-situation. .

Second,- esthere is the,probl of reconciling Blehaei results

_..5
I I(o:RttoAkrkhe y

w,th the essentially A (findingi of other investigator's: With

1

i'reg4rd to the Ricciuti and Cochran Studies of infants in -the second

/
/ i

/ /

year of life, Blehar's findings are not really, challenged, since there!

is ample research evidence (cf. Newton and Levine 190) that adistincl-

sive nother=ehild_attaehment_is,not.yet fully developed among infants - '-

-under tuo,so that-maternal separation is-not likely to be-traumatic.
.

4

A.S-for....Caldwelles-negative results with tuo and three- yehr olds, itican

be argued, again PStifiably; that her conclusiono. are coasiderably:
.

weakened by the indirect and possiblycsubjective character-of her data .

16,

(i.e. interviewer' ratings based

ghoul their children's behivior).

on inferences from mothirs'

. --I
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7 With regard to the finding.of Schwarz ej al. (1971, 1973) that child-
.

A rem with priO'r experience in group care shoved a better adjustaestompos,en=

tering a new day care,mettiagre`erOser examination of the procedures and

datalatthesestudies leads.tn some important qualifications both of the

results and, the interpretations. It will be recalled that, is the first

research on reactions following separation from the mother on the first day

of nursery school,'signifirsnt effects ts a functiooof prior group experience

weri short-lived add no longer detectable after de first 40 minutes of

mnralry school, let alone in ihe.frollow-up observations one-Wsek.".and four

this critic event. Moreover, it-turns,o4t on inspection Oat,

in the second Schwarz Study of- adjustment to a new day care environment,

significant differences (p < .05) in emotional reaction (as distinguished

from non - significant trends) were also-restrIcted to observations made upon

the first day while the netiemerswere "hanging their wraps, and for two

minutes thereafter.", It was during this initial period that the hode-reared
,

_children were:seen to "cry, pout, or whimper" more often, and ';express

intense dislike" as opposed toexhibitimg "laughter or giggling, or verbal
0

_expresiion of strong liking." Moreover, according to information provided

-in the Original_report; on the first day all of the home-reared children

had been picked up by bus so that theiPparents did not come with them to

the cen er-(although one third of the youngsters pith prior day experience

were brought in by their parents). In other words, the children in the first'

group were, being observed just after they had been separaifd from their

parents to enter a new and strange environment for the first time. .Given_

ilehaes-theoretical perspective,. one could argue that the greater distress

extabited by the home-reared group under these circumstances is consistent

with'rather than contradictory to her findings. 4(

3%*
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.It will be recalled, however, that in Schwarm's earlier study, in

which all the newcomers had been acconpaniod'by the mothers, it was the

children without prior peer experience who were the cost distressed, and

het Alt , Tottintn }ittitd.V.tde

neither a prior visit to the nirseryA
for sone tine before lervitg allayed

the child's distress once she departed. Also, the fast renala. that, in
o

Schwarm's'second study, hone-reared children, coopazed to those-with prior

o
day are experience, still showed lower levels Of interaction with peers

five weeks after entering into the new cente:C.

/n the 1Fght of these facts, how-are we reconcile Schwarz's clear

and consistent findings that hone - reared children show greater.distress'''

"
and poorer adjustment in a new day care enyironment with Blehar's equally

. .

salient and reliable results doccnenting more acute anxiety, resistance and
a

hostility in the reactions of day care vs. hone-reared children when left

with on unfamiliar adult in the "strange situation" experiment.

This brings us to, the third and most critical question challenging

11ehar's conclusion: _what does the child's behavior in the strange,situ-

501= actually Measure? Though the differences reported by glehar are

substantial, reliable, and logically conaitent, their do not, in'our view,

establish a, case for "qualitative dxsturbances.in the cother -child relation -

- ship.." The term %-elatiorihip:' imPtic.'no enduzing, 3,eneralized pattern' of

17
reciprocal feelings and acts that cut across both tine and setting. nut

glehar's results were obtained in a situation that wa. at least unusual,

if not artificial, and -dne that rarely,occIts in'the ife oft a two to.three-

yelr old: 'the youngster was brocght to an =laminar room in an unfamiliar

6-le shall consider the impliCation of this finding below.in reviewing
research on the effects of day care on children's groLp behavior.

0
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-building; Ais mother Sat in a chair reading a magazine; then a person entered

whom the child had never seen before; after a-few words of conversation, ,

the mother left -her two to-three-year old with-a complete stranger, who,

in turn, rgmained-passive, responding Only to the initiative.

Under these.circemstacces, must children hove olown of..anxily and

some have exhibited resistance toward the stranger and toward thegother

upon her return (Maccoby S Ma,cers, 1970, Ainsworth, 1973). In Blehar's experiment

youngsters who had been iu day care exhibited these reactions to a greater
16,

,. degree than children who. bad been cared for at home. It is one thing to con-

."
elude that the former experienced greater distress at being left with

stranger St, a strange situation; it is quite another to generalize from the
.

same evidence, and attribute disturbance to the total mother-child.relation-

ship as it manifests itself in,ocherSituatioasand at other times,.in the

past and in. the future.

The last phrase calls attention to another 4gnificant limitation

of 'the "strange situation" experiment. In Blchar's research, Bs in all

others that have employed chi.; procedure to date, the child is left alone

with the stranger for only a short timethree minutes in the pre ant instance.

Moreover, in the earlier Schwarz study, the sigai(icant difference. in

diutreas initially manifesti by, children with and wither' prior {,roue

c;:periense were no longer .3,2Act011( within it minu,,, otter the coihcr'o

departure. The question raises, therefore, how long the child's distress

in_thc,"strange situation" experirrnt would laut, (ea*ially if other

:A
children were present) and, core significantly,. how scuieralitable the situ- t

ation and the child's reaction are to the rest of his life.14 Du particular,

,

14It is such limitations of rigorous, but artificial laboratory pverf.-
ments that have led fhe Co- mittee to recommend extending well-d--exr-4,

'e1pe'rimr.nts to real life situations (see Cynter , pp. ___). '

a
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'the inference/tbe intensity of expressed distress reflects impairment

.of the emotional bond between mother and child-must wait upon solid research

clearly,auZl-essed to this issue. Hence, on the basis of the_available

evidence, the conclusion-that gro4p day, care results in "qualitative dis-

turbances in the mother-child relation" seems, at the verrleast, Premature.

gut just as the existing dame do not warrant regarding day care as

an emotionally harmful experience, they do not rule out the_possibilLty of

some negative effects. Given Blehar's-findings, as-distinguished froM the

broad iaterpretatiOas-she gives them, the possibility exists that the same

psychological forges that lead the young day -care child to be more anxious

frith a stranger in a laboratory experiment may induce some measure of dys-

function in other, pore common, situations in every day life. It is to be

kept in mind z7,..-1., both the studies favoring children with prior experience
-

In group care (Schwarz, et al., 1972, 1973), the youngsters were being

observed at the center with age gates present. When seen in situations

without peers such children have not exhibited a better adjustment. On

'the contrary, in glehar's experiment, after only five months of day care,

they showed significantly greater distress, and, in the Ricciuti and Cochran '

studies, similar but non-significant trends were found among infants nt an

age before the mother-child attachment:As yet fully developed. To be sure,

o of th-se experLmenti, (glehar's and Ricciuri's) were roaductr.4 in a

strange and artificial laboratory situation, but the third (Cochraa'n)

Vod b_ce, carried out in the child's on home, It may well be, therefore,

that'by three years of age, day care children do display less adaptive

responses to stressful situation; In Ohich age mates are net preient, under,

conditions that are not artificial, and could occur fairly often in every

day life; for example, being left with a new babysitter, staying over night

ig a strange place, or even experiencing fruftration in a familiar setting

a

O
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such 29 the home. Accordingly, until_ researches are carriedour comparing

the behavior of day care and hoMe-reared children outside the center or
A

,other peer group settings, the possibility that children raised-in full
1 .

day group caremaY-beedaptive to :4ress and less secure in-relations.with

adults remains an open one. Indeei, as we shall sea in the next section on

'social behavior, research evidence ides indicate-that children reared

in day care, compared to age mates,raised at home, exhibited more negative

reaction's to adati,..andwere described as slower in acquisition of some

idult.culturalualues.

In the Sight of these circumstances, prudence dictates that the

passibility A negative emotional consequences of extended'group, care for
.

-- children under three years of age be considered in public policy and practice,.
-

and programs so designed ei to foster -the development of stable emotional

relationships betWien the child and his principal caretakers. In-this_re-, =4 T't

Bard, Ricciutio(197* has demonstrated that, along -with-the mothero a familiar

caretaker becomes a significant attachment figure for the infant in day care

as early as the first year of life. His research points to "the importance

of a- relatively high degree of continuity and stability in the staff," and

of ensuring high ratios of adults to children, especially for infants under

three years o/ age. In addition, the finding in one experiment that neither

an advance visit with the mpthf.r to the nursiEy (in the awnce of other

children), nor her remaining for 20 minutes on the first day was effective
40

iu.reducing the child's distress upon the mother's departure should not

deter researchers andpractitionern Eros experimenting with other arrange-,

ments that night enable parents to enter frequently and fur more extended

P!5121a..into-the-day care setting, and. to engage in activities jointly with

the young child and his principal caretakers.

a

U
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Effects on Motivati6eAnd Social Behavior

The Rost clear and - consistent differences between home-reared.child -

ren and those In day cere appear in the realm of motivation and, social

behavior in group settings. The mist recent and comprehensive-data in'this

sphere are reportedin_the latest ,Sehvarz.et al., 197,4) oE what is In,

effect .eseries of panel studies of the same sample at the SyracuaChildren's

Center ,(Caldwell enal., 1970; Lay and Meyer, 1973; Schwarz et al., 19714

Schwarz et al., 1073). As described-earlier, these.data consist of ratings

of 19mateged pairs of three-to four -year olds, on nine behavior scales

four-months after the children had been enrolled in a new day care center,

and again four months later. This waf the first substitute care experiiaced,

by the home7reared,youngsters, whereat.the others had been is group care

at another center since about nine months of age.

The two groups differed significantly on three of the nine scales.

Most markedly, day care children exceeded their home-reared counterparts

inaggregaion both phyStnal-and verbal, whether toward peers or adults.

'They were also less cooperative in rolation to, grown ups and engaged in .

more running about as against sitting in une place. An additional difference,

significant at the, ten perccat level only, suggested greater tolerance for

frustra,00a on'tfie-part of home-reared children (as reflected in the ability

'to accept failure and to be interrupted). tiLtreas the present inve.tiga-

tion detected no difference between the,group in "the ability to get along

with-peers," another observational study of what appear to be the same

samples at about the same time (Lay and Meyer, 1973) indicated that the,

day care children interacted core with age -mates than adults, wheteay, the

opposite obtained for the children who had been brought up at home. There

were also some indications that the children with prior day care experience
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140 had all been previously enrolled in,the same center) exhibited more

.

positive social interactions, and iinded to socialize core with their own

group.. Finally, Lay and Meyer found that, compared with home-reared child-

ren, three to four-Year olds who had'been in all day groupcarelor most

of Their lives spent:more tine in the large muscle-activity-arca of the

center, Ind lssin the- expressive and cognitive-areas. .

Evidence consistent with the results of the Syracuse- research comes
..

,

from m studyrby,Mooro (1964)citedbi,Schwarz et al., 1974). According

to the citation,, Moore found that childrea who had experienced substitute

\..

care before age ive-yore significantly sore self - assertive, less_confogm7

ing, lei,s_impressed by punishment, less averse-to dirt, and more prone-to

toilet lapses than a home tare group equated on a number 'of . demographic

variables (Schwarz et al., 1971., p. 505). .

Other, partially supportive data cone from an observational study

by Raph et al. (1964).of 97 middle and upper class first gradersinTew

-
York City: These investigatOrs found that negative interactions toward

.:
v.

teachers,(but not toward peers) varied directly with tha amount of prior

exposure-to group experience in nursery and kindergarten (ranging from one

to three years).

In rsimilar vein, Lippman and C4ote.109.111- in a matched sample

of 193 four-year olds cared for in licenpi day care center., liCenged

family dalcaVe'homes, and own families, assessed cooperative behavior in

two games in which children from similar day care arrangements were paired

as partners. In the first game, requiring spontaneous help to open a box

via four spring latchei, there were no significant differences by type of

care,, In the second, involving a choice of a cooperative vs. competitive

-strategy in playing marbles, the home-reared children-werenote likely to

0
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use the winning-strategy of'taking turns.

.tInally, results consistent with the foregoing trends were reported

in the observational-study by Prescott (1973) cited earlier. Instances

of aggression, rejectioarltrustration,
and experiencing pain wre-obserVed

significamtly_mote often among children in all-day group settings than among

those in-full-time family -day care or half-time nursery-home combinations.

.

Schwarz et al. (1974) in -the light of their own lindens and those

from:post of the other studies cited,above, are'led to conclude that "early

day -care experience may not adversely affect adjustment with peers but nay

.slow-acquisition of some adult cultural values. .In our own view, She

:evidence points,to a More delimited conclusion. Oti the one hand, the avail-

able follow -up data do,aot-go beyond'the first grade in (Chao', and hence

.
any inferences about longet range effects must be viewed as tentative. _On

the other hind, these inferences are made-ma-Feplausible by consonant

results,of other research on the influeneeof children's grOups-on social

behavior and development. Specifially, taken as a whOle, the evidence we

have examined suggests that all-day group care nay predispose children

to greater aggressiveness,
impulsivity, egocentrism and related behavior

patterns -which have been identified as-characteristic of socialization in
le

agesegregato4:pee; groups in America generally (Bronfenbrenner, 1970, 1974a.

That the phenomena may indeed be,culture bound is indicated by compara-

tive studies of peer group socialization In the USA,'1,13SR, and, other

contemporary societies which ohm:, that, depending on the goals and methods '

involved, group upbringing can lead tlo a variety of corisequences, ranging

from delinquency and violence at ope extreme to unquestioning conformity

at the other (e.g., Shea, 19.J. The trends revealed in existing research

m.4......hat peer groups in the United States, while far from either pole,

r.
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are closer to the-forner,than the latter end of the continuum. In.light
hi these findings, a re-exanination'of current practices in group day care

clearly indicated. It ie oeinterest in this regard, that in coevecrailcris

with farrican specialists, professional, and parents in the IISSR,and Sweden,

two countries in whi:b full day group care facilities are widespread have

expressed concern about possibly deleterious effects of -extended care.

-

a
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EXHIBIt C

Children and Families at Greatest Risk
1

Uric Bronfenbrenner
Cornell' University

Children and families-at greatest risk fall into thre, broad and 6,

overApppink categories:

(1) Families in which those adults primarily responsible

for the care of children work full time, either 'y

choice or from necessity;

(2). Families living under the most severe economic and

social stress (for example, single parents, whether they

work or not, who must bring up children undet six on an
o

annual income under $5,000);

(3) Families above the poverty level who are ineligible for

benefits and services available to low income fmnilies

but wh,F,;itill do not hale enough money tOiSurchase these

ey services in the free market. (For exampe, in 1974,

.
among family heads earning from $.5,000 to $7,000 about

't

one-third of'All the children uncTer 1F were

single-parent, female-headed households, almost 602 of

these had.voxking mothers; of the remaining owo-thirds,
A. - 4r

all-intact noeltithan a quarter has mothers

o who wert'wo'rkingfliScleof these families can qualify

for child care, =float and other services available to

theielelow.the poverty line without cost or minimal fees.)

Aftd,

1
Tb4 review vas prepared in connection with the auth4e.npsponp-
bilities as-a-member.of the A.,isery Committee on Child bevekopmpt
of the Natter:al Academy of Seiqnces.

o

.

4
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Families at greatest risk clearly lie at the extremes and inter-

sections of the above three areas of need. We shall row examine

these areas, and their overlapping segments, In greater detail.

The Need for Substitute Child Care

We take is as axiomatic tAat, after basic health requirements

are met, every young child requires the constant care of an adult.

AS has been documented in previous sections of this report, for millions

of America's children such care becomes problematic because one or both
4

parents work. The usual figures cited for numbers of children of

working mothers are those published annually by the Bureau of Labor

Statistics. Thus, for 1974, the number of children under six whose

mothers were in the labor forde was giveh as 6.1 million. But in point

of fact the figure is short by almost half a million, because in these

statistics only own children of family heads are counted; omitted are

children of other family members, as well as any unrelated children.

In 1974, there were 1.2 million such "forgotten" children under six,

representing 6.3 percent of a total of 19.7 million. The full number

of children of working mothers can be estimated, however, from the

published data On.the-uumber of mothers in the labor force, which are

presented without regard_to whether the husband or wife is a family

head (although the statistics omit about 600,000 unwed mothers of

children under six). 0,6thisbasio, a conservative esiitate of children

under six whose mothers were in the labor force in 1974 is about 6.9

million; this number constitutes over a third of all the children in
r"

this age group. For 1.3 million youngsters the working mothfr was

also a single-parent, and usually (for 702)`the head of an independent

family. About.one-third of the employed single-parent mothers of

children under six were working full time for the entire year (compared

.333
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to 25 percent of working mothers in intact families). All evidence

indicates that these figures can be expected to continue to increase

In the future.

How are these nerds for substitute child care being mer7%mx

present? The most strikingicharacteristic of current arrangements

and facilities for extrafamilial child care in the United States is

enormous diversity. During the, last fifteen years we have witnessed

m.proliferatiorawf services-and facilities ranging from formally.

licensed daty6are ccnters, both publiC and private, teinformal

cooperat6e babysitting arrangements and play groups organized by

individual parents.

Ali licensed day carecentersand family day care homes had a

child caring capacity in 1974 for only about one million children

see Table 1). But tDe majority c: children receiving substitute

care are not to be found in these licensed facilities. A national

survey, conducted in 1965, of "Child Care Arrangements of Working
'(Low b Spindler, 1968)

Mothers in the U.S."Arcyealed that 46 percent of the children under

+,.

14 covered by the survey were cared for In their own homes while the

mother worked. Of these, 8 percent, or more that half a million,

were cared-for by Another child under 16; Ofall childrop.oLworking

motheAs. Wercent or 1.6 million were eged tor by mother at

'the place:' of work. Cate ouyide Ole a+eounted fDr
+

only 10 percent of the children of working mothers. This 10 perCent

consisred40 7.percent.cia,family day care and 3 percenyn pap
o

care, the "tareet of all arrangements."

o-

0 `1
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Finally, a category that has not received moch-jattentIon,cries

out for alternative solutions.-

*

Nearly I million children (994,000 or 8 percent)
looked after themselves White theIE Mothers worked..
Most of them attended school part of the time:while
their mothers were sway but were expected to?Care-
for themselves the lest of the time. These,childr8n
In self-care, often called "latch-key children"

`because they.carry on their persona key te. their
hoMe were left on-their own without supervision.

Keyserling (1972) provides an additional datum and comment about.such

children:

The study (cited above) reported that 18,000 children
under the age of six were latch-key kids on their
own: this is undoubtedly-an underestimate. Few
mothers will answer when asked by a.Census taker, that
they are unable to make any arrangements whatsoever
for care. (p. 13)

It should be recogniztd thit all of the preceding numbers are

now ouch larger' than they were in 1965. For example, the total number

of working mothers with children under 19 rose from 9.7 million inc
1965, the year the study or child care arrangements was conducted,.to

13.6 million in 1974, an Ancrease of 140 percent over the nine year

°period. If we assume that the, percentage of latch -key children is

the same now as it was in 1965. the number of such children would'

have rlson from 994,000 to 1.4 Million In 1974.

Given th'e foregoing facts, the principal dilemma.confronting the

nation's families in the area of child care Is not Frie choice of

whether to enroll the child in group care, arrange for family day care,

-

or keep fa or her at home, but the necessity to find some form of

substitute care in a reality situation in which-relatively dew

resources are available. Under such circumstances, the issue of

quality becomes academic, or at best a luxury for those who can
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t'
afford to he selective. Fs); the great majority of families, the

.
. -

gulging-principle is clear enough: some form child care Is "

bettor than none a t's11.

The imilicailon for public polldy is equally clear: the major
e .

,pioblem confronting the nation's families must become the.primary

concern and priority of the policymakers,a .national program of

substitute care for children of working mothers and of other parents

living under severe economic and social stress must be provided.

-Children in'low and Marginal Income Families

Estimated numbers of children in families at successive levels

of income, also broken down by family structure and mother's working

status, arc given im,Table. 2. Again, because the census does not

usually provide income or labor4force information for parents who

are not family heads, the figures represent estimates, with a probable

error of not more than 20 percent for entries of at least 100,000. %

2 The estimates were made troy one census tablulation by family income
in which data are given for all related children rather than ones for
own children of family heads. Such related children occur mare frequently

in tin lower income Ivakets; for exacple, last year for fasillea with
incomes below $5,000, they represented 11 perent of the total, compared

t9 3 percent in families with incomes over $10,000. ""`

r
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For purposes of presentation we have designated familits with

earnings below $5,060 as "loill,inabme."3 As can be.seen fromthe_data

in Table 2, there are 3.2 million children in this category. About
__

60 percent of these childi.en were living in Gingle-parent families,

one -third of thee had mothers in the labor tate, and about one - quarter

fell into both categories; that is, they were chiidrea,Of single,

-working mothers.
0

Children in she next highest family-income-bracket ($5,000 to

$7,000) are not such better off. Over'one out of every five lives

in a single-parent family, over 30 percent of the mgthers are iu the
o

labor force, and about one child in eight has a working mother who

is also a single- parent head.

In general, as we have documented previously, families above

,the government-defined poverty line, but with incomes with $4,000Lto

sunder $10,000, remain in a vulnerable position both in terms of the

integrity of the family and the integrity of the child. We may

6
recall, for example, that in the $4,000 to $6,000 income bracket the

31t is to be kept in mind that this designation does not correspond
with the. government- defined poverty liner which is based on other

considerations besides income: specifically:

a range of income cut-offs adjusted by such factors as
size, sex of the family head, number of children under
18 years old, and farm and non-farm residence. At the

core of Iffis definition of poverty was-ainutritionally
adequate food plan-designed by the Department of Asti-
culture for emergency or temporary use when fun are

low.' 4U. S. Bureau of the Census,-Current Population
Reports, Series P-60, No. 98. U.S. -Government Printing

Office, Washington, D.C:, 1975, p. 159).

'in 1974, of the 19.7 million cht4Uren under .about 3.1 million

f were living in families class/fit:01,as below the, city line. This

number is.1/4mallar than the 3.2 million children in families with
incomes below $5,000, since the poverty line falls somewhat below the

latter figure. For example, last year the threshhold for a non-farm,
male headed family with two children under 18 was $4,505, for a female

head with two children, $3,556.

39O
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rate of disruption for families with childrerl. rose over the last

six years-from 15 percent to42 percent. Although the absolute level

was lower for families in the next highest income category ($6,000

to $8,000), the rate of increase was,equally high (from 7 ,ercent in

1968 to 27 percent in 1974)-. With respect_to the integrity of the

child, infant mortality and prematurity rates are almost as high in

the $2,000 income bracket just above the poverty level as below it.

But the most Important reason for regarding families and children

not far above the povert5p line as being at risk derives from their

ineligibility for needed benefits and services which they cannot afford

to purchase for themselves:

Defining "Children in Families at Risk"
0

Viewedts ;whole. the data'of Table 2 represent Oh almber.of

families in each of several categories of high to low risk defined by

various combinations of low income, maternal employment, and family

structure. The children at highest risk appear in the cells toward

the upper left-hand corner of the table.

For reasons to be indicated below, I suggest designating as "at

high risk" all children appearing above and to the left of the diagonal'

broken line shown in Table 2.
4

The 3.2 million children in the first

4
I do not U60. the Government's poverty line since it considers only -

the total number of children without regard to age, does not take into
account the mother's labor force participation, and introduces othen
factors that make it inco tibic with the criteria employed in Table 2.

.)

;87'00 0 pi i . 30
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two columns are included because they overlap substpntially with .

those already classified below the.poverty line by Over entregu-

latiOns. To be sure, once a minimum income maintenance Alan is Put

into effect, manl, of these children, especially, those om families

now in the $3,t00 to $5,000 income brackets would be aised above

the poverty line. But then', as we have noted, thes families would

no longer be eligible for benefits and services r stricted to low-
* 0

Income groups, and which they cannot afford to b on the open market.

I also include in the designation of famil es and children-a

risk all single parents with children under s who work but have

incomes under $10,000 and those intact famil es with children under

six in which the mother works but total f. ly Income is below

$7,000. If these 750,000 children are added to the 3.2 million

youngsters under six in families with in/Wes under $5,000, they make

a total of 4.0 million children classified as "high risk."

if

5This number include, an add Clonal 60,0 hitdren of single- patent

fathers in families with ch.racteristitslh<t would place them above
the diagonal in Table 2.

o ,
-1
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1 Table A

NUMber and Capacity of Licensed or Approv
Day Care Centers and Family Day Care Hem s

Number of.Centers and Homes

/larch

1967

Day care centers 40,400
Family day care-homes 24,300

Total 34,700

March
1972

20,319
60,967

81,286

Capacityof Centers and Homex,---

Day earccenters:
Public
Voluntary
Independent
Auspices not reported

Subtotal

Family Day Carc Homes:
Public
Voluntary
Independent
Auspices not reported

Subtotal

Total Capacity*

22 .00
113,900
23' ,'300

,500

93,300

21500
1,300

63,900
14,200

81,900

475,200

---..39,401

3/6,411

45,329

805,361

14,300
16,216
159,663

4,662

215,841

1,021,202

Source: U.S. Senate Commit ee on Finance Report "Child Care,. Data
andliatcrials," U Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C., 1974.

s
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OUR NATION'S SCHOOLSA REPORT CARD: "A" IN
SCHOOL VIOLENCE AND VANDALISM

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this preliminary report by the Senate Subcommittee
to Iii estigate Juvenile Delinquency is to direct the attention of the
Congress anti the American people to a most disturbing and costly

. problemviolence and a ndalism in the schools of our nation. Since
DTI the Subcommittee has beenjinvolved with a variety of issues
which have ayery fundamental and critical bearing upon the causes,

pre-vention-and-treatmenLof_delinque_nLbeha.vior_exhihited_by young
citizens in everyreoion of our country. ,

During the past four years the Subcommittee has held 55 days of
hearings and received testimony frojn 419 witnesses on numerous
topics, some of which involved the extent and causes of drug abuse,
runaway youth, school dropouts, andthe confinement of juveniles in
detention and correctional facilities.

The legislation developed to deal- with these problems and` which
promises to greatly assist our efforts to combat and. revent juvenile
delinquency is the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency PreventionAct
of 19T4 (P.L. 93-115). This Act is designed to prevent young people
from entering our failing juvenile justice-system, and-to gssist-eorri-
impales in creating more sensible and economic approaches for
younggters already in the juvenile justice system. Thus, the Juvenile"
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 provides incentives
to develop delinquently prevention programs and comm_ unity based.
alternatives to incarceration of-youthful offenders.

During the Course of our hearings, the Subcommittee developed
a serious concern over the rising level of student violence and vandal-
ism in our natiop's public school systems. Since many aspects of
vivviiile problems are intimately connected with the nature and quality
of -the school experience, it became apparent that, to the extent our

. schools were being subjected to an increasing trend of student violence
and vandalism. they would necessarily be contributing to the under-

-tying causes of ,juvenile delinquency. The President's
Law Enforcement and the Administration" of Justice, 1967, found
that: -

Recent research has related instancesof delinquent conduct to the school-child
relationship and to problems either created or complicated by schools themselves.
First, it its own methods and practices, the school may simply be too passive to
fulfill its obligations as one of the last social institutions with an opportunity to
rescue the child from other forces,,in himself and in his environment, which are
pushing him toward delinquency. Second, there is considerable evidence that some
schools may have an indirect effect on delinquency by the use of methods that
create the conditions of failure -for certain students.

A),
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In order to more fully understand the nature and extent of this
problem, the Subcommittee sent kt questionnaire in August -1973,
to the superintendents of 757 public school districts throughout the
country with an enrollment of 10,000 pupils or more ranging from
oracles K -12. The questionnaire was designed to obtain categorized
information to determine the extent and scope of violenCe, vandalism,
and dropouts in the systems surveyed for the school years 1970-74,
1971-72, and 1972-73. A Subcommittee follow-up letter was mailed-to
the non-respondent school districts in December 1973. To date, 516
school districts or 68.1 percent of the school districts surveyed-
responded to the questionnaire. Several districts found it necessary
to -refer the stud, instruments_to -the municipal-police department_
because the school' did -not maintain records of certain school-related
offenses. Of the 516 respondents, 220 school districts returned incom-
plete questionnaires. Useful information was, however, gleaned from
`these incomplete responses. The incomplete questionnaires were pri-
marily from school districts which were unable to provide the Sub-
committee with the information requested due to the lack of adequate
recordkeeping procedures for the entire three-years or from' districts
which had not implemented recordkeeping systems pertaining to

'.,school crimes until 1972 or 1973.
Also inAupist 1973, the §ubcommittee corresponded with 50 school

security directors requesting their assistance in furnishing the, Sub-
. committee with any available information they desired to contribute to
the discussion of crimes committed-by-youngsters in the - public school
systems. (The directors were informed that a Subcominittee question-
naire had been circulated to over 700 school superintendents.), The
Subcoinmittee was particularly interested in receiving the school se-
curity'directdrs recommendations for developing federal legislation to
provide the research, coordination, and resources necessary for the
prevention and deterrence of crimes and violence in our nation's
schools. Twenty school security directors responded to the Subcom-

i ttee's request for assistance.
This preliminary Subcommittee report dismisses the informatiOn

obtained from these sources, together with, various additional studies
of school violence and vandalism gathered by the Subcommittee. The
report is divided into several sections, the first of which is a general
overview of some of-the trends and causes'of school violence and van-
dalism throughout the country. The second section is a regional break-
doWn otthe Subcommittee's:finding8 on how school violence and van-
dalism is affecting the Northeast Northcentral, South and West areas
of the country. The third and _fourth sections -deal with federal_ and
state legislation in this area under study. Our final section details the
subcommittee's fithire goals.

a
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NATIONAL TRENDS

There has- always 'been a certain level of violence and vandalism
in our nation's public school system. Professor Alan F. Westin of
Columbia University in a study of urban school violence in-the years
between 1870 and 1950 has found a rather steady stream of disrup-
tions occurring throughout that entire period. If, however, the system
has never been totally immune from incidents bf student misbehavior
such problems have historically been viewed as'a relatively minor con-
cern seldom involving more than a few sporadic and isolated incidents.
As recently as 1964 a survey of the nation's teachers found that only
3 percent of their students could be considered discipline problems.
Overall, teachers were able to rate 70-80 percent of their classes a-
exhibiting good to excellent behavior.
--Todae-boweverrthesituationlitts_changed and the level of violence
and vandalism in our schools is rapidly increasing in both intensity
and frequency. -Dr. Frank Brown, Chairman of the National Com-
mission for Reform of 'Secondary Edueation; contends, "The major
concern confronting secondary schools today is the climate of fear
wherethe majority of studentSare -afraid for their safety.',' A Grand=
Jury in San Francisco issued a report last January-which declared.
"The most serious problem facing the city is the deterioration of its
public school system." Ina survey of teacher needs conducted in 1972
fully 54 percent of the teachers found-student disruption of their class-
rooms to be a. problem of moderate to critical proportions. Syracuse
University Research Corporation conducted a survey Of urban second-
ary schools which found that 85 percent of these institutions had
experienced some type of student disruption in the- period between
-1967 and 1970. The Syracuse report concluded, "The disruption 'of
education in our high schools is no longer novel or rare: It is current,
it is widespreadd in,d it is serious`."

It is alarmingly apparent that student misbehavior and conflict
within our school system is no longer limited to a fist fight between
individual students or an occiisionargenerat disruption resulting from
a specific incident. Instead our schools are experiencing serious crimes
of a felonious nature including brutal assaults on teachers and -stu-
dents, (IS well as rapes, extortions, burglaries, thefts and an tmprec-
edented wave of wanton destruction amid vandalism. Moreover our
preliminary study.of the situation has produced compelling evidence
that this level of violence and vandalism isreacbing.crisis proportions
which seriously threaten the ability of our educational systein_to carry
out its primary function.

Quite naturally the,rrising tide of violence in our schools has en-
gendered an increasing awareness and concern among'' the American
people. In a. 1974 Gallup poll most adiilts and high -school students
surveyed cited the -lack of discipline as the chief problem confront -_

(3)
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hi,' schools today. In fact three of the top four problems .cited by,
Most of those polled were directly related. to various problems of

..student behavior: I
Our recently completed nationwide survey of over 750 school dis-

tricts demonstrates that this concern is well founded. The statistics,
gathered by the Subcommittee indicate tluit violence in our schools
affects every section of the,nation and, in fact, Continues to escalate
to even more serious levels. The preliminary Subcommittee surveyi
found that in the three yearsbetween 1976 and -1973:

(A) Homicides increased by 18.5- percent;
(B) Rapes and attempted rapes increased by 40.1 percent;
(C) Robberies increased by 3 .7
(D Assaults on students increased by "g5.3 percent ;

ssaults on teachers increased by 77.4 percent;
(F) Burglaries of school buildihgs increasecLby 11.8 percent;
(G) Drug and alcohol offenses on school property increased by

31.5 percent; and'
(TI) Dropouts increased by 11.7 percent.

ev en more ominous statistic for the fain e course of school safety
is" lie fact that by the end of the 1973-school, year the numbitr of
weapons confiscated by school authorities-had risen by 54.4 percent in
three years. These_ 'weapons inclUde knives, clubs, pistols and even
sawed-off sgottruns designed to be easily concealed within a student's
locker. -

The conclusioits`to be drawn from the Subcommittee survey are sup-
ported by other studies of these problems,.. Simply put,-the trend in
school violence ov er the last decade in America has been, and continues
to be. alarmingly and dramatically upward.

In a 1964 survey the,National Educational Association (NEA),
11.7 percent of the teachers surveyed repOrtedthat a teacher had.heen
physically assaulted in their schools. By 1973 a similar survey showed
that 37 percent of the nation's public school teachers reported a inci-
dent of teacher-orient«Las..,ault iu schools, and almost 50 percent
of the teachers in the larger school systems- (over 25,000 students) were
aware 0 specifio,assaults on other teachers in their schools. Data from
an earlier survey oflarge urban school districts conducted by theSub-
committee showett,that assaults on teachers in those systems increased
612 percent between 1964 and 1968. In Chicago alone the nurillier

such assaults went frodi 135 to 1;065 in that-same period. _

The returns from the Subcommittee's current nationwide survey
shows that ,this problem continues to exist and in fact to worsen. -Be-
tween 1070 AC[1973 assaults on teachers in school systems throughout
the country.,increased again- over previous levels by 7'7.4 percent. The
NEA estimates that -the 1972-73 school year alone 69,000 teachers
were physically attacked by students and 155,000 teachers had-their
personal property maliciously damaged. _Another study found that
15,000 teachers are injured badly enough each year to require medical
attention.

In response to this increase in assaults on teachers, the United Fed-
erationo f Teachers recently- issued=to-its-members a booklet, on how to
handle violence in a lariety of schobl situations including hallways, t

401
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lunchrooms and classrooms. The booklet also contains advice to
'teachers on how best to combat sexual assaults:

This is especially true for female teachers. Most rapes and other sei crimes
occur in classrooms, faculty rooms and workroomswhen the teacher is alone.
The surest means of preventing sexual attacks is never to Le alone.

The teacher who is confronted by a sexual gssailahr should take account of
Police Department recommendations. If a rapist is armed, the police urge that
his victim offer no-resistance, lest she be-maimed or fatally injured. If he is not
armed, a woman should,,remember that her knee or almost any instrument can
,become a weapon: a Tile pen will open a beer canor a kidney or an eye.

There are indications that student violence and vandalism occurs
moue often in larger urban secondary schools. A survey of newspaper
articles between October -1969 and February 1970 revealed that 63
i,ercent of the major school disruptions occurred in urban areas. A
Vandalism and Violence study published by the School Public Rela-
Lions Association estimated that 55--percent of the major incidents of
disruption occurred in cities larger than one million people and
percent occurred ineities of len--than 100,000 populatiOn. It should- -
he emphasized, however, that this is -not, a problem found

,,

eichisivel3\
in large cities or solely involving older students. 1. counselor
for a school system-on, the West coast commented :

We get ,thousands of reports on assaults. It's astonishing-to see.what happens
in the elementary gradesteachers being hit and-called filthy names, assaulted
by little kids who really can't hurt them much. But the thing is, what are you
going to-do about these kids so they change their way of thinking about things,
their attitude and behavior?

time level of violence, directed against teachers revealed
by these statistics, is indeed alarming, the principal victi:ns of the
rising title of crime in our schools are nbt the teachers, but-the students.'
The Subcommittee's suurvey found that violent 'assaults on students
increased by 85.3 pervert over a three-year period, while reported rob-
teries of students increased by 36.7 percent. ;;-

The Subcommittee surer found that incidents involving the use
of drugs and alcohol on public school prope,cty went up 37.5 percent.
A study rensed this year by the NEA egt-imates that drug -related'
,-rimes in srhools had increased by 81 percent since 1970. and that 30
percent of the 18 million students in secondary schools use illegal
drugs.

The National Highway Saft0Adminjstrat ion-estimates that 50 per-
cent of the nation's high students go to drinking parties every

-month and that 61 percent of-that group gets d mink .fince a month. The
Highway Safety Administration Also found that these students rep-
resent-a remarkable cross:section of our schools :

They are not far out, drop out alieuated or under achieving types. On the
contrary,-they represent all levels of .icliohistic achievement and aspiration. They
report the same range of sport and ektraeurricular activities as the students who
are not-involved with drinking.

It ;8 important'to stress that tle Subcommittee survey findings, as
well as those of other surveys on iolence within the school system,
are only estimates of the nature and extent of-the problem. A report
on the New Fork City school system found that the rate of unreported
incidents ranged between 30 percent and 60 percent. Albert $hanker,
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President-of the American Federation of Teachers, explained teachers'
reluctance to fully report such incidents as follows:

Teachers find that if they report to the principal-an assault, the principal who
feels-that his own reputation or her reputation or the school's reputation is at
stake beie,_ still very frequently turn around and start 'harassing the teacher
by saying, "Will, it -Sou had three assaults, how come you.are the-one always
complaining. You must have more observation or better planning, or this or
that." So the teacher- soon finds,out that bringing these reports-to the attention
of -the principal is something that is-net wanted, and tends to suppress that

'information. -

In conducting our survey, the Silbcommiftee found that many of the
schools contacted did not keep records of violent incidents -involving
their students or personnel, which obviously makes the task of- gauging
the levels and directions of violence adifficult one. A uniform, national
reporting system for our schools would-be particularly helpful in this

'regard.
In addition to the violence directed against both teachers -and stu-

dents within the school system, there is also a continuing.and rapidly
increasing level of destruction and theft of school property. A survey
conducted by the Baltimore, Maryland, public schools of 39 cities
across the country found that in 1968-69 these cities hid- reported
vandalism losses of over $12,000,000. Lt. a 1971 report prepared by
Education U.S.A. and the National School Public Relations Associa-

,tion, it was estimated that vandalism was costing $200 million -an-
nually. Barely two years later-Di. Norman Scharer, President of the
Association.of School Security Directors, stated:-

A conservative estimate of the cost of vandalism,-thefts and arson a schools
in this country this year will reportedly be over a411 a billion dollars. I Say
Conservative because out of the almost 15,000 school systems the top five account
for $15-20 million dollars of this cost.

This $500 million vandalism cost represents over $10 per year for
__every school student, and in fact equals the total amount expended on-

textbookstlironihout-the country in 1971'
A 1970 survey conducted by the School Produce News found that

daniages from vandalism-cost an average of- $55,000 for every school
district in the country. By the end of the 1973 school year the average

-cost per district had-risen to-$63,031. Although these figures indicate,
that the incidents of vandalism are certainly widespread, -it is in the
larger urban districts with upwards of 25,C00 students where the most
costly destructicin occurs. Almost- 60 percent of all vandalism take.
Place in these larger districts`Ns ith an average cost per district in 1973.
at$135,297.

The source of this destruction ranges from broken windows, found
n over 90 percent of our districts, to fires reported by 35 pefcent of
the districts. Signifiefitnt incidents of theft and malicious destruction
of educational equipment.occurs in 80 percent-of the school districts
in the country., t.

Staggering as these figures are they undoubtedly represent a. very
conservative estimate of economic loss attributable to,school vandalism.
A. study of.school vandalism by Bernard Greenberg of the Stanford
.Reseatch.InStittite found :

It should be noted that the cost figure is grossly undeltstated because it does
not include in all instances losses attributable to burglary, theft and property

40`).
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damage-repaired by resident maintenance staffs. "..;or does it take'into account
costs to equip and maintain special security fOrces, which are considerable -for
the laigerschool districts, and law enforcement costs to patrol -and respond to
calls ) eporting school incidents. Many school districts carry theft insurance, but
the costs are -exceedingly high. Where data on selected school districts theft
lossel.are available, the dollar amountsiire signitiCantly high. 4,

Spiraling insurance rates are a signifiCant,. but ,often iverlooked,
factor in the overall cost of vandalism. The Greenberg study found a'
Weit Coast state which underWent a 40 percent rise in -fire insurance
costs within one year. Another survey stated':

Many school administrators point- out that, only .a-few Years ago schools were
woo4d by the- Insurance industry as good risks: Now this has changed. And

-,_schopLdistricts_ali over the country are reporting difficulty in obtaining insurance.
Half the districts answering the 8atieatiOnIT.S.A.--s-iiiVe`y, said rates °hace in =
creased. Many are either paying higher premiums,, higher deductibles, or In --
all Coo many instances, having policies cancelled or flatly rejected.

Iti addition to insurance rates, school districts are facing increas-
ing.costs for security guards, fencing, intrusion and fire detectOrS, '
spequil lighting, emergency communications equipment and vandalism
resistant vcindows. In 1965, forinstance, the Los Angeles school system
hact a total of 15 Noy:ay-guards, but iruik years that force was cpm-
pelked-to increase to oxer 100 members at a cost of over $1-million per
velq. During the 1972-73 schoolYear Los Angeles spent over$2 million
.fortsecurity- agents. A report of the Panel on School Safety for New

---Y4k City found that in 1971 the taxpayers-had paid $1,300,000 for
security guards, over $3,500,000 for police stationed in schoOls, and
in spite Of suck effort incurred at least $3,790,000 worth of vandalism,
damage. It ,was estimated that New York City Schools had over'248,000
window panes broken at a._:eplacement cost of $1.25 million. Over
65 -percent of the urban districts polled in the 1973 SchoolProdu"ct
News survey reported they were using speciaLyandaliSm resistant
windows, and-62 percent had at least one securitYguardrassigned to
their schools.

The overall- impact of violence and vandalism on our educational ---
system cannot,-of- course, be adequately conveyed by a recitation of the
numbers-of assaults and the .dollars expended. Every dollar spent on
-replacing a,,broken window or installing an alarm system ,cannot
spent on the education of students. J. Arlen Marsh, editor of a study
on school security costs estimates that:

The cost of replacing broken windows in the average big city would build a new
school every ,year,-,

The School Public Relations Association study found that a $60,09'0
loss, approximately the average loss for a school district, could pay for
eight reading specialists or finance a school breakfast prograin for 133
children, for a year. It is quite Clear that in some areas of the country the
bigltiosts;of vandalism is resulting in the reduction or elimination of
needed eaucational programs.

The natural reaction to .these enormous amounts of wasted money
is to wonder over the apparently senseless nature-of this destruction. ,

A study entitled. Urban ,School Crisis, however, questions whether
vandalism is as irrational-as it may appear': ..

Perhaps tile most serious meet of vandalism is the set of messagds it convejs:
that students look upon the school as alien territory, hostile to their ambitions

,
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and hopes, that the education w hich the system is attempting to provide lacks
meaningfulness; Mitt btudents -feel no pride in the edifices in which they spend
most of their days.

In addition to requiring the diversion of funds from academi aand
scholastic projects_to security and repair programs, the atmosphere of
violence and vandalism has a. deg astating impact on_theabilityof our
'educational system to continue with the iim -Iction of its students. The

. extent to which this atmosphere permeates out children's educational
experience can.perhaps be-best illustrated by a letter sent to the Sub-
cormnittee from-a West Coast police official:
It-isn't-only In the school or the sehoolyard that the students are likely to be ex-
posed.to violence. School buaes,,in addition to being mechanically unsound and
-totally devoid of the slightest semblance of safety devices, are frequently a terrify-
ing-experience for the - children who are captkv --passengers. They- are -the-scene
of rip-offs-for lunch money. physical violonce,nnd pressure to indulge in the illegal
use of drugs or narcotics. We appear to fitive accepted without effective challenge
this mass intimidation simply because, naively, some of us hope it will'"go awa,Y."
Students who are normally nonviolent bare started carrying guns and knives and
lengths of bicycle chains for protection on campus. Though -I am. otwiously con-
cerned about the millions of dollars of property loss which occurs in dirt schools, I

., am, far more concerned about our apparent willingness -to accept violence as a
condition of our 'daily existence.'

"
FeW students can be expected to learn in an atmosphere of fear,.

assaults 'and disorder. There can be little doubt that the. significant
level of violent activity, threats and coercion revealed by the Sub-
committee'S preliminary survey wouldhave la detrimental effect on tine
psychological aod educational development of children and yofing
adults. Moreover a continuous pattern of destruction of school equip-

. ment and buildings naturally makes nearly impossible the already,:
challenging process of education. The extcnt-and -continued growth of
this:clutotic and threatening climate in our schools is a serious threat

Ito our educational system.
CAVSES

Not surprisingly, the underlying causes fur this wave of violence-
and vandalism in our schools IS a subject of intense debate and dis-
agreement gIn a certain sense the school system may be vieed as
merely a convenient battleground for the pervasive societal problem of
juvenile crime. Asthis Subcommittee pointed out in its recent Annual
Report, viblent juvenile crime has increased by 216.5 percent in the

thirteen--;Vears, Over the same period crimes directed against prop-
erty-by yotiths increased by 104.6 perceiqt Today -persons under 25
years old are committing 50 percent of all violent crimes and-80 per-
cent of all -property crimes.-Since our school systems are charged with
the care and custody of a large percentage of our young- people it is
reasonable to assume that the incidents of violence and vandalism-with-
in our educational institutions would :follow patterns similar to those
developing in the society at, large. A study c,ondncted in 1973 by Paul
Ritterbrand and Richard` Silberstein concluded that the roots of school
problems could be:traced to problems existing in the general American

`society rather than to conditions or failures within the school, ystem
its f.

r studies, however, While acknowledging. the substantial effect
genera ocietal conditions' would have on the conduct of school be-
havior, hiiVedicated the existence of several '"inschool" conditions
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which may contribute to, the level of youthful disorc,lee. One possible
contributing factor is the :various methods ofe.'Nciiiding students-from
school. A 1974 report entitled, "Children Out of School in America,"
prepared by the Children's Defense Fund, estimates that hundreds of
thousands of students are removed. from sphools each ,year by short-

.- -term, long - term -or indefinite expulsions and suspensions. While most
educators concur in the necessity for th16 exclusion of seriously .dis-
ruptive troublemakers from the school' environ'ment, the Clii ldien'i
Defense Fund study.found..the numbers of students being suspended
were far itrexcess.of those who must .be removed as a means amain-
taining order. -The, study recounted the histpry of one joiirbgste- ._.

lo ne & t erm suspension
/-

Dale McCutcheon,13, is in the eighth grade of his local public school. Ile-is
aueneuretic, a bedsetter. , .,,

. Dale's school had a policy "requiring- eliery cighth_grade boy to spend-a, long
weekend In the country- to learn to live outdoors. Most boys adore this trip:Dale
dreaded it as. earlyas ',fifth grade after -lie heard it was compulsory. When the
time came, he begged his mother to keep him honie, but she refused. .,

The first night of the excursion, Dale woke several times and cautiously felt
around his waist, but everything was dry. The-next day his spirits were high
and lie enjoyed learning how to_ make fazdfrom wild plants and to classify
mushrooms. The secret problem he had carried for ^0) long -seemingly bad
vanished.

It different the second night. Ile did not awake-until morning when the
sounds of boys talking and laughing startledbIni The two boys sharinghis tint
had discovered the wetness. They houndedDale mercilessly -and be wept. The
boys told the counselors, who lectured-him. Later, someone erackid a joke about
Dales accident and all the boys exploded with laughter. Humiliated, he wanted
to ran away land dTeadedthe thought of returning to School. The third night 'he
remained dry. thit tlie.datuagelld been done. -

Dale never-told his" parents about the incident. He refuSed-to gO to school for
two dhys and -pr tended ho,,was sick. But by the end of the week, his sister` had
become the butt other 'ehileren's. insults about Dale,_and she reported the in-
cident to her,par nts-who- ere-painfully' embarrassed- and Angry- with Dale.

Two weeks after the excursion, the principal of'Dale's sttool asked his parents
to -come in for tiymeeting. The principal wasted no time outlining the serious-
negs of Dale's situation for the boy as well-as for the school. The problem was,
.not, le explained, the other children. "They'll Probably, _forget the whole` thing
In another week or so. It's 'Dale's teachershow do We know he won't just, you
know. pop off -at any-time 4n one of his classes?" Mrs. NicCutcheon'exPlained
that it Was-only, a nighttime ,problem,hut the principal replied, "We can't take ,

any chances. I can't stop him froin going to, schoOl. But I can stop him from
gding to Phis school and that's exactly what I'm doing. The boy's out for a -

month, Q,E Anti! a time butt can prove to us that he is able to control MI-itself,
niglituu(Oray. WO . 0

And so Dale was ont of school. , \
There are in. fact so many students being silbjeeted to expasive dis-

ciplinary practices thittithe phenothena has 'been referred to -as the
"Ptislibut" problem.. .: - ,

s, z

-Another facet of -tile pushout problem which may operate-4ts a con-
tributinn. f ,.actor to school disorders was revealed in .a,report recently
released by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare In
statistics gathered at the'end of the 1973 school -year it was demsn:
striae(' that while Blacks represent only 27' percent of the total-student.

. enrollment in the 3,000 school districts surveyed, they accounted for
37 percent of the expulsions and 42-percent of the suspensions _from
those districts. 'the disparity among these figures raises serious ques-
tions.concerning possible wide-wale bias,in the administration of sus;
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-pension and expulsion. Such policies can only result in,ange andlios-
tilityon the part of students.

In tqlditioil to these for ins of compulsive absence from schools there
aro the related problems of 'force outs" and truancy which contribute
to the large numbers of children acid young adults who attend school
in only a very irregular fashion. The "force out" concept is the educa-
tional system's version of a plea bargain, so common.in our criminal
jTtice system, _l student involvedin academic or behavioral,difliculq
may be informally presented with -the options of failing .courses, fur-
ingexpiilsion or voluntary removal frOm school. In many instancestlie,,

student Will opt for "dropping out and therefore be removed tem-.
-porttrily or permanently. Truancy, of course, "ian accepted-and tradi-

, tional fact of life in schools, but the modern,rates-of truancy especial-
ly in the large urban systems,-reveal numerous students,.attend. school
'Only in-the most erratic fashion.

At first glance it might appear thaeth-ex-pulsiohouspension, push-
out, force out _andtrtiancy phenomenon, although ;certainly tragic for
those involved, might at least- create asomewhat more orderly atmos-
phere for those remaining in school as a result of 'the absence -of
youngsters, evidently experiencing problems adjusting. eo the school
environment. The opposite, however, appears to be the case. The Syra-
cuse study, for instance, found that in schools where the average daily
attendance was lower, the disruptions, violence and vandalism rates
were higher. This may be explained by the fact that the vast majority

'of students who,dre-Voluntarily-or compulsively excluded from schools
do; in time, return to those schools. In many instances their frustrations
and in adequacies which caused their absence in the first place have
only been hefghtened by their exclusion andthe school community will.
likely find itself a convenient and meaningful object of revenge,

theSubdommittee's statistics reveal; the-use.of drugs and alcohol
by students' in secondary, schools continues to increase. These trends
cannot be ignored as a-contributing factor to the problems-confront-
ing the schbols. A report on viplence in the,Boston Public Schools, for
example, states:

Regarding behavior, most administrators and teachers felt a person oeegsibnal
ly "high -on drugs".could be very:difileult to handle. There was no question that-
drugs- were 11 very important cause for the inereaBe in stealing -and_fighting In
the schools.

Another cause" of'diSriiption and-violence found mainly in large
urban centers on the Bast and West Coasts is the presence f youthful,
but highly organized, gangs within the school system. A'School which
finds itself' being used as the center of ,a gang's illegal-acivities-can!

.quickly develop a very hogtile -environment. A. security-director for a
nietroptilitan 'school system iiraletter,to the Slibconunittee states:

Although the number of gang members, In prhPortion to the overall student
population in most, schools is minitnal,,the trouble they cause is at times, cata-
clysmic, Students are robbed, intimidated, raped, bludgeoned and. sometimes
fatally' Teacheri and other adults In, the schools are threatened and
on oecasions, assaulted. The peace of any school is breached, and the
learning climate-seriously polluted by gang activity, however slight.

In some schools,, gang activity is so intense -that it is necessary for school
security officers and the local pollee to'escorkone gang.through the territory_ a
a, rival gang at dismiisar time. At certa in sehoolsf-Safety Teorridos Intie -been
established wide') provide safe.passage for neutral students under the protection

,
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of school- security personnel arid police, through the hostile territory. Needless

to say, these measures provide at best, temporary relief. They do not beginto
ttacksthe,foot onuses of the- problem. "

Schools, of dobrse, cannot escape the impact of racial and etlibic
dislike -and distrust of contemporary American society-Moreaer,.the
intense concentration of.jridividuals within the school confines coupled
with the naturally vigorous personalities of students exacerbate these
antagonisms. Following. a fight at one of its sclwols, involving more
than- seventy, students in October 1971, a suburban school district in
Virginia conducted a thorough investigation into the incident. Their
report; released-earlier this year, concluded that racial tensions and
antagonisms were a significant cause of. the disruptions at the-sehoo. I.

The. rapport found that students were being billlied,,and intimidatedin
the-halls of the school and a widely geld belief existed among students

e of both-races that disciplinary inetitures were not being fahly admin-
istered. It must be einpliasized that this-situation is in lig way unique.'
to-this particular district, but, in fact, represents a widespfead
lem confronting.schools across the country. -

One common thread of particular interest to the SitlYcommittee
running through Inany of the underlying causes of school violence and
vandalism is what may be called the crisis Of'Due Process. Quite nat-
iirally,schools, like other institutions, are compelled to isSueTitles arid
regulations concerning the-conduct of persons within their jurisdiction.
It is clear that without .fair and meaningful control and discipline.the
schools would quickly lose their ability to educate studenfS. InereaS-
ingly, though, educators and administrators are ,finding that the extent
of student conduct which is sought to be regulated, as well as the
methods bf,regulation, are causing more probkins than they are con-
trolling. A 1975 NEA stutly interviewed a arge number of students
from different schools and found, that, "Many students spoke of the
need consistent, fait discipline"

For example, the Subcommittee found. that in numerous institutions
across_ the country, students, administrators ,and teachers are em-
broiled in constant ongoing disputcsover restrictions on dress,' hair
style, smoking, hall passes, student newspapers and.a myriad of other
aspects Of schootlife. The Syracuse study observes that intense-efforts
to control clothes or hair-styles ,may,.in fact, be counterproductive to a
well ordered environment,: .-

This remains a constant .bone Q f contention between students and,staff, and
when it takes un racial or_ ethnic features, the contention becomes far more
serious. Wc. suspect that everyone would' agree that nakedness at school Is prb-,_
Whited because, by -itself, it disrupts education. On the other hand, restrictions
against-bell bottom- punts, lung hair, 'Afrus, and, beads areTrublibly useless'and
tsffensNc. ,

4
In another area, administrative attempts to (control student publi-

cations hale at times appeared to be -ON crly restict-1%e and conducted
in a. capricious manner. A. 1971, report by the CommissiOn pf Inquiry
Intoilligh:Selioof Journalism foundthat:

_Censorship .end the-syStematic lack of freedom to engage in optni, responsible
journalism charitt.talze high school journalism. tneunstitutionail and arbitrary
restraints are su deeply embedded In high school journalism as to 03 urshadow its
achievements, as well as its other problems.

4 0 3
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As discussed -earlier, the manner in which suspensions and exptd-
sions are administered have in some instances lien arbitrary and dis-
criminatory. Students in borne schools are suspended Nitliout being-
given an opportunity to answer or explain charges agamst them, while
other students are suspended for improper conduct Which results only
in a reprimand for other students enraging identical activity. A
study of the student pushout phenomemanntdertakerf by the SOnterh
'Regional Council and the Tiobert F. lien edy menwitial found' thift :

Most observers acknowledge the need for rules um3 the power to enforce them.
The pragmatic observer w will concede that there are those individual :Ancients, jlr,t
as some older citizens, who finally 1% ill nut o,r cannot conform 'to any societal,stand-
ards. The misuse of discipline. however, often occurs because racial, cultural and
generation differences clued the Judgment and actions of teachers and adminiS-
trators 'alike.

On a more ositiv e le% el certain efforts have been made to rationalize
and reform the rule making and disciplinary functions'in our schota.
The Supreme Court held recently in Gross v.Lopez5 S. Ct. 729
(197;i) that student expulsion or suspensionprocedures must be gov-
erned by at least the.minimal standards of Due Process. The Court.
stated.:
:In'flonniig as ss do, rte du not believe that we liaie imposed "procedureS ou

school disciplinarians which are inappropriate in-a classroom setting. Instcad,ue
.,-. have imposed requirements which are, ionything, less than a fair !landed school

principal inipose ilium himself in order to avoid Unfair su:Pensions.
The NEA has developed a Student Rights.and Responsibility state-

ment which recommends that the standards of conduct to beollowed
, at, a particular school be drawn, up with participation by student rep -
resentatives, and that they be distributed-to all Members of the school.
community- in written film. This practice would insure that students
as Well as teachers have a clear and understandable statement of the
,rules and regulations go% ernin:rstheir conduct while in school. Many
schools have in fact amended or instituted written student cocks which
contoin a statement of btudent rights and responsibilities and width

.set forth the grounds for suspension and expulkon along with what-
ever procedural protections are to be used prior to -such action. The
mere An act icoof committing school regulations to writing helps insure
an even- handed administration of student discipline., within the
institution:

In addition to students, many tetiThers'are anxious for clear and
closely foliowed disciplinary nodes within schools. Following the
shooting death of a teacher in Philadelphia by .a junior high school
student wlio had cotinkouslv caused trouble at the school. both prin-
ciples and teachers within that sy stein demanded, a new and stricter
code for dealing with repeatedly disruptive students. Many teachers
feel, that only When seriously disruptive students are Properly con-
trolled can the remaindel of the school community continue the task
of education.

The proper response to the pi oblem of the seriously disruptive stu-
dent is a'diflicult and complex issue. Oictlie one hand, a small group of
disruptiv e and \ Merit studepts. can create conditions which make the
task of education impossible and dangerous for both teachers and other
students, On the other hand, however; several studies indicate that mass
expulsions of these students from schools often creates groups of re-

- -
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c.34tfiil youngsters who return to the school community to seek
Ve n acme.

tnfortunately, not al; the sources of school violence and- vandalism
.discussed in this report are as amenable to solution as the promulga-
tioii and fair administration of rules and regulations affecting both
teachers and students. Some of these causes are obviously, beyonc, e
direct @witrol of administrators or teachers, while othrs-no doubrke-

o ,`main largely unid tiuied. Many school districts are attempting to
identify and conf .tn t those problems, but,their nature araLeure are .,,
not readily treatable solely by teachersoor administrators. What is
shockingly apparent from -the,Subcommittee survag, howeVer, is that
our school system is facing a, crisis of serious dimensions, the sautions

'to which must be found if theSystem is to survive in a meaningful
form. It is essential that the American while school becomes a safe and
secure environment where education, rather than 'disruption, violence,
and Ifandalism, is the primary concern.

o
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.A. NORTHEAST

For purposes of our survey the Northeastern region includes the

states of Connecticut, Maine, :Massachusetts, Icew }rmp-Aire, New

Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Vermont.
One hundred thirty eight questionnaires were sent to schoollystems

in the northeastern region and 59.4 percent were returned completed.

The pattern of increasing-violence and vandalism in 'the northeast-

ern school districts surveyed by the Subcommittee was mixed. We
found between the1970-71. and 197243 school years that:

(A) Homicide increased by 20.1 percent
(B) .Rapes and attempted rapes increased by 37.9- percent;
(C) . Robbery increased by 39.3 percent;
(D). Student assaults on studentsdecreasedby 2:2 percent;
(E) Burglary and larceny decreased by 2.9- percent;
(F) Weapons increased by 20.6-percent;
(G) Drugs and alcohol increased by 14.8 percent;
(H) Dropouts increased by 8:0 percent;
(I) Vandalism-decreased by 12.0 percent; and
(J) Expulsions decreased by 9.7 percent.

During 1973, there were almost 10,000-reported crimes committed-in
schools or on- school, property in New York City alone, including three
murders and 26* forcible and attempted rapes: In one year New York
City schools spent $4 million to restore vandalism-caused damage.

Violence in the-schools of the northeastern region is very strongly
related to student gang ivolvement, drug abuse, alcohol abuse, and
school integration. Large scale gang warfare within this region is con-
centrated in two large citiesNew York and Philadelphia. Many
schools in these cities are soN erely disrupted by gang- involved students.
Li April 1972, a 17-year-old stfident.ot George Washington High'
School in -upper Manhattan was clubbed on the Bead with a pistol butt
and stabbed in the spine outside the school by youths described as mem-
bers of the-Saints, a local gang. The-stabbing followed a fight several

days before, between the Saints and the Galaxies, a rival gang.
Some 35b students were kept home from Adlai Stevenson High

School in New York City from September 1971 to March 1972 out of

fear :for their safety. Parents stated that this action was warranted
because. of children being mugged, robbed, intimidated, harassed,
and stabbed by other students who were members of Bronx gangs.

Such spillover of gang activity into the-schools occurs with alarming
frequency.-One New York City educator observed:

'rue values the schools try to instill ate countered by the gang spirita dark,
frightening. anti-intellectual credo that glorifies the violent life of the street.

Gang activity in Philadelphia has had severe impact on the city's
schools. In 1974, there were 163 reported assaults on teachers by stu-
dents. Pupil's fear of attack by other students has contributed to a
dropout rate which exceeds 30 percent. The Philadelphia system has

(17)
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initiated pi ograms to bus children -across ival turf" and to pro% ide
-safe corridors" for students through hostile neighborhoods by using
community: volunteers to-police safe-routes to and from school.

In a. recent report, Dr. Robert L. Poindexter, Executive Deputy
Superintendent of Philadelphia Public Schools, described the stag
gering iinpact,of craw, terrorism and violence on the education process

e,and the continuing, frustration of his school system in obtaining_
sufficient resources to combat gang related problems:

'Gang violence has a tremendous impact on public education. -Even though
gangs usually consider school buildings neutral territory just the fear of what
might happen is- enough to literally frighten a student out of Jut education.

When gangs in the area of a school -are. fighting each other after school and
in the evenings, attendance at the schutd drops sharply during the day.

In many instances the simple fact that a student has to cross the turf of a
rival gang -in order to get to school is enough to keep him home.

In other cases, the fear by nongang members of being assailed in or around
school by gang members not only increases absenteeism, but also causes studentS
to think more about personal safety than about getting an education.

In short, gentlemen, fear generated by juvenile crime and youth gangs is a
powerful force working against the learning proeeSs.

To be quite frank, the gang problem- in Philadelphia has reached alarming
proportions. Immediate steps must be taken to deal-with the situation, and the
Primary responsibilities rest pith the police and the courts with the full coopera-
tion of the schools, the communities, the city's business and industry, and the
State and Federal Governments.

We in the schools feel strongly that an important, part of the long-range
answer lies_in_a vastly expanded educational program in the city's schools. We
are extremely concerned that with the city's limited finances -and- with the
reluctance so far of the State or the Federal Government to come to the rescue,
such improvement ;11 the educational process may still be a long way off.

Thus we must deal with the present situation. We must face the facts that
gangs have become ingrained into the social structure of the urban community.

What we must do, then, is to find'Ways to divert their energies and talents
into constructive, .rather than destructive activities.

Two of the hest ways of accomplishing this are better employment op mr-
tunities for the post high school youth and greatly accelerated programs t keep
potential dropouts_in school. -

The availability of snore jobs would go a long way toward substituting con-
structive activities for destructive idleness. This is vi here business and industry
must help out.

We must also secure the finances to combine part-time jobs, school work and
better vocational training in our constant fight to prevent dropouts.

But we ne faced with the stark facts that the Federal Government has cut
back drastically on education funds and that it has not funded adequately any
of our dropout prevention programs; that we have not enough inland construc-
tion money even to get rid of :35 firetraps, housing more than 25,000 students
much less to build adequate vocational educational facilities, and that our
operating revenues are, at present, millions of dollars short of providing even
a basic educational program for our 200,000 pupils.

-Financial restrictions like these prevent us from mounting any kind of a
Concerted, long-range effort to offer constructive alternatives-to gangs.

For instance we must get ,more money to strengthen our counseling program.
AS it stands, now we'have one counselor for every 700 pupils in the elementary
schools; one for each 400 in junior and senior high schools.

There is no way that a counselor facing these odds can hope to give the
attention on an individual basis -that each student needs.

Yet. just to double our force of 500 counselors would cost more than S5
million in salaries alone. But we-don't have the money. And on top of the short-
age problem, counselors simply must be retrained to better meet the challenges
presented by such current problems as student hostilities and violence. This
will cost even more money.

We would also like to spend -far more time. effort. and money dealing with
urban prohleths in early childhood education. We belicve that it is here in the
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efiInentar%, schools that s,e should begin dealing %%kit these imitton, before a
studi.lit gets a chame to :urn to gang acts% its. "let, our linames prevent us
from implementing any such new programs.

Eighteen months ago tae proposed .i._ $1 Iiiiilitrji dropout prelention program,
' ineorporating jobs and inutivational aitn,ities to be funded under title VIII of

the Lletnentary and Secondary Ealmation Act. The funding has never
materialized. . ,

Last year, %e testified in Washington before the House ApprolnlationsSub
comniittee asking for restoration of money to the Votational_Education Att of
196;%, It vstis originally propos11 to fund the act to the total of ..$8.22 million
this ye.tr but that v.askut drastKally by the administration. This type of educa-

, lomat budget shisliur JUN/4 skims delay In upgrading our vocational educa-
, tom program to plositleyriir 1.00,s %% ith greater salable skills and to keep them

away from the despairing %%odd of gangs and gang violent*. rThe trend becomes deal. Ilveryonc agrees that. to get at the root causes of
dropouts and unemployment xe must upgrade the educational process but the
State and Federal Go%crunient are nut doing their share to support this
upgrading. .

.
The Subcommittee lat.$ found instances in which schools .have been

pied for,otganii.ed youthful it iminal activity. The 1974 eport, "Crime
in the Schools"., issued by the Select Committee on Crime of the Neiv
york State Legislature re N ealed that in some New York City high
schools there were student-run brokerages where- teenagers by and
sell guns, narcotics, or the ser% ices of youthful male,kmd female prosti-

, tut es. In many, instances the; students buy the guns and drugs for resale
at ;higher pi ices on the steeets. The report maintained that. tcachers
generally know about theie illegal activitici,, but they are "usually
afraid to talk about them for fear of retaliation.

Drug and alcohol abuse in the Northeastern region increased 18.8
percent between the 1970 Ti and 19.72-73 school years. This increase is
loss lt,t than 111k.t, national int-rease of 37.5 percent and lower, than -the
ink i ease in the 411e1 three regions Sun ey ed. however, the SubconAmit-
tee views the increase in the Northettsten region as indicative of an
ever w orsening IA oblem si nee youthful drug abuse has historically
het t highest in the Northeastern Unitd-States. The Southern region,
fu cmtniple expeittlic,ed a 151.6 peteent increase in drug and alcohol
abt ,s, 0,t et the same pe i loci_ i aim! t log-tt !_lratuatic increase in a category
of ( tienki,e not historically prevelant.

July- 1971 report titled, "The New York City School System and
Dri g Addiction,The Price. New Yolk City Pays for Drug Abuse
lind

t
kilt un Among Young People ", is a poignant ronindc 6.r of

t*a Gun
61is s Ulticli potentially threatens et cry major school system in the
'tali n. Tate report findings stated : -

1. Drug. addiction and .ilmse i rosses all's.* iovotionlic levels and riai be wary
high school n_the'City of New York.

2 'ome high schools are marketplaces for the sale Of drugs.
3. :tiant tl:Ilool urine spies admit to a serlotic drug problem in their st.hools.

Othe 8 deny its existence. .,

4. Iospitabzation, due to tAurdoi-e of drugs is .t common occurttin e in many
high ellookt .

5. .oini high st hootpusliers admit selling up to t GOO a day in drugs at schools.
6. spry snail pert ottage of the teacher:, in the schook,system have receitil

some trainingtto sensitize Mob to drug abuse and to drug abusers.
T. . lag* teacher 4 °lieges are nut complying sidth the Education Eat% in training

teach rs abouti drug abuse. .
8, 1 ven when a student b knimn to be a heroin additt, school anthoritie:;: do

not exercise their authority under Use law and discharge nit indent from school.
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SWIM 11*i, the Board of UdotAtion.bas rt ported to the Narcotics Register
t hat only thirty-one student sure heroin addicts.

10. Even it a child admits to delding in drugs in a. M11001 building. most Seim).
\administrator:, do not discharge the student as he is not "disorderly or disruptive.

11. Even. if a student is arrested for a serious drug crime, sery often the
Family Court a if under 16) or the Criminal Court a if oser B31 rcleaes the child
only to return thy next school day to his respecti yd.:school as a hero.

12. Many Department of Health physo6iang assigned to the sch mls do not
examine students, tot drug abuse and certify-students as addicts.
. 13. Although a 1952-state lass mandates nariotiks education in the schools,

very few schools have complied,
14. There is no policy frill', the Board of Mink ation, regarding the proper

procedures to be used %shun a feather has reasonable cause to belies e .t student
dAls in -drug; or abuses drags.

15. There is an unoffiehil 'exchange student policy;' where drug addicts tint dis-
ruptive students are transferred hem one school to anothel. This policy is instru-
mental m entailing mass truancy and encourages the dropout rate. There is no
effective alternatise education for the drug abuser or chronic truant.

1tt. The Board _of Education has ink reased-the number of security guards in
the schools. -.I loss es er. there base been a number of Lases of guards who st ere
dealing in drugs at the schools.

17. Some school officials do net deem it to be theft. obligation: as educators. to
stop drug traffic on school premises. In these school,,,drug dealing b, open and
eonun on.

Is. Across tne United states drug abuse is spreading to almost all urban areas.
A-survey by this 'Alice indttates that although the magnitude of the drugproblem
in areas outside Ness lurk is Imola less severe than In_NeSS York. there appears
to he In Mill* cities, in 'the United States a greater dedication to tackling the
problem and more resourcefulness used-, to stopping the spread of drug ;Wise
among youngsters.

A !went stirs vc of 10.000 New 'fork City junior and senior high
sehool students let eaIed that 12 pet cent of the students reported a
Pattern of drinking fi equela amounts. andeffects-which can-he classi-
fied as alcoholn. or probleni driirl.iu r. Eight,:c" percent of the students
,pit ey ed thank to some extent, nujst of them occasionally. and hr
litnitva amount,. It appea"s that too many parents ale now saying.
-Thank Goal. my child i:, only drunk.'-The emphasis on harm ful effects
of other drugs Its al 11,1". abuse and education programs has ap
parently (admix, oil the use of alcohol and the result has been an increase
iu alcohol abuse and alt. oholism. 'Unfortunately; many youths lielieye
Brat the abu..c ttf oho] is a -less harmful" means .of dealing with
peer pressures. family pi obles. and social aggressiveness.

Boston is the only major city in the cotattry that does. not have a
security *stem. Thene ale alai ni systems in 914.33 of the city's 201

'school buildings. Fit e of these systems were stolen dnring 1973.
considel able ;Houma orfood was also stolen from Iloston schools,

that year. including 161 pounds of coldcuts, 7,S0 pound, of lionlogs,
..- 211 pounds of ham. 180 pouddr of sausage. 230 pounds of chicken,

1:048-pounds of hotter. G0 rampals of pa,b and, 65 pounds of sal isbui y
steaks. and IR fully rooked tut-keys.

Tn 1973. 139 teachers itt the Boston public schools were ass lulled and
GGf t a ntlitilAil 1111 ;dent:, here reported resulting in t he loss of thousand.:
of dollars wui tliof.ctioionlent and the destruction lay arson of two high
school facilities. Overall cost for that year exceeded $1 Million.

As of September 12. 19 1. violence and vandalism in the schools of
. Boston, Massat luisetts increased drastically when school officials-began
*busing more than 15,004 students under a federal court order to de-
. segregate Boston school... Optlosition to the desegregation order has
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resulted ins iolent conflict between black and white students and their,
iespect.i% e communities. The impact OH students and the educational,
process in the city has been devastating. _Attendance at newly inte-
grated schools has at times dropped by inure than 65 percent. Sonic,
parent:, halve peinnutently.rem n.osed the children frail school and in
many schools students and_ teachers have jOined in opposition to
desegregation.

As' report, prepared for the Boston School Committee has revealed
that since the implementation of the desegregation order, at least
10,000 students. most of them white, havolekBoston's public schools,
School officials haN c stated that several of the city's 200 schools may be
forced to close and cutbacks in teaching and other staffs made neces-
sary. The withdrawals represent more than 10 percent of Boston's
94,ouu elementau and secondary. school students. Sonic 7,529 students
are no longer in the public school, system; ;3,047 have transferred to
private or pq rochiaLschools 927 have been- discharged -,to seek em-
ployment, and, 3;555 are listed :is dropouts. . ,

An interesting feature of the Northeastern region was the number
of categories of offense w hich; reportedly,-declined, as compared-to the
other three regions. This ma3,be attributed to incomplete returns fam-

e. New York City or that the incidence of such offenses as student as-
--aults on students and burglary and larceny have been so_historically

ihigh in this region that percent_ increase is falling while actual fre-
quency remains disturbingly high. The Subcommittee %sill give fur-
ther examination to this development.

4 1{3
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B. NORTHCNTRALNORTHCNTRAL

For-purposes of our survey the Subcommittee included the States of
. Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,_Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Ne-

braskil.,;;North Dakota, Ohio, South, Dakota, and Wisconsin in the
\orthcentiril region.

Te Subcommittee sent a total of 172 questionnaires to school dis-
tricts in_ every State in this region and received 68 percent of these
in return_ The data compiled from these returns-demonstrates a sig-
nificant increase in almost. every category of school violence and
vandalism throughout this region.

The Subcommittee's preliminary findings are that between 1970 and
1973:

(A) Assaults -on teachers in schools increased by 62.4 percent;
(B) Assaults on students in schools increased by 20.5 percent;
(C) Number of weapons fouiid in schools increasedly by 6.7

percent;
(D) Rapes and attempted rapes in schools increased -by 60 per-

cent;
(E) Major acts of vandalism increased by 19.5 percent;
(F) Drug and alcohol offenses in schools increased by 97.4 per-

cent ; and
-(G) Burglaries of-school buildings increased by 2.1 percent.

The only survey categories which did not show an upward trend
throughout these years were in-the areas of hoinicidoand robbery, The
number of robberies, in.lact, decreased by almost 8 percent since 1970.
In all. other categories, however, the incidefits of school violence and
vandalism in this.region continues to grow. MoreOver the results Of
the-Subcommittee study indicate that no area within the iNorthcentral,
region has been spared the costly results of this increase in school
crimes.

The St. Louis, Missouri school system, for instance, spent$250,009 in
1974 on repairs for buildings and equipment damaged by vandals.
Over $7,000 worth of damage was caused by elementaryschool pupils
at one school in the city's West End district. In a single wave of de-
struction these youngsters threw more than 100 desks out of windows,
smashed several filing cabinets and pushed the school piano down a
flightof stairs.

The Subcommittee study pound 16 shooting§ in Kansas City schools
during the 1972-73 school year. The security manager for the school
system spoke of _the increasing problem of weapons in his, schools:

We bave.a major problem and it's a tough.one to beat. Some kids carry guns
for protection. Others carry guns for extortion attempts. Some say 'they brandish
guns as a status symbol.

The District Attorney for Kansas City annotinced-that he was pre-
paring a booklet -for school administrators and teachers which would
explain procedures for handling and apprehending,students suspected
of using drugs. The District Attorney explained, "I just don't know

CM}
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'what else to do. Drugs have increased sharply in the last two years .

and we have to hamsomething-for the teachers to go by."
The Chicago school system reported a total of 2,217 <assaults on

teachers in their schools between 1971 and 1973. In,_one instance an '
Nth grade-student-broughtn set of..45-aud .38ipistols-to school- where
he killed his principal and %%minded a school security official. Security
personnel in Chicago schools are now pormittedto- carry firearms.for
their protection. Another firearm related incident-in Chicago schools
last year involved a 16 year old high school student Who was shot to
death when.he refiised to pay another student a 5-cent card game bot.

One teacher-reported that a great deal of the violence and yandalism
within the city schools are caused by expelled, suspended, or-truant
students who return to the Schools during the day :

They wait till lunchtime, then they sneak in and mingle with the-students:
You can tell which is which because the outsiders-don't always know the rules.
Anyway they smoke dope, threaten the kids and try to mess with the girls.

The Subcommittee also learned that over $3 million was spent in
1973 to repair or replace datriaged or stolen property in -Chicago
schools. Several teachers and students ,indicated that at least part of
this violence and vandalism within the schools can be attributed to
gang activity. The number of gangs in Chicago hasheen estimated as.
high as 700 with several organized within the elementary school system.

The Detroit school system also reported serious problems with vio-
lence and vandalism. The school Security Department states:

For years, the main problem of building security was the protection against
minor vandalism. Broken windows, ink and paint materials spilled about rooms,
occasional loss of equipment were the general trend. In the past 12 years, the
problems have grown ranialy. We still face the occasional "rip-up" in schools, -

while the theft and burglary costs have skyrocketed.

In the 1972-73 school year over $1,000,000 was lost to destruction .
and theft of school equipment in Detroit. In that same period there
were 483 serious assaults on students. A teacher, at-one east-side junior
high school states:

.

Its just a sick place to be in. It's so chaotic, it's not like teaching at all. Some-
times have to spend 40 of the 50 minutes of class time justgetting the students
to sit down. I'm hoarse from shouting when I leave school. I know I could lose
my job for saying this but who minds losing a bad jolt?

Last year in Detroit, a. 17 year old girl in a city, high,sehool was
awarded, $25,000 in damages for physical and psychological injuries -

following an incident where she was attacked, by about thirty of her
classmates who knocked her down, beat her 'and stabbed her with
pencils. The motive for the incident was a feeling,among these students .
that the victim was more attractive and had better grades. -

A principal of a high school on the city's west side emphasized
-that most students aro relatively well behaved and- tally a small per-,
eentage of the overall student population causes serious prOblems.
This principal finds:

They're usually students Who are not doing well academically and students
w &ho have excessive Absence

IA nearby Grand Rapids vandalism cost the school system $110,000
in 1973..In a letter to the Subcommittee tho.school board indicated'
that the installation of alarm systems, plastic windows and special
lights was having some success in reducing vandalism losses.
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A Duluth, Minnesota public school district of about 20,000 students
estimated that \\Wow breakage alone custS $20,000 per 3 ear to repair.
Burglaries resulted in equipment losses of over $10,000 per Liar.

The 'Cleveland Public Schools reported to the Subcommittee that
672 teachers-wth assaulted in its schools in the survey period while
the number ofnarcotics violations being committed on school property
increased from 2,,G-in-M0 io_Pjn1073. Several yearsago a 13 year
old student at Franklin D. Roosevelt Junior High School in Cleve-
land was shot to death in a second floor boy's room by four of his
classmates who fired six bullets from a rifle into his head. At Shaw
High School. in East Cleveland, a student fired four shots from a
revolter lit the school football coach who was standing in the hallway.
On the day before this incidentf.the coach had reprimanded the stn-
dent for reading a newspaper durina class.

school lcdistrict in- Cincinnati, Ohio reported to the Subcommittee
that burglaries at the school increased from three in 1970 to thirteen
in 1973 While the number of serious vandalism incidents rose from
ten to eighteen in that same period. The Toledo Public School-system
found that the ntunber of 4udents involved in drunk and disorderly
offenses, both on and off the school campuses, increased.fromseventeen
to forty-eight in a three year period.

The Wichita Kansas Public School system told the Subc'ommittee
Wit the number of windows being broken. in their school building
had increased by 300 percent between 1963 and 1973, and/the overall
cost to the system for vandalism and burglary had increased from
$1g.777 to $112,177 in that same ten year period.

The Security Police Report of the Indianapolis Public School sys-
--tern for 1973 reported 142 assaults on students and 19 assaults on
teachers. One school banding had over $3,000 in broken windows in
that year alone.

In November of 1073, there were 13 burglaries of 'school buildings
in the Indianapolis system with losses such as $275 tape records, $12
Worth of orange juice, $315 in tape players, $74 in athletic equipment
and a $245 adding machine.

school counselor for the Des Moines Public School system in a
letter 'hi the Subcommittee states that local school-officials are par-
ticularly,concerned over three distObing trends: the increasing pos-
session, use and sale of narcotic drugs in the schools, the increasing
number of vandalism incidents directed-against school property, and,
the con istently high percentage of dropouts within the system.

Th Kenosha Wisconsin Vilified School District No. 1 reported to
the Subcommittee that the number of robber ie., within the schoo) in-
creased from 6 in the 1970-71 school year to 53 in the 1972-73 school
year. The minibei of major s andalisin incidents went from 69 to 89
over that same period. In tin. Green Bay Public, Schools the number of
weapohs .1 wing otiti'scated Is school officials increased from 25 to 89,
alp] inc,ident-i of m obbcry and A andalism has e both ,increaseddamati-' cqlly the strse, period. In the 1970-11 school year there were 15
offenses in the Eau ('lair si !tools invol% in.. the possession or stile of
narcotics. By 1973 this manly'. of such offenses_ increased to 26.

It is important to emphasize that although time schools briefly
discussed above arc located in predominantly urban areas, time prob-
lem of criminal activity within schools is not limited to, or even
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necessin ily more se't ere, in these particular institutions or in urban
areas in :reneral, than in suburban or rural districts. In a small town
in1udiana, for instance, two boys were discovered operating an extort
tion ring in an elementary school which victimized more than 40 school-
children during. the 1973 school year. A, study conducted at a suburban
high school inThlineis by the Columbia University School of Public
Health and Administrative .1Iedicine found, that 34.1 percent .oLthe
students had used Ina rijuana, lti..2 percent tried barbiturates, 15.7 per-
cent used amphetamines, 20 percent Used LSD or other phychedelics,

percent had tried cocaine and 4.7 percent had tried heroin. The Su-
perintendent of the schOol stated:

The superintendent that says he does not have a drug problem in his high school
either is guilty of a shameful coverup, or he just does not itnoow,te facts.

It would be a serious misrake to infer from the few examples we have
pointed out that violence and vandalism exists only in schools in the
&ger cities of the NorthcenVal region. On the contrary, the Subcom-
mittee study has found very few scnoOls within this region that'do not
have serious problems in flusTegard.

1
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C. SOUTH

For purpose*of our survey the southern region includes the states Of
.11abluna, _Arkansas, Delaware, Florid/a, Georgia, Kentucky,LOnisiana,
(Maryland, Mississippi, North Cardlina, Oklahoma South Carolina,
Tennessee, TeXas, Virrginia, 'West Virginia, and the District'of Colum-
bin. Puerto Rico and:the-Virgin Islands.

The Subcoinmittee sent two hundred sixty-one questionnaires to
school districts in the southern rea-ion. One hundred -eighty -seven or
71.6 percent were returned:completed. This was the highest completion
.percentage of the four regions.

Our data ,i'mlicate that all categories of school`violence and vandal-
ism offensesincreased significantly between .the 1970-71 and 1972-73
school years: .

(A) Homicide increased. by 2M percent;
(E.) Rape and attempted rapeincreased- by 28..1.percent ;
( C) Robbery ,increasea by 51.7 percent;

.
(D) Student assault -on- student increased_ by 276.9percent;
(E) Student assault -on school personnel inereased-bY 316.4 per-

cent. and . ,
(F) Burglary and larceny increased- 'by 28.1, perckiit.

The-Subcommittee suryeir revealed dramaticevidenCe of the drdpout
phenomena in this region. Dropouts increased,by,18.8 percent-more

. than twice the increase of any other region. Expulsions;hoWever, de-
creased-by 5.9 percent. The "decrease" in expulsion rates may *ell'
reflect the application of the "force-out" practices which would account'

. in part for the increase in
no

rates in everyregion.,
There appears to be no significant difference inthe types ofViolent

incidents in southern schoOls. from those, occurring throughoUt the
country. We did learn of a rather shocking example of-such-conduct
involving elementary school youngsters that vividly demonstratesthe
seriousness. of problems confronting the-school community. In April
1973, three third grade pupils, in Winston- Salem, NOrth Carolina,
were charged with robbery for allegedly forcing two nine .year-old
classmates to pay nearly.$1,000 in extortion .payments over an eight
month period. The boys, two aged nine and one aged eleven, al-
legedly threatened their claSsmateS with beatings or death if the money
*as not paid.

In sonic communities teachers and school officials-are responding to
the increased leyel and- seriousness of violence by arming themselveS.
In fact, some schools are literally armed camps. For example, it has
been -reported by the Birmingham Schools Stmerintendent, Dr. 'Wil-

.mer Cody, that last year so many school offic; s were carrying'guns to
school that ho had to.designate certain spec .ted persons to carry fire-
arms for- their protection. School officials contended: the guns -weye
needed because. outsiders, including violent gang members, were de-
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stroyng school and threatening the lives of students and:
teachers. In response to this dangerous situation, the Birmingham
Board of Education 'banned: all lethal weapons from school grounds
unless specifically authorized by the Superintendent.

The pos,ession of firearms and other lethal weapons in the schools
is frightening, but CI en' more startling is the growing. number -of

,reports of actual shouting.s in the schools. For example, in February
1973, in Richmond, Virginia, at the _Armstrong High School, a 17
3 ear-old boy It as killed and a 14 3 ear-old girl was wounded when
aught in the-cross-fire of a gun battle between two youths in a:school

arrid6r.
Lawlessness in -this region's schools is also evidenced by the increas-

ing level of personal N iolence, short of murder. ,A4med robbery, extor-
tion and assault are not uncommon in many schools. Gangs of thugs
are often involved in these crimes. For example, in September 1973,
nine students at Northwestern High School in Prince Georges Coinity,
Maryland, including u blind 12th grader, were robbed by what au-
thorities described asia '!roving band" of armedteenagers !
at one District of Columbia high school, last year, three teenagers,
one aimed with a pistol, robbed the school-bank at midday. The school
principal claimed that fire regulations prohibited the school from
locking its doors, however, the fire chief indicated that schools could
arrange their doors to entrance while simultaneously per-
mating quick exit in case of an emergency such as fire.

Likewise. vandalism of school property as well as that of school
officials. teachers and students is increasing in this region. For exam-
ple, during the 19724913 academic year, in Prince Georges County,
Maryland, $267,000 worth of school property was either damaged or
stolen. ,This cost to the school system was 14 percent-higher than the
',Let iuus vear'S loss,of $226,000. We also learnedlhat the maintenance
cost- of the Houston. Texas school seem* force increased from
$20,000 in 1972 -to $389,000in 1973.
, Similarly, in iseal 1973, 46,810 window panes were broken in, the ,

District of Columbia schools at a cost of $621,660 and the Memphis.
Board of Education indicated in 1974 that in -the pret ions 4 years
t andalisni hi«1. cost almost $1 million. The Broward County, Florida
school board reported a 17 percent increase of assault incidents for
the 1972-73 school year, including one murder. The number of arsons
doubled compared to the previous yearoind was responsible for losses
of school equipment valued at neatly $207,000.

Furthermore, in Mach 1974, three tecilage youths were arrested in
Dale City, Virginia, elementary school after inflicting. approximately
820,000 in vandalism. Polif.e found nearly all the building's windows
smashed, light fixtures-ripped out, desks splintered and their contents
strewn about. eight television sets anti seven -record players destroyed,
atiawater standing. throughout much of ti',e building, One police
officer said, "You mime it and-they did it".

One of the Subcommittee's primary concerns is tin' impaCt that the
atmosphere. of N iolenee and vandalism in the school haAni the ,ability
of teachers to teach anti students to learn. In this replon, however, it
appears that in addition to these concerns, the advent' of school
desegreation has had an important impact on the manner in which

4.)7.171
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students and teachers al c treated as w ell as student b-elia for in general.
Numerous national and local southern organizittious lots e,,studied this
*speciabaspeet of the problem in some depth.

The. NEN estimates there are as many as 50,000-black "push-outs"
throughout the south. A June 1973 report on suspciisiOns, expulsions,

_ and dropouts in the Raleigh, N.C. public schools prepared by the
Raleight Community Relations Committee gives sonic insight into
the impact of desegiegation on southern. school children. Suspension
records fur the 1972 -73 school year showed that black 'high school
students composed G4 percent or 509 out of 79.1 dismissal cases in
Raleigh schools..Coinparisons of these figures with those of the two
prelim's terms. showed that black high school suspensions had in-
erea,,,A1 .:iyom 16.1 percent to- 59 -percent since 1970-71. The largest
catc,,orie, of offense were truancy and lighting, which may be precipi-
taxed by the newly stn uctured makeup of desegregateddesegreated school
populations. .

. The Raleigh Community Relations Committee observed several
fadors in their report w lila may present some insight, into school
ivlence and disruption in newly integrated-schools both South and

North :-
Nearly 100 parents, students, or other interested persons -talkeet ith RCRC

Staff during this study. Most sere blacks who spoke-repeatedlp of-rejMion-and
uneasiness as feelings associated with the schools.

Black parents sho made attempts to hold conferences with teachers. prin-
t ipals, or counselors spoke of lack of respect accorded them in ninny instances
either been use of direct insults or the general tune of their reception.

'Chine parents uho did not attempt to look into problems eNnerienced ks their
cloldren-said they feared the reception they could receive or felt that there sus
no point in even trying.

Black students talked of :
() Verbal insults from students and Administrators:
12) Their feeling that they s% ere not canted at the :ghouls, high schools

in particular:
(3) A general uneasiness.

One student, expressed.this by saying You just can't relax-o%er there." A feeling
of frustration and disappointment arts also clearly apparent in Must cutout-
sations

During March 1973, 220" white children were removed 1y their
parents from the Roger 13. Taney Junior High School in Camp
Springs, Mao, laxxl after a racial brawl. The racial tension was attrib-
uted .to court ordered integiation in January 1973 which resulted in
elm busing of 250 black students from Seat Pleasant, Maryland to
Taney. Some black sthdents a.id administrators said they Ea the
school as a white world hostile to the hlacks. full Of subtle and not-
so-subtle racial.slights and innuendoes that cut deep \and have caused
the hostilities to esk alate on both sides. :White students and their
parents on the other hand- said they felt generally that the influx of
blacks had lowered the quality of teaching 'by causing- teachers to
spend increasing amounts of time disciplining black students.

Leon 1-Tall. Director of the Southern Regional Council's School De-
gregation Project addressed, this issue during a 1973 National Edam-

. cation Association conference on "Student Displacement/Exclusion."
Mr. Hall makes pointed referem to the experience of many black
students in southern regioniandto the findings of his organization's
joint study with the Robert F. Kennedy Memorial, on school conflict:

0 . . :)sz
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You have young people today who for eight hours a day, nine months aear,
are having to go to school:facing facisni, isolation, and-unfair treatment with the
tImppetving number of minority teachers and administraiors. ut these stu-
dents just aren't going to take any stuff. We have found that there are Variances
in the Student's response to-the situation they're in. From a preliminary inquiry
we learned froln students and the few teachers who would respond that the
major problem in the averagceschool in our region is conflict. Under the umbrella
of conflict we found_that the number one problem was, conflict between
and teachers. Ranking,nmiiber two was conflict between students and adminis-
trators. ]tanking number three %sas,conflict between students anitstudents and
the unfair eaforcement of,rulcs.. sri

The fispdinffs-of the Southern Regional Council with regard to con-
flue is underscored by the Subcommittee's survey.

'Prese special problems in the-Southern region emphasize the heed,
nationwide, to assure due process for.teachers and students in all
school proceedings, but particularly those of a disciplinary nature.

a
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D. WEST

For putposes -of our survey the Subcommittee's Westein region is
comprised of Alaska, Arizblia, California, Coldrado, Hawaii, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, NeW Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, Wyoming,
Guam, the Canal Zone and the Trust Territories of the Pacific Islands
and American Samoa.

Questionnaires were sent to 130 school distrieSs in this region and
69.8 percent of them responded.
".The Subcommittee found that in.schools in the Western.region be-

tween 1070 And 1973:
(A) Assaults on students increased 77.4- percent;
(13) Assaults, on teachers increased' 6.4 percent;
-(0).Major acts of vandalism increased by 15.7 percent;
(D) Robberies-increased 'by 98;3 percent;
(E) Burglaries increased by 2.7 percent;
(F.) Rapes and attempted rapes increased by 52.3 percent;
(G) Hothicide§ increased by 26.6,-percent ; and
(H) Drug offenses in schools increased by 18.1 percent'.

,Perhaps one_ of the best indicator a the rising tide of school vio-
lence in this region is the fact that the number of weapons being seized
from students .by. school authorities increased by 90.3 percent from
1970,.to 1973. Obviously, more and more students are becoming acutely

`ii are ,Of the escalating level of violence within their schQols.
r The Subcommittee ...also found an increasing concern among state

nd local school authorities throughout the region. The California
Tate Department of Education, for example, commissioned a year-

long state wide investigation of flee problem by a special task force.
The final report concluded that:

Eveiy relevant.source of information studied by the Task Force indicated thri't
general crime is a serious problem Showing an unmistakable increase in the
sghools-of the State. Vandalism in particular-appeared to the Task Force to be
a serious ,problem for-most 'Schools. Indications were that it w4ts increasing iil
frequency although the rate of increase did not appear to be as great for vanda=
lism as f9Ckome:pther types of school crimes.

,The Superintendent of Schools fo.r the City of Los Angeles, William
J. jolinston, in a letter to the SubcoMmittee writes :

The problems of Juvenile crimes in our communities and on school camps
gives_us serious concerns. It should be noted, that assaults and batteries in ca

,pus related incidents increased 44 percent last year. Robberies on school c
puses more than doubled, while a total of 187 Incidents involved the user of
weapong.

After an extensive, undercover investigation of 24 high school last
year; the Chief of the Los Angeles High School Juvenile Di 'sion

. estimated that,. "80 pe,reent, of the students 'with whom polite, gents
came in, contact while posing as students and attending cia were
using drugs of sornu kind." In the first four months of the 19, 2-1973
school yeat.there NNItrp GO gun episodes in Los Angeles school§, ohe of
which Involved the death of a Locke High School student./Last De-
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(-ember a gun fight between two-stuilL nts at the Manual Arts High
School campus left one 16- }ear -old dead and another 17-year-old
badly Is (minded. A Los Angeles high school principal declared, "For
-tuicheis and studenta alike, the issue unfortunately is-no longer learn-
ing but survival."

School and juvenile authorities attribute sonic of this increase in vio-
lence in Los Angeles schools to the presence of numerous well orga-
nized gangs in these institutions. The head of the Youth Servicespiiti-
sion of the Los Aligeles Sheriff's Department-stated last year that the
schools are "virtually armed camps" as a result of violence from gangs.
In the 1971-72 school year there were 200 gang related shootings, 29 of
which were fatal. It has been estimated that LOs.Angeleshas-.1.50 gangs
in the city, Many of which are operating in the schools. One of -the
largest of .tliesp organizations is called the Crips. The name is a short
forai of Cripples ssliieh in turn is derived from the gang's trademark
.of maiming or crippling their victims. The Crips also have-two auxil-
iary units: The Cripetts, compose..4, of ,girl-members041 the Junior
Crips made up of elementary school children. A social 'worker working
with the Los 'Angeles gangs says:

The trend is toward even wore violtnt acts. Our biggestproblem is with the
R to 11 year olds, not the teenagers. They're into everything vandalism, assault,
petty then and extortion setiool.

Los Angeles, of course, is not the only city in the Western region
with gang related problems in its schools. In San Francisco many of
the most organized gangs arelound..in-Chinatown. Two years agoone'
of these gang leaders was assassinated by a rival 15 year old high
school student who riddled hiss ictim's body with seven shots from a
.25 caliber _pistol he had concealed in his pocket.

Although only about 1 percent of- tho youths living- in Chinatown
belong to these gangs are capable of-repeated serious acts-of vio-
lence and disruption in the city schools. These groups have names like
tlur Junior Wah Ching, reprtedly found in Galileo and Washington
High Schools, the Baby 11 all Ching, made of 12.to15 year olds; and
the &ley Sing. In addition to this gang related violence, San Fran-
cisco experiences the usual kinds of unorganized mayhem found
throughout schools in the Western Region. L. the first two weeks of
the 1972 school year for instance, one student was killed and live others
wounded in knife attacks at three different San Francisco schools.
Additionally, three other separate fights -resulted in serious injuries
to six other 'students. During-January 1973, four high school students,
three of theM girls, were expelled for carrying-guns.

In Sacramento a school disciplinary officer reported that instances
of extortion are increasing faster than other forms of school crime.
Most of the Students involved in these crimes are in the 6th, 7th, or 8th
grades and are apparently moti%ated by the "sheer delight of scaring
the -out of some small kid."

The costs of vandalism in California are also extremely high. In 1971.
Los Angeles lost $3,700,000 to intentional destruction and theft of
school property, enough -to construct two or three new elementary
'school buildings. Superintendent of Schools Johnston estithateshat
between 1968 and 1973 vandalism cost Los Angeles approxiMately
$11 million.

4 0.4'.1...(.;
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The Orange. County School system expen iii $015.28.8.05 on van-
dalism, related repairs dnrind FY 1973. Anaheim Higl chool alone
had' over $124,000 in costs attributable to vandalism. 0 study esti-
mates that the State of California, w ill be spending well over $10,000,-
600 every year on vandalism repairs.

Although California is by far the most heavily populated State in
the Subcommittee's Western region, and quite naturally therefore has
the largest volume of violence and vandalism in the area, the remain-
ing States also report serious crime problems, in their schools. In the
Seattle schools, for example, serious assaults increased by 70 percent
and robbery-by 100 percent between the 1970-71 and 1972-73 school
years. In 1972 alone theme were 1.SSG cri mus conunittO agamist students
and school employ ees.ranging from homicides to possession of fit ea rills
on the school grrounds. andalism cost the Seattle schools over $1 mil-
lion in 1972. A report on school security fur the State of Thishington

Additionally. 111 problem. has 'taken a turnlor-the worse becaNe our schools
_

are no longer safe for the majority of students and faculty. Hardly a day goes -bywhere an Incident or incidents in our schools do. nut occur. Teachers are afraid,
students are apprehensive, and parents are k,tincerned the mounting security.
related problems in our educational systpm,

The Boulder, Cr-olorado. Schools reported $65.000 in annual vandal-
ism losses and a 4972-73 securit). budget -of $60.0l0. In 1970-71 thatdis-
triet had 17 robberies, but by the end of the 1973 school year that mun-
ber had risen to 31. The Denser Public schools recently installed a -.
silent alarm system and hired a full time security supervisor in an
attempt to reduce its vandalism costs, The Administrative Director of
the system states. "The installation of silent alarms is extremely dif-
ficult to finance within t ieters of a school budget."

Last September the nt rmotu tain School in Brigham City, Utah
was the scene of a serie f fights 'ming Indian. students from different
tribes. Police areas 11 students and confiscated numerous knives
and clubs after a I), icularly serious flaeup at the school. School
authorities also reper d se% eral attempts to burn down the school
building. In 1972 Salt Lake Comity schools lost more than $400:000
in destroyed or stolen properties. This loss w as estimated to be equal
to the yearly operating costs of two medium sized elementary schools.
A report prepared at the end of the 1073 school year by the Utah Asso-
ciation of School Administrators, on s iolenee in the State's schools
found, "Dissent, disruption and s iolemtce are beginning to run rampant
in some areas." -

The Subcornmittee ,fottlid a total of 138 serious assaults on students
and 10 /assaults on teaehers during the 1972-73 school year in the
Phoenix Union High School System in Phoenix, Arizona. That same
system also reported $35.000 in vandalism related-damages. The Roose-
velt School District, also located in Phoenix, had-over $16.000 in educa-
tional equipment stolen in FY 1973 and suffered an additional $16,760
loss from equipment being maliciously damaged.

In Las Vegas, Nevada, the Clark County School-District reported an
increase in the number of narcotic offenses being committed on school
property from 38 in 1970 0131 by 1973. In the same period burglaries
increased from 79 to 200, and major vandalism incidents from 19to al.

42ti .
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The Subcommittee survey of the Western Region indicates that the
increasing trend of violence and vandalism found throughout this
-area is at least as-serious, if not more so, than the other three regions
of the country. Although, the survey results show that the extent' of
the problem may vary somewhat between the extremely critical situ-
ation in some larger, urban. and suburban areas and the less extreme
problem in some of the more sparsely populated states, it should be
understood that while the level of destruction and violence may differ,
it has increased over the last several years to unacceptable levels
throughout this area.
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FEDERAL LEGISLATION

Legislation proposing Federal-financial assistance to local education
agencies in order to reduce and-prevent school crimes was-first intro-
duced in the 92nd Congress by Representative Jonathan Bingham -of
New. York as H.R. 3101. This legislation titled, "The Sge Schools
Act" was slightly-revised and reintroduced in Septejnber 1971 As H.R.
10641. Hearings were held. on both bills by the General Subcommittee
on Education of the House, Committee on Education and Labor in
the fall of 1971 but no report was issued on the legislation.

The "Safe Schools Act" as initially proposed would -have established
a new category of grants for schools-under Title I, of the Elementary
and Secondary EducationAct to assist schools in the development and
implementation of locally approYed school security plans to reduce
crime against the school, their children, employees, and facilities. Con-
ceivably, the grants could have been used to develop greater profession-
alization and expansion of school security forces.; increase adult pres-
ence in the schools through the use of trained parent patrols; install
surveillance devices and. alarm systems as crime deterrents; and im-
prove student identification and accounting methods.

The 'Safe Schools Act- was reintroduced in the 93rd Congress as
II.R. 26,50, with provisions identical to H.R. 10641 in the previous,
Congress. The-prpos-al-iratl-over 20 -cosponsors-Hearin were again
held by the General Subcommittee on Education, but no repo wa
issued. A companion Measure, S. 485, was introduced in the Senate
but there was no further Senate action. Later, in the 93rd Congress,
the "Safe Schools Study Act." H.R. 11962 was introduced. It required
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to conduct.a "full
and complete investigation and study" of crime in eleinentary and
econdary schools. H.R. 11962 was subsequently adopted-by the House

Committee on Education and Labor as an amendment to H.R. 69.
the "Elementary .and- Secondary Education Athendinents of 1974."
A Senate version of the amendment was adopted- during Senate con-
sideration of the ESEA amendments of 1974,(S. 1539). The conference
report subsequently adopted the provisions of the House bill except
for portions of the Senate version which required the study to cover
the period of enactment' through fiscal year 1976.

The ESEA 'amendments of 1974 were sighed into law August 21,
1074 with the Safe School Study provision intact (P.L. 93-380).

Reaction to Federal "Safe Schools" legislation has been mixed.
Sc 1001 security personnel charged with immediate .responsibility for
d ling with criminal offenses in the schools continue to be very Op-
p° tive of "safe schools" proposals in Congress. The majority of our
responses from school security-directors-across-the country- included
recommendations that the initial "Safe Schools Act" be enacted into
law as a significant step toward winning the battle against crime in the
schools. We have found educators to be generally supportive of the
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safe schools- concept but they tend to emphasize the necessity for
,brouder, long range. Vrograms to combat school crime. Dr. Harvey

former Chancellor of New York City Schools in one example
o'f such sentiment stAted:

Principals are legitimately concerned-about the social and educational effects
ui :azs of liule.ace and crime which take place in the school or in its immediate
%iota*. My talsonal conclusion, liowv%er, is that, the placing of security guards

the schools dues nut represent a perthanent, lung-range solution to the problem
of unsafe schools.

It is, at best, merely a short range and necessa-nly- limited treatment of a symp-
tom. :security guards, w Macs cr ther numbers, will but, in my judgment, con-
ti mute tu any substantial way to elimination of the factors which cause schools
to be un,:afe:

A community school superintendent in :New York City has observed accu-
rately, I belies e- .-that you can make a school an armed camp, and that won't
make it st-cute. Nor, I would add, still it enhance the school's ability to educate.

Alillotn;li school aathorthes clearly must make all possible elfprts to make
stimuls safe by using a lariety of Means, the major emphasis should be the de-
selopment of long-tern( solutions to time causes of Unsafe schools.

the Federal Uoternment, thrim.4-11 legislation, can help significantly by en-
vouragni..- the tleclopmelit of safe-schools efforts which seek to reach below the
sorfate of the problem. It is my hope, In short, that the Congress, in promoting
safer s, hoots, w ill phice inure emphasis on the support of substantive programs
ilesignisl to deal with the causes of unsafe schools than on the funding of efforts;
that is, security guards, burglar alarms, special equipment, et cetera, which deal
primarily with the symptoms of crime. _

It is riot a matter of either-or, it is a matter of emphasis. In particular,
%%wild strongly recommend the support of pi,ograms involve students, and

-7paLeat.s_iis__ _well, in the design and operation of programs for safe schools.

Other rescrl Alms that resultelin Congress not approving an opera-
tional pz ogram were motivated by concenilliatsuch-a-pro,0Tain might.

cinaturel be sponsored at the federal level, when state. anZioViil
jaw ogati ves and existing: solutions bad not been fully investigate& or
more defini.ti%e information ou the natant, and extent of the problem
hail not been developed.

The Sultw oninutsee has determined through this preliminary stiller
of bane iii t hools that federal legislatiou_in this critical area is
w ed. But out examination of available data suggests that while

o urns "safe sthools" legislatit e proposals may serge as 'a point of
delialtutu. rettlirtii and e titc federal legislation.cannot be finalized
without farther exhatistiv e Congressional investigation.

rf
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STATE LEGISLATION

A varietv,of legislative proposals have-been enacted into law at the
state level-to curb school crime. The most comprehensive law is the
Florjda-"Safe Schools Act" passed by the Florida legislature-in 1973.
The Act authorizes a program of-financial assistance to school districts
for the development.of programs lo cope with school security prob-
lems such as vandalism and disruptive students. Appropriations for
the Adt amounted to $1.85 million in 1973 and 1974 respectively.
Funding-under f he Florida Act is allocated through a formula based
on the,number of full-time students in a given school district for the

. year prior to the funding. In order to receive funding, the school
district must submit a project plan for approval by the Commissioner
of Education. Projects to- date "have provided security equipment,
identification cards for students and security personnel and have en-
abled the development of programs in such areas as human relations
and class management. The Florida House Committee on Education
is currently developing a proposal for -a change in the Safe Schools
Act that would aim less at "hardware" for security equipinent and
more at innovative programming to deal with disruptive students.

The, Education Commission on the States reports some 100 pro-
posals enacted by states in 1973 and 197-1 that generally relate to student
control and school safety and security. The following are several
examples:

Year and Stare Legielation-

1973 : North Carolina S 286. A resolutioddirecting a Senate committee
to study the problem of student unrest, discipline,
in public-schools,

1973: Oklahoma ILE. 1276. Allows for the suspension of pupils for
possession and allows for the search and seizure
of dangerous weapons and controlled dangerous

.
substances. .

1974: Virginia______ __ 84. Authorizes the Virginia Advisory Leg-
islative Council to make a study to determine the
need for State funds to establish programs to pre-
ventdisruption in public schools.

1974: Hawaii I3. 390. Establishes a statewide school
security patio barged with the prevention of-

' vandalism, hijacking atalii"91,..almaailze and,
other activities inimical to the pursuit ofaca
donde interests.

1974: North Carolina.-- 11.13. 2008. Increase's from $50 to $300 the °reward
that boards of education are authorized to offer
for information leading to the arrest and eonvic
tion of persons in cases of vandalism -or larceny
wi th i n public schools.

1974: Indiana 11.13. 1793. Makes it a misdemeanor for any per-
Son to refuse to leave the premises of any
institution established for the purpose of the ed-
ucation of students when such persons is causing
a disturbanceif requested by the .principal or
the assistant principal.

(37)
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Additionally, the ,Commission reports that the following relevant
- legislation has been proposed at the State level :
California A.B. 34. Requires the Department of Justice to .

study vandalism and conduct pilot programs
to deal with- vandalism And to report to the
legislature by 1977 regarding suggested pro-
grams- to reduce vandalism. ...

.
Maine L.D. 11. An act restricting the use of weapons

I in public schools.
South Carolina- 112158. A bill, to prohibit vandalism on school

property and while on school buses and provides
for penalties. i'

'South Carolina 112169. Ameids the South Carolina Code 'to pro-
vide penalties for breaking and entering school.; property and committing vandalism thereon.
Provides for rewards leading to the arrest and
conviction of ;violators. -.Newlork A288. Require& school emploYees to make writ-
ten reports of, assaults upon the& by pupils. .Indiana S.B. 338. A hill to-control specific school dis-
turbances.

Indiana H.B. 1385 and 1515. Bills to define procedures ,
for the removal of persons from school property
who are Intericirg with normal school pro.
ceduret. --..

4 `1
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CONCLUSION

The preliminary findings of the Subcommittee present clear and
dramatic evidence that violence and vandalism in the schools of our
country lias reached a level_ofsrisis that demandsriinmediate compre-
hensive review and legislative action. To accomplish this the Subcoin-
mittee will proceed immediately with hearings to obtain the views of
all affected parties, and to develop a comprehensive record-that will
serve as a-basic reference source on the many interrelated components
of these very complex problems. As evidenced in this preliminary
report, the etiology of school violence is as complex as the structure
of our society. We intend to examine thoroughly- the categories-of-
school problem areas which we believe must be singularly- and col-
lectively understood before any -legislative proposal can be finalized.
These areas include pushouts, drbpouts, forceouts, truancy, gang vio-
lence and terrorism, student rights, teacher rights, parent rights,
alcohol and drug abuse, community involvement, and alternative
approaches tto correct the devastating patterns of violence in our
nation's schools.

* *

.(30)
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CHILD AND FAMILY SFRUICES ACT or 1R75

Testimony of Hon. lichard L. ottinger of New York
at Joint House - Senate Hearings

Thursday, June IR, 1Q75

Mr. Chairman, I an happy -to have the opportunity tn,share

with you and the other members of the House and Senate subcommit-

tees my.views on the need for comprehensive child care legisla-

,tiono,in the-.94th Congress.

When I returned to the House this year, after an absence

of four years, one of my first legislative proposals-was the com-

prehensive Child Development Act of a975 (f.R. 115A). ThiA hill

had been authored and introduced in the previous Congress by

greSsman John Brademus and my Predecessor, Congressman Ogden Reid,

and because this is a subject very dear to his heart, I felt cm-
1

mitted to try and continue the fine work he started in this area.

My bill is virtually identical to H.R. 2966, of which I am alsp.

7--- -a- cosponsor.: -

'There are serious deficiencies in the quality of day care

services available in the U.S. today, and those licensed tecilitieR

that do exist across the country cannot begin to meet the crying

demand for such services, particularly in view of present econ mic

sircUmstances, in which both parents in many tamilies are ei er

5

choosing ,to or being forced to Work in order to keen pace with the

rising cost o4 hyxng. As more and more mothers of small children

return to work, the need for growl facilities grows more acute

every day. This Problem is particularly Revere in low and moder-.

ate income areas, where, families simply do not have the financial

A
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resources,to pay the established fees for individ.al child care

and must rely on group facilities whoroeconomiOs -it scale result

in considerably reduced rates for their:children.

- The bills you have under consideration at this time con-

tain sweeping new provisions for delivering adequate child care

services and strengthening the role of the family as a basic unit

of our society. It is particularly important that this leafs-

ration provides for early childhood 4dudation and development,'

-not just custodial services. All studies indicate that a child's

future is most influenced by his early childhoodenvirTment.

It is therefore vital that this legislation contemplates such pro-

'posals as health care both to children and expectant mothers,
ti

family counseling'services, educational proarams for voallg People

and their parents, food and nutritional services, snegial atten-

tion to the unique needs of children f;om racial and ethnic minority

groups and migrant workers' families and many other important nro-

isions:

It is also imoortant that child development centers Fe avail-

able to all income groups, the more affluent nayina in accordance

with t eir ability. This will avoid centers becomina ghettoized,

permit a cess to middle income families who greatly need them
1

and provid for economic viability of the centers.

//'1Both R. 1359 and H.R. 2966 would establish within the

Office-of the vretary of Health, Education and welfare an Office

'of Child dnd rani y Services to coordinate all PtgrAms of this

type administered b the Department and to assume the resnonsihilities
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of the preseilt Office of Child Development. Roth bills would

also create a, Child and Family Services Coordinating Council to

insure that the activities of the various offices onerate in an

orderly and complementary fashion and to recommend priorities

for Federal funding of research and development is these areas.

In my own district in Westchester County, New York, there

has been established the Day Care Council of Westchester, Inc.,

a non-profit, membership corporation concerned with expanding

and improvin%,day care for children in the County. The Council

strives for the, integration of education, social service, health

and recreation programs which serve the best interests or children

and help to strengthen family, life. This group has recently found

that there are at least 9,000 children in the area who are seek-
.%

-

a

ing day care who are not now getting it, and there are at least

20,000 more who would he eligible if it were available. In, the

30 non-profit day care centers now in operation in Westchester

there are approximately 1,900 children enrolled. Nearly every

center has a waiting list, and the various proprietary facilities

in the County are simply too expensive for those families that

are most in need of their services. There are 76,809 married

:women now.working in Westchester, and close to 9,900 of these have

bildrcn under the age of six. In 1971 some S3rmillion was crone

for AFDC in the County. Many of the mothers receiving this form
c

of public assistance would became taxpaying members of the

workfotcc if.adeguate day care facilities were available.
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This brings up:another impohant point with respect to day'l

care, and that is the most unrealistic income criteria that is

presently used in determining eligibility for services. Mrs. Inez

,Singletary, Executive Director of the Day Care Council of West- ,

cheater has pointed out to me that this is one of the most 'serious

problems with respect to day care in our County and that there

are simply too many mothers who leave Public assistance and are

the forced to return because the salaries they receive when they
s

take jobs disqualify them for day care services. ,T believe that
#

the requirements these bills place on prime sponsor, would help

-to alleviate this problem through the special Provisions made for

children from disadvantaged circumstances.

Mr. Chairman, as you know, in 1971 the Congress succeeded

in passing comprehensive day care legislation, only to have it

vetoed by then-President Nixon. I believe the 94th Conaress has

a serious obligation to develop a national policy and commitment

on,day care and to establish nroner vehicles For the coordination

and implementation of services. The eains that dan be made by,
.

future generations due to the stimullgon and mdtivation provided

by good day care programs are impossible to calculate. T am pleased

to be able to participate in these hearings, and I Pledge my com-

plete cooperation to you in the effort to qnact.the Child and

Family Services
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Senator ..fONDALE. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, ati.2130 pin., the sub ommittee adjourned.]
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